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The Docunentary Novel -- Fact, Fiction or Fraud? 

An examination of three Scandinavian examples 
of the documentary novel from the 1960s and 1970s 

This study seeks primarily to examine three Scandinavian examples of 
the documentary novel. Ini tially I endeavour to isolate certain 
purported characteristics of the genre as a whole by considering which 
aspects of a narrative have prompted the critics to call it a 
'documentary novel'. I then examine the three works in detail, applying 
standard techniques of literary criticism and compari ng the facts on 
which the novels are based with the novels themselves to determine what 
makes them 'documentary' and what makes them 'novels'. 

The t.hree novels share common techniques and all deal i·Ti th t.he 
subject of Scandinavian polar exploration, but the author's relationship 
and attitude to the facts he has at hand are sufficiently di fferent in 
each instance to permit a discussion of the literary form, ambitions and 
potential of the 'documentary novel'. 

The evidence suggests that the documentary novel uses authentic 
historical material but presents it through the techniques and forms of 
creative literature: t.he novelist.s adapt documented facts to support a 
view of a history ""hich typically differs from accepted tradition. I 
then show that the conclusions to which this unorthodox view points, 
however, are invariably the same as those the authors dray.T about life in 
their ot.her, non-documentary. fictional works. 

Finally I demonstrate how the documentary novel is a fluid form 
which can be used in the service of fact, fiction or fraudulent 
propaganda, and I suggest a defini tion that embraces the t.hree novels 
examined and the three kinds of documentary fiction that they represent. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

'The range of the contemporary novel is so great that any system of 

compartment-making will both work and not work ... Works of art will 

not yield to scientific categories; what looks systematic will 

really be only the loosest kind of free association.' With well-chosen 

exampl es Anthony Burgess issues this warni ng against pigeon-hoI i ng 

novels under descriptions like 'the historical novel', 'the romantic 

novel', 'the 1970s novel' etc. 1 However, as Burgess himself infers, 

'novel' has become such an encyclopaedic term that to maintain any 

kind of overview over the novel as a whole, we must continue to 

classify novels according to the different ways in which they are 

composed, or by subject matter. This is not merely a question of 

simplifying matters for ourselves: I Aven om det ar likgiltigt hur 

lasaren klassificerar ett verk, ar det formodligen inte aIls 

likgiltigt hur forfattaren benamner det ' . 2 The kind of label an author 

puts on his work reveals a great deal about the way in which he 

chooses to approach his subject. Michel Butor explains: 'ce que nous 

raconte Ie romancier est inverifiable a partir du moment au un 

ecrivain met sur la couverture de son livre Ie mot roman, il declare 

qu'il est vain d[' en] chercher confirmation' .:.;' It is with this 

authorial relationship to the textual material that the following 

study is concerned. 

The documentary novel is a modern phenomenon, with a long history. 

Blending fact and fiction into an aesthetically appealing narrative 
/ 

form is no new art, but the fact is that no one had ever thought of 

calling such works 'documentary novels' until the term began to 
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achieve popularity in the the late 1960s. 4 Herodotus's almost 2,500-

year-old Histories bear signs of the author's manipulating 

recognizably authentic characters to relate historical realities from 

a more or less personal point of view.s Fifteen-hundred years after 

Herodotus it was the saga writers who were dramatizing and 

aestheticizing history.s Later, Daniel Defoe, 'a novelist whose 

working method is that of the journalist', 7 wrote works like The Storm 

(1704),9 A Journal of the Plague Year (1722), and A Tour Through the 

Whole Island of Great Britain <1724-1726) in which he combined the 

'expressive resources of epic or the novel with the factual fidelity 

of journalism'.9 

In the nineteenth century the novel threatened to disintegrate into 

its component parts -- with the romance at one pole, and works of 

extreme realism and naturalism at the other. Stendhal wrote of his 

novel, Le Rouge et le Noir (1830), 'Ce roman n' en est pas un. Tout ce 

qui il racont e est reellement arri ve en 1826 dans les environs de 

Rennes ' . 10 Strindberg predicted the death of the novel and the rise of 

a new age of literature when every citizen would write and deposit 

with the authorities a complete, authentic autobiography: I Det skulle 

bli dokument, eller hur'. 11 And Tolstoi, disquieted by the 

mythologizing propert ies of the novel surmised in 1905: 'Mir scheint, 

mit der Zeit wird man Uberhaupt davon abkommen, Kunstwerke zu 

ersinnen. Man wird es peinlich finden, et was zu erf inden. Oi e 

Schri ftsteller, falls es sie geben wird, werden nicht etwas erfinden, 

sondern nur das Bedeutende und Interessante erzahlen, das sie im Leben 

zu beobachten Gelegenheit hatten'. 12 

The twentieth century has seen an increasingly intimate alliance 

between facts and fiction in a range of novels and styles. The Soviet 
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Novy Lef Group of the 1920s developed the didactic documentary form of 

'factography', combining linguistic skill and factual images to 

present a clear political message. 1 :3 The results, in Tretyakov's 

'literature of facts' and Furmanov's 'uninvented narratives' , 

represent works of genuine value both as ideology and Ii terature. "'4 In 

Europe and America, Doblin and dos Passos sought separately to capture 

the spirit of the 1920s and the 1930s by interweaving authentic news 

reports and biographies with more traditional 'invented' novelistic 

material. 15 

Meanwhile, documentary techniqt.les were being developed in 

Scandinavia. In Xiinniskor kring en bra (935) Josef Kjellgren sought 

to merge novel and fact into a new genre designed for conscious social 

criticism. 16 Another Swede, Vilhelm Hoberg, has since claimed that his 

Rid i natt! (1941) and the Utvandrarna trilogy (1949-1956) 'bygger 

helt pA dokumentar grund'. 17 Hany novels dealing with the Nazi 

occupation of Denmark and Norway have documentary trai ts.' E. Jens 

Bj0rneboe, for instance, combines the documents against Nazi doctors 

in the Nuremberg trials with fictional action in his first novel, Fer 

hanen 8~ler (1952). 

But it was not until the 1960s that a special type of novel came 

into vogue -- perhaps nowhere more so than in Scandinavia -- which, to 

all intents and purposes, combined recorded actuality and Ii terary 

tradi tion to document fact with the techniques of fiction. 19 This 

hybrid form apparently caused a degree of confusion in the ranks of 

critics,20 publishers,zl even, so they would have us believe, authors 

too,22 and it was found expedient to give it a new kind of label, 'the 

documentary novEl I ' . 
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In some ways this proved a singularly convenient epithet to describe 

the many disparate writings which, while indubitably based on real 

events, retain fundamental techniques of creative literature, such as 

selectivity and arrangement of material, and aesthetic appeal. For the 

publisher and the reviewer, literary documentarism, 'as old as 

literature itself' according to one critic, could now be aimed more 

precisely at potential purchasers and readers after separation into 

'documentary accounts' (reports, biographies, memoirs, travelogues, 

historical accounts etc.) and 'documentary novels', in which the 

author relies on actual events for his story, but writes about them in 

a way which manifests his creati ve talents. 2 :3 The distinction is 

inexact, lumping together under the category of 'documentary novel' 

works as different as Georg Buchner's Lenz (1836) and Norman Mailer's 

The Armies of the Night (1968), Ernest Hemingway's Green Hills of 

Africa (1935) and John Hersey's Hiroshima (1946), but it is a widely 

accepted one. 24. 

The purpose of this study is primarily to examine three Scandinavian 

examples of the documentary novel. Initially I will endeavour to 

isolate certain purported characteristics and qual i ties of the genre 

as a whole by considering which aspects of a narrative have prompted 

the critics to call it a 'documentary novel'. I will then examine the 

three particular novels in detail to determine what makes them 

'documentaries' and what makes them 'novels'. The novels I have chosen 

are Per Olof Sundman's Ingenjor Andrees luftfard (Stockholm, 1967),25 

KAre Holt's Kapp10pet (Oslo, 1974),26 and Thorkild Hansen's Jens Hunk 

(Copenhagen, 1965).27 The choice is not arbi trary. As I will show in 

my conclusion, these three novels share a number of common techniques, 

but employ them to deal with the subject of polar exploration in 

sufficiently different ways to permit a useful discussio~ of the 
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literary form. Finally I will consider the relevance of the use of the 

term 'documentary novel' to describe a special kind of literature. 

Two major problem areas lie outside the scope of this study. 

Firstly, an exact mapping of the line which divides fiction from non-

fiction. 28 Secondly, an assessment of the feasibility of a literary 

realization of absolute factual objectivity. Conflict; in t>.e sourc~ 

materials pose philosophical problems about the nature of truth, the 

historicity of history and the veracity of the novel. 

Saga ec einleegt ei t t hva~ al t anna~ en pa~ sem hefur gerst. St a~
reyndirnar eru roknar fra Per aouren PU byrjar s~guna ... Og pvi neer 
sem PU reynir a~ komast staoreyndum me~ sagnfreeai, pvi dypra s~kkurou 
i skalds~gu ... Munurinn a sagnaskaldi og sagnfreea ingi er sa ao hann 
sem eg nefndi fyr lygur visvi t andi ao gamni sinu; sagnfreea ingurinn 
lygur i einfeldni sinni og imyndar ser ao hann se ao segja satt. 29 

It is a fascinating idea, but one which lies beyond the scope of this 

st udy. 

For some people literature and reality seem incompatible. Mannoni 

begins his st udy of Freud with the following disclaimer: 'Avec de 

remarquables quali.tes lit teraires, l' oeuvre de Freud n' appart ient pas 

d'abord a la litterature: elle vise une verite' .~O (D. M. Thomas, on the 

other hand, in a foreword to his novel The White Hotel (1981), reminds 

the readers that Freud's psycho-analytical case histories are 

'masterly works of literature'.) For others, the novel is a key to the 

comprehension of reality, lett instrument f~r att tala om fakta pA ett 

sanningsenligare satt an vad avhandlingsformen skulle tillAta' .31 

Certain novels, such as Anatoli Kuznetsov's Babi Yar <1966, revised 

1970) assume a special posi t ion, set t ing out to record and explain 

specific truths by using documented history instead of imagined 

events. Kuznetsov actually goes as far as to claim that his' document 
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in the form of a novel' contains 'nothing but the truth'.32 A typical 

reaction may be more ambivalent, for does not the documentary deal in 

facts, while the novel deals in fantasy? 

M:ost people undoubtedly associate the word 'documentary' wi th a 

special kind of film report of the type first popularized by Robert 

Flaherty in the 1920s. 33 In the light of our own experience, we can 

surely agree with the dictionary that such films are 'factual, 

realistic based on real events and intended primari ly for 

instruction or record' ,34 The prevailing impression of such films is 

generally that of veracity and reliability. Confirmation that 

documentaries are commonly regarded as factual comes from, amongst 

others, the film critic, Paul Rotha: 'Frequently I hear it said that 

documentary aims at a true statement of theme and incident'. :36 

Clearly, however, no documentary reconstruction can state the facts to 

the degree that it is completely free from the influence of the film

maker. Tankred Dorst, a German documentary dramatist, coined a truism 

well worth remembering when evaluating the authentic content of 

documentary art: 'Wahr im dokumentarischen Sinn waren nur 

Dokumente sel bst' , ~~I!i> 

However, by referring to the documentary as 'a creative treatment of 

actuality' John Grierson implies that the documentary technique is not 

totally objective. 37 Some creative or organizational talent must be 

present. Rany critics see such intervention as an essential element of 

the documentary genre; it serves the function of distilling something 

meaningful from the chaos of human experience: 'Es tri tt also der 

paradoxe Zustand ein, da~ eine Dokumentation nur solange ihren 

Charakter als wirklichkeitsspiegelndes und -begrundendes Material 

wahrt, wie der Umgang mit ihr von kritischer Rat1ona11tat, die ein 
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hohes ){as von Obj eldi vi tat und Wertneutralitat miteinscblieBt, 

bestimmt ist', 313 Cinema-veri te documentaries 1 ike Andy Warhol's 

'Sleep' (1963), a six-hour fixed-focus view of a ma.n asleep, and 

'Empire' (1964), an eight-hour view of the Empire State BUilding, are 

cinematographic monuments to the impracticali ty of a more or less 

total lack of involvement on the part of the film-maker. Every cut in 

a film, like every scene in a novel, puts a measure of moral 

obligation on the documentarist: individual documentary fragments may 

assume greater significance, even new implications, depending on how 

they are arranged. 'Filmmakaren Luigi Scattini filmade for nAgra Ar 

sedan ihop till ett opus som vackt mycken fortrytelse i Sverige under 

ti teln Sverige hi111JI1e1 ell er he1 vete. Dar visas, bland annat, en 

bild av lapplisor; lapplisa sam gAr in i porti nakna flickor i poser

ingsatelje, Slutsatsen ar klar: svenska lapplisor extraknacker. 1::>'3 

Even with the noblest of intentions on the part of the 

documentarist, the finished product sifted, sorted, selected 

remains merely a subjective interpretation of a series of events. In 

Jorn Donner's Sverigebolren (1973), the author's al ter ego, J, 

perceives the reason for his failure to describe Sweden objectively: 

'Upplevelsen av konungariket ar pA alla plan forbunden med personliga 

minnen, plAga och seger' .40 But there exists a risk that documentaries 

are more than subjective. Not only may the chosen incidents be 

subjectively presented, but the choice of the incident itself may have 

an ideological significance: each (documentary] springs from a 

definite need, each is conceived as an idea-weapon to strike a blow 

for whatever cause the originator has in mind. In the broadest sense, 

the documentary is almost always, 

propaganda' ,41 

therefore, an instrument of 
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The validity of political art-forms is invariably challenged, and it 

must be stressed that the documentary novel's potential for propaganda 

and iconoclasm is enormous. People are easily duped and deceived by 

the written word. Literary impressions are vivid and long-lasting. 

Even though he may not make any decisions for the reader, the 

documentary novelist exerts influence by the quality of the material 

he chooses and the way he presents it I and is thus in a strong 

position if he wishes to practise duplicity. The risk is that in the 

documentary, as in the autobiography, what actually happened is less 

important to the artist than what he can persuade his audience to 

believe. The documentary's image of reality is clearly not raw fact, 

but then, nor is the novel's world of imagination composed of pure 

fantasy. From Forster's famous definition of the novel as 'a fiction 

in prose of a certain extent'42 to Anthony Burgess's 40 years later 

that it is 'any imaginative prose composition long enough to be 

stitched rather than stapled' ,43 the prevailing idea has been of the 

novel's fictivity, of the novelist's reliance on imagination. 

Theoreticians accept the primacy of this characteristic, even in the 

documentary novel j 'en roman utan nAgra sam heIst ftktlonsinslag ar 

ingen roman'. 44 So do some practising documentaristsj 'en roman 

kan aldri bli noe annet enn fiksjon, hvor mye man enn fors0ker A fA 

den til A ligne virkelighet' .46 

However, the semblance of reali ty remains the novel's strong point 

and the illusion which facilitates the reader's emotional 

identification with the characters of fiction. With the important 

exception of certain experimental forms, allegories and science 

fiction novels or fantasies, the novel needs an air of veracity if it 

is to function properly as a vehicle for the cogent expression of 

conviction or conjecture. The presence of fact in fiction, in the form 
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of dates, times, places etc., reassures the reader with its impression 

of credibility. Some kinds of novel will even lead the reader to 

expect factuality: 'If we read a novel, say, about conditions in 

postwar Germany, we expect it to be an accurate report if Tolstoy 

was all wrong about the battle of Borodino or the character of 

Napoleon, War and Peace would suffer'. 46 In the documentary novel the 

boundaries of the author's imagination are strictly limited. Here 

verisimdlitude is not enough; veracity is the order of the day. 

'Authentische Zeitdokumenten sind vor allem in die kunstlerische 

Struktur von Prosawerken eingegangen, haben sich organisch mit der 

fikti ven Erzahlkunst verbunden oder sie so wei tin den Hi ntergrund 

gedrangt, da~ der schopferischen Phantasie des Erzahlers weniger Raum 

bleibt als in der "reinen" Literatur.'47 

Nevertheless, we must not overlook the fact that poetic 1 icence 

traditionally permits the distortion of historical facts, as when 

Schiller's St Joan dies on the battlefield or Mary Stuart meets 

El iza beth r. Art forms must 1 eave room for a creat i ve treatment. 

Schiller's violation of historical fact makes history more appealing, 

'improving' it by turning it into myth.48 As Grierson saw the 

necessi ty for the documentarists to mediate between a hotch-potch of 

more or less significant facts and the film-goer's intellectual 

appreciation of these facts, so many novelists and theoreticians have 

seen the novel ist' s task as that of i mposi ng order on the chaos of 

existence to :make the novel a form of imagined 1 ife clearer than 

reali ty. 

If part of the author's task is to organize reality, this 

organization clearly invokes a subjective involvement. Any structure 

has to be deliberately created. Bien sees this creative process as an 
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obligation rather than a privilege of the novelist: '[LitteraturenJ 

kan ikke gi avkall pA sine spesifikke estetiske utformings- og 

virkemidler, om den ikke viI oppgi seg selv eller redusere seg til en 

dilettantisk til bedelse av rene fakta'. 49 A maj or di fference between 

reality and the novel is that reality is a bewildering jumble of 

incidents, whereas the action of the novel is, typically, ordered and 

campI ete I f ormi ng an ent it yin i tse 1 f . Real it Y and the mi rrors of 

reali ty are often inferior to art in this respect. Taking as his 

example the inconclusive summary of the Warren report on the 

assassination of President Kennedy, Goran Printz-PAhlson complains: 

'Sherlock Holmes och Hercule Poirot skulle vara fyllda av forakt for 

en sAdan inkompetens'. '.50 The advantage of the novel is that logically 

arranged fictions may be used to elucidate problems clouded by real 

life's haphazard welter of more or less significant facts: 'Les 

evemements du roman sont plus "interessants" que les reels. 

L'emergence de ces fictions correspond a un besoin, remplit une 

fonction. Les personnages imaginaires comblent des vides de la realite 

et nous eclairent sur celle-ci' . .51 In this sense the documentary and 

the novel share a broadly common aim -- to interpret the significance 

of events wi thi n the sphere of human existence, by combining the 

recognizably authentic with the individuality of a creative talent. 

In Svenskt litteraturlexikon 'dokumentarism' is defined as 'en 

litterar stravan att med hjalp av ett dokumentart material skildra ett 

faktiskt handelseforlopp'. 52 But critics warn that, 'den dokurnent

ariska metoden ger oss aIls ingen nyckel till verkligheten'. 5:::;' 

Documents and documentaries, like statistics, are no guarantee for an 

adequate understanding of reality, nor even for an adequate 

presentation of the facts. 54 The seeker of fact should always consider 

why documents are selected, and examine how they are used. This is 
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also of interest to the student of literature. Comparing Ingenjeir 

Andrees luftfard with the documents Sundman used as a basis for the 

novel, Tidestrom seeks to discover 'vad som ski I j er et t "1 i tterart" 

verk frAn sprAkliga texter av annat slag och vad sam Astadkommer dess 

specifikt estetiska verkan', a question which is for Tidestrom 

'litteraturteoriens kanske centralaste' .55 The special type of novel I 

have chosen to examine is particularly suited to supplying an answer, 

for in Ingenjor Andrees 1 uftfiird, Kapp10pet and Jens }funk, the 

documentary and the novel have been fused in a special literary form, 

sometimes considered to be a kind of 'missing link' between fact and 

fiction. 

What then are the characteristics which set these documentary novels 

apart from, on the one hand, pure documentary accounts and, on the 

other hand, more tradi tional types of novel? Lars-Olaf Franzen has 

ventured the following definition of the documentary novel: 

En dokurnentarroman ar ett episkt verk sam bygger pA sj 8.1 vsyn och 
dokument, sam forsoker Aterskapa en sA sann bi ld av det ski ldrade 
forloppet som mojligt, sam i princip' tnte fabulerar men samtidigt har 
en helhetssyn pA det Aterskapade skeendet som strukturerar materialet 
och ger det en principiell karaktar. 

Tolkningarna bor dock heIst framtrada ur materialet sjalvt. Det 
bidrar till intrycket av objektiv verklighetsAtergivning.56 

Al though, as I wi 11 later demonstrate t this definition is neither 

totally accurate nor complete, it nevertheless serves as a convenient 

point of departure for an assessment of the particular qualities of 

the documentary novel. 
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'En dokunentarroman ar ett episkt yerk' 

A documentary novel tells a story. 'What we ask of story and history 

is followability coherence theoretically predictable 

conclusions which contingencies or the manipulation of contingencies 

prevent us from predicting'. 57 The documentary novel ist reconstructs 

historical events but presents them through a plot and a structure 

which belong to the novel. This epic quality, the documentary 

novel 1st's exceptional attention to chronology, is what most readi ly 

differentiates the documentary novel from the report. Report-wri ter 

Tor Edvin Dahl observes that the report demands of the reader a 

modicum of interest in the subject matter: 'CRapportenJ er ikke roman-

spennende Det forutsettes et virkel i8 engasj ement hos 1 eseren, i 

den salren rapporten eller dokumentet springer ut avo Det kan knapt 

vl£re av interesse A lese 150 sider intervjuer med samer dersom man 

ikke synes samene angAr en' . .5'::1 The documentary novel, however, has an 

intrinsic appeal inasmuch as it tells a story: 'I motsats till 

protokollsdokumentaren ar dokumentarromanen epi sk, det vi 11 saga har 

en fabel. Den Aterger all tsA inte bara en si tuation eller reaktioner 

pA en situation, utan den ar vasentligen ett slags rekonstruktion av 

ett historiskt f~rlopp' ,89 

'En dokumenta.rroman " bygger pA sjalysyn och dokument' 

The documentary novel differs from the traditional novel in that a 

major part of its epic material is frequently already familiar to the 
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readers. Josef Kjellgren became conscious of the restrictions this 

places on artistic autonomy during work on his book about the !dalen 

strike: 'Just denna bok viII jag ge min egen komposition, ty jag har 

pA kann att man inte skriver om en av alIa kand verklighet som om det 

vore vanlig dikt' .60 

A majority of critics recognizes that the documentary novel is, 

indeed, a cocktail of personal investigation and creative talent with 

documentary information and a respect for factual i ty: 'AI though [the 

documentary novelists] rely on historical events, they nevertheless 

take an approach which enables them to manifest their genuine creative 

talent' .61 Differences in opinion arise over the supposed or 

permissabie strengths of the mixture, but no one seems to doubt the 

principle that recorded historical events, verifiable utterances or 

written comments from authentic characters must form the basis for the 

documentary novel. The documentary novel is thus one 'dar forfattaren 

i star utstrackning bygger pA autentiska dokument', 6;;': There is a heavy 

reliance on verifiable documentary information, a fact frequently 

emphasized by the author himself: 'AlIa personer sam namns vid namn i 

boken har existerat i verkligheten. En hel del av deras handlande och 

deras ord har jag tagit frAn vittnesmAI, sjalvbiografier, tidnings

artiklar'.63 Typically, the form is 'gediget dokumentar, byggd pA en 

mycket stor mangd genomgAngna handlingar, intervjuer och sjalvstandiga 

undersokningar ... sprangfylld av sakIiga fakta',64 It may be a form 

of 'samtidshistoriska rekonstruktioner dar ci tat och data hel teller 

ti 11 star del vari t belagda, autenticerbara', ISS The impression of 

authentici ty is reinforced by particular attention to circumstantial 

detail: 'Metoden att med ett overflod av precisa sakuppgifter ge ett 

intryck av autenticitet' ,6G 
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However, in the vast majority of cases the documentarist's personal 

interpretation of the documents is accorded equal importance 310ngside 

these actual verifiable facts: 'Though the collective novel and the 

observational-reporting technique are still organic parts of the 

documentary tradition, the great preoccupation wi th indi vidual 

perception and consciousness is a basic structural element of the 

recent Scandinavian documentary novel' .67 An inherent problem is that 

authorial consciousness becomes excessively involved in the 

interpretation. One may surmise that the epic thread in such works is 

as much concerned with the author's own search for truth, insight etc. 

as with the facts themselves. The result may well be a work which is 

documentary, without being objective.€"·E;:' 

'En dokumentarroman .. , forsoker Aterskapa en sA sann bild sam IDojligt 

[ochJ i princip inte fabulerar' 

Outwardly a documentary novel is an unmistakable allusion to 

reality, framed by clear indications of 'where' and 'when', and 

populated by characters with recognizably authentic names and fates. A 

basic honesty in the portrayal of character and incident is an 

important feature of the documentary novel: 

defini tely sought -- the material is thoroughly 

, Authentici ty is 

researched and the 

sources quoted' .69 Documentary narrative must be convincingly sincere: 

'that ki nd of prose ",ork in which the author creates the impression 

that he has investigated the circumstances of an actual event and that 

he can prove the validity of his account of the event' .70 
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The documentary author's ambition for his sinceri ty to be taken 

seriously usually necessitates a clear statement of intent. Sometimes 

the words 'documentary novel' after the title are not enough. Per Olov 

Enquist, for example, prefaces Legionarerna (1968) with the claim 

that: 'Jag har forsokt att anda in i smA betydelselosa detaljer hAlla 

mig exakt till verkligheten ... Min avsikt var att ge en helt objektiv 

och exakt bild'. 71 And in an 'Author's Note' to Schindler'S Ark 

(1982), Thomas Keneally writes: 'I have attempted to avoid all 

fiction, since fiction would debase the record, and to distinguish 

between reality and the myths which are likely to attach themselves to 

a man of stature' .72 Birger Norman is consci ous of the 

impossibility of this task, claiming of his Adalen 31 (1968) only 

that, 'Jag har forsokt skri va sanningsenl igt sA IAngt sanningen ar 

moj lig' .7:3 For Norman Mailer such authorial comments are a necessary 

'advertisement of intentions' in his novel, The Armies of the Night. 74 

This description tallies well with the view of the documentary as 'en 

perfor~tiv akt, d.v.s. den mAste sjalv deklarera sin Asikt att vara 

dokumentarisk' . '713 Indeed, one critic claims that a cri terion of the 

true documentary novel is that it must contain information about the 

author's attitudes to his sources. 7"" Some theorists see this very 

dogmatically: 'Nun sollte, stelle ich mir vor, der Autor seine 

Methoden und Intentionen ebenfalls dokumentieren, er sollte sagen, wie 

und warum er ein bestimmtes Material dokuruentiertj und das nicht 

nachlier oder vorher, sondern in der Dokumentation als Teil der 

Dokumentation' .77 

Clearly, this exhortation is impractical if the documentarist wishes 

to retain the particu lar advantage of the novel, an epic progression 

uninterrupted by footnotes, parentheses and expository authorial 

cormnents. Instead, the documentary novel Lst 8eneul.lly choosps to c,,-st 
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light on the relationship between his text and the reality it records 

by one of two methods. 

1. By a preface, epilogue or similar device: 'dokumentarromanen Ear] 

nastan alltid forsedd med ett forklarande forord'. 7 fE, See, for example, 

Enquist's 'Forord' and 'Epilog' to Legionarerna, Paal-Helge Haugen's 

'Sj 01 vmelding' to the second edi tion of hi s novel, Anne (1971, first 

edition published 1968), and the prefatory chapter 'Ashes' in 

Kuznetsov's Babi Yar. In The Armies of the Night Mai ler documents his 

methods in two brief chapters, 'A Novel Metaphor' (pp.219-220) and 'A 

Palette of Tactics' <pp. 254-263). 

2. By a bibliography: 

volumineux appendice, 

'[pour] justifier en detail, dans un 

toutes les libertes qu'il avait prises a 

l'egard de sa documentation' .79 See, for example, William Manchester's 

nineteen pages of sources in The Dea.th of a President (1967). JE<O 

Sundman presents documentary and bibliographical material for Ingenj'or 

Andrees luftf§rd in a companion volume, Ingen fruktan, intet hopp 

(1968) . 

The documentarist I s apparent respect for historical incident, his 

striving to reproduce it faithfully and his not infrequent admission 

of a failure to do so perfectly, indicate that history is more than 

merely a good yarn as far as he is concerned. It is clearly of 

sufficient import and interest for the novelist voluntarily to 

renounce an inclination to fashion action ideally suited to his 

purpose. He chooses instead to work wi thin the narrower confines of 

verifiable historical events: I Handlingen ar all tsA bunden till en 

historisk verklighet. Det ger for ovrigt romanen dess tyngd. Jag har 

ibland spekulerat over hur boken skulle ha fungerat om det varit en 
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roman sam svavat fri tt i 1 uften .. , [DAJ hade jag sakert nAtt fram 

till ett helt annat slut' ,'31 Respect for historical exactitude does 

not mean that the novelist's imagination is totally fettered. Even as 

a documentarist, the novelist remains firmly in control of his subject 

matter, as observed in a comparison between historian Idar 

Kristiansen's KOTStOg mot Kautokeino (1970) and novelist Olav NordrA's 

Red hest: Dokumentarro~n fra sameoppstanden i Kautokeino (1970): 

'Xens Kristiansen gAr strengt historisk fram og st0tter sin prosabok 

pA grundige kildestudier, benytter NordrA dokumentarisk materiale for 

A forme en dikterisk handl ing av det' . E',';2 

The documentary novelist continues to use the textures and devices 

of the novel, but this time to tell a true story. The techniques of 

fiction are used to illuminate fact. And when the author steps beyond 

the facts, he often makes this clear: , Det som skiljer 

dokumentarromanen frAn ovriga romaner ar att dokumentarroInan-

forfattaren i varje enskil t fall anger sAval arten som graden av 

sanni ngen' . '19::3 

Trusting in the integri ty of the author to deal honestly wi th the 

chosen material, Franzen sees the documentary novel as a method of 

approaching historical truth more closely than pure documentarism 

perInits. The documentary novel holds the promise of 'en storre 

verklighetsnarhet an [forfattarenJ skulle ha uppnAtt am hans bok varit 

t.ex. en direkt nedteckning av bevarade konversationer och 

forflyttningar' .'ii4 Norman Mailer elucidates this potential. For him, 

the mystery of events cannot be explai ned by the methods of history, 

only by the instincts of the novelist. This is the greatest appeal of 

the forIn. 'The novel must replace history at precisely the point where 

experience is sufficiently emotional, spiritual, psychical, moral, 
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existential, or supernatural to expose the fact that the historian in 

pursuing the experience would be obliged to quit the clearly 

demarcated limits of historic inquiry.' 13S 

Certain authors take considerabl eli berties when presenting 'true 

pictures' of reality. Vilhelm Moberg haE confessed: 'I mAnga fall blir 

jag overtygad om att en viss tilldragelse har intraffat utan att jag 

har nAgra dokumentariska bevis for detj jag litar ocksA pA vad jag 

kallat psykologiska bevis, pA roi n kannedom om den rnanskl i ga 

naturen' .~~ Other authors insist that they have turned to the 

documentary form precisely in order to be able to portray reality more 

faithfully than they would have dared in the novel. For some, fact is 

stranger than fiction. 

I had been trying to write a straightforward novel in accordance with 
the rules of 'social i st real ism' But the truth of real life ... 
lost all its vividness and became trite, flat, false and finally 
dishonest when it was turned into • artistic truth' So the word 
'Document' which appears in the sub-title of this novel means that I 
have included in it only facts and documents, and that it contains not 
the slightest element of literary invention. S

? 

The documentary novel ist wishes his readers to know that he is 

giving them the facts. But knowledge alone is not enough. The 

documentary seeks to stimulate new ways of thinking. The aim of the 

documentary is to inform and to rouse emotions: • Idyllic documentary 

is documentary without significant purpose documentary must 

reflect the problems and realities of the present' . E~E< The 

documentarist invariably uses documents in a way which encourages a 

re-appraisal of the traditional picture of the incident they are 

chosen to represent. In this respect the documentary novel is more 

than just a means of creating an illusion; 'Den ar ett verktyg 

tjanligt for en diskussion om verkligheten' .89 
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'En dokumentarroman !!! har en helhetssyn pa det aterskapade skeendet 

sam strukturerar materialet och ger det en principiell karaktar' 

One critic contends that, in all works of art, including the 

documentary, 'aIle enkel tmomenter er deler av et helhetsIn0nster'. 90 

The author's conspectus over events leaves nothing to chance. There 

are no loose ends; relevance, to story, theme or structure, is a 

criterion for inclusion in all works of art. Consequently, if 

documentarism aspires to literary narrati ve through the form of the 

documentary novel, we can expect more of it than the mere 'camer-a eye' 

observations in dos Passos's USA trilogy (1930-38). Literary narrative 

requires 'a structure imposed upon events, grouping some of them 

together with others, and ruling out some as lacking relevance' .91 

Facts alone can make dull reading; the accurate transcription of 

reality does not necessarily produce a work of insight or literary 

value. Certain critics have thus been eager to explain the documentary 

novel in terms of its form rather than its content, 'inte sam en fr~ga 

om faktici tet utan om Ii tterar teknik'. '.',2 Documentary playwright and 

literary theorist Peter Weiss, voicing clear concern over the 

ineffectuality and flatness of the pure documentary, seeks in 

Ii terature a consistent Vel tanschauung necessary for the meaningful 

interpretation of fact. 'lch habe oft rein dokumentarisch gearbeitet, 

aber ich sehe mehr und mehr, daj3 man zu dem Dokumentarischen eine 

Vision hinzufugen muj3 VOID Zustand der Welt und von der :Moglichkeit 

ihrer Ver~nderung. ,~~ 

The question of whether this vision arises naturally from the 

author's study of the documentary material, or whether the author 
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chooses the facts as a specific example of empiric experience has no 

simple answer. While authors frequently encourage the reader to 

believe that their particular views are the natural results of their 

studies, the facts seem invariably to confirm authorial opinions 

already presented in other works. There is justification in the 

criticism that the author, 'som den digter, han er, finder kun, 

hvad han s0gte <anderledes med historikeren!)'. 94 Not only are the 

documents subjected to authorial vision, but the very choice of what 

he tells betrays him to the reader. Within the bounds set by his own 

demands for credibility, the documentary author exercises the typical 

authorial privilege of sovereignty over his material, remaining in 

charge, selecting and editing real i ty -- a fact conceded by certain 

documentary authors. Per Olav Enquist says, 'Jeg har valgt ut av 

virkeligheten, valgt, subjektivt, noe annet er umulig'. SO.S Bj0rn 

Nilsen explains, I Sel vf0lgelig [har j egJ vrert komposi t0r hele veien. 

Det er j 0 poenget, at det er j eg sam saml er , j eg som s1 t ter og 

limer' . '36 

In all novels, including the documentary novel, relevance is 

determined by the interest and knowledge of the maker. One of the 

interests of an author is to organize his material. This is 

particularly important for the documentary novelist, since the special 

way in which he arranges the facts at hand removes his work from the 

basically sequential progression of the historical reconstruction, as 

demonstrated in, for example, Cornelius Ryan's The Longest Day (1959), 

into a world of causality which in essence and form more nearly 

resembles the novelistic plot. 

Facts in a plot are not just facts; they suggest actions, feelings 

or prejudices, which, in the documentary novel, present the reader 
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with a particular interpretation of reality. The experience of reality 

varies depending on how priority is given to different facts. Clas 

Zilliacus suggests that one of the documentarist's principles is 'att 

enligt Hegels rAd s6ka skilja ut en historisk begivenhets k!rna och 

inneb6rd, dess substans, ur relativa omstandigheter och ytliga 

kannetecken' .97 In practice this means that 'the truly documentary 

novel shows events which, in the author's opinion, appear 

historically significant or typical' .98 Sociologists and social 

historians are familiar with the problem: it concerns the possibility 

of making generalizations on the basis of individual cases, what 

Marianne Alopaeus succinctly calls the author's instinct 'att ur det 

specifika utvinna det allmanna'. '.'E>:.~ For this, authorial conspectus is 

essential. Thus the literary documentary, by attaching universal or 

metaphysical significance to a specific incident confir:ms its close 

kinship with the novel: 'for the novel is, when it is good, the 

personification of a vision which will enable one to comprehend other 

visions better' . 100 

In order to use a specific event to sustain effectively a notion of 

universal application, the author invariably needs to organize reality 

to suggest the possibility of such an interpretation. The result is 

'asthetische Dokumentation, die aus einem Fall (der "an sicb" ein 

Wirrwarr von Vorkommnissen, Fakten, Hintergrunden, Bescbreibungen, 

Verf!lschungen usw. ist) eine kontinuierl iche gesetzma,6ige Geschichte 

macht' .101 

Authorial conspectus inevi tably requires that 'the author imposes 

theme upon the event portrayed by means of his selection, arrangement, 

and emphasis of the details of his documentation and of his 

narrative'. 102 However, bere lurks a danger: any aesthetic 
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involvement aimed at a methodical organization of actual events 

necessitates a simplification of the random contingency which is 

reality. Robbed of their original complexity, re-fashioned to become 

more palatable to popular taste, historical phenomena risk becoming 

legend or myth. Mailer's so-called 'speculative biography', }[CJ.Tilyn 

(1973), is an example: 'Att saga att Hollywood dodade Xarilyn Monroe 

ar en myt, dvs. en forenkling av ett mycket komplicerat 

handelseforlopp'. lO~ 

The novelist must proceed warily. His emotional involvement must not 

diminish his credibility as a purveyor of facts. Involvement, however, 

invariably affects an artist's presentation of this naterial: '[ hans] 

egna varderingar pAverkar hans utformning av texten' .104 Consequently, 

the documentary novelist's (more or less conscious) control of his 

material for propaganda purposes is often a very subtle process, 

something which contributes to the impression that interpretation 

evolves directly from the material itself. Tendentiousness is less a 

questi.on of repeated theoretical declarations, and more a matter of a 

consistent bias in the choice of examples and manner of argumentation. 

The documentary novel ist' s conspectus over events reveals itself in 

the finished work as theme, the 'principiell karaktar' of which 

Franzen speaks. The information in the documents used as a basis for 

the documentary novel has been subjected to the same criteria as the 

invented material in the conventional novel: 'Att innehAllet ar hamtat 

ur verkligheten och att forfattaren baserar sin framstallning pA 

dokumentart material utesluter inte ett estetiskt medvetande vid 

bearbetningen'. lOS 

Both Vilhelm Moberg and Hans Scherfig confirm that, for a literary 

artist, some degree of selection must always take place. 
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Jag fyllde en mangd notesblock med uppteckningar som 
dokumentariskt underlag for min berattelse am utvandrarna. Det allra 
mesta av det insamlade materialet ar fortfarande outnyttj at: det kan 
begagnas av en historiker, men icke av en skonlitterar forfattare. Det 
var ju icke Svensk-Amerikas historia jag skulle skr1va, utan en 
raman. 106 

Sagen drejer sig ikke bare om at kunne 1agttage og huske. Kunsten er 
at ordne virkeligheden. Og den st0rste vanskelighed i Ii teraturen 
[sic] er at vise det virkelige sam noget trov~rdigt. Ikke kun at give 
sandheden videre, men at g0re sandheden sandsynlig. 107 

By definition, literary selection is a subj ecti ve process: 'Varj e 

val [forfattarenl traffar ar subjektivt, dvs. ett uttryck for hans 

egna v2irderingar och stAndpunkter'. 1 ()II~ Clearly, however, edi ting the 

raw material for the documentary novel is nat only unavoidable but 

also aesthetically desirable. Existing material is rarely ready for 

immediate inclusion in a literary work. Refinement is so fundamental 

to the process of creating documentary fiction that Peter Weiss 

questions the validi ty of 'ein dokumentarisches Theater, [das] auf 

kunstlerische Leistung verzichtet'. 109 Others agree wi th Weiss, 

perceiving the fallowing major difference between the report and the 

documentary novel: 

Erst durch die Bearbei tung des Autors laj3t sich das Dokumentarische 
und das Fiktive in ein solches Gleichgewicht bringen, da~ sie einander 
nicht storen, sondern erganzen ... Literarische Qualitat ist ... das 
erste Gebot fur aIle Prosaformen, die dem Leser historische Vorgange 
und Zusammenhange nicht nur wahrhei tsgetreu vermi tteln, sondern auch 
emotional und asthetisch nahebringen wollen. 110 

The narrator of the documentary novel does more than merely report 

facts: 'Personenes tanker, replikker og handlinger skildres ved hjelp 

av tradisjonell romanteknikk, og forfatteren har det vi kan kalle et 

"dikterisk grep" pA stoffet'. 111 

Not surprisi ngly I then, the 1 i terature cri tic may detect in the 

documentary novel the typical attri butes of the tradi tional novel. In 
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their discourses on the novel, Forster (Aspects of the Novel, 1927), 

Wellek and Warren (Theory of Literature, 1949), Bjorck (Romanens 

formvarld, 1953) and others have isolated certain characteristics 

typical for the novel form. Some of these characteristics have to do 

with the significance of form (see Bjorck's, 'Enheten och 

organisationen': Forster's, 'Pattern and Rhythm'); some concern the 

use of language (see Wellek's and Warren's, 'Image, Metaphor, Symbol, 

Myth I ) i others deal with the role of the narrator/author (see 

Bj orck' s, I Berattarens auktori tet', 'Berattarens narvaro i verket'). 

These same maj or characteristics are also present in the documentary 

novel. 

The form of the documentary novel reveals the or8ani~ing hand of the 

artist: Truman Capote's In Cold Blood (1965) 'works on us as a merely 

factual account never had to. It is so shapely and its revelations are 

so well timed that it becomes a "novel" in the form of fact'.ll:~ 

Typically, the documentary novelist arrange~; his material to make it 

more manageable as a story, re-organizing and juxtaposing incidents, 

and di viding his material into paragraphs and chapters. Aesthetic 

considerations have a great part to play in the final form of the 

text. Margareta Zetterstrom's analysis of Enquist's Legionarerna shows 

that the documentary novelist intervenes significantly in the 

arrangement and presentation of the documentary material: 

'kallmaterialet ar ofta hArt arrangerat och bearbetat av forfattaren, 

fiktiva brev ingAr, ~nga beskrivningar av manniskor ar synteser, dvs. 

flera olika manniskor har samrnanforts till en totalitet sam ibland har 

hel t fikti va inslag'. 11:=' It is this organization of the material, and 

the pattern introduced into it that transform documents into a novel. 

The structure becomes novelistic. Action is not always chronological; 

incidents are presented at the point in the narrative where they are 
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roost relevant and dramatically effective. The author uses flashbacks 

and suspense as no history text or journalist does. Of his own Adalen 

31 Birger Norman says: 'Det ar jag sam ordnat fakta till ett monster, 

forsokt urskilja linjen. Det ar jag som staller fram manniskorna i den 

har boken. Darfor ar detta en berattelse'. 114 

All narrative is governed by the same mode of expression, the 

manipulation of words to form a meaningful entity. Language is quite 

literally the material of the literary artist. In consequence, a 

critical assessment of the documentary novel might consider whether 

language conveys experiences efficiently, whether the right language 

is used in each instance, why dialogue is inserted etc. The language 

of the documentary novel is not fixed. Sometimes different levels of 

expression (statistical information, officialese and other jargon, 

dialect and literary language -- certain of the German documentary 

dramas even contain verse 11 .5) exist side by side in the sane novel: a 

collage technique which reinforces the impression that the author is 

presenting all the evidence. 

The sober, report-l ike element of the l.:1ngul1ge of the documentary 

novel can generally be traced directly to the documentary data 

incorporated in or emulated by the narrative. But metaphor, metonymy, 

imagery and a non-literal use of language are present in the 

documentary novel in a manner alien to factual reports. A comparison 

between the uncensored and censored versions of Kuznetsov's Babt Yar 

bears witness to the potential of the written word; 'unsuitable' 

descriptions and erooti ve metaphors have been struck out. Elsewhere 

Mailer warns his readers to beware of adjectives and adverbs, 116 while 

Tidestrom alerts us to the difference between what is said and what is 

meant, 'sprAket som utsaga och sprAket sam uttryck'. 11"7 Historian Erik 

Vr:Vl' 'k}' 
r '. "I 
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Lonnroth has written of the historian's obligations to hold the 

suggestive, emotional values of language in check. 1 1a A heedful 

historian describing the 1931 Adalen strike and its aftermath may thus 

trace its causes to the unemployment of the 1920s: a typical 

presentation would be comprehensive, justifiably long-winded perhaps. 

Novelist Birger Norman, on the other hand, uses a few st.riking details 

to maximum effect by clothing them in a suggestive language: 'Xitt i 

20-talet gapar det svarta gruvhAIet i Stripa. Det avger en kall och rA 

pust',119 

Dialogue occupies a special place in the documentary novel, but its 

significant role as a novelistic element has been rather overlooked by 

the critics, For report writers, edited tape transcriptions of 

authentic conversation have made possible 'a new kind of literature of 

social real ism [in which] unskilled, uneducated and even ill iterate 

persons can talk about themsel ves and their experiences in an 

uninhibited, spontaneous and natural manner'. 120 But, in addition to 

observing that the documentary authors edit the garble of authentic 

speech, cri tics may even hear the voices of authors issuing from the 

mouths of real people. Sara Lidman's miners in Gruva (968) sound 

uncannily like the author herself. Jan Myrdal' s Chi nese farmers in 

Rapport fr~n kinesisk by (1963) speak in 'en korthuggen myrdalsk 

dialekt' ,121 It is thus likely that in the documentary novel, where 

dialogue is as polished and economical as in most other types of novel 

and only rarely reinforced by tape-recorded transcri pts, utterances 

are subj ected to a process of 1 i terary refinement: 'Det ar j u sA att 

for forfattaren fattas det nAgot i tillvaron som gor att han viII 

lagga till: "min andedrakt behovs ocksA 

h -- "I 1 22 ar . 

jag skall forklara det 
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The documentary novelist deduces, surmises, interprets and creates, 

to make what one user of the form calls 'reasonable constructs of 

conversations'. 12~ Throughout the documentary novel, the novelist uses 

his greatest asset, his word-power, to present information in a way 

which no other medium can adequately match: '[Hanl utnyttjar sina 

mojligheter att stimulera bAde stoff och lasare i kraft av det faktum 

att han befinner sig i en retorisk situation dar det ar han som har 

ordet'.124 In a rhetorical situation, facts are not left to speak for 

themselves. Kuznetsov frequently interrupts his Babi far with 'A word 

from the author', alerting the reader to the veracity of his account 

('I must keep on reminding you that nothing in this book is 

fictitious', p.294), or hurling invective at 'the dictatorship of 

madmen ... (i n] that unfortunate land which bears the ridiculous 

nama of the USSR' (p.262, p. 263). In Death of a President Manchester 

explains his role as a commentator, the mediator between events and 

the reader's interpretation of them: 'Mrs Kennedy asked me " Are 

you going to put yourself in the book, too?" I replied that I didn't 

see how I could very well keep myself out of it ... And so I am here, 

weighing evidence and forming judgements. At times you may find my 

presence exasperating'. 125 

Exasperating or not, a manifest authorial presence is a statement in 

itself, and less insidious than a sustained notion of objectivity. The 

more a documentary novel resembles an 'ordinary' novel, devoid of 

foreword, footnotes and bibliography, and with a narrator who does not 

intrude by addressing his readers directly, the more important it 

becomes for the reader to acquaint himself with the narrator's motives 

for telling his story. For Mailer, the reader's intimacy with the 

narrator is what validates the documentary novel as a reliable 

instrument for viewing reality. 
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[The novelist] is not without his guile; he has come to decide that if 
you waul d see the horizon from a forest, you must bu i ld a tower. If 
the horizon will reveal most of what is significant, an hour of 
examination can yet do the job -- it is the tower which takes months 
to build. So the Novelist \,lDrking in secret collaboration with the 
Historian has perhaps tried to build wi th his novel a tower fully 
equipped with telescopes to study -- at the greatest advantage -- our 
own horizon. Of course, the tower is crooked, and the telescopes 
warped, but the instruments of all sciences -- history so much as 
physics are always constructed in small or large error; what 
supports the use of them now is that our intimacy wi th the :master 
builder of the tower, and the lens grinder of the telescopes (yes, 
even the machinist of the barrels) has given some advantage for 
correcting the error of the instruments and the imbalance of his tower 

The mass media created a forest of inaccuracy which would 
blind the efforts of an historian; our novel has provided us with the 
possibility, no, even the instrument to view our facts and conceivably 
study them in that field of light a labor of lens-grinding has 
produced. 121$ 

Frequently, in striking a determined course for the facts, the 

documentary novelist proceeds through them and beyond to the grey 

world of 'maybe': '[Dokumentarromanforfattaren] nojer sig namligen 

inte med skeendets sA att saga protokollforda mekanik och resul tat 

utan saker ocksA pA olilra satt belysa spelet av ti llfalligheter och 

mer eller mindre irrationella faktorer' . 127 In doing this the novelist 

places a focus on a figure not central to the historical event itself, 

namely the narrator of the documentary novel; 'En verkl ighet ar '" 

all tid en tolkad verkl i ghet, darfo r mAste undersokarens person in i 

bilden' .126 Thus the documentary author often participates actively on 

the canvas of his own account. So much so that a documentary novel may 

end with the words: 'Her slutter ogsA boka om bl.a. fortelleren'. 1:;;::9 

Enquist's investigator is the main character in Legionarerna: Enquist 

even describes the investigator's dreams, and reproduces his open 

letter to Chairman Mao. 1 :30 Kailer figures in his own The Armies of the 

Night both as participant and observer, citizen and artist, a 'comic 

hero [who is] the narrative vehicle for the March on the Pentagon'. 131 

But such smacks of autobiography -- it is the reacti on to history 
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rather than history itself: I En historiker brukar ju inte ... infora 

sig sj!lv som faktor i ekvationen' .132 

However, the narrator also exercises a more subtle role, and a more 

fundamental one, in the reader's interpretation of events. Point of 

view, the relation in which the narrator stands to his story, has long 

held a central position in literary criticis:m. 'The novelist ... can 

either describe the characters from outside, as an impartial or 

partial onlooker; or he can assume omniscience and describe them from 

within; or he can place himself in the position of one of them and 

affect to be in the dark as to the motives of the rest; or there are 

certai n intermediate atti tudes. ' 1 "~::r-J The documentary novel makes use of 

all these shifting points of view, each in itself a statement of the 

author's desire to involve hi:mself in the telling of the story, and 

give the narration his own style. Enquist appears candid in 

Legionarerna when warning his readers to be wary of this kind of 

authorial involvement: 'Godta inte en presentation, tank sjalv, var 

misstanksam. Det finns ingen helgonl ik obj ekti vi tet, ingen yttersta 

sanning befriad frAn sina politiska utgAngspunkter. Prova, var 

misstanksam. IfrAgasatt' . 1 :M· Such frankness, 1 ike the frequent 

tendency to address the reader directly, as a confidant, is invariably 

Ii ttle more than a ploy. 'Genom att forfattaren standigt uppmanar 

lasaren att vara misstanksam och att tanka sjalv, utstrAlar han en 

sAdan arlighet och trovardighet att Hisaren darigenom kan bli mer 

mottaglig for hans styrning. ' 1 ::<5 

Clearly, the narrator has an active part to play in the documentary 

novel. His presence may not readily be detected, but careful 

examination will invariably reveal that the narrator presents 
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information, commenting on it and illuminating certain 'truths' in a 

way remarkably consistent with his own preconceived ideas. 

'Iolkningarna bor dock heIst framirada ur materialet sjalyt' 

This is without doubt the most contentious of Franzen's statements 

about the documentary novel. What is 'materialet sj i:il vt' of which 

Franzen speaks and from which the conclusions should be self-evident? 

If it is the unrefined documentary material, then Franzen is 

advocating a reduction of the role of the author to that of a :mere 

collator. 

Rolf Sagen's collage Kvengedal (1970) is a collection of texts, 

ranging in length from a dozen words to three pages, taken verbatim 

from two local West Norwegian newspapers between 1960 and 1969. 

Kvengedal may be documentary, but is it a novel? Bien is critical; 

offered as a work of imagination, such writing is merely impertinent. 

Kvengedal has written itself: almost any juxtaposition of events would 

be equally effective. 'Allerdings kann eine Samnlung von 

Zeitungsausschnitten nicht als Kunstwerk uberzeugen, auch dann nicht, 

wenn sie mit dem Titel Roman geschmUckt ist. Hier wird das Fiktive 

vollig verdrangt, lost sich Literatur 1m Dokument auf, das nicht :mehr 

Quelle und Material, sondern auch alleiniger Gegenstand der 

Darstellung ist. '136 Instead of penetrating beyond the events 

themselves to their significance, the authors of such works compound a 

felony by reproducing without comment, and perhaps for a less 

perceptive audience, information the value of which they have seen fit 
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to question. 'Vivid impressions by themselves are no substitute for 

knowledge. When they reinforce predilections, as they are likely to do 

if an author fails to point out why the facts exist and what they 

mean, they can become the enemy of knowledge. '1 :37 

It is hardly Franzen's intention to expunge the author's presence 

from the documentary novel. A degree of authorial involvement is an 

integral part of the structure of the documentary novel: 'Den 

dokumentara romanen ar all tid byggd over ett dubbel t perspekti v --

amnets och berattarens'. 1 :;3'9 However, as opposed to the moral ist, the 

preacher, the politician or the newspaper editor, the novelist and the 

documentarist show us rather than tell us. They provide us with clues. 

'This is undoubtedly the traditional and "natural" mode of narration. 

The author is present, at the side of his work, like the lecturer 

whose exposition accompanies the lantern sl i des or the documentary 

film'.139 This traditional stance caters comfortably for what one 

cri tic has isolated as the twi n funct ions of documentary 1 i terature: 

'to report the results of the author's historical research and to 

provoke the thinking of the audience'. 140 Typically, the documentary 

reflects problems and real i ties, seeking 'pA en eller annen mAte A 

tvinge virkeligheten mer direkte inn pA leseren'. 141 In harmony with 

Staffan Bjorck's contention that 'varje konstverk avser att pAverka 

lasaren', the documentarist presents his audience with material 

chosen, if not designed, to evoke a particular response. 142 

Ideally the facts should speak for themsel Yes, without 

embellishment: 'Der Autor von dokumentarischen Werken sieht seine 

.. 
Mittel und die Kunst der Uberzeugung ... in den Fakten selbst'. 143 In 

practice, the opportunities for interpretation are limited by the way 

the material is collected and compiled. One critic wonders, 'Hur 
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samlar dokumentaristen si tt material j kan hans material undgA att 

fargas av det faktum att det ar han som samlar?'144 When the material 

is presented 'det er forfatteren som legger det he1e til rette slik at 

det skal I igge nrer for leserne A trekke den konkl usj on at ",' 1 41.'; 

The impression may well be that certain conclusions evolve naturally 

from the documentary material presented (as Franzen advocates), but 

this does not affect the fact that the author decides what he 

presents, how he presents it, why he presents it. even when he 

presents it. In essence this means that the documentary novelist 

'legger frem hypoteser, sam det er uhyre vanskelig A motsi, de virker 

plausible. NAr man bar lagt fra seg boken, bar man ogsA akseptert 

fremstillingen'.l.4(:; 

Naturally, if a novel (especially one purporting to relate more or 

less well-known historical truths) is to be taken seriously, no 

information may be grossly perverted for reasons of political, 

cultural or personal bias. However, the fact remains that 'documentary 

literature 

authenticating 

stresses the documentary evidence as a means of 

the argument' . 147 The ambi tion of documentary 

literature is basically to show by historical empiricism the validity 

of a (socia-political) argument 'ett forsok att inom den 

skonlitterara ramen skapa en plattform for en effektiv, 

samhallskritisk prosa'. 146 

On the basis of the evidence collected it seems reasonable to deduce 

that, in the documentary novel, as in other novels, the author's main 

aim is to move the reader by vicarious experience to share a 

particular interpretation of events. As one documentarist has said, 
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'Det viktiga ar ... att fA anvanda alIa metoder och resurser [sam kan] 

fixera och formedla vad sam hant' .14'3 

Su JJIDICl r y 

In summary, a recapitulation of the major characteristics of the 

documentary novel, as detected by contemporary critics and users of 

the genre: 

1. The documentary novel tells a story, often of an epic nature, of 

something that really happened. 

2. The documentary novel attempts to give a true picture of events, 

and is built partly upon recorded fact presented in such a way 

that the interested reader may test the veracity of the account, 

and partly upon subjective evaluation of the facts, 

3. In order to reflect the wholeness and conspectus typical of 

fiction yet absent from reality, the documentary novel adapts its 

material to impose an overall interpretation on events which 

controls the structure of the work and exhi bi ts the aesthetic 

<structural and linguistic) features of a novel. 

4. The truth of the documentary novel is always a subjective truth, 

since the documentary novel acts as a vehicle for intellectual 

discussion of predominantly soci ological, ethical or pol i tical 

questions, typically by presenting an alternative view of 

familiar stereotypes. 

The task of the documentary novelist is not an easy one, By denying 

himself the prerogative of invented action, he must accept a difficult 
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limi tation, since the course of real life and the requirements of 

works of art rarely run parallel. There are two main risks that the 

documentary novelist faces. 

Firstly, he risks arousing scepticism in the reader. Re-fashioning 

famil iar fact into material sui ted to the form of the novel may 

undermine the impression of credibility he seeks to give. The better 

known the facts, the less they can be tampered with. A reviewer of 

Capote's In Cold Blood exemplifies how a reader who suspects that 

facts are being misrepresented will exaggerate his demands for 

accuracy: 'Quand un romancier, M. Georges Simenon, par exemple, ecrit: 

" II pleuvai t" notre confiance est total e, notre certitude entiere, 

nous relevons Ie col de notre veste. Quand N. Truman Capote ecrit dans 

son recit: "II pleuvait", Ie doute nous envahit: qu'en sait-il? est-ce 

qulil y etait? a-t-il des temoins? a-t-il consulte les bulletins 

meteorologiques pour tel Ie ville? tel jour?' 1":,(") 

An overdose of pure fact is no satisfactory antidote to this 

condition. The documentary novel ist needs to avoid the social 

documentaristls predilection for data, lest the documentary novel, in 

focussing inordinate attention on indisputable facts and figures, 

become superficial and trivial, a form in which incidental detail is 

accorded equal status with important fact. There is a danger that the 

documentary novel wi 11 deteri orate into bori ng 1 i terature, or 

alternatively, by concentrating on action to the detriment of 

documents, it will become poor history or poor journalism. Authors 

must take care not to fall foul of the criticism that 

'dokumentarlitteraturen ... sjelden nAr ut over en syntese 3V levende 

historieskrivning og intelligent debattinlegg', lS1 The documentary 

novelist cannot choose to avoid rhetoric any more than he can choose 
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to expunge the narrati ve voice from an account which is mare than a 

collage; but he can choose what kind of rhetoric, and what kind of 

narrative tone to employ. 

Secondly, there is the risk that the documentary novel becomes mere 

entertainment, fascinating the reader with its exotic settings or 

historical paraphernalia, captivating him with its powerful 

psychological portraits and its tempo. So superficial an experience of 

the documentary novel is not what the documentary novelist seeks. The 

step from literature which gives the reader what he wants, to 

Ii terature which offers a challenge, forcing the reader to think for 

himself and to take a stand in moral issues, is great. The documentary 

navel ist needs to win the trust of his readers and activate their 

intellect, for behind the narrative is, as we will see, a message 

which the author is eager for the reader to perceive and accept. 

It has long been said of and by the documentary novelists that they 

seek to make their readers wary of information served on a plate: 'man 

stiller lasoren ganske fritt, vod a t man bltde 1 agar ny~:> 

sammenhenger og nye Apninger. Det er opp til leseren A finne ut av 

dette egentligst sett [sic] uten [forfatterens] hj e Ip, men med en 

slags guidevirksornbet fra [forfatterensl side'. 15~: Through this new 

insight, however, the documentary novelist seeks exclusively to 

convince his readers of the accuracy of his interpretation of the 

facts, nat to encourage them to discover that he has deceived them. He 

guides his readers along a course he has clearly staked out through 

the labyrinth of confusing and inconclusive data that is real life, to 

lead them where he wishes. Discussing the problem of truth the 

narrator of Per Gunnar Evander' 5 Tegelmiistt.."lre Lundin Dch ston~ viirlden 

(1970) points out, 'en ostyrd bild ar meningslos, darfor att den 
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uttrycker all ting och darfor ingenting'. '·5:3 The case in point is 

exemplified by Sundman's claim that, 'Jag har alltid havdat att 

lasandet av en bok ar lasarens ensak', and his subsequent indignation 

when critics like Berggren and Stolpe interpret his work 'wrongly'; 

'Kanske jag kunde ha skrivit tydligare sA tydligt att ocksA 

Berggren och Stolpe last annorlunda. Men skonli tteratur ar ocksA en 

frAga am konstnarsskap'. "$.4. The documentary novel aims at convincing 

its readers .of the validity of a re-appraisal of accepted historical 

or social phenomena, and it presents its argumentation to that end. 

Documentary Noyel and Reportage 

It would appear that the true documentary novel distinguishes itself 

from the report, the history book, the roman a clef, the historical 

novel and a number of pseudo-documentary forms. 

Clas Zilliacus has claimed that the report is by definition and aim 

the direct opposite of literary fiction. Here the most important thing 

is the opportunities and problems of describing real i ty: 'Rapporten 

beledsagas av en klar performati v signal: "Har presenteras inte min 

fantasi: har representeras verkligheten", . ISS Regardless of the 

quality of the writing, the overall effect of the material presented 

in reports such as Oscar Lewis's Children of Sanchez (1961), Kyrdal's 

Rapport fr~D kineslsk by and Lidman's Gruva is not genuinely impaired 

if the reader selects at random sections of a text which, in essence, 

is 'en rrekke beretninger uafhrengige af hinanden .,. i en collageagtig 

sammenh~ng'. 156 The documentary novel, however, maintains a structure 
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which requires the reader to begin at the beginning and read to the 

end. The report shifts the focus away from individual characters to 

let an anonymous collective voice be heard. 1'3"7 The documentary novel 

perpetuates the novelistic convention of describing reactions to 

socio-pol i tical processes through one or more main characters. The 

documentary novelist does not renounce his traditional role. People in 

a documentary novel are rarely allowed to speak for themselves, and 

the language does not conSistently give the impression of scientific 

enquiry. 

Documentary Novel and History 

The documentary, novel is not a work of history. Even if the 

documentary novelist gathers his information in the same way and from 

the same sources as the historian I he presents it 1 i ke ali terary 

author. A scientific approach is not only a method of investigation, 

but also a convention for reporting the results of this investigation. 

In the documentary novel it is not uncommon for historical statistics 

and philosophical generalizations to share the pages with legends, 

dreams and fanciful hypotheses. In an article about the difference 

between poets and historians, Aksel E. Christensen writes that the 

task of the historian is 'kun at digte over de Kendsgerninger, der 

virkelig kan udsondres som tilforladelige, over dem aIle, ikke imod 

dem og ikke ud over dem'. 159 At the same time, no historian would ever 

set out, as Kuznetsov does, to be able to retell a historical tale 

wi th perfect obj ecti vi ty, 1 I;:"~"~ nor claim, as Sundman does, that he must 
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abandon 'vissa konkreta fakta for att na fram till en hogre grad av 

sanning'.160 In essence, this is the ancient distinction between the 

writer of history and the writer of fiction: 'the historian speaks of 

what has happened, the poet of the kind of thing that can happen. 

Hence also poetry is a more philosophical and serious business than 

historYi for poetry speaks of universals, history of particulars' .161 

For the historian, the important criteria are veracity and 

completeness. The historian gives all the facts. The evidence is thus 

rarely unambiguous. One historian explains why: 'Contradictions 

are part of life, not merely a matter of conflicting evidence. I would 

ask the reader to expect contradictions, not uniformi ty' .162 For the 

documentary novelist expedience is a cri terion for the inclusion of 

fact in an account. If his account is to sustain the tenor and 

organized pattern typical of fiction, historical completeness is 

impossible, so the documentary novelist is highly selective. He tends 

to ascribe a universal signi ficance to events which transcends the 

purely phenomenological, so the subject matter and facts he chooses 

must be eminently suitable to illustrate the validity of a conviction 

he already has. That the documentary novelist tends to find exactly 

what he is looking for is only in the nature of things. If a 

historical event does not encapsulate the values the novelist seeks to 

disseminate, he will not choose it, but pass it by in search of a more 

suitable illustration. Documentary novels tell stories; they feed off 

historical scholarship, but they rarely contribute much of substance 

to historical scholarship. I [Det ar] ingen frAga om rent historiskt 

vetande. Snarare [om] mera allmangiltiga insikter i vissa sociala 

och psykologiska nekanismer. Det verkar att vara [dokumentarroman-

forfattarensJ primara intresse, och dari skiljer han sig frAn 

hi storikern' . 1 ~.:" 
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The historian's job is to preserve and explain the past. He 

generally restricts himself to facts and his interpretation of them, 

giving the reader exact and exhaustive reference to his sources. If a 

historian moves into the realm of imagination or interpretation, he 

advertises this in some way, so that the reader is left in no doubt 

where history gives way to hypothesis. 

For the documentary novelist the past is only of interest if it can 

be used to shed light on the present. The documentary novelist 

invariably has more to say than the historian, since the documentary 

novelist spices his facts with a wealth of intuitive fictional detail. 

He 'knows' more than the historian because he can permit himself to 

get closer to his characters and share even their undocumented 

experiences. Moreover, he presents this in a way which distinguishes 

him from the historian. The documentary novelist is often imprecise in 

his referencesj he does not distinguish between borrowed and original 

material, nor even consistently between fact and fiction. He also 

comments and evaluates in a way which is not always immediately 

obvious, shifting effortlessly from the plane of objective observation 

to subjective speculation. He comments on the action and the motives 

of the characters. He frequently chooses to intervene between the 

facts and the reader in a way which smacks of censorship or 

propaganda. He descri bes photographs but does not show them. 164 He 

edits historical documents to present a uniform picture of his 

characters. 165 He says one thing and means another. 166 

The documentary novelist <unlike the report-writer) does not 

actually draw any conclusions for the reader -- but he makes it easy 

for the reader to arrive at the conclusions he wants him to arrive at. 

The documentary novelist approaches reality through literature. The 
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aesthetic and didactic organization of his material, the title he 

gives it and the language he uses to express it, all bear the hallmark 

of imaginative 1 i terature. Because he recognizes the importance of 

enjoyment in reading the documentary novel, excitement, textual 

arrangements and appealing language all have their part to play. Like 

most imaginative literature, the documentary novel is open to a number 

of levels of interpretation: 'skj0nli tteratur blir det nAr ein kan 

lese ut noko utilsikta, naivt Cblindt) og likevel uttrykksfullt pA 

toppen av det ti lsikta og kalkulerte'. 167 But I ike most 1 i terature 

with a purpose, the artist tries hard to make one particular 

interpretation, his own, dominate. Such works tend to live on in one's 

mind, as a method of approaching reality. 

Documentary Noyel and Ro~n a clef 

There exists a clear distinction between the documentary novel and a 

work with fictional characters and events based closely on actual 

persons and their lives. The roman a clef, essentially scandalous in 

nature and written 'in code' to avoid the libel laws, is no 

documentary novel. 'Det ar uppenbart omoj 1 igt att tanka sig en dolt 

dokumentarisk roman: det skulle i sA fall vara en nyckelroman, vilket 

uppenbarligen ar raka motsatsen ti 11 det dokumentariska. Det 

dokumentariska tj anar att avsloj a, i nte att do lj a ' . 168 In our modern 

society the roman a clef can even make the reader suspicious of its 

message. The reader may shrug his shoulders and dismiss the cont~nt as 

speculative: 'hadde [forfatterenJ vrert sikker pA A h3 rett, hadde han 

ikke beh0vd pakke inn [personeneJ i andre navn og " f i ltc.e" p~ 
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all ting' .1 6S Consequently works such as Hans ScherfiE's Fryde:-1holm 

(1962) 'the most complete account there is in novel form of 

condi tions in occupied Denmark' 17() -- are not documentary novels, The 

names of the historical main characters have been changed or 

disguised, so that only those in the know will make the necessary 

connections between fiction and fact. 171 

Documentary Noyel and Historical Noyel 

Hans Granlid argues that the traditional raison d'~tre of the 

historical novel has been the intrinsic appeal of history as story -

'det forgAngnas glans och lira'. 1 '72 Today many historical novels are 

written as popular entertainment 'bestsellers, sam ohejdat banaliserar 

den historiska romantiken [och forvandlarJ det historiska skeendet 

till en glattig rnaskerad, dar aventyren, spanningen och de pi ttor'eska 

tillbehoren ar det vasentliga'. 173 Such novels exploit history's 

exotic appeal, offering 'ett berattande sam komnrunicerar igenkanning', 

maintaining myths or confirming cliches, and documenting history not 

to preserve facts but to lend appeal and credibility to fiction. 174 In 

a more serious type of modern historical novel the novel ist seeks to 

shed light on current problems; '[han] anvander sig av det historiska 

d~ for att tolka dagens nu'. 176 The historical novel becomes I en 

forntidsallegori, sam bjuder nuets manniska en spegel bild av sina 

harjade drag, en backspegel for att undvika nya katastrofer'. 176 

Obviously a work of fiction is no more likely to be a documentary 

novel because it has a well-defined historical setting and contains 
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references to well-known historical figures than it is if it is set in 

the equally well-defined present. Jan Guillou's Coq Rouge thrillers, 

bristling with topicality, familiar celebrities and familiar events, 

are not document ary novels. 177 Nor are Lars Widding's or Rune-Par 

Olofsson's historical novels. There is a more basic ontological 

distinction between the historical novel and the documentary novel. 

The document ary novel does not communi cat e recogni t ion. Set t ings and 

characters may be familiar, but the documentary novel typically 

presents its readers with new information and unconventional ways of 

looking at things. The documentary novelist sees analogies between 

past and present, but he does not wish to preserve our impressions of 

the past and use them as a key to understanding the present. His is a 

subversive form through which he campaigns for an intellectual 

revision of the past based on the conspectus offered by the present. 

Historical novels dominated by analogy risk an unhistorical feel as 

the borders between' then' and 'now' become thematically indistinct. 

The analogy is never so dominant in the documentary novel. A strong 

analogy could be experienced as an anchronistic trait, and, if it is 

to preserve its status, the documentary novel needs to shun 

anachronisms and remain perceptibly true to life. 

authenticity is thus stronger than analogy. 

Quasi-documentaries 

Historical 

There is, in addition, a range of quasi-documentary forms, the poles 

of which are represented by works which use fictitious characters to 
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help document real events, such as Moberg' 5 UtvandrtJrna and Bunr:y 

Ragnerstam's Innan dagen gryr (1974), and works which describe fictive 

events with pseudo-documentary techniques such as P.C.Jersild's 

Grisjakten (1968), Espen Haavardsholm's Zink (1971) and Enquist's 

Nedstortad tingel (1985), the purported biography of a two-headed 

Kexican fairground freak based on bogus sources which actually 

hoodwinked some critics. 178 Between these two poles is a confused 

field including works like Eyvind Johnson's Drommar am rosor oeh eld 

(1949) and Sund:man's Expeditionen (1962) where real people act out 

real events under fictitious names, and works like Klaus Rifbjerg's 

Narts 1970 (1970) or even Strindberg's Gustav Vasa (1899), in which 

real characters behave as they never did in reality. In such works 

fact and fiction, real and imagined characters, are blended 

arbitrarily in a story whose sale pretence to factuality is the 

success of its illusion. The documentary novel, as I will show, has 

more ambitious aims. 
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I r. PER OLOF SUNDMAN -- INGENJdR ANDREES LUFTFARD 

THE HISTORICAL ACCOUNT 

Salomon August Andree, an executive at the Swedish Patents Office, 

presented his plans for a North Pole balloon expedition before 

Vetenskapsakademien on 13 February 1895. An enthusiastic amateur 

balloonist since 1876, Andree enlisted Adolf Nordenskiold's support to 

publicize the venture, which quickly captured the popular imagination. 

Within months 128,000 kronor had been received from sponsors including 

Alfred Nobel and King Oskar I I. In the summer of 1896 Andree and two 

companions, the meteorologist, Dr Nils Ekholm, and Nils Strindberg, a 

science teacher from Stockholm, were ready to leave Spitsbergen for the 

Pole in a 4,300 cubic-metre balloon custom-built by French specialists. 

However, the balloon never liftedj adverse weather forced the 

postponement of the expedition. Andree's return to Sweden was an 

embarrassing anti-climax, and news that the rival Norwegian explorer, 

Fridtjof Hansen, had reached 86"19' north, a new record, did not improve 

matters. Andree's pride and the public's confidence in his project were 

further shaken when Ekholm cri ticized the construction of the balloon 

and its equipment at a conference of physicists on 26 September 1896. 

When Andree refused to test or adapt the balloon as Ekholm proposed, 

Ekholm resigned. 
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Wi th popu lar pressure and responsi bi 1 i ties to his sponsors weighing 

heavily, Andree felt obliged to prove Ekholm's criticism unfounded and 

announced plans for a new expedition in 1897. Knut Frrenkel, an engineer, 

was chosen from a number of volunteers to take Ekholm's place, and 

Andree, determined not to return in ignominy a second time, enlisted a 

reserve, Lieutenant Vilhelm Swedenborg, to ensure that a full crew could 

be mustered even in the event of any last-minute reSignations. During 

the spring of 1897 Frrenkel and Swedenborg made seven training flights in 

France. In Kay 1897 the Andree expedition returned to Spitsbergen to 

await favourable meteorological conditions. These came on 11 July, when 

Andree, Strindberg and Framkel could finally climb aboard the balloon, 

Ornen, 'and lift at 13.43 G. M. T. The balloon rose reluctantly, skimming 

the surface of the waves, and, in their eagerness to gain height, the 

balloonists j ett isoned 207 ki los of precious ballast wi thin mi nutes of 

take-off. At the same time the drag-lines needed to steer the balloon 

disengaged from their mountings and fell to the ground. Ornen drifted 

slowly out of sight with the crew's shouts of 'Leve gamla Sverige! ' 

ringing in the ears of the spectators. Andree had estimated that the 

flight to the Pole and then on to Canada would take at least six daysj 

previously no free balloon had ever managed to stay airborne for IDOre 

than 48 hours. 

Andree, the leader of the expedition, was 42 years old, short-sighted 

and more accustomed to sitting behind a desk than fighting the elements. 

He had I1lClde only nine solo flights. Nils Strindberg, not yet 25 years 

old and recently engaged to be married, had made six balloon ascents 

previously. Knut Fr~nkel, 27, was the most athletically buil t of the 

crew but suffered from ischias. The three men had made fewer than two 

dozen balloon flights between them. None had ever flown in Ornen before. 
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None had any experience of crossing the Arctic ice, nor knew what 

meteorological conditions to expect at the Pole. 

Four days later one of Andree's carrier pigeons was shot. The message 

it bore, dated 13 July 1897, gave the balloon's midday position. 

Subsequent messages drifted ashore with buoys in 1899 and 1900, but the 

fate of Andree and his companions remained a mystery until 1930 when 

Norwegian sealers came across a campsite on Whi te Island, about 400 

kilometres east of Spi tsbergen. Three bodies were found, together wi th 

maps, equipment, food, film, and diaries kept by Andree and Strindberg. 

The diaries revealed that, after 65 hours in the air, Ornen, heavy 

with ice on the rigging, crash-landed at 83°4' north. Abandoning the 

balloon and their plans to reach the Pole, the men attempted to march 

south over the ice towards a supply depot at Cape Flora, Franz Josef 

Land. However, the erratic drift of the ice thwarted their plans. At the 

end of a hard day's march they would frequently find themselves further 

from their goal than when they started. Under such conditions patience 

grew thin and tempers frayed; Andree's diary suggests a certain 

irritation with his two companions, and an increasing self-absorption. 

Around 3 August the men relinquished plans to reach Cape Flora, and 

aimed instead for a second, smaller depot in the Seven Islands group. 

Food was plentiful as they supplemented their rations with fresh meat -

Arctic fowl, seals and polar bear -- but cooking on the tiny paraffin 

stove in cold and windy conditions was a haphazard affair, and meat was 

often eaten almost raw. As autumn advanced the men resigned themselves 

to spending the winter in the Arctic, chose a huge ice floe as their 

base and built an igloo for shelter. Two days after completion. however, 

the igloo was destroyed by movements in the ice, forcing the men to flee 

to nearby White Island. There diary entries became fewer and briefer. 
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Andree and Strindberg were exhausted and disheartened. 'We know less 

about Frt2nkel' s state of mind; only his meteorological obser'lations 

survive. 

Strindberg died first and was buried by his two companions in a cleft 

in the rock. Andree and Framkel died some time later in their tent. 

Nei ther made any effort to bury the other. The date of their death is 

unknown, the cause undetermined. Several theories initially advanced are 

now generally regarded as untenable. Post-mortem examinations failed to 

reveal signs of violent death or broken bones. The men did not starve to 

death: there was food in the camp, and fuel in the primus stove. That 

the men froze to death is also unlikely; there were unused clothes and 

the pelts of several bears at the camp. It seems doubtful that 

Strindberg could have drowned, for his last diary entry is dated 17 

October, about twelve days after the party reached White Island, and 

there would have been little cause for him to venture out to sea again 

after that date. It is equally unlikely that Andree and Frrenkel were 

asphyxiated by the fumes of the primus stove or lack of oxygen in the 

tent, since, by mid-October, the tent was torn and threadbare. 

In 1952 a Danish doctor, Ernst Tryde, published De dO"deJ. p.~ Vito'n in 

which he proposed that all three men died from trichinosis, a disease 

caused by a parasite which lodges in the intestines and muscle tissues 

of its host. Tryde's conclusions were founded partly on studies of bear 

meat found with the bodies, partly on a diagnosis of the men's 

conditions based on symptoms outlined in Andree's diaries. These 

symptoms <runni ng noses, vomitting, lethargy, irritability, bowel 

disorders, cramps and boils) correspond c;cClctly to the effects of the 

trichina during its full life cycle in the hUIIJ3n body. It was Tryde's 

conviction that dormant trichinae ingested by Andree and his companions 
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in undercooked bear meat tad d d d d 1 repro uce an sprea, at~acking and 

destroying the men's internal o~gans, and inducing heart failure. 1 This 

remains the most viable, but by no means uncontested, explanation of the 

cause of death. The three bodies were retur'ned to Stockholm and interred 

amid great pomp in October 1930. Shortly afterwards the diaries, 

photographs, maps and a considerable amount of documentary information 

were published under the ti tIe Xed Ornen mot Polen (930).;;;' 

Andree's 1897 expedition is the subject of Per Olof Sundman's 

documentary novel Ingenjor Andrees luftfard (1967). ~I In addi tion, 

Sundman has collected and commented upon his sources under a separate 

title, Ingen fruktan, intet hopp (1968), a collage of logbook entries, 

memoirs, technical papers about the balloon, interviews and newspaper 

articles. ,4 In Ett &r: Anteckningar oeh lmmmentarer i dagbok osv kring 

arbetet med romanen Ingenjor Andrees luftfard (1967) Sundman has written 

about his work with the Andree novel and the documents which provide its 

foundation .. '!' Together these three works offer a unique opportunity to 

compare the documents, the novel and the author's intentions. That is 

the purpose of this study. I shall begin by demonstrating the novel-like 

quali ties of IngenjO"r Andrees 1 uftfard -- its aesthetic construction and 

organization. Then I shall examine the characters in the novel and 

compare them with their historical counterparts. Finally I shall show 

how Sundman manipulates, distorts, or even falsifies history to drive 

home messages well-known from elsewhere in his works: distrust of the 

strong man, belief in community and solidarity, and a commitment to 

exploration and enquiry. 
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INGENJ6R ANDREES LUFTFARD -- CONSTRUCTION AND FORMAL ORGANIZATION 

In six sections, each divided into numbered chapters, Ingenjor 

Andrees luftfiird describes Knut Frrenkel's participation in the Andree 

expedition from November 1896 until October 1897. The first-person 

record is strictly chronological, almost like a diary, although events 

prior to the opening of the narrative (for example, the failure of the 

1896 expedition, and Ekholm's withdrawal) are occasionally described in 

retrospect. 

Sund:man eschews the temptation to create 'cliff-hanger' endings to 

his chapters, preferring to let chapters and sub-sections follow the 

natural defini tions of days and geographical locations. Eleven of the 

nineteen chapters in the section 'Ballongfarden' begin with a logbook

like indication of the time, while the chapters from 'Stockholm hosten 

1896' show an almost dramaturgic concern for a division into scenes: 

Framkel's bedroom - flashback to dinner the previous night - street 

scene - Patent Office - Andree's office - street scene - Operakallaren 

etc. Strikingly short chapters and sub-sections are used to focus 

interest and encourage reflection. Among the most extreme examples is 

the four-line chapter which explains the physical consequences of 

Framkel's taking a wrong step at Operakiil1aren (p.30), and the sub

section which reads simply: 'Polarhavet var inte en plats for kvinnor' 

<p. 207). The sub-secti ons wi thi n each chapter create an impression of 

continuous narrative, but the pauses between them are significant. The 

novel, rich in dialogue and action, gives the impression of a 

screenplay, and the sub-sections focus with camera-like clarity to zoom 

in on first one, then another character, or pan to and fro across the 
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background. (See, for example, pp.337-338.) Each pause is the director's 

'Cut!', as he shifts camera and alters focus. 

Despi te its documentary appearance Ingenj of A ndrees 1 uftDird has the 

structure and sy:mmetry of a work of art. The restriction of the net 

time-span to the eleven months during which Frrenkel had first-hand 

experience of the events lends the fictional Frrenkel' s record a unity 

typical of the novel. Sundman enhances this impression by fashioning the 

action in a circular form. The circular form does more than merely 

mirror the circuitous wanderings of the Andree expedi tion, from Sweden 

to Spitsbergen and back in 1896 and from Spitsbergen north and back in 

1897. Words and motifs on the novel's opening pages recur to presage the 

end of the story. In the last act of the novel Frrenkel creeps into his 

sleeping bag to die beside Andr~e, a detail at variance with the facts, 

but of significance in the novel, where the sleeping bag, 'tunn och 

sliten bottenskinnet var nastan he1 t hArli::ist I Cp. 344), recalls 'en 

nAgot sliten och skamfilad fAtolj' in which Andree bids Frrenkel sit when 

they first meet <p. 14). The novel's circular structure is strengthened 

by other references: Frrenkel's painful foot, swollen like a boil <p.7, 

p.l1, p.312, p.339), the snow-houses on Brunkebergstorg and in the 

Arctic <p.12, p.340), and the references to sleep that frame this dream 

of polar conquest Cp.7, p. 344). The cycle is implicit, too, in the 

rhythm of the seasons; preparati ons are made in spr i ng, the take-off 

comes at midsummer, spirits fall in autumn, and death comes in winter. 

In addition Sundman introduces a fine sense of balance and contrast 

i.nto the novel. Beyond the strictly chronological division into six main 

section.s, the narrotive divideE. readily inlo two ports: first., optimism , 

and dreams, then desperation and nightmares. The first half of the 

novel, painted on a broad canvas wi th a gallery of historical figures 
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lending the novel the quality of an epic film, becomes specific through 

its factual detail, firmly anchored in time and place. Here, ballooning 

over idyllic countryside in spring sunshine, Framkel and Andree can 

dream safely in the protective embrace of the technological revolution 

of the 1890s and compete chi valrously with their rival, Nansen. Andree, 

'beromd for vad han tEinkt gora', is constantly eclipsed by Hansen, 

'beromd for vad han gjort' (p.g). Nansen is hailed as a hero in 

newspapers throughout the world and has returned to a hero's welcome 

after his celebrated success in the north; Andree, having harvested his 

acclaim prematurely, returns home almost unnoticed Cp.7, p.8). When the 

balloon is brought down to earth almost exactly half,.,ray through the 

narrati ve, Frl2nkel declares significantly, 'Jag har kommi t til klarhet 

om det hopplosa i vArt foretag' Cp. 183); 'Luftfarden ar avsl utad ... Vi 

befinner oss vid en vandpunkt' (p.188). The air has <literally!) gone 

out of Andree's attempt to conquer the North Pole; from now on the men 

must deal with nature on nature's own terms. 

In the second half of the novel the field of vision narrows. Ingenj~r 

Andrees 1 uftfiird is now a chamber play for three. Removed from their 

Oscarian environment Andree, Str i ndberg and Frcenkel become less 1 ike 

figures in history and more like us. The novel assumes a universal 

application as men struggle for their lives in an unfamiliar wilderness 

where, as presaged by the storm of 7 July, technology and human pride 

hold no sway over the laws of nature. As one critic has observed, 

'idyllen [ar] forvandlad ti 11 en forberedelse for tragedi. Ingenting av 

det som i fortsattningen sker beharskas av de manniskor som ar 

inblandade i det'.6 The latter half of the novel falls into two parts of 

roughly equal length, balanced around the decision to change course from 

south-east to south-west (pp. 137-256, pp. 256-344 ). Andree, the or igi nal 

hero-figure, must abandon his plans first to reach the Pole and then, 
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revealed as a hopeless dilettante, to reach Franz Josef Land (p.255). He 

has claimed to know more than anyone else about travelling above the 

polar ice (p.121), but when he is now stranded upon it, his star wanes. 

However, as Andree sinks in the reader's estirna.tion, Fr~nkel, 3ssuming 

increasing cOIII1nand of the situation, rises. With the decision to head 

south-west Frrenkel, animated by the very will to live that has left 

Andree since the failure of his enterprise, shoulders the leader's 

mantle: 'Kurs syd fyrtio grader vast ... sade jag och ryckte igAng min 

slade' (p. 256). 

The Narrator 

Frrenkel's role as narrator is a Ii terary invention. Fr~nkel is the 

member of the Andree party about whom least is known. In contrast to 

Andree and Strindberg the real Frrenkel kept no diaries, thus leaving 

Sundman free to fabricate a report from a synthesis of documentary 

sources and his own imagination. Sundman is 'bunden bara av en 

allmaniorestallning om Frrenkels person, och denna allmanforestallning 

ger honom en behovlig distans till figuren'.7 

The first-person narrative makes Ingenjor Andrees luftfard more 

autobiography than history. It gives no objecti ve picture of events, 

even if Frrenkel's regard for factuality does border on pedantry.s 

Personal involvement precludes a narrator's impartiality: 'Manniskor som 

berattar om sig sjalva eller om nAgot som ar av stor betydelse for dem, 

ar regelmassigt dAl iga vi ttnen' .:3 Regardless of the content, however, 

the form of the narrative makes clear that the account is intended to be 
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treated as fiction. Although Frrenkel's assumption of his readers' 

familiarity with the Froding trial (p.46), Nietzsche's insanity <p.38) 

and the Graeco-Turkish wars Cp. 98) reinforces the impression that his 

record is roughly synchronous with these events, Ingenjor Andrees 

luftfard is not a diary novel. The use of tense, and the inclusion of 

expository detail unremarkable to Frrenkel ('Detta med slaplinor ar nAgot 

vasentligt for den som viII begripa ballongseglingens teknik', p.68; 

'Har bor jag gora ett pApekande', p. 180; 'Ordet "opi umruta" kraver en 

forklaring', p.292) make that clear. 

How, when and for whom is Froonkel writing? Sundman's answer consigns 

Ingenjor Andrees luftfard to the realm of the novel: 'Jag lAter Frrenkel 

hela tiden beratta for en obefintlig, men andA narvarande Ahorare 

lAt oss saga en bandspelare, och han berat tar sA lange han kan'. 10 The 

style and language of the narrative confirm the impression of 

spontaneity. Frrenkel has no time to write a work of art; sentences are 

simply constructed, words and imagery are unremarkable. Data concerning 

the construction of the balloon are presented in a breathless manner 

which suggests the aficionado's enthusiasm Cp.58). Direct speech, short 

paragraphs and the recapitulation of detail lend the account 

journalistic immediacy: 'Lerner var, som redan namnts, utsand av 

Kolnische Zei tung. Det stod snart klart att ocksA hans folj eslagare 

Violet (eller riktigare: doktor Violet) befann sig vid Spetsbergen i 

journal istiska arenden' Cp. 125). Despite Frrenkel' s use of the preteri te, 

frequent references to 'idag', 'i afton', 'i morse' etc. confirm that 

action and record are essentially concurrent for him. Only in the 

narrator's dying words does the use of the past tense convey a real 

sense of retrospection: 'Det var redan skymning och afton. Tol v grader 

kallt. Kylan frAn golvet och taltoppningen kandes svalkande. Scmnen 

borjade sprida sig i kroppen, i armarna, i benen. Jag lade mig p~ sidan 
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nara 

ung' 

Andree. Hans skagg var grAtt, han var en gammal man. Jag var annu 

<p.344). One critic remarks of these words: 'De~as mAngtydighet och 

nastan chockerande verkan ... erinrar oss plotsligt om att berattelsen, 

sjalva berattandet, ligger utanfor livets, verklighetens, mojlighetens 

grans'. 11 

The form of the narrative requires that nothing is incl uded that 

Frcenkel himself could not have known about. This makes Ingenjcir Andrees 

luftfard a book of events, not of thoughts. The narrator does not 

speculate in psychology, but simply describes what the figures in the 

novel do and say. This behaviouristic style is typical for Sundman, an 

approach which, paradoxically, often stimulates the reader's interest in 

the motives of the characters. 1:2 For the most part Sundman deals 

elegantly with the self-imposed restriction of viewing the world through 

Frcenkel's eyes. Expository detail and glimpses from the history of 

ballooning are introduced naturally as Andree and Frrenkel parade their 

knowledge <pp.15-16, pp.25-26). We are even able momentarily to view 

events through another character's eyes when Frrenkel quotes from 

Andree' s writings <p. 31, p. 331) . Nevertheless, Sundman occasionally 

forgets the limitations of his first-person narrator. Frrenkel remarks of 

one of the sealer's graves on Spitsbergen, '[den] hade sett likadan ut 

foregAende Ar. Vi var forvAnade over att skelettet larnnats ifred av 

ravar och fAglar' (p.130). How does Frrenkel, who was not on the previous 

year's expedition, know this: how does he know that Andree's pack has 

been ransacked by a young bear while the men have been sleeping <p.240), 

or what Andree said if his words were lost in the wind <p.126)? 

FrlEnkel does not have the forward vision of the novelist nor the 

hindsight of a twentieth-century reader. A comment in the first edition 

implying that the narrator can see into the future has been amended in 
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subsequent paperback versions. 1 ~ Sundman has said of Frrenkel, 'Han vet 

den 27 juli klockan 12 bara vad han kunde veta vid den tiden'. 14 

Everything indicates that Freenkel was optimistic when he left Dane's 

Island, and Sundman has chosen to keep it that way, letting the truth 

dawn slowly on Freenkel (and the reader) as the novel progresse:3. When 

Freenkel describes Andree as a geni us, his balloon as the most perfect 

ever built, his expedition as the most brilliant ever conceived, he is 

unaware that his words will later recoil upon him (p.8: compare p.165, 

p. 321). This unawareness gives rise to a rich vein of irony in the 

novel. 

Tension and irony 

Much of the tension and irony in Ingenj6r Andrees luftfard evolves 

from the difference between the reader's and the narrator's conspectus 

of events. The fictional Freenkel is writing at a time when 'hela varlden 

vet vem Nansen ar' Cp. 8), when people were predicting that the 

Eiffel Tower would collapse before 1920 Cp.58), and when Andree regarded 

himself as the pioneer of a new age <p.127). The reader is living in an 

era with other heroes, surrounded by technology that makes the Ei ffe I 

Tower look primitive and with the hindsight that stamps Andree's polar 

expedi tion as a final fiasco from the era of ballooning. Even before 

they finish the novel, most readers will realize that Andree never 

reached the Pole, a situation that Sundman exploits to spice the story 

with unmistakable hints of the outcome. What may have been warnings in 

history 'ExperiInenterande aviatorer blir tyvarr sallan lAngl i vade' 

(p. 71>, 'Ingenjor Andrees polarexpedi tion komrner att misslyckas' (p. 74), 
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'Jag tors inte uttrycka en f-- hit or oppn ng ... a t ingenjor Andree skall nA 

fram till sitt IDA I , <p.120) -- become prophecies in the novel. 

The 1 i terary dividends of dramatic irony outweigh considerations of 

veracity. Sundman imbues fictional statements such as, 'Jag skulle kunna 

ge fern Ar av mitt li v for att fA folj a med pA Andrees polarsegling' 

<p.ll), or Fr~nkel's comment that 'Jag skall forsaka vanja mig vid min 

berommelse i forskott' <p. 42), wi th a significance that the speaker 

cannot suspect. When Fr~nkel absent-mindedly puts his weight on his 

broken toe and stumbles in the foyer at Oper.:;tlral.Iaren, he hastens to 

point out that he is not drunk (p.30). The literary implications, 

however, are clear; Fr~nkel is, indeed, intoxicated by success, and 

swollen toes will bring him once more to his knees on the polar ice. 

Frrenkel unwittingly forecasts the toil ahead when describing the 

difficulties of unloading the balloon on Spitsbergen: 'transporten genom 

hundra meter packis kravde en hel arbetsdag' (p. 113): 'Mina fingrar 

svullnade ... en mangd smA blodande sAr och blAsor' (p. 116). 

One invented anecdote points forward in detail after detail to the 

situation in which Fr~nkel finds himself as the story draws to a close. 

Den andra dagen efter mitt mOte med Andree infoll med mulet vader, 
sydvastliga vindar, stigande temperaturer och ett enerverande duggregn. 

Jag gjorde en lAng promenad langs DjurgArdens mAnga slingrande 
smAvagar. Snon var slaskig och vAti vatan trangde genom skorna och sogs 
dessutom upp av byxbenen enligt de elementara fysikaliska reglerna om 
kapillar attraktion. 

Jag motte tvA civila ryttare och jag passerades av tvA officerare ur 
det beridna livgardet. Detta var alIt. I ovrigt praglades DjurgArden av 
odslighet. 

Jag satt lange pA en bank ute vid Blockhusudden. Det ar mOjligt att 
jag sov en stund. Mitt fickur hade stannat. 

Jag At en enkel mal tid pA DjurgArdsbrunns vardshus, torkande mina 
klader i varmen frAn den stora eldstadens stockvedsbrasa. 

De smattrande gevarssalvorna frAn Kaknas skjutfalt storde mig inte. 
Min vanstra fot varkte. Jag ,forsakte gA utan att halta <p.35). 
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Here are the wet snowfields, the grey skies and drizzle of the Arctic, 

and the soaking clothes hung to dry Cp.329, p. 281, p. 305). Here is a 

foretaste of the wanderings of the expedition in the emptiness awaiting, 

and the chronological disorientation of the final few days <p.239, 

p.339). Here is the painful foot which causes Frrenkel to hobble (pp.311-

312, p.320). Here is the cannon-like thunder of the drifting ice 

(p. 226) . 

A second kind of irony in Ingenj6r Andrees ltJftfi:ird derives 

specifically from Sundman's documentary approach. Such irony is apparent 

only to those whose knowledge of the Andree story goes beyond what is 

contained in Sundman's novel. For example, when Andree and Frrenkel are 

greeted with bouquets in Gothenburg, only a reader fami 1 iar wi th the 

circumstances around the return of the three bodies to Stockholm can 

appreciate the irony with which Sundman imbues Andree's remark: 'Jag 

tackar er, sade Andree. Jag hop pas att ni annu en gAng skall mota mig 

med blommor' <p.95).1E.; Sund:man is convinced that the three men were 

suffering from trichinosis after eating infected bear meat, but the 

limitations of the first-person narrator preclude mention of this in the 

novel. 16 For those in the know, however, the irony lies thick around the 

men's comments about their diet on the ice. Frrenkel claims that 

'Isbjornshjarna, isbjornshjarta -- alIt sma.kade fortraffligt' <p.282), 

Andree that, 'Blodet innehAller mer ... an du tror' Cp. 275). 

Finally, a third kind of irony comments not on the action but an the 

form and the documentary techniques of the novel itself. The more 

rigidly Sundman and his narrator restrict themselves to the facts, the 

more evident it becomes that the answers to the truly important 

questions are beyond the rench of documentnry evidence. M .. ~churon knows 

the size of the balloon he has buil t, the number of sti tches in the 
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fabric, the length and weight of all the ropes -- 'Den ja'J'eln. kar.. 

all ting utantill' <p.60) -- but when asked how much gas the balloon 

leaks, he cannot answer: 'Vet inte ... jag har inga siffror till hands' 

<p.70). Strindberg can calculate the distances the expedition must cover 

over the ice and weigh out the food carefully for each meal, but the 

essential questions go unanswered: 'Hur fort kan en manniska fardas som 

drar en tung kalke? Hur fort driver isen i fel riktning?' Cp. 197): 'Hur 

mAnga kalorier per tidsenhet utvecklar en hArt arbetande manniskokropp?' 

<p.261). Frrenkel observes the paradox himself as the sledges are being 

packed: 

BAde Andree och Strindberg gjorde noggranna antecknlngar om tyngden av 
de olika foremAlen. 

De noggrant antecknade siffrorna var fascinerande, dels pA grund av 
att nAgra var exakta, dels pA grund av att rest en var grova 
uppskattningar ... 

Pedantisk noggrannhet i det lilla, grova gissningar om tyngden av det 
verkligen tunga <p.218). 

In Sundrnan's novelistic world it. is often the unknown that holds the 

key to the truth. 

Use of detail 

Much of the detail Sundman includes early in Ingenjor Andrees 

luftfard serves a basically picturesque purpose. The waxed moustaches of 

the well-to-do gentlemen, the clatter of sleighbells, palls of smoke 

froIll rooftop chimneys and an unfamiliar Stockholm topography evoke a 

sense of the past effectively and economically. In the background events 

like the Stockholm Exhibition, the Froding court case and KinS Oscar's 
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Silver Jubilee identify the Oscarian era more exactly: 

VArt samtal hade kretsat kring forfattare som von HeidenstaID, Levertin 
och Strindberg, Atalet mot Gustaf Froding, glidit vidare till Bjornson 
och Ibsen och darifrAn till Hansen och sedan -- naturligt nag -- till 
Andree (p.7)j 

FrAn Drottninggatsbacken kunde jag se att man slackte koks ute vid 
gasverket ... jag kunde kosta pA mig en kart visit pA Panoptikon vid 
KungstradgArdsgatan <p.ll). 

Sundman includes other detail for the sake of information. The rise of 

nationalism (p.17), the tottering union between Sweden and Norway <p.8), 

the undeclared but undeniable competition between Andree and Hansen 

<p.31), the advent of technology <p.43) and Nietzsche's glorification of 

will <p.92) are all present in the background, thus allowing SundInan, 

without explicitly citing cause and effect, to trace the roots of 

Andree's hare-brained scheme to the socio-poli tical atmosphere of the 

late Oscarian era. 

The function of the majority of the details in Ingenjor Andr~es 

luftfard is, however, to lend credibility to the account. Sundman sees 

verisimilitude in detail as a means to illusion on a grand scale: 'Sam 

berattare staller jag bl.a. det kravet pA dessa detaljer att de 

verkligen skall vara "sanna" eller ge en illusion av att vara deti och 

det skall medverka till att ge hela berattelsen en karaktar av 

verklighet och trovardighet'. 17 Sundman overwhelms the reader with a 

gallery of 192 historical figures and a wealth of factual information 

that both feels and, in most cases, is authentic; the meteorological 

conditions <p.240), the composition of meals <p.258), the exact 

construction of the balloon house <p.llO), even the size of the supply 

ship's ballast tanks <p.l06), the make of typewriter in Andree's office 

(p.13), and the books in Hansen's library <p.21). Action, too, is 

founded predominantly on fact. From the farewell dinner at Oscar 

Dickson's home and Machuron' s seasickness aboard Svensksund to 
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information about which carrier pigeon flew where and who shot which 

bear on the ice, detail after detail can be corroborated by the 

documents gathered in Ingen fruktan, intet hopp. Sundman has realized 

that he must 'knyta narmare an till den historiska verkligheten just for 

att ge romanen den ratta tyngden' .1'8 

Although the style of Ingenjor Andrees luftfiird is literary, the 

language used is unremarkable. Occasional archaisms -- 'luftfarkost' 

Cp.70), 'tvenne gAnger' Cp.92), 'oaktat' Cp.126) etc. evoke the 

Oscarian setting, but the fictional Frrenkel writes modern Swedish, free 

from plural verb forms and antiquated orthography. Vocabulary and idiom 

are modern, occasionally too modern, since words like 'intervjuare' 

(p.55) and 'guide' <p.70) have become common in Swedish only during this 

century. The real Fr~nkel harboured literary aspirations, but his 

fictional namesake is 'lyriskt fargbl ind' (p. 118) . 1 ~~ The imagery he uses 

is generally uninspired; the boat floats 'som en svan' (p.214), the 

balloon bounces 'som en boll mot isen' Cp. 183), the sledge glides 'som 

en smerklick pA en het potatis' (p. 202). The account is prosaic, the 

language concrete, but with simple means Sundman varies the pace of the 

narrative to generate a feeling of excitement or monotony: 

Vi tumlade ur kojerna, drag pA ass kladerna pA det trAnga golvet, rusade 
sedan upp pA bryggan Cp.139); 
Vi slog lager, reste taltet, At en nAgorlunda acceptabel kvallsvard, 
sov, vaknade, At en relativt kraftig frukost, brot upp, gick mot syd 
fyrtio grader vast, At en tOFftig middag, gick Ater mot syd fyrtio 
grader vast, slog lager, At ett nAgorlunda kraftigt kvallsmAl och sA 
vidare <pp.256-257). 
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The wealth of navigational, chronological and meteorological data 

lends the narrative a scientific tone to which the reader of novels is 

unaccustomed. The tone is hardly conversational. Flowers may be called 

by their Latin names <p.93), chemicals by their formulae <p.280) and the 

North Pole pompously referred to as 'jordaxelns norra forlangning' 

Cp.12}, but, on closer inspection, the terse prose is embellished with 

leitmotifs, imagery, symbols and allusions, which turn Frrenkel's report 

into a work of literature. 

Leitmotifs 

Leitmotifs fulfil an important aesthetic function in Ingenjor Andrees 

1 uftfi:i.rd. Repeti tion, such as the references to sleep which introduce 

and conclude the narrative and occur frequently throughout, strengthens 

the formal structure of the novel (p.7, p.30, p.85, p.264, p.288, p.334, 

p. 344). Repetition with variation can also highlight epic development. 

Andree's 'drag av begynnande trotthet' (p.14) as the novel opens develop 

into weariness, debilitating headache and premature ageing that 

punctuate the narrative Cp.14, p.26, p.37, p.92, p.94, p.130, p.140, 

p.156i p.45, p.47, p.85; p.85, p.94). When the novel closes Andree is an 

old man (p. 344) . 

Repetition serves a fugal function in ingenjo-r Andrees luftfard, as 

when different characters take up the cry for the right conditions for 

take-off: 'Ni ar beroende av sydliga vindar' (p.87), 'hArd vind, hArd 

sydlig vind' Cp.124), 'Sydlig vind, stark sydlig vind' (p.139, see also 

p.88, p.97, p.125). 
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Repetition also acts as a literary d' t . eVlce 0 lnterrupt the epic 

progression of the novel and invite pause and reflection. Recurrent 

references to 'ballongseglartorsten' and to Andree's poor eyesight 

thirst for glory and 

p.170, p.173, p. 181 i 

encourage the reader to identify the adventurers' 

Andree's metaphorical short-sightedness ( 156 p. , 

p.23, p.27, p.86, p.l07, p.171, p.264). 

Some leitmotifs are worthy of closer study. Tissandier warns that 

'Forsokarna, pi onj arerna, de besl ut samma och dj arva ut f orskarna mAst e 

alltid vara beredda pA doden' (p.72), and there is an air of death about 

the Andree expedition from the moment on the very first page that 

Frcmkel chooses Flammarion's La Fin du Monde as his bedt ime reading 

(p. 7). Sundman makes use of the hist orical record where he cani Andree 

and FrC£nkel discuss the high mortality rate among balloonists (p.16), 

and Fr~nkel records that three of Andree's closest friends, Nobel, 

Andree's mother, and Oskar Dickson, die shortly before the take-off 

(p. 121). The men from Madame Tussaud's, measuring FrCEnkel in decidedly 

undertaker-like manner <p.78), and the gaping graves around the balloon 

house on Dane's Island (p.130) are also factual details, but many more 

portents of death are invented and introduced into the novel by Sundman. 

As if in anticipation of their fate, the expedition members are often 

descr i bed as I dodst rot t a', a word which transcends it s usual colloquial 

meaning in the novel <p.181, p. 188, p. 189, p.193, p.248, p. 278).20 In 

places the adjective occurs with eye-catching regularity; three times in 

a passage of just over 100 words, and twice on the following page 

<p.188-189). A conspicuous omen of disaster in the novel is the three 

men's independent perception of the corpse-like quality of the grounded 

balloon (p.199, p.219, p.222). Sundman also introduces a number of 

traditional tokens of death: Andree is given lilies of the valley 

(p. 93), a raven circles the balloon even though Strindberg asserts that 
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ravens are unknown so far north Cp. 160), Frrenkel keeps a weather-eye 

open for 'dessa vita asgamar vars namn jag inte kan och inte viII lara 

kanna' (p.277) and warns his companions that they have an endless sea 

before them as they head for the Pole Cp.179). 

Frl£nkel ponders over what mysterious powers of attraction the North 

Pole possesses: 'lyckan att fA vara den forste sam satter sin fat vid 

nordpolen [iirJ inte i och for sig skal nag ... inte ens vetenskap och 

forskning iir skal nog. Det mAste finnas nAgot annat, nAgot som ligger 

djupare, svArAtkomligare' (p.34). A trio of invented anecdotes serves to 

illustrate for the reader the lure of the Pole. On one of Nordensk1cild's 

expeditions a carpenter inexplicably sets off northwards at high speed 

and disappears for ever (p. 34). The first polar bear tracks that the 

balloonists see lead due north <p.174). And one of the carrier pigeons 

flies north instead of returning home to Aland (p.213). In each instance 

the decision to head north is purposeful. The carpenter walked 'i rask 

takt som om han hade ett brAdskande och angelaget iirende att utratta', 

the bear leaves clear prints, and the pigeon fl ies wi th 'fasta och 

snabba vingslag'. Significantly, when Andr-ee decid\~s the time has come 

to take off, he walks from the balloon house 'forst I Angsamt, darefter 

alIt snabbare' (p. 142). 

The initial impression of resoluteness surrounding Andree wanes when 

he finds himself in the hostile environment of the Arctic. Repeatedly he 

has to be goaded and cajoled into making a decision. Should they head 

north in the balloon or make for Greenland? -- 'Vi mAste fatta ett 

beslut' (p.179, twice). Should they continue in the balloon or land? --

'Det ar du som skall fatta beslutet Du :mAste fa tta ett besl u t' 

( 184) Should they drift with the ice or return on foct? -- 'Vi mAste p. . 

fatta ett beslut' Cp.195, p. 197). Should they try t.o reach Franz Josef 
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Land Dr Spitsbergen? -- 'Vi mAste fatta ett beslut '" Du viII ... att 

vi skall fatta ett beslut At dig' <p.254). Should they rebuild the igloo 

on the ice or move to terra fir~? -- 'I morgon mAste du fatta annu ett 

beslut' (p.336). Making decisions requires courage and determination, 

for, as FrlEnkel has already demonstrated, decisions have consequences 

for the future: 'Jag hade fattat ett beslut [att folj a Andree] och det 

beslutet var en vandpunkt i mi tt liv' Cp. 46). For the fictional Andree, 

however, the future no longer exists after the departure from 

Spitsbergen: 'Vi menar att vi gott kan ta doden sedan vi gjort det vi nu 

gjort' Cp.331). He is a flaccid leader, paralysed by indifference to his 

fate and by the unfamiliarity of his situation. 

Lachambre's unhistorical assertion that ballooning requires the 

delicate balancing skills of the jeweller becomes a maxim for FrlEnkel: 

'Med hjalp av rinnande sand kan man balansera en ballong som en 

holHindsk juvelerare balanserar sin vAg, nAgra karat hi t, nAgra karat 

dit' (p.66; see also p.64, p.77, p.80, p.198). It also emphasizes the 

difference between the idyllic springtime training flights over the 

French countryside, when 'aviatik ... [ar] skon konst' Cp.63), and 

the real i ty of flying to the North Pole, when one has to battle with 

fog, ice and cold as the balloon careers across the ice, crashing down 

and rising giddyingly. Other incidents in the novel confirm how the 

characters' lives hang 'in the balance'. In an anecdote adapted from 

reality, Swedenborg succeeds in keeping his balance on the balustrade at 

the top of Katarinahissen and later returns from Spitsbergen alive 

(p.54).21 In an invented episode which provides a counterweight to this, 

Frronkel loses his balance when doing .C\ gymnllstic pClrty-trick, and loses 

his life in the Arctic (p.11). 
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AllusipnQ 

By making implicit comparisons between the charac1;:eJ's .in his no':el and 

other figures with familiar histories Sundman predisposes the reader to 

certain interpretations. Although such associative techniques may lead 

to bias unworthy of the history book, they enrich fiction by loading the 

novel with meaning. 

Sometimes the characters themselves are aware of the allusions. Three 

times during the journey Frrenkel quotes Pompey's famous navigare necesse 

est, but only on the final occasion, after confirming that the ice-drift 

is carrying the party inexorably away from land, does he complete and 

translate the quotation which now has a poignant relevance to their 

situation: 'Navigare necesse est Vivere non est necesse' (p.251, 

compare p.153, p. 161). At other times, the characters seem ignorant of 

the significance of their words. Does Frrenkel unwittingly allude to 

Froding's 'Skalden Wennerbom' when he expresses the sentiment that 'Det 

ar skont for arktiker att Hi sova' (p.301)T~:~ Is Frrenkel, like the poet 

in Froding's poem, beginning to realize that dreams exist only in sleep, 

that death is the great liberator? Do Swedenborg and Frrenkel understand 

that the Icarus myth's themes of inflated ego and exaggerated confidence 

in man's technological conquest of nature have a direct significance for 

the Andree expedition as a whole Cpp.79-80)? 

Ingenjo'r Andrees luftftird contains a number of allusions to myth. The 

mysterious, unhistorical Galskj old, who rows back and forth across the 

dark sea before Andree leaves for the Pole, is reminiscent of Cha::'on, 

ferryman of the dead across the River Styx Cp.140, p. 1-16). The three 

sailors who shear through the balloon's tethers may recall the three 
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Fates, or, at least, symbolic executioners, whose honed and shining 

swords represent the expedition's last contact with the world <p.147). 

Ingenjor Andrees luftfard also contains a number of allusions to the 

Bible. 2
:
3 Frrenkel, for example, wittingly borrows his words from the 

parable of the wise and foolish builders when commenting on the Eiffel 

Tower: 'Nar det en gAng faller kommer dess fall att bli mycket 

stort' <p.58: compare Matthew 7.27: '[husetJ fall omkull, och dess fall 

var stort'). Frrenkel refers only to the tower, but the reader detects an 

added dimension; a prophecy that the Andr~e expedition too is doomed to 

end in spectacular failure, because it rests upon a poor foundation. The 

greater man's technological arrogance, the greater the potential for 

disaster. Elsewhere in the novel Frrenkel appears unaware of other 

biblical allusions. Shortly before the balloon lifts, Lembke describes 

Dane's Island as 'varldens mest gUdsforgatna plats' (p. 134). In fiction 

the scene recalls the Golgotha of Christian tradi tionj bleached bones 

are visible by the shallow graves on barren windswept ridges, the guards 

by the balloon house are playing cards, and Andree's sensation that 

'Tiden ~r snart lnne' echoes Christ's 'Kin tid ar hardt nar' and 

'Stunden ar ko:mmen' (p.132: compare Matthew 26.18, 45). As on Golgotha, 

a triple sacrifice is about to take place; three men will die to appease 

the masses and save personal reputations. When the sacrifice is made and 

the stranded balloon has been deflated, Andr~e' s cOIDJIlent again echoes 

Christ's: 'Nu ar det gjort' <p.199: compare John 19.30: 'Det ar 

fullkomnadt' ) . 

Andree's position is as hopeless as that of the carrier pigeons which 

he has with him, and which Sundman employs to mirror the plight of the 

balloonists. Disorientated in a barren, hostile landscape, the pigeons 

lORe heart, surrender and d i ~~,3.ppear beneath the snow (p. 186). Sundman 
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singles out one of the pigeons to make the connection between the1!l and 

the balloonists unmistakable: 'Hon fick ...- t At "-en nave ar er, a n.:l.:;ra, men 

kastade sedan upp dem igen ... Hon flaxade upp efter nAgra minuter -

det var som om hon fattat ett beslut. Han flog darefter med fasta och 

snabba vingslag hennes kurs (mAsteJ varit i stort sett rakt nordlig' 

<p. 213). Here are four parallels between the pigeon and Andree; the 

northerly course, the anguished decision-making, the vomitting which 

foreshadows the sickness awaiting the expedition, and the description of 

the flight -- Andree was dubbed Flaxandree by sections of the press 

(p.42).::o!:A 

,. 
CHARACTER IN INGENJ8R ANDREES LUFTF)'RD -- FACT AND FICTION COMPARED 

Swedenbqrg and minor characters 

When dealing with the minor characters that populate the novel Sundman 

has been content to use them as types, sacrificing more objective 

portrayals in favour of the 1 i terary advantage of emphasi zi ng traits, 

atti tudes and weaknesses. The characters who appear fleetingly 

throughout the first half of the novel evoke the recognizably typical 

moods and flavour of Oscarian Sweden; the pompous bourgeoisie who 

criticize Ekholm's ungentlemanly conduct, the iconoclastic Lundstrom who 

gives voice to the few faint cries of public criticism against Andree, 

the sly French dandy Kachuron, the balloon-maker who can answer every 

question except the ones that really count. 
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Even Swedenborg is Ii ttle more than a ty· pe in In e j" Ad'" gn or n Tr:::8S 

luftfard, his characteristics exaggerated to make him more Oscarian than 

justified, typical of a certain breed of young man at the turn of the 

century. He is the old-fashioned aristocrat, who regrets the passing of 

the Southern regime after the American Ci vi 1 'War <p. 91>. He is class-

conscious and self-assured, ordering the stevedores to attention as he 

strolls in the harbour (p.96). He is the joker and the cajoling nuisance 

of the Spitsbergen base, hoping that his disquieting remarks will prompt 

Strindberg or Framkel to leave the third place in the balloon, and in 

history, to him <p.131, p.139). He is the egotist, for whom nothing in 

life seems worth taking seriously except his own pleasure. His major 

worry about the expedition is its possible effect on his love-life 

(p.76). He is a lady-killer, remarking with a candour absent from the 

real Swedenborg's memoirs,. 'Lojtnantsuniformen bryter trojanska murar, 

oppnar portar och skoten. Det galler sarskilt for gifta kvinnor' (p.98). 

He is the daring exhi bi tionist who risks his 1 ife to impress friends 

with a bizarre balancing act on Katarinahissen (pp.53-54). Although 

Swedenborg's memoirs generally reveal a happy-go-lucky attitude to life, 

Sundman's one-sided treatment of Swedenborg <and other minor characters) 

breaks the elementary rules of biography so comprehensively that, while 

it makes for good literature, it cannot fairly be called history. For 

Tidestrom it raises the question: 'Har [en dokumentarskildrande diktare] 

ratt att tillskriva namngivna personer yttranden som de aldrig Hillt, 

har han ratt att for den litterara effektens skull skarpa osympatiska 

drag OSV.?'25 

My examination of the three main characters which follows shows that 

Sundman clearly feels he has that right and that he knowingly 

jeopardizes respect for the historicity of his subject matter in order 
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to make theme and tendentious comment more obvious to his readers, and 

Andree's story nore suitable as the stuff of literature. 

Andree 

The novel's picture of Andree is basically negative. A first person 

narrator gives only one view, his own, and Frrenkel becomes increasingly 

absorbed by the disparity between the public and the private Andree, the 

engineering genius and the archetypal 'mad scientist', the innovator and 

the plagiarist, the patriot and the egotist who is a slave to his own 

ambi tion. Fr8mkel's interpretations, however, are not always 

historically justified. As the following sections reveal, Sundman 

sometimes makes authentic detail larger than life, sometimes reduces its 

significance in the narrative. The result is fiction made from fact -

the documentary novel. 

Andree's physical appearance 

In a fashion often typical of novels, Andree's appearance reflects his 

personality in IIlgenJ or Andrees 1 uftfiird. Hard-set jaws imply 

determination and obstinacy <p.12, p. 217). A flickering, evasive gaze 

betrays a shifty nature (p.14, p.86). Purblind eyes reveal an inability 

to see the consequences of his dreams (p.264). Lined with worry and aged 
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by tension even before the balloon lifts, by the end of the novel the 

43-year-old Andree is an old man Cp.12, p.14, p.344). 

Andree -- genius or crackpot? 

The initial impression of Andree is positive, 'en snillrik ingenjor' 

devoted to 'den djarvaste av alIa arktiska expeditioner' Cp.8). As the 

novel progresses, however, it suggests a close kinship between genius 

and crankiness. For every hundred of Nobel's inventions 'var nittio rena 

galenskaperna ... tvA var geniala' Cp.47)j the expedition's anemometer 

is 'lika snillrikt konstruerad som otillforlitlig' (p.l09)j and Andree's 

intellect is enslaved by an idee fixe Cp.43, p.269). 

Conquering the Pole by balloon means everything to Andree. His 

invol vement in this proj ect permi ts him few friends (' Stora man ar 

alltid ensamma man', p.47), and Fr~nkel is convinced that Andree lives 

in celibacy Cpp.284-285). Andree has neither time nor inclination to 

pursue culture, and holds no respect for creativity outside the field of 

science Cp.18, p. 19). He is deaf to his critics, ignoring Ekholm's 

suggested improvements and declining Nobel's offer of a new balloon in 

the belief that Ornen is the ne plus ultra of the species Cpp.315-316, 

pp.316-317). This bigotry leads Lundstrom, Engstrom and Hansen to doubt 

the viability of Andree's expedition, conceived, financed and carried 

out exclusively by engineers (p.43, pp. 87-88). There are indications 

that Andree shares their doubt; he tells Fr~nkel that success will mean 

they have 'genomiort det ogenomiorbara' (p.30) and draws up his will 

before departing Cp. 98). Later he confides, 'Antingen ar vi galningar 
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eller kommer vi att fA mAnga efterfoljare' Cp. 166). From a twent1eth

century perspective the implication is clear: no one has ever emulated 

Andree's plans. 

In real life the genius and the crank had less in common. Whilst all 

Andree's biographers attest to his technical genius, only two detect any 

sign of the obsession so evident in Ingenjor AndTl?es luftfard. 26 

Kullenbergh's claim that 'Andrees mAngsidighet har tydligt framtradt 

under hela hans lif' CKullenbergh, S. A. Andree: Hans liv och person 

(1898), p.38) is supported by Andrees political activity, the diversity 

of his publications and his active interest in sport.27 However, as 

Sundman avers, Andree was unimpressed by the arts: 'Omusikalisk var han 

som fA, och besokte han nAgon gAng operan, sA gjorde han under det att 

de vackraste ariorna afsjongos halfhogt sina reflexioner ofver det 

artificiella mAnljuset pA scenen' CKullenbergh, p.41: compare JAL, 

p. 19) . Resentfu 1 of the social prestige enj oyed by the arts, he would 

ask: 'Har nAgonsin en poet eller konstnar dromt sAdana drommar sam en 

Keppler [sicJ, Huygens eller andra astronomer?' <Tryde, p.27: compare 

JAL, p. 19). 

contrary to implications in the novel, Andree was a socialite: '[han] 

umgicks vanskapligt med mAnga' (X6XP, p.24). Since the fictional Andree 

has no time for socializing or romance, Sundman, however, excludes all 

references to Andree's social life and to his confidante, Gurli Linder, 

despite a documented relationship which, in all probability, was more 

than platonic. 2Et Convention precluded gossip about national heroes. It 

also stifled criticism. In fact, only Lundstrom lampooned 'Flaxandree' 

openly (in Figaro of 21 March, 13 June and 22 August 1896). Engstrom's 

criticism, written in 'En julbetraktelse' some time during the 1930s 

than that he permitted himc:.elf to be wise after the proves no more ~ 
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event. 29 In sharp contrast to the impression given in the n:J7e 1, 

Nansen's enthusiasm for a project he called 'et nyt og stort fremskridt 

til vor forskning' was unqualified (HoMP, p.68). Assertions to the 

contrary are unhistorical in JAL and hypothetical in Ingen fruktan, 

intet hopp (See IFIH, pp. 147-150) . Hansen even acti vely advised Andree 

on a number of matters (Tryde, p. 73) , and may well have encouraged 

Andree to ignore Ekholm's criticism and decline Nobel's offer of a new 

balloon (IFIH, p.154, p.178). 

While no historical document testifies to Andree's misgivings as 

categorically as do his fictional comments, he recognized that 

pioneering work was not without risk. Haglund records Andree's 

commenting, 'Det ar det forsta steget som kostar' (Haglund, p. 175). 

Tryde confirms that Andree bequeathed all he owned to his brother before 

leaving for Spitsbergen <Tryde, p. 84). Andree also allowed himself a 

reflection after take-off that Sundman adapts for the novel; 'Huru snart 

skola [jag] vi val fA efterfoljare? Skall man anse oss galna eller folja 

vArt exempel?' (diary, 12 July 1897, in }[oHP, p.393: compare IAL, p.166 

and p.331). Had the brilliant engineer already begun to doubt the 

feasi bili ty of the technological pipe-dream he was now putti ng to the 

test? 

Andree -- technological hero or charlatan? 

When the novel opens Andree is a technological hero -- not for what he 

has done, but for what he has said he will do <p.9, p. 39). He ranks 

himself among the true aeronauts and is disdainful of ordinary 
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balloonists, 'bara en sorts lattsinniga artister' <p.16). Yet Andree has 

made only nine balloon ascents, no more than the newcomer Frrenkel, and 

whereas FrlEnkel has been schooled by professionals, Andree is self-

t.'lught <p.314). Andr41o'E; inoxperience showsj he neglects to coil the 

trail ropes, a blunder which ultimately renders the balloon unsteerable 

<p. 144), and he jettisons ballast wholesale, an elementary mistake as 

Swedenborg learns on his maiden flight (p.149: compare p.66). The 

innovations on Andree's balloon, 'den mest fullandade som nAgonsin 

konstruerats' <p. 8) I prove to be a spectacular fail ure 'ett enda 

start misstag' <p.315). Untested and defective, 
.. 
Ornen stays aloft for 

only 50 of the 150 hours Andree promised (p. 316). Andree claims 'Det 

har ar inte en tavling utan en vetenskaplig expedition' (p.195), but the 

ambitious technological piece de resistance becomes a haphazard 

amateurish affair, the scientific value of which Frrenkel questions 

strongly in the novel by goading the compulsively sample-collecting 

Andree: 'Du sager att jag snackar ski t? Du ar vetenskapsman. Skall du 

inte ta ett eXkrementsprov pA all den skit jag snackar?' Cp.281>.:30 

Towards the end of the novel Andree no longer plays the hero's role. 

The intense pressure before the take-off has taken its toll. Racked by 

migraine and headaches, Andree is 'ohyggligt trott' Cp.156). Sick, 

wasted and prematurely aged, he is the very anti thesis of the strong, 

dashing hero in the waxworks exhibition (p.343, p. 12). More than that, 

he is a fake. The private weaknesses behind the public image are 

revealed in the way he claims to be unaffected by the pain that 

Strindberg and Frrenkel suffer, yet steals pain-killing drugs from the 

medicine chest while his companions are asleep <p.292, p.305, p.318). 

Frrenkel knows this but reserves his criticism to reveal Andree's 

charlatanry on a larger scale: 
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PA [ettl enda tre och en hal v timrne lAnga experiment att styra en 
ballong med segel och styrlinor har du baserat vArt forsok at segla till 
nordpolen, sade jag. 

Du har overtygat inte bara kung Oskar, Alfred Nobel, Dickson och 
Retzius -- Nordenskiold oraknad -- att det skulle vara mojligt. Du har 
lyckats overtyga hela varlden om att det var mojligt -- om man frAnser 
den aeronautiska expertisen (p.315). 

Assertions that Andree was a lone expert among so many fairground 

showmen, 'nastan den ende i Sverige sam kunde kallas aeronaut' (Tryde, 

p.36), are typical for pre-1967 Andree studies, which almost invariably 

celebrate him as a popular hero (See IFIH, pp. 5-6). While Andree's 

theoretical knowledge was impressive, his practical experience was 

limited (XoNF, pp. 41-47). A self-taught aeronaut, he had made only 

eleven ascents, against Strindberg's six and Frrenkel's seven. ~;'1 The 

novelistic Frrenkel credits him only with his solo flights and thus 

arrives, correctly, if somewhat unjustly, at a figure of only nine. The 

record corroborates the novel's picture of Andree's amateurism. He 

ignored advice to coil his ropes seaman-fashion, and only seconds after 

the start imprudently threw whole sacks of ballast overboard to gain 

height (IFIH, pp.199-200; KaHP, p. 84). Robbed of its steering ropes, 

its sails malfunctioning and its ballast gone, Ornen soon became little 

more than a primitive hydrogen balloon (diary, 14 July 1897, in }faJfP, 

p.396j 12 July 1897, in NoNF, p.392j }faXP, p.393). More disappointments 

awaited when the balloon crash-landed after its abortive flight. The 

sledges were ill-suited to the terrain (diary, 11 August 1897 , in }laJfP, 

p.414: compare JAL, p. 258). The rifles were defective (diary, 9 August 

1897, in }faM, p.411: compare IAL, p.259). The primus was unreliable 

(diary, 20 September 1897, in /!6KP, p.447: compare [AL, p. 327). Clothes 

and sleeping bags needed frequent repair (diary, 15 August 1897, in 

}{oNP, p.417: compare fAL, p.280j diary, 1 September 1897, in 1!aJfP, 

p.432, compare IAL, p.303). According to the traditional picture, 

however, Andree did not let these miscalculations in the planning and 
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execution of the expedition dishearten him. Not surprisingly, perhaps, 

the Andree diaries support the claim that he was 'mannen utan nerver' 

(Haglund, p.173). 

Andree may have been incompetent, a contention readily underscored in 

the novel by his exaggerated lack of experience, the ingenuous 

amateurism of his scientific observations and the insufficiency of his 

equipment, but the facts do not show him to be deceitful. His theft of 

the opium from the medicine chest, for instance, is Sundman's invention. 

Moreover, despite the fictional Fr~nkel's allegations that Andree 

hoodwinked the public and the experts, the facts suggest that it was 

Andree himself who was hoodwinked. Sundman acknowledges that Andree 

'verkl igen trodde pA si n plan' (IFIH, p. 98). So did many prestigious 

names. Nordenskiold was enthusiastic from the start (Haglund, p.156); 

the British balloon expert, Colonel Watson, supported Andree before the 

Royal Geographical Society CIFI~ p.109)j and the balloon-makers 

promised a balloon 'som ej forlorade mer luft an beraknat var' CIFIH, 

p.119). Andree was misguided, but he was also misled. 

Andree leader or follower? 

As the self-appointed leader of the expedi tion (' En ... mAste vara 

chef', p.22), Andree expects Framkel's and Strindberg's full loyalty 

(p. 184). 'Standigt och overall t narvarande I instruerande, kornmenderande, 

dirigerande' Cp. 113), Andree is autocratic when it sui ts him, forsaking 

an opportune moment for take-off on 6 July without consulting his 

companions (p. 125). Hedin and Strindberg testify to Andree's 'javulska 
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viljestyrka' <p.92, p.269), which he exudes even when asleep <p.217). 

However, Andree himself philosophizes that a man with a strong will runs 

a very special risk: 'han tvingas underordna sig sin egen vilja' <p.94). 

In the novel, Andree's will enslaves him, obsessing him with an idee 

fixe <p.94, p.236j p.43, p.269). It ensnares others, projecting Andree's 

will onto them, to instil calmness or inspire confidence <p.26, p.85, 

p.135; p.65, p.171). 

There is an almost mystical aura around not only Andree but other 

balloonists too in Ingenjo'r Andrees luftfi:ird. Cetti is a mind-reader 

(p.17), Andree and Lachambre radiate a feeling of security <p.65) and 

Tissandier is a man who has died and lived to tell the tale (p. 74). 

Andree's eyes possess a 'suggererande kraft' (p.85): his oscillating 

pupils have an almost hypnotic effect <p. 27), and his gaze seems to 

grasp hold of the person at whom it is directed <p.14, p.15 twice, 

p. 17). Consequently, Andree is concerned that Freenkel should take time 

to reach his own decision about whether or not to join the expedition --

'Ert beslut ar ert beslut. Och inte mitt' (p.24) and when Freenkel 

later accuses Andree of having misled him, Andree retorts 'Jag varnade 

dig' <p. 235). 

In the novel, Andree is an unworthy leader, unwilling to take sole 

responsibility for important decisions, using Strindberg and Freenkel as 

'en sorts delegation som befriade honom frAn alIt ansvar' (p.171. See 

also p.143, p.151, p.318). This is the role in which the fictional 

Andree feels most comfortable, the nominal leader whose subordinates 

free him from the burden of comma.nd. Freenkel sees through the sham: 'Du 

viII ju bara ... att vi skall fatta ett beslut At dig' <p.254). 
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Andree claims to be a leader and a pioneer, but events reveal him t8 

be a follower and a plagiarist. When Frrenkei leads the way 8ver the ice, 

Andree follows 'utan invandningar' <p.261). He orders reductions in the 

weight on the sledges only after Frrenkei has suggested it (p.230: 

compare p. 224). He adopts Frrenkel' s proposal to build a hut of sno"'" and 

driftwood as his own (p.343: compare p.342). And both Frrenkel and Renard 

point out that not even Andree's plans to fly a balloon to the Pole are 

original (p.20, p.71). 

The real Andree has been descri bed as 'en verkl ig leda.rbeg~vni ng 

viljekraftig, ihardig, omsorgsfull, sA despotisk, som det bebovs, dA man 

viII leda, [medJ det fascinerande drag, som utpraglade personligheter 

stundom aga' (Hagl und, p. 238) , On the basis of the available evidence, 

this summary of a charismatic leader seems more accurate than Sundman's 

picture of a hapless waverer, who leads by trickery and hypnosis. The 

novel's implication that Andree and his fellow balloonists could lead 

and control through some kind of mystical power is highly speculative. 

Andree's flickering pupils were no instrument of hypnotism; he suffered 

from nystagmus oscillatorius, a spasmodic lateral movement of the 

eyes. ::,';;;: 

Andree did, however, possess tremendous wi 11 power f vari ousl y observed 

and experienced as 'hans mycket starka vilja, hans stora energi och hans 

aregirighet' (IFIH, p.18), 'hans bestamda uppfattning' (Haglund, p.17), 

'envishet' (Kullenbergh, p.42) and 'tjurskallighet' (Hami 1 ton, 

H~gkomster (1928), p.184), He philosophized that 'Det ar aiitid fara att 

en man med stark vilja blir denna viljas slav' (Haglund, p.70). Sundman 

contends that this is exactly what happened in real it y. Andree's sharp 
I 

intellect and st.rong will gave rise to an involuntary auto-suggestion: 

'han tvingades in i debatter dar han med skicklighet och talang talade 
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for sin plans genomiorbarhet och dar hans egna argument styrkte honom i 

hans tro' (IFIH, p.145, my italics). Gurli Linder has recorded that 

, "Sj al vhypnotism" var ett ord som ofta gick over Andrees Uippar' 

p.l6), and, as a curiosity it :may be mentioned that, in June 

(IFIH, 

1896, 

Andree wrote to a friend saying 'Ingen ... synes annu hava fallit pA den 

tanken, att [expeditionenJ skall komma att mOta nAgra svArigheter. Det 

ar roligt att hypnotisera i stor skala' (IFI~ p.17). 

Certain sources suggest that Andree was hesitant before the take-off, 

but he expressed no misgivings in his diaries (see IFIH, pp.182-184 and 

diary, 11 July 1897). He was 'full af tro pA sin egen kraft' 

(Kullenbergh, p.21) and found a leader's satisfaction in activity and 

involvement: 'Arbetar ursinnigt for att lugna mig,' he wrote in his 

diary (quoted in Haglund, p. 47). He continued to make decisions with 

confidence and acumen, his judgement and sang froid in postponing take

off on 6 July being justified when storm winds followed initially 

favourable conditions (IFI~ p.l76, p.l77). Diary entries corresponding 

to occasions in the novel where Andree hides behind the decisions of 

Fr~nkel and Strindberg show either that the novelistic episode is 

invented or explain that, in reality, the decision was unanimous (p.171: 

compare diary, 12 July 1897, in KoHP, p.393; p. 151, invented episode; 

p.254: compare diary, 4 August 1897, in KoHP, p.407; p.318, Andree's 

comment is invented). 

Andree's relinquishing his role as leader and his plagiarism of 

Frrenkel's ideas are also novelistic inventions. The decision to build a 

hut of driftwood and snow on White Island is unrecorded, and the 

decision to reload the sledges was ostensibly Andree's alone (diary, 25 

July 1897, in KoKP, p. 399). However, the documentary records do give 

certain support to the implication that Andree's plans to fly to the 
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Pole in a balloon were inspired by others CIFIH, pp.124-125; Haglund, 

p.134, p.220j Kullenbergh, p.90). 

Andree -- nationalist or egotist? 

In the novel Andree makes capital of the national istic pride that 

dri ves him to conquer the Pole: ' Fa r Andree var polaromrAdets 

utforskande en sjzHvklar uppgift for svenskar' Cp. 31). When Ekholm 

resigns, Andree considers only Swedes to replace him (p.17, p.25). 

Strindberg speculates that Andree is spurred on by a hatred of Hansen, 

whose success eclipsed Andree's in 1896 (pp.41-42). With time, beating 

Hansen becomes as important as reaching the Pole itself Cp. 154, p.179, 

p. 182). But the novelistic Andree exploits patriotism to camouflage 

egotism. He observes that 'man har '" en benagenhet att lagga sarskild 

tyngd 'lid uttalanden av politisk och allmanfilosofisk art ~;om e~nerar 

fr!n aeronauter' Cp.17), and Lundstrom suspects the expedition is a ruse 

to gain Andree the popular support necessary for a parliamentary seat 

(p. 43). 

In the end, however, acutely aware of his countrymen's expectations 

upon him, Andree lifts from Spitsbergen merely to save his own 

reputation: I vi [ar] efter all denna vantan och forvantan strangt taget 

forpliktigade att avresa' Cp. 128). He cannot afford to return once more 

in humiliation: 'Det ar omaj ligt for mig att annu en gAng ~tervanda frAn 

Spetsbergen ombord pA ett fartyg' Cp.l06). Andree knows the risks -- the 

balloon is untried and unfinished Cp. 120), the Cl-ew inexperienced 

<p.314), the forecasts pessimistic (pp.47-48, p.71, p.74, p.88. p.120) -
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- but he cannot extricate himself from his predicament; 'nar jag val 

foresatt mig nAgot, dA mAste jag ocksA genomiora det' (p. 236); 'Man 

mAste folja en uppgjord plan' (p.146)j 'i Ar mAste [allt] 

fullbordas' (p.93). Andree's later assertion that 'Jag ar karl nag att 

kunna andra Asikt' is a hallow claim which he can afford only when 

events are irreversible (p. 296). Abandoning the project means being 

branded a humbug and coward, as Ekholm has learned Cp. 10); attempting 

the impossi ble promises glory, if only as 'det dj arva misslyckandets 

organisator' <p.30, p.88). So, only hours after take-off Andree is 

already writing for posterity: 'Vi menar att vi gott kan ta doden sedan 

vi gj art det vi nu gj ort' (p. 331) . 

The real Andree conceived his expedition in a heady jingoistic 

atmosphere: 'Det svenska folkets brest svallde af stol thet, dess hjerta 

klappade af karlek och beundran att den stora farden blifvit 

antradd' (Kullenbergh, p.3). Andree appealed to patriotic sentiment in 

the letter to Vetenslrapsakade111ien, from which Frrenkel quotes in the 

navel: 'Aro icke vi Csvenskarl framfer andra nationer kallade och 

Himpade att utfora det stora varvet?' (IFIH, p.lOO: compare IAL, p.31). 

Against this background it is probable, but historically unproven, that 

Andree considered only Swedish applicants for the expedition and that a 

major goal was to beat Nansen's record. Lundstrom's speculation about 

Andree's political motives for undertaking the expedition is, however, 

unhistorical and unjustified. Andree was apparently unconcerned when he 

last his councillor's seat in 1894, as he then had mare time to 

concentrate an his plans to reach the Pole (Haglund, p.85). 

Much evidence suggests, however, that Andree's initial optimism later 
I 

gave way to grave misgivings ([FIH, pp.189-191). In 1930 Captain 

Sverdrup claimed 'Andree var fullt klar over at ferden vilde misslykkes 
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[men] var nedt ti 1 A dra avsted -- svenskene vi Ide ellers be-:rakte 

ham sam feig' (IFIH, p. 179). As Sundman implies, Andree may well have 

fel t compelled to leave Spi tsbergen to save face (IFIH, pp. 144-151). 

After writing in his dairy, 'Det synes mig nam1igen, att vi efter sA 

mycken vantan aro berattigade, for att ej saga forpliktade, att 

verkstalla resan' (IFIH, p.178), it seems as if he began to consider a 

scheme which would both excuse his foolhardiness and create a place for 

himself in the gallery of national heroes: 'Vi mena att vi godt kunna 

taga deden sedan vi gjort det vi nu gjort. MAnne ej det he1a kommer sig 

af en ytterligt stark individualitetskansla SOID ej kunnat fordraga att 

man skulle lefva och do som en man i ledet, glomd af komlllande slagten. 

Xr detta aregirighet?' (diary, 12 July 1897, in H6HP, p. 394). 

Andree -- cqnclusion 

Sundman has undoubtedly based the novel's Andree closely on real life. 

Andree's physical appearance, his actions and his actual words are 

fai thfully reproduced in Ingenj(5r Andrees 1 uftfard. But Sundman goes 

beyond documented history to suggest more th~n biographerG and 

historians have found evidence to support. The real Andree may have been 

over-optimistic, but he was not, as the novel implies, a charlatan, or a 

common cheat. He may have been a bungler, but Sundman does not 

consistently distinguish between circumstances for which Andree must 

take the blame and circumstances where others were at faul t. The real 

Andree was ambitious and obstinate yet won respect, not through hypnotic 

suggestion but by honest enthusiasm and personal charisma which are 

absent from the novel. Sundman neglects to give a full picture of And"ee 
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as a witty, popular man beset with a passion to eradicate eve"y s8sia~ 

injustice CKullenbergh, p.44; Haglund, p.60ff). Instead, he selects f"em 

the facts and documents at his disposal to gi'le a pic.t~re id.9311v :3uited 

to his purpose. 

Framkel -- poet or pra~it:;;;-t.? 

An engineer by profession, the novelistic Frcenkel is a romantic by 

inclination, an admirer of the swashbuckling King Karl XII and a writer 

of poetry Cp. 42). The dichotomy between science and poetry, head and 

heart is an ever-present aspect of the fi ct i ona 1 Frrenkel's char.}.cter. 

The style of Frrenkel' s narrati ve offers scant evidence of the budding 

poet. 88 His passion for the mot juste is that of the pedant rather than 

the poet: 'Det heter surra, inte bansla, sade jag' (p.205); 'Vad ar det 

for skillnad mellan en slade och en kalke?' Cp. 275), He is fascinated by 

'de noggrant antecknade siffrorna' Cp.218), quibbling over the length of 

Kachuron's moustache, brooding over the thickness of the balloon ropes 

and taking pains to explain the reason for discrepancies in the 

expedition's timekeeping Cp.57, p.170, p.154). Frrenkel is the rational 

real ist of lngenj o'r Andrees 1 uftfard, the first to admi t that the 

expedition is 'ett tekniskt misslyckande' and suggest a return to 

Spitsbergen (p.186). Later he takes a pragmatic view of Strindberg':3 

death, insisting that a gravestone must wait until he and Andree have 

built a shelter, for now their chances of survival have increased: 'lnte 

cynicism, sade jag, bara ett enkel t faktum. Genom Strincibergs dod har 

vArt forrAd av proviant okat med trettio procent' Cp. 340). 
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Despi t e his pragmat ism, however, Frcenkel does not relinqui3h the 

poet's predilection for dreams; dreams of being the first to set foot in 

virgin territory, dreams of being a hero (p.33, p.29). Andree's 

expedition offers a chance to realize both -- and Fr~nkel takes it, even 

though he is convinced of the accuracy of Ekholm's test results (p.9) 

and knows that success depends ultimately on the inestimable: 'Inte ens 

en snillrik ingenjor beharskar naturkrafterna och kan formA lufthavets 

vindar at t blAsa i den rat t a rikt ningen' (p. 8). Lundst rom's doubt s that 

the balloon will reach the Pole do not unsettle Fr~nkel. If the 

expedition must continue over the ice, Fr~nkel sees a chance to play the 

hero's role: 'Jag skulle kunna vara till star nytta ... Jag ar uppvuxen 

i J amt land [ ochJ van vid sno och is och kyla I (p.15). Such 

unsubstantiated optimism and risk-taking seems out of place in so 

pragmat ic a charact er, but Fr~nkel clearly has a more spont aneous side 

too. In Ingenjor Andrees luftfard we see little of the' jolly giant' 

from the newspaper int erviews (p. 60): Fr~nkel uses his wit to attack 

rather than to amuse (p.281), but his haste to join the expedition 

betrays a spontaneity and impetuosity that later surfaces in outbursts 

over Andree's incompetence and bad planning (p.24, p.290). 

There is an irrational streak in the novelistic Fr~nkel: he would not 

be aboard Ornen otherwise (p.157). Numbering himself among those 

'beredda at t ge sig i kast med det omoj 1 iga, det ogenomf orbara' (p. 31), 

he admits that he is illogical by nature: I Ligger det inte i sakens 

natur att polarforskare saknar enkelt fornuft?' (p.197>. As the novel 

develops, this irrational streak gradually assumes control. The dreamer-

poet takes over from the technocrat-pragmatist. Fr~nkel abandons the 

pedant ry of earl ier days, neither knowing nor caring what day it is 

( 337) for, as Swedenborg has earlier observed when balancing high p. , 

above Stockholm's streets, detail is superfluous when the outcome is 
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already evident. 34 By the end of the novel Fr~nkel has tried technology, 

found it wanting and returned to a more sentimental frame of mind. The 

scientist in him notes the temperature, the pragmatist sees food and 

heat to see him through the winter, but the poet, like Frocting's poet 

Wennerbom, sees dreams shattered by reality, and seeks refuge from 

failure and loneliness in sleep <p.301, p.343, p.344). 

Sundman has made Fr~nkel into the kind of narrator he feels 

comfortable with, rather than the kind of narrator Fr~nkel would have 

been in real life. When Sundman says 'Jag finner att Frrenkel inte ar en 

sardeles lysande berattare. Kin roman mAste vara fylld av fyrkantiga 

formuleringar, fyrkantiga iakttagelser, fyrkantiga reflexioner' (Ett jr, 

p.27), he is not speaking of the historical Frrenkel, writer of gushingly 

nationalistic verse and lyrical letters horne (IFIH, p.54, pp.64-67), but 

of the fictional Frrenkel he has created. The few lyrical glimpses in 

Ingenjor Andrees luftfdrd are not the work of Sundrnan: they are inspired 

by· Andree's and Fr~nkE-~l'~; own writings: 'Vid midnatt ... tangerade solen 

for forsta gAngen horisonten ... ' (p.299: compare Andree's diary, 31 

August 1897, in NoNP, p. 432 j 'Solen tangerade horisonten vid midna tt' ) ; 

'Forst denna kvall ... ' (p.118: compare Frrenkel' s letter to his brother, 

HAkonj 'Men dA solen Ater bryter fram (IFIH, p. 67». Conversely, 

the fictional Fr~nkel's predilection for figures and exactness sterns not 

from the historical record, but from Sundman's declared fascination for 

the measurable.::;'s In reality dry facts and figures did not interest 

Frrenkel: 'Bokliga studier blevo aldrig hans karaste sysselsattning' 

( IFIH, 

( IFIH, 

p.53). The real Fr~nkel was an extrovert, a wit and a joker 

pp.61-62j NoM, p.174), but Sundman has toned down this side of 

his nature in Ingenjor Andrees luftfard. 
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Was the real Knut Frrenkel a realist or a dreamer? According to a c18se 

friend, Frrenkel believed firmly in the viability of Andree's project and 

was probably the most confident of success: 'NAgon som heIst radsla 

eller farhAgor for en lycklig losning av foretaget marktes aldrig [hos 

FrrenkelJ' (IFIH, p.55. See also }t[oKP, p.36; IFIH, p.193). How Frrenkel 

reacted in the face of failure is unrecorded, as are the circumstances 

of his death. Suicide, however, seems unlikely. He had food, fuel and 

clothes to see him through the winter and, in reality, his enthusiasm 

was less the product of an illogical nature than of ambi tion and a 

romantic streak, both of which would surely have been excited by the 

prospect of clinging on to life throughout the polar winter. 

Fr~kel -- nationalism and personal ambition 

In the novel the satirist Lundstrom calls Frrenkel 'en sAdan dar vanlig 

Karl-den-tolfte-stovlett' for whom 'nederlaget vid Poltava skall 

kompenseras med segern over nordpolen' Cp. 42). Like other observations 

Lundstrom makes in the novel, this is astute. Frrenkel is chauvinistic, 

ranking Nansen's Arctic expedition as 'den markligaste och mest 

lyckosa:rn:ma som nAgonsin genomforts -- nast efter Nordensldcd d' Cp. 8, my 

italics), and concurring with Andree that only Swedes should be 

considered for the balloon expedition Cp.17).3":: Andree is a national 

hero for Frrenkel, who visits the Andree exhibition at the waxworks 

regularly and consciously emulates Andree's gestures and actions Cp.12, 

p.20, p.22). Like Andree, Frrenkel is out to beat Nansen <p.42, p.154). 

If Norwegians can achieve the impossible, then so too can Swedes (p.31)! 
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Fr~nkel's real motives for conquering the Pole are, however, neither 

al truistic nor nationalistic. They are egotistical. Fnenlcel has long 

dreamt of being a hero <p.29). He applied to accompany Nansen to 

Greenland when only 17 years old <p.32). Now, chosen by Andree, he is 

flattered by the publicity, and dreams of seeing himself immortalized in 

wax (p.38, p.60, p.12). He revels in his role as an exponent of 

ballooning's I exkl usi va konst' (p. 55) . He greets Strindberg in 

archetypal explorer fashion -- 'Amanuens Ni Is Strindberg, I presume' 

<p.36) -- and imagines his name on new places on the map <p.201). Soon 

after take-off, he convinces himself that the men in the balloon 

I utgj orde varldens centrum' (p. 153). They had conquered even the laws of 

physics: 'Vi var suverana -- jordklotet tvingades rCira sig under oss' 

<p. 152). As these fictional utterances imply, the novel's Frrenkel is 

'ambi tios i overkant' <p. 36). Ambi tion is his greatest weakness: ' Jag 

ville vara en av de tre forsta vid nordpolen' (p.237: see also p.14). He 

dreams of seeing his likeness in the waxworks (p.12), protests against 

Engstrom's comment that the only monument will be to Andree <p.88) and, 

after the crash-landing, consoles himself wi th the knowledge that 'vi 

har ZlndA slagit ett rekord (ballongen har] hAlli t sig sv~vande 

langre tid an nAgon annan' <pp.194-195). 

Yet there are also more primeval forces at work in Framkel: 'Avskyn 

infor tomrummet, hatet mot det okanda och outforskade, var det inte 

nAgot typiskt manligt? ... att vakna en vintermorgon och se nyfallen och 

orord sno ligga over Akrar och grasmattor. Man klar sig, man rusar ut, 

man viII vara den forste att satta sina fotter i den mark som plotsligt 

blivit jungfrulig och obetradd' <p. 33). 

The biographers record that the real Frrenkel was ambitious 'dock ej pA 

andras bekostnad' (IFIH, pp. 55-56). His ardent nation.::1l1sm took 
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expression in fantasies of war, and he once wrote: 'Jag hiser 'dIda 

skildringar over Karl XII och hans karoliner, sA att jag tror, att jag 

snart sjalv ar en sAdan' (lFIH, p. 54). However, the anecdotal examples 

of Framkel' s chauvinism in lngenjO"r Andrees 1 uftfard are invented by 

Sundman. The documents record nothing about Fr~nkel's attitude to 

Hansen. His application to join Nansen's Greenland expedition is 

fictitious, as are his frequent visits to the waxworks and his fawning 

emulation of Andree's gestures. In the absence of detailed documentary 

information about Fr~nkel, Sundman manipulates the facts. 

Fr~nkel's inability to tolerate the unexplored was, in fact, Andree's: 

the fictional Fr~nkel's urge to leave his print in new fallen snow would 

seem to derive from Andree's fascination for 'de mystiska vita flackarna 

pA barnkammarens fargrika vaggkarta' (Haglund, p. 234). The fict i onal 

Frrenkel's pride at being sculpted and exhibited in wax was Swedenborg's 

(lFIR, p. 166). His pretentious introduction to Strindberg, his protest 

.. 
to Engstrom and his observation that Ornen has set an endurance record 

are all invented by Sundman, who overrides considerations of veracity 

and inflates Fr~nkel' sambi tion for literary effect. Wi th the aid of 

further fictive inferences from Swedenborg, who reminds Frrenkel of the 

fate of Icarus and contends that fame stands in direct proportion to 

daring, Sundman makes clear to the reader the process of cause and 

effect (p.53, p.79). Renown requires daring. Daring risks disaster. 
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Frrenkel -- a man of action 

In Ingenjo'r AndTt3eS 1 uftfard Frcenkel represents the man of action: 

'Passivitet ar det varsta jag vet' Cp.197). His ardour for exploration 

does not wane after an accident during trai ning in France (p. 68) j his 

composure is unshaken when Andree and Strindberg jettison ballast in 

panic (p.149, p. 255) j his resoluteness puts an end to the foolhardy 

flight to the Pole when he deflates the balloon on the ice <p.199)j his 

courage allows him to stalk polar bears alone <p.251). In the novel, 

Frrenkel is the strongest man and pulls the heaviest sledge <p.317, 

p.248, p.264). He leads the march over the ice Cp.267), spurs the others 

on when they flag (p.247, p.268, p.300), and solves problems practically 

while his companions theorize about them <pp.226-227). And while Andree 

performs meaningless quasi-scientific experiments, Frrenkel carries out 

the practical work necessary to keep the men alive <pp.261-262). 

Although his strength and courage were beyond question, the real 

Frrenkel assumed a less enterprising role in the expedition than Sundrnan 

suggests. History does not record Frrenkel's reactions immediately after 

the take-off from Dane's Island, nor who deflated Ornen. However, the 

facts indicate that, contrary to implications in the novel, the crash

landing in France was a harmless affair (IFl~ p.59), and that Frrenkel 

did not set out alone after the bear, but tracked it together with 

Strindberg and Andree (Andree's diary, 31 July 1897, in HoXP, p.403). 

Frrenkel did pull the heaviest sledge on frequent occasions CIFIH, 

p.222), but Andree's record does not credit him with inspiring the 

expedition to keep going. On the ~ontrary, at one point Andree complains 

that 'af [FrrenkelsJ moraliska kraft synes ej mycket vara kvar' (diary, 9 

August 189'!, in HoM, p. 411) . 
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The fact is that Fr12nkel fared worse on the ice than the novel 

implies. By 28 August he was in a bad way: 'F. ar skral igen. Han fick i 

gAr en ruta opium mot diarrhen och har i kvall fAtt en ruta morfin mot 

magplAgorna. FA se nu am han bl i karl igen' <Andree' 5 diary, 28 August 

1897, in KaMP, p.430). Ten days later, 'svArt medtagen', Fr12nkel needed 

massage from Andree (HaMP, p.209j diary, 9 September 1897, in ]r[aXP, 

p.439). From this point onwards Fr12nkel's strength ebbed rapidly. In the 

novel it takes two painful boils to put him out of action Cp. 311); in 

reality just one was enough (diary, 9 September 1897, in HdNP, p.439). 

Fr~kel and Andree 

Initially Fr12nkel considers Andree as a genius. Andree's polar 

expedition is a masterpiece of planning and organization, his balloon 

the pinnacle of aeronautic achievement (p.8). Gradually, however, 

Fr12nkel comes to realize that Andree is not the man he first thought him 

to be <p.234). Andree disappOints him by relinquishing his polar 

aspirations shortly after leaving Spitsbergen: 'Ni har kastat pol boj en 

Du har forlorat hoppet -- Andree -- om att nA fram ti 11 polen. 

Redan!' <p.168: see also p.170). Moreover, the balloon is defective, the 

sledges poor, the weapons unsui table and the equipment iII chosen. 

Fr12nkel's initially proud comment that' V.:1r ballong kommer kanske att 

driva till Japan' (p.29, my italics) later becomes an accusation 

directed at Andree, 'Din ballong skulle SV3va i minst trettio dygn 

VAr luftfard varade bara i drygt sextio tirrunar' <p.216, my it3.lics). 
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With the balloon stranded on the ice, Frrenkel is eager to head back 

south. When Andree accuses him of being afraid, Frrenkel retorts: 'Jag 

tror inte att jag ar radd. Ken jag har kommit till klarhet om det 

hopplosa i vArt foretag' <p.183). This marks an important turning point. 

No longer in awe of Andree, Fr&nkel now begins to act independently. 

Shortly afterwards, when Strindberg asks if they need Andree's approval 

before deflating the balloon, Frrenkel is adamant: 'I helvete heller, 

svarade jag och ryckte i linan' (p 198) Before 10 F k 1 h .. ng r&n e as 

practically assumed command of the expedition: 'Jag gick forst 

Andree och Strindberg folj de mig utan invandningar' (pp. 260-261). 

Fr&nkel becomes progressively critical of Andree and increasingly 

imperious: 'Skada att du aldrig frAgade mig till rAds, jag sam vet hur 

det ar att vistas ovan tradgransen' (p. 280). He crows over Andree's 

ignorance of the dangers of the ice: 'Andree tycktes inte forstA det 

vettiga i min kringgAende rorelse, gav sig ut pA golen. Isen brast 

naturligtvis under honom' (p. 265); he resents Andree's amateur interest 

in science: 'Andree hogg loss (ett stycke drivvedJ, vilket kravde en 

timme av arbete Jag forstod att det skulle placeras i bAten pA min 

kalke' <p.262). As the antagonism grows Andree quibbles over the number 

of shots Fr&nkel uses to fell a bear and infers that Fr&nkel has 

infected his companions with 'den frrenkelska sjukan' <p.298, p.279). The 

men's language becomes infected too. When feelings occasionally surface, 

Andree reacts like a leader under threat: 'Du borde lara dig konsten att 

hAlla kaften, sade Andree' (p.228); 'Du har for fan ingen sam heIst ratt 

att stalla mig mot vaggen!' <p.294). 

The real Fr~nkel was captivated by Andree's plan (IFIH, p.55), but, in 
I 

the absence of evidence, his ultimate reaction to the failure of the 

expedition can only be surmised. Sundman contends that 'det finns 
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Atskilligt i Andrees dagbocker som indirekt tyder pA motsattningar 

mel Ian honom och Frl2nkel' (IFIH, p. 222) .37 One example is found in 

Andree's diary entry for 19 August: 'Rekognoseeringarne utforas af mig 

oeh aro mycket besvar liga S. och F. sitta och vanta och frysa' 

(Ko~, p.420). Once again, however, the majority of comments and actions 

supporting Sundman's thesis, including all those quoted in the preceding 

paragraph and in the sub-section 'Frrenkel -- man of action', above, are 

invented. In the absence of critical comment in the diaries discovered 

on White Island or in the books written about Andree, Sundman has chosen 

in his novel firstly to make it patentl y obvi ous that Andree deserves 

criticism by emphasizing his mismanagement of the expedition and 

exaggerating his inexperience (see Andree section above), and secondly 

to let that criticism come from a source well qualified to comment: in 

the novel Knut Froonkel is both astute enough to recognize Andree's 

faults and self-confident enough to reproach him for them, thus voicing 

the criticism that Sundman wishes to see levelled at Andree. 

Frrenkel and Sundman 

In many ways the fictional Freenkel is the al ter ego of Sundman and 

thus the most fictive of the novel's characters, 'den svagaste lanken i 

den historiskt riktiga kedjan' (Yrlid, 'En frAga om moral', p.8l>. 

Framkel's terse, behaviouristic narrative style echoes that of other 

Sundman novels. Despite hints of dry humour and a rich vein of irony, 

the lucid mid-twentieth-century Swedish is unremarkable. Frrenkel sees , 

through defensive verbosity and shares Sundman's dislike for wordiness, 

urging his companions 'Tala tydligare' Cp.168).36 In a narrative free 
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from psychological reconstructions he describes only what people do and 

say, not what they think, ostentatiously correcting himself when tempted 

to describe Kachuron's feelings: 'Den av Kachuron fAngade raven lyckades 

ta sig ur sin bur, mojligen med hj1:ilp av nAgon illvillig person -- ur 

Kachurons synpunkt illvillig per>=:on' (p 125) Howeve tId - " r, no on y oes 

Froonkel write in the same idiom as Sundman but as the gushing enthusiasm 

of the early pages gives way to scepticism, the young Oscarian narrator 

begins to experience and describe events through the eyes of a middle-

aged humanist from the 1960s, unambiguously expressing Sundman' sown 

point of view. 

Har du insett hur vanvettigt hela ballongforetaget var ... Felplanerat. 
Galet organiserat. DAlig utrustning. FrAn borjan domt att misslyckas 
(p. 321) . 

-- Har, sade jag, lyssna! 'Det ar ej sA litet underligt att svava 
har over Polarhavet. Den forste som i ballong svavat har.' 

Horde du, Strindberg. Den fo'rste! Han raknade tydligen inte med oss 
'Hur snart skall jag' -- dar har han andrat sig och struki t over 'j ag' 
och rattat till 'vi' 'hur snart skall vi val fA efterfoljare.' 
<p.331: compare Sundman's comments in IFI~ p.204) 

Strindberg's naivety and innocence 

The fictional Strindberg is an enigmatic figure, 'glad och vanlig men 

samtidigt undvikande' <p.l09). His thoughts are as indecipherable as his 

shorthand letters to Anna <p. 331). The reasons for Andree's choice of 

Nils Strindberg as a member of the expedition are not self-evident in 

Ingenjor Andrees luftfdrd, Apart from his skills as a photographer, the 

fictional Strindberg seems to have little to offer (p.43, p.148, p.219), 

Beside the older, worldly-wise Andree and the tougher FrlEnkel, 

Strindberg is an incongruous figure, almost foppish in dress and manner: 

'han liknade Oscar Wilde' <p.37). He is strikingly childlike, with 'en 
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ynglings ansikte', 'ett barnsligt leende' d 11 an sma ~, delicate hands 

(p.35, p. 36). He is childishly sentimental, too; he sheds a tear as 

Ornen lifts <p.148) and regrets having killed the bear cubs when :meat 

stocks are already high (pp. 275-276). E'/ents prove that Str1ndberg is 

ill-suited to exploration and adventure. He is awkward on his skis 

(p.112), his inexperience and carelessness expose him to danger with 

alarming regularity (p.220, pp.232-233, p.238, p.307), and his frailty 

restricts him to pulling the lightest of the sledges (p.219). Not 

surprisingly, Strindberg is the first of the party to die (p.339). 

Sundman's portrait of Strindberg as a man unsuited to the difficulties 

of the expedition seems designed to evoke maudlin sympathy by 

emphasizing Strindberg's ingenuousness, his youth and frailty. The 

photographs of Strindberg show a well-dressed young man but hardly a 

weakling (see IFIH, Plate I, p.341). Only fractionally shorter than 

Frrenkel, and a good deal taller than Swedenborg, the 25-year-old 

Strindberg was I fysiskt valtrimmad ' , a well-built 85 kilos, his wrists 

fully 18 cm in circumference (IFIH, p. 46. See also Plate IV, p. 344). 

Andree, in fact, chose him as 'vetenskapligt och fysiskt bast rustad av 

alIa kandidaterna I (}[oHP, p. 30). 

However, there was a streak of sentimentality in the real Strindberg. 

Although his reflections over the slaughter of the bear cubs are 

Sundman's invention, his emotional departure from Spitsbergen is 

confirmed by several sources (IFIH, pp.186-189, pp.191-192). Once on the 

ice, however, Strindberg proved his mettle. Contrary to implications in 

Ingenjor Andrees 1 vftfiird, Strindberg di d not al ways pull the 1 ightest 

sledge. On 10 August, for instance, his load weighed some 8 kilos more 

than Andree's (KoMP, p.l77), Strindberg was also less clumsy in reality 

than in the novel; the most dramatic description of his falling through 
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the ice, when he becomes 'likblek' and cannot speak for some minutes, i~ 

a fabrication (Compare pp.232-233 and Strindberg's and Andree's diaries, 

24 July 1897, in HdXP, pp.398-399). 

Strindberg's loyalty 

Strindberg claims he has long known that Andree's expedi tion was 

doomed to fail; 'Jag visste 1 ika val som doktor Ekhol matt Andrees 

och Lachambres trettio dagar var bara en dagdrom att vi var alltfor 

dAligt utrustade for en fard over drivisen efter det ballongen strandat' 

<p. 269). So why has he agreed to continue? Somewhat unconvincingly 

Strindberg describes himself as an incurable optimist (p.237, p.269). He 

lacks Fr~nkel's ambition and Andree's crusading enthusiasm, yet stands 

by his promise to accompany Andree despite Ekholm's resignation and his 

own engagement to Anna Charlier Cp.9, p.23, p. 44), making clear to 

Swedenborg that any reservations he may express 'ror ballongens kvalitet 

och inte mitt deltagande i expeditionen' Cp.131). 

Although Strindberg is not afraid to stand up to Andree when necessary 

<pp.214-215), and shrewdly deduces that Andree's determination to reach 

Franz Josef Land stems from a promise to name an island after Oskar 

Dickson Cpp. 200-201), he remains loyal and does not cri ticize Andree 

openly until catastrophe is inevitable Cp.339). Andree seems to have an 

almost hypnotic hold over Strindberg, what Strindberg himself describes 

as 'en javulsk viljestyrka' (p.269). On one occasion Strindberg is even 

baffled by his own actions: it is as if something has seized possession 

of his mind and compelled him to do something against his OWTl will 
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<p.276). Towards the end of the novel, however, as Strindberg's forced 

optimism fades, and Andree's hold over him relents, he loses hope. When 

Andree exhorts him to take care not to fall through the ice, Strindberg 

retorts, 'Har du Ater borjat hoppas?' Cp.307). On Spitsbergen Strindberg 

has earlier shown impatience to get his first departure from the world 

over and done with: 'Antligen pA vag, sade Strindberg, antligen ett slut 

pA denna forbannade vantan!' Cp. 149). Now he seems to want to end 

matters equally swiftly; his only comment to Andree's hare-brained plan 

to reconnoitre separately is that it will mean that everyone will be 

dead by the morning Cp. 319). Perhaps, at this stage, this is what 

Strindberg wants most. 

History records that the real Strindberg was eager to depart for the 

Pole -- 'Jag bara langtar att komrna ivag, for att en g~ng fA slut pA 

denna historia' (IFIH, p.185) -- but the tone of a stenograph from 21 

June, three weeks before the take-off from Spitsbergen, is melancholic 

(IFI~ p.51). Little is known of Strindberg's thoughts before or during 

the expedi tion. In accordance with his documentary technique, Sundman 

has included nothing improbable; although most of the novelistic 

Strindberg's comments are invented by Sundman to reinforce his 

hypothesis that Strindberg was pessimistic about the outco:me of the 

expedition, these comments and actions have their source less in 

Sundman's imagination than in his intuition and his deductions from a 

careful reading of the primary sources CIFIH, pp.50-51). Here, Sundman 

is convincingly playing the historian. 

At the same time, however, Sundman I s aesthetic sense leads him to 

create undeniably fictive elements that give balance to the story. 

Strindberg's eagerness to start the expedition is balanced in the novel 

by his eagerness to pu t an end to the drawn-ou t sufferi ng on the ice 
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even though the documentary record does not mention this. Strindberg's 

historically documented loyal ty to Andree provides a counterweight to 

the novel's tendentious implications and illustrations of Andree's 

perfidious exploitation of this young man's naivety and ingenuousness. 

Strindberg's authentic clumsiness is exaggerated to make the disparity 

between his weakness and unsuitability for the expedition and Fr~kel's 

toughness all the more obvious. Further examination reveals other 

methods Sundman uses to aestheticize history when turning documents into 

a novel. 

SUNDMAN'S ATTITUDE TO HIS SOURCES 

Ingenji:ir Andrees luftftird has been called 'extremt dokurnentar' . ::I·.:.~ The 

ostentatious inclusion of liberal amounts of documentary data irom 

primary sources is unusual in the tradi tional novel and rei niorces an 

impression of historical authenticity. Precise figures giving details of 

the balloon's size, the construction of the balloon house and the way 

the equipment was stowed, lend authority to the narrative (p.58, p.llO, 

pp. 121-122). The majori ty of data is correct and the few errors which 

occur in the novel are insignificant. (Registrator Swalin commenced work 

at the Patent Office in 1898 (compare p.13); the balloonist Siviel was 

actually Henri Sivel (compare p.16); James Gordon Bennett spelt his name 

with two t's (compare p.24); Archbishop Stefan of Uppsala was ordained 

in Sens in 1164 (compare p.Bl) etc.) 
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Hidden quotations 

Previous sections bear witness to how Sundman has borrowed material 

wholesale from contemporary accounts. The quoted reports from Andree's 

speech to Vetenskapsakade111ien, from the London Daily News and from 

Andree's log for 12 July, for example, are all authentic Cp.31: compare 

IFIH, p.l00j p.60: compare IFIH, p.57; p.331: compare HoJfP, pp.393-4)' 

So too are the messages dropped in buoys and despatched wi th pigeons. 

Sundman also derives information from pictures reproduced in his 

sources. The sealer's grave on Dane's Island is a written description of 

a photograph in Nathorst's Tv~ somrar i Norra Ishavet, the description 

of Kachuron's moustache is probably inspired by a photograph in 

Machuron's Hed Andree p~ Spetsbergen.40 However, the first-person form 

of Sundman's narrative generally precludes proper acknowledgement of the 

sources, so it is difficult to discern where fact and fiction meet or 

overlap. Much borrowing, like Obermeyer's description of Spi tsbergen, 

which is taken almost verbatim from an encyclopedia, remains 

unacknowledged . .4 'I The fictt anal Froonkel borrows the real Andree's word 

'litteratorer' to describe the reporters on Spitsbergen <p.128: compare 

Andree's diary, 8 July 1897, in IFIH, p.176). Fnenkel's description of 

the Arctic sunset is Andree's <p.299: comp~re di.~ry, 31 August 1897 in 

KaMP, p.432). Fr~nkel's ironic comment about the exact location of the 

Stockholm Observatory is taken from Swedenborg's memoirs Over oeh under 

1110lnen (p.52: compare Swedenborg, p. 66). Sundman also makes 

unacknowledged borrowings on the level of allegory. The Icarus allusion 

is taken from the preface to Haglund's study: '[Andree] sokte sig darvid 

likt Ikaros en vag genom rymden, oeh likt Ikaros steg han for hogt, var 

for djarv, svedde sina vingar oeh fall' (Haglund, p.9: compare TAL. 

pp. 79-80). 
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Sundrnan displays an ambi valent attitude to his sources in Ingenjor

Andrees luftfard. On the one hand, not wishing information in the novel 

to conflict with what is already known about the expedition, he adheres 

to the facts even when he feels this is inconvenient for the star" and 
J 

his thesis: I Jag grips av irri tation over att fru Linder fortiger det 

han mAste kanna till [om Andrees erotiska kontakter]' (Ett jr. p. 18). On 

the other hand Sundman ignores certain sources such as Frrenkel's letters 

from Paris,42 and introduces tendentious fictional material with 

impuni ty, especi ally wi th regard to the behavi our and personal i ties of 

hi s characters: , [Jag har] visserligen ideligen lagt till, men 

diktningen ar praglad av att ingenting fAr skildras, sam for mig 

framstAr sam osannolikt' . .4-::'" 

Character 

Verisimilitude is of greater importance to Sundman than veracity. Due 

to a lack of documentation when he started writing Ingenjor Andrees 

luftfard Sundman initially had only a vague general idea of the 

character of his narrator. Sundman saw this as an advantage; it gave him 

the necessary distance to his narrator to penni t him to create freely. 

The freedom that this ignorance allows is the reason why Sundman 

declined a later opportunity to read Frrenkel's letters from Paris: 'Jag 

ar radd att lasningen av hans brev skall rubba mina cirklar' (Ett jr, 

p. 40). 

Sundrnan individualizes his characters by selecting and .3.c::.::e"tuating 

authentic trai ts such as Andree's bizarre eating habi ts and piercing 
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gaze, Frrenkel's pipe-smoking, Strindberg's stenographing letters home to 

Anna, Machuron's long moustache etc. At the same time he turm:. the re31-

life characters into literary types, using them not only to carry the 

plot, but also to infer part of the meaning of the story by m3king them 

representati ve of recognizable social classes or psychological types; 

Andree the genius who becomes a slave to his own obsession, Frrenkel the 

disillusioned disciple, Strindberg the loyal follower. 

The metamorphosis from real individual to literary type generally 

requires the elimination of all inessential:::>: character is simplified, 

action streamlined and expression spruced up. The figures in Ingenjor 

Andrees luftfiird thus become less complex, more dynamic and more 

eloquent than their historical counterparts. Without exception, they are 

eminently quotable. Among their many unauthentic comments some are 

aphoristic: 'Man graver inte djupt i en mark som standigt ar frusen och 

tjalad' (p.130); 'Smarta och plAgor l~ter sig inte matas' (p.31U. Some 

deal memorably with the theme of the novel: ' Det ar svArt att tAla det 

outforskade' (p. 34); 'Ingen seglar langre an han nodvandigtvis behover' 

(p.75)j 'Anger, vad fan ar Anger?' <p.283). Some seem even to comment on 

Sundman's own documentary method: 'Det sam ar av betydelse ar inte vAra 

bedomningar utan vAra iakttagelser' (p. 166); , Man mAste all tid vara 

forsiktig och tvivlande Det sjalvklara ar ofta bara skenbart 

sjalvklart. Det slutligt bevisade mAste standigt omprovas och bevisas p~ 

nytt' (p. 279); 'Man mAste valja ... ta stallning for och emot, utesluta 

mycket som kan tyckas nodvandigt' (p.3l3). 

Sundman's aim with IngenjO'r Andrees luftfiird is not primarily to 

document history, but to interpret human nature by fictionalizing 

reality, for while Sundman shuns historical untruths, he also shuns the 

inhibiting rigidity of reportage. 
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Freedom to fill in 'white areas' 

A historical narrati ve has plot: a work of art adds theme to that 

plot. Typically, Ingenjor Andrees luftfard builds upon ideas not 

apparent in the historical record. What interests Sundman is not 

primarily the Andree expedition's significance for polar exploration, 

but the psychological and sociological reasons behind the expedi tion. 

Through Ingenjor Andrees luftfiird he endeaVOUrs to interpret rather than 

reproduce reali ty, in order to be able to answer Strindberg's fictional 

cry: 'Varfor i helvete blev du tvingad at ge dig in ptl. den har resan?' 

(p. 339). Sundman selects and organizes his facts to this end. Some 

documented but historically questionable information, like Hansen's 

aside to Engstrom <p. 88), is included because of its expedience for 

Sundman's thesis rather than because of the historian's desire for 

completeness. Other information, like the recurring descriptions of the 

large amounts of bear meat eaten (' Vi At roycket kott', p. 288; 'i ferata 

hand hjarta, hjarna, lever, njurar', p.274) and the haphazard method of 

preparation (' VAr soppa forblev halvvarm', p. 327), is included because 

it helps support Sundman' a conviction that the men were suffering from 

trichinosis. 44 

The occasion when Andree, Fr~nkel and Strindberg were first stricken 

by diarrhoea and sickness is not recorded in the diaries, but, based on 

the information contained in the novel, it can be dated to 28 July 

<p.245). The date is not chosen arbitrarily. From his reading of Tryde 

Sundman could deduce that the first signs of infection would appear 

about a week after ingesting the parasite. 4
!3 In IngenjO"r Andrees 

luftfiird Sundman has the first symptoms occur on schedule, thereby 

adding to the 'evidence' that it was, indeed, trichinosis which killed 
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the party, even though the first-person form of the narrative precludes 

this being explicitly confirmed in the novel. 

Unlike the report writer, Sundman does not use documents to reveal the 

truth but merely to lend authenticity to his work. Unlike the nevlsman or 

the historian he is not restricted to a reproduction of reality through 

the synthesis of historical intelligence. The fictional Frrenkel's 

account is more human, more comprehensive than Andree's and Strindberg's 

journals, giving the reader both the chronological progression of the 

historical record and the character study of the novel. Making no 

distinction between the value to the novel of fact and fiction, Sundman 

uses reality as his frame and employs intuition and imagination to fill 

the white areas on his canvas. An unsensational but interesting example 

of how he does this is provided by his description of events on the 

evening of 13 July. In his logbook the real Andree recorded being hit on 

the head, but ended his sentence abruptly, omitting to explain how and 

why: 'Jag fick ett sv~rt slag i hufvudet af ... ' (KaMP, p.394). In the 

novel, Sundman lets Frrenkel explain: '[ StrindbergJ stotte .. , ti 11 en av 

de AterstAende flytbojarna, sam foIl s~ olyckligt att den tr~ffade 

Andree i huvudet med sin massingsskodda spets' (p. 177). Obviously not 

all Sundman's invention is of this type, but history has been 

particularly kind, leaving many gaps to be fi lIed in. The story of 

Andree's expedition is not fully recorded and historical accounts have 

been forced to centre around the information recovered in 1930 from 

Andree's and Strindberg's diaries, which leave many critical points 

obscure. 

In Ingenjor Andrees luftfard Sundman uses fiction to answer historical , 

enigmas. How could a trio of gentlemen from Stockholm believe they could 

fly to the Pole: 'M.a n hade 1 At its i g 0 \: e r t y p; ,., s -~ d pits ;). v e n t 1I S 1 .) GIn 
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och en tillit som standigt vuxit' Cp.39). Why did Andree not abandon 

the expedition when the crucial steering ropes were lost on take-off: 

'Det ar omoj ligt for mig att an en gAng Atervanda frAn Spetsbergen 

ombord pA ett fartyg, sade han' <p. 106). How did he react when disaster 

became inevitable: 'Vi ar b i j" ara p on arer ... Bakom pionjarerna vantar 

efterfoljarna, de som skall fullborda det pAborjade' (p.127). Did he 

regret his foolhardiness: 'Anger, vad fan ar Anger?' Cp. 283). 

The description of a work of literature as a novel relieves us from 

our concern about an author's impartiality, yet it should also act as a 

herald, warning us of authorial interference. The novel is creation. 

Creation is expression and design. And that means that there is a good 

deal of the novelist himself in the novel -- even on a banal level. 

Sundman explains that the introduction to the novel was wri tten when he 

himself was hobbling round in pain: 'Jag sov ilIa natten till denna 

betydelsefulla novemberdag inte darfor att jag var nerveS eller 

orolig utan di:irfor att jag, lejligt nag, kvallen innan sprackt ett eller 

annat ben i hogra fotens lilltA' (JAL, p.7): compare, 'Nar jag skriver 

den forsta meningen har jag sjalv sprackt ett eller annat ben i hagra 

fotens lilltA, jag haltar, det varker som en tandrotsinfektion' CEtt jr, 

p. 24). 

For the sake of the novel Sundman adopts an ambivalent attitude to his 

sources. While much of the action is authentic, certain incidents are 

invented, others misrepresented to make a more aesthetic whole. Facts 

are subordinated to fiction. Common to all inauthentic material in 

Jngenjor Andrees luftflird is its immediate credibility. If an incident 

appears improbable, the risk is strong that the reader will question the 
I 

veracity of the story as a whole. Koreover, each invented incident must 

fulfil a specific aesthetic or ideological purpose to justify inclusion 
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in the novel. A few examples of how Sundman employs invented episodes 

serve to illustrate the point. 

Some invented material may be called 'narrator-subjective', since it 

invariably emanates from the fictitious narrator, Frrenkel, and shows him 

in a favourable light. To tell his story convincingly, Sundman has to 

see the world through Frrenkel's eyes, 'krypa in i hans gestalt, forsoka 

uppleva hans upplevelser, se med hans ogon, kanna med hans sinnen' CEtt 

jr, p. 26) . Thus, although Frrenkel is a man of action in his own report, 

shooting a bear 'med en vacker traff' (p.328), pulling the heaviest 

loads Cp.248, p.264) and shouldering command with ease (pp.260-261), as 

I have already shown, the record suggests that, in fact, the picture was 

somewhat different. 

Other invention is 'author-subjective', since it is included expressly 

to enhance the novel as a literary work. One such example is 

Swedenborg's anecdote from the balloon accident in the American Civil 

War, an ominous warning of the outcome of the Andr~e expedition <p.91). 

The uncertain fate of the three unwilling soldier-balloonists left 

clinging to the ropes as the balloon disappears north into the sky 

presages the fate of Andree, Strindberg and Frrenkel, soon to be the only 

ones left clinging to the idea of reaching the Pole by balloon. 

The slaughter of two lambs and a ram for the midsummer festi vi ties 

amid the stones and driftwood on the shores of Dane's Island has a clear 

symbolic significance <p.117). Andree and his companions are also soon 

to be sacrificed on the altar of public acclaim and will meet their end 

among the stones and driftwood on another Arctic shore. That Sundrnan 

chooses sheep for this fictive sacrifice 1s no coincidence: there are a 
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number of allusions to the death of Christ, the 'ir ... nocent lamb' of 

Christian tradition, prior to the take-off from Dane's Island.46 

The real Andree did not drop his megaphone over the rai.l <p. 148). I~ 

the novel, however, this apparently trivial incident signifies Andree's 

last contact with the world. Henceforth there is no possibility of 

communication. Andree's 'big talk' is to be followed by nothing but 

silence. 

Frrenkel's elation on finding a mirror among his belongings is pure 

invention <pp.251-252). It is dealt with light-heartedly by Frrenkel, but 

gi ves the novel ist the opportunity to remind the reader of important 

themes in the novel, egocentricity and the impossi bi 1 i ty of really 

knowing what governs our actions: 'Att se i en spegel ar att stA ansikte 

mot ansikte med sig sj al v 

dunkel' <p.252). 

man ser sig sjalv i ett [sic) sorts 

Andree recorded the shooting of the mother bear and her two cubs in 

his diaries, but mentioned nothing about the cubs seeking their mother 

at the moment of death (diary, 13 August 1897, in KoMP, p.416: compare 

JAL, p. 273). This invention again points forward to the three men's 

deaths, but also serves to strengthen the novel's thesis of the 

importance of companionship. 

However, some episodes which seem designed to complement the fiction 

of the novel are, indeed, factual. At precisely the time in Sundman's 

fictional version of events when the expedition is most tormented by the 

ravages of the unknown disease, Andree cuts three holes to gauge the 

thickness of the ice, <p. 300: compare diary, 1 September 1897, in )fOXP, 

p.433). The three men's imminent disappearance beneath the ice, which is 
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essentially what happened between 1897 and 1930, has already been 

suggested during the polar bear attack. The incident is factual, but 

Frrenkel's invented words are laden wi th li terary significance: 'De kom 

rusande sam am vi inte var manniskor utan salar, sam det gallde att dada 

innan de farsvann ner i en springa i isen' (p 290 di 21 . : compare ary, 

August 1897, in XoMP, p.421). 

Al though Sundman uses invented episodes sparingly, he has no qualms 

about fictionalizing the historical record to enhance its sui tabili ty 

for the novel. This may involve tinkering with the time scale. The men 

analyse the defects in the sledges and the unsuitability of the rifles 

on the same day in the novel, whereas, in reality these shortcomings 

were detected on separate occasions (pp.258-259: compare Andree's diary, 

9 August and 11 August 1897, in KoY, p.411 and p.414). The ravages of 

'den fr~nkelska sjukan' culminate on 1 September, when Frrenkel and 

Andree are woken by attacks of cramp, Strindberg is debilitated by 

diarrhoea and has to 'have a suppurative toe lanced (pp. 302-303). This 

calami taus night is a synthesis of events which were, in fact, spread 

over more than fortnight. Frrenkel was woken by cramp on 24 August, 

Andree (not Strindberg!) had an attack of diarrhoea in the middle of the 

night on 3 September, and Andree lanced Framkel' E. toe on 9 September 

(](oXP, p.425, p.433, p.439). By compressing time and concentrating 

criticism and setbacks in this way, Sundman increases their impact. The 

reader cannot fail to see that this is an expedition where things have 

gone terribly awry. 

Conversely, Sundman extends time when it suits him. In real i ty the 

final preparations for take-off were swift, the gondola fastened 

'skyndsamt' to the balloon (IFIH, p.197). In the novel, which seeks 

consistently to give the impression that Andree's expedition is 111-
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conceived and the equipment cumbersome and unwieldy, it takes 'mer an en 

halv tirnme att fasta gondolens sex linor vid barringen' Cp.144)' 

Sundman's description of the take-off is more literary than the terse 

eye-wi tness accounts in Ked Ornen mot Polen and lng-en fruktan, intet 

hOPF on which it is necessarily based. 47 Sundman descr i bes the scene 

not only visually but also acoustically: 'Vinden ven kring oronen ... 

ballastlinorna drogs over vattenytan med [ettJ porlande och brusande 

ljud' (pp. 148-149). Adj ecti ves and adverbs add more than just 

descriptive colour; Andree is 'forvirrad', he and Strindberg 'gripna av 

panik', and the balloon is unruly, setting its sail 'helt omotiverat och 

orimligt' to the lee and being rudely battered by the wind <pp.148-149). 

The language supports Sundnan's thesis of Andree's ineptitude and 

foreshadows how proud humanity's technology will eventually be 

overwhelmed by the forces of nature. 

Prepared to exaggerate elements of the true story in order to make 

certain points more clearly, Sundman sometimes, as in the description of 

Tissandier's high-al ti tude ascent, spices the docuIDents ".Ii th drama; 'Jag 

lAter Tissandier ber~tta om sitt beromda fors~k att 51! hojdrekord, vid 

vilket Crose-Spinelli och Sivel dog av syrebrist. Jag Ligger ner stor 

moda pA en dramatisk skildring' (Ett ~r, p. 36). After t.he storm of 7 

July, Stake refilled the balloon with 187 cubic metres of gas. Sundman, 

fearful perhaps lest this figure seem insufficient to indicate the 

severi ty of the damage, has Frrenkel declare in the novel that the 

balloon needed 'drygt trehundra kubikmeter gas' Cp.130: compare IFIH, 

p.176).4e To emphasize the men's unfamiliarity with the Arctic Sundman 

consistently exaggerates hardships faced by the expedition. Strindberg 

and Andree fall through the ice more often than real i ty records. (The 

i id t 231 P 233 p. ?r-:.l 1 "'ck. support in the histof lcal . nc en s on pages p. , . , _..J .... 

record.) Andree'S chafed shoulder bleeds profusely in the novel, but not 
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in his diaries (p. 239). In the novel the men spend one day wi -thout meat, 

whereas in reality they were without meat for barely an hour Cp.253: 

compare Andree's diary, 2 August 189'7, in Jtf6HP, p. 405). Mor eover, ',he 

fictional Frrenkel's reference to 'en spartansk mAltid' evokes hunger and 

hardship more readily than the real Strindberg's description of a 

'knappt middagsmAl' Cp.229: compare stenograph in IFI~ p.231) . 

.. 
On other occasi ons, such as when Ornen 1 ands on the ice or Andree 

dies, all drama is exorcized: 'Det kanns absolut nodvandlgt for mig att 

[de tre mannen] skal1 do utan storre Athavor, inga konvulsioner, inga 

stora ord, berattelsen skall bara tona ut och tystna' CEtt ~r, p.47). 

Although such changes of emphasis are to the detriment of the 

historical record, they do not impair the verisimilitude of the novel. 

Koreover, by manipulating the reader's experience of events in this way 

Sundman is able to emphasize certain aspects of the story and play down 

others. Tissandier's dramatic account of balloonists' agonized death-

spasms in the cold of the upper atmosphere is a warning of the folly of 

ambition which etches itself into the reader's memory, to be recalled 

when Andree's own expedition is later smi tten by cra.mp, si ckness and 

cold Cpp. 73-74). By contrast, however, Stri ndberg, Andree and Frrenkel 

die without drama Cp.339, p.343, p.344). Sundman is careful not to let 

them die a hero's death, lest the point of the novel be lost. 
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,. 
THEMES IN INGENJ8R ANDREES LUFTFA"RD 

Sundman's version of the Andree story suggests an intention to make 

Ingenjo'r Andn§es luftfard more than just an adventure, It has the 

multivalence of good literature. The apparent authenticity of the 

subject matter undoubtedly stimulates the reader to interpret IngenjO"r 

Andrees luftfard by making connections between the events in the novel 

and the world outside it. Sundman is not passive in this process. I have 

already shown how, through patterns of repetition, ironic juxtaposition 

and imagery, he leads us to recognize connections between the particular 

world of the novel and universal ideas, tampering with the documents to 

make his story aesthetically more satisfying. I will now show how he 

seeks to steer the reader's thoughts in specific ideological directions. 

The Hero 

Most obviously Ingenj o'r Andrees 1 uftflird examines the role of the 

hero, the superman, in Western society. From the flotsam and jetsam of 

Darwin's and Nietzsche's elitist theories Andree builds a firm platform 

for his programme in Ingenjo'r Andrees luftfard -- 'den djarvaste av alIa 

arktiska expeditioner: att segla till nordpolen med ballong' Cp.8). 

Andree is aware of the influence he wields ('Man har '" en benagenhet 

att lagga sarskild tyngd vid uttalanden fr~n aeronauter', p.17), and 

exploi ts popular nationalism to plead for his plan: 'Svenskarna 

k.!tnnetecknas av det mest oforfarade mod ... Vi ar k"ll~,de, sade han. 

Varlden ser pA oss med sjalvklara forvantningar. Nordpolen ar en svensk 
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angel!genhet. Vi har forpliktelser' (p. 31). However, having generated 

the public enthusiasm required to realize the first stage of his 

ambition, Andree begins to see the weaknesses in his original scheme. 

The chances of flying successfully to the Pole and back are minimal: 'Om 

ballongfarden lyckas ... kommer [AndreemannenJ att bli vAr tids storsta 

hjaltar, inte bara darfor att de passerat nordpolen, utan darfor att de 

genomiort det ogenomforbara' Cpp. 29-30). But now Andree is caught in a 

trap of his own making: 'Vi var redan varldsberomda -- inte for vad vi 

gj art utan for vad vi foresatt ass att gora' (p. 41). Having advocated 

his plans so vociferously he and his companions are obliged to leave for 

the Pole, 'forpliktigade att resa' (p. 128). Andree leaves knowing that 

the expedition -- 'detta vanvettiga fcrsck att na fram till nordpolen 

med hj alp av en ballong' (p.132) -- is doomed to end in disaster: 'Redan 

frAn borjan var han installd pA att alIt skulle misslyckas' (p.331). 

For his biographers, Andree was one of the heroes who 'gjorde vid 

sekelskiftet 1900 Sveriges namn kant och arat i hela varlden', a 

standard bearer of Swedish national pride. 49 In Ingenjor Andrees 

luftfard, however, Sundman emphasizes the unheroic aspects of the Andree 

expedition. The novel's Andree is a hallow hero, like the doll at the 

waxworks (p.12). A champion before the masses, Andree is a coward before 

his own reputation: 'Det ar omojligt for mig att annu en gang atervanda 

frAn Spetsbergen ombord pA ett fartyg' (p. 106). He tells Fri2nkel, 'Jag 

hade inget val. Vi mAste starta' (p. 341). Andree is dishonest, stealing 

pain-killers from the expedition's medicine chest. He 1s also a 

charlatan, 'beromd for vad han tankt gora', constantly ecl ipsed by 

Nansen, 'beromd for vad han gjort' (p.9). 

Frrenkel decries 'femi nine' doubts about the humanistic validi ty of 

h i gsl "sa resor' and of man's urge to explore the 'IAnga oc men n 0 
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unexplored <pp.32-33). His narrative, however, unmasks the cult of 

machismo he represents, partly by comparing the motives of the Andree 

team to those of a chi ld who simply wants to be the first to put its 

foot in untrodden snow <p.33), partly by proving that, although the 

Arctic is no place for a woman Cp.202), it is no place for a man either. 

Driven only by personal ambition or exaggerated loyalty, Fr~nkel and his 

companions die without bequeathing anything of worth to posterity. 

Ingenjor Andrees luftfiird can be read as a critical allegory of the 

consequences of western man's insatiable expansionism, topicalized in 

the 1960s by the space race. The title of the novel, summarizing 

Andree's expedition as a 'luftfard', puts it in its proper perspective 

alongside 'luftslott' and 'luftaffarer'. Nevertheless, if Sundman seeks 

to demythologize the figure of the hero, the 'strong man' of Nietzschean 

philosophy, and to provide an insight into the pressures that society 

puts on those it chooses to be heroes, Ingenjcir Andrees 1 uftfard is not 

the perfect vehicle for this since it lends a certain mythological 

status to the Andree story, unwittingly building the monument to Andree 

that Engstrom foresees <p. 88) . .so Ingenj cir Andrees 1 uftfiird assumes 

tragic qualities that relieve the characters of their responsibilities 

and may even ennoble their suffering to that of hapless heroes. In an 

important fictional scene Frrenkel, Strindberg and Andree confess the 

weaknesses which lead them to ignore the warnings and seek to transgress 

the laws of naturej Frrenkel is overambi tious, Strindberg over-

optimistic, Andree a slave to his own strong will (pp. 236-237). The 

step from these shortcomings to tragic hubris is not great. 
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The Collective 

The same fictional scene is also of importance for another of the 

novel's themes, the idea of the collective. The interaction of 

individuals within a group is put under the :microscope in Ingenj6r 

Andn?es luftftird. Relationships become intimate, direct. Each of the 

three individuals has a vital part to play. Unless each pulls his weight 

the group cannot exist. This essential interdependence is effecti vely 

underscored by Sundman's implied comparisons between Andree, Frl£nkel, 

Strindberg and the Holy Trinity, three in one and one in three: 'Vi tog 

av ass skorna och strumpor och krap alIa far farsta gAngen samtidigt ner 

i vAr tremannasovsack av renhud .... Andree lAg i mitten. Strindberg pA 

hans vanstra, jag pA hans hagra sida' <p.225). The idea of a trinity is 

also evoked when Fr~nkel is reminded of Swedenborgian philosophy: 'varje 

levande manniska har pA jorden Carl forsedd med tvA skyddsandar. Ibland 

kan det vara bra att ha tvA skyddsandar till hands, sarskilt nar man 

svavar i vi theten mel Ian tacknig himmel och isbetackt hav' <p. 45). In 

Ingenjor 'Andrees 1 uftflird the three men are one another's guardian 

angels. 

A further aspect of the men's necessary reI iance on one another is 

that no one is more important than the others in a society governed by 

'vanliga, enkla demokratiska principer' <p.336). Andree, the nominal 

leader, points out that the men live in perfect socialism: 'Vi befinner 

ass alIa tre i samma situation, samma belagenhet. Vi ar alIa tre 

beroende av varandra. Vi lever i fullkomlig socialism' <p. 236). 

Parallelling the socia-political trends of the turn of the century and 

pre-figuring a new era of democracy, Andree's power is progressively 

decentral ized in IngenjO"r Andrees 1 uftftird as internal and external 
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pressures compel him to share the burden and privilege of leadership. 

Our complex twentieth-century lives cannot be ruled by one person alone, 

just as Andree cannot master all aspects of the expedition, and, as 

Lundstrom predicts, engineers alone prove incapable of successfully 

managing the expedition. 

On a more humanistic level, the need for one another shared by all 

creatures is revealed by a trio of invented incidents. The two young 

bear cubs seek their mother at the moment of death (p.273), the pigeons 

return to die with the balloonists rather than perish alone in the 

Arctic <p.176, p.186), and Strindberg expresses fears of dying on the 

ice, lest he remain unfound and alone for ever (p. 336). Even inanimate 

objects are drawn to one another: 'isflak eller isblock sam dras intill 

varandra fryser ihop eller blir pA nAgot annat satt tamligen fast 

forenade med varandra' (p.222). In Ingenje)r Andrees luftftird the three 

men become almost parts of the same body during the time their destinies 

are frozen together on the ice. Each has his job to do: Strindberg cooks 

the food, Frrenkel leads the marches, Andree holds the group together. 

The death of Strindberg becomes almost as paralysing and traumatic as 

the loss of a limb. After Andree's death, Frrenkel's position is not 

hopeless from a practical point of view. He has plenty of food, fuel and 

medicine. The will to survive, however, is no longer apparent. Frrenkel 

is disorientatedj the tiny society to which he belonged has 

disintegrated, leaving him not only alone, but lonely too: , Min 

belagenhet var inte en frAga am mat och foda utan en frAga am ensamhet 

... lnte ensamhet. Battre: forlorad gemenskap' (p.344). 
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INGENJ6R ANDRiES LUFTFA"RD AND SUNDMAN'S OTHER WORKS 

The presence in IngenjO"r Andrees luftfard of certain ideas readily 

recognizable from Sundman's other works -- the collective, the search, 

the impossibility of our knowing what our fellow humans really think and 

feel -- suggests that Sundman has adapted history to illustrate his 

ideas rather than abandoned his ideas to retell a piece of history. Like 

Expeditionen (1962), Ingenjor Andrees luftfiird can be read as an 

allegory, 'en symbolisk roman ... [som] bar kunna tolkas, troligen pA 

flera satt' .S1 Both novels take a critical look at the social 

implications and personal consequences of Western man's expansionist 

instinct, tracing its roots in Ingenjor Andrees luftfiird to the furthest 

recesses of the male psyche i 'Avskyn i nfor tornrummet, hatet mot det 

okanda och outforskade, var det inte nAgot typiskt manligt?' (p.33). In 

IngenjCir Andrees 1 uftfiird, as in earl ier works 1 ike Tv~ dagar, tv.§ 

niitter (1965), Sundman's characters are fuelled by 'makter de inte 

forstAr, dunkla drifter och djupt nedlagda benagenheter'. 5:;;: Freenkel is 

convinced that the source of man's urge to know the unknown lies deeper 

than scientific enquiry, in the inaccessi ble depths of the soul (JAL, 

p. 34). 

The titles of Sundman's earlier works, Iiigarna (957), Undersokningen 

(1958) I Expeditionen and So·karna (1963), confirm his interest in the 

expedition as a theme, whether in the form of a physical hunt or as a 

search for information about people or events. Even Skytten (960) is 

the story of a search. The goal itself, or success in reaching it, is of 
~ 

little significance: 'Vad var nordpolen? Annat an en vit punkt i en vit 

yta?' ( IAL, p. 33). The fascination, as Sir John observes in 
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Expeditionen, lies in the existential act of seeking, 'en forskjutning 

av intresset frAn expeditionens mAl till expeditionen sam sAdan' 

(Expedttionen, p.54). The narrator of 'SkallgAng' ignores the fate of 

the young woman lost whilst picking cloudberries, concluding wi th the 

comment 'berattelsen handlar inte am henne. Den handlar am sokandet 

efter henne' (S<:ikarna, p.161), 'Glimmerkoraren' opens with the motto: 

'Till en berjan sokte de for att finna spAr, for att finna en losning. 

Sedan sokte de -- inte for att finna spAr och losning, utan for att oka 

gAtans djup och tyngd' (Jagarna, p.179). As Sundman's searches progress 

the unearthing of new information or confirmation of a lack of 

information typically deepens the mystery. 'Bristen pA kunskaper var 

expeditionens egentliga forutsattning' in Ingenjor Andrees luftfard 

(p. 31) as it is in Underso"kningen, yet both novels end i nconcl usi vely. 

So does Expeditionen. Initially both Ingenjor Andrees luftfard and 

Expeditionen appear to be the records of authentic expeditions, but the 

further the enterprises progress, the more enigmatic the records become. 

In a manner common to much of Sundman' s work, 'the main issues at the 

opening seem clear-cut, but the further the novels proceed, the more 

ambiguous and enigmatic they become'. I.':'::" Apparently well-planned 

expeditions turn out to be something quite different. The more details 

we discover about the characters, the less we understand their motives. 

Enigmas are part of Sundman' s Ii terary stock in trade. How :much of 

what is said can we believe? Sundman's frequent use of the first person 

narrator underli nes his fasci nati on with the probl em of veraci ty: 'Jag 

tycker am j ag-formen, darfer att dA :markerar man att berattelsen ar 

subjektiv'.S4 The difference between Jaffar Topan's and Laronne's 

reports in Expeditionen leads us to wonder if they were even on the same 
I 

expedi tion, and one could perhaps say the same of the details in 

Frrenkel's reports in Ingenjor Andrees luftfard and Andree's diaries in 
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.. 
Xed Ornen mot Polen. The narrator in a Sundman story may be honest, yet 

because his honesty is subjective, he is unreliable as a narrator, 

deceiving his readers at the same time as he deceives himself: 'Man kan 

inte nA fram till saker kunskap om andra "genom ~.ig sjalv" I vi ar alIa 

alltfijr olika' .sa 

The use of detail is important in Sundman' s works. Sundman has said 

'personligen alskar jag detaljer' ,S6 In 'Observatoren' we can read: 

'SmA differenser ar intressanta. Det ar de som tvingar fram exaktheten. 

Och det ar det sam mojligger omdomena och varderingarna' (Jagarna, 

p.126). The authenticity of the many minor details Sundman introduces 

will never be questioned, but their cumulative effect of credibility 

extends even to the fictional portions of the plot and gives them what 

one critic calls 'a cloak of truthfulness'. ','"7 What is unique about this 

'cloak of truthfulness' in Ingenjor Andrees luftfard, Expeditionen and, 

to a certain extent, Berattelsen om S~m (1977), is that it is woven from 

historical sources and documents rather than from Sundman's own 

experience. Sundman uses the same evidence as the historians and 

biographers, but chooses the novel form to re-assess the character and 

motives of historical figures whom he uses as representatives of certain 

types of people. 

In his works Sundman frequently chooses to give a picture of society 

in miniature <tiny rural communi ties, isolated groups etc.) explaining 

'i den li11a manniskogruppen [kan] den enskildes situation som 

med~nniska overb1ickas, hennes belagenhet i gruppen av manniskor kan ju 

geras till foremAl for en mera uttommande beskrivning' .SE! Ingenjor 

Andrees luftfard is no exception; it offers a microcosm of both Oscarian 

society and the socio-psychological genesis of contemporary Vestern man. 
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Certain of the themes of Ingenjor Andrees luftfard, tte weaknesses of 

the 'strong man', loyalty and loneliness, are typical of the social 

phenomena that Sundman has dealt with elsewhere. Arne Lundgren 

(Undersokningen) and Sir John CExpeditionen) are literary pre-cursors to 

the tarnished hero Andree, as SAm (Bera"ttel sen am Stun) is his successor. 

Like Andree, SAm is threatened by a catastrophe which he can prevent, 

but which he allows to happen, saying, 'Jag har mitt anseende att tanka 

pA. Jag har inte mod och djarvhet nog att ge upp' CBerattelsen am S&m, 

p.114). The problems of loyalty that Strindberg and Frrenkel must tackle 

have their background in Sundman's own life and have previously been 

deal t with in both [Tnderso"lfningen and Expedi ti onen, 5'."' Lone 1 i ness and 

isolation, so feared by Strindberg and Frrenkel, are also present in 

Skytten and Jagarna. ~:;o 

The style of Ingenji..~"r Andrees 1 uftfard is fami 1 iar to readers of works 

lH.:e ifndersokningen and Skytten. Using cinematographic techniques to 

zoom in and cut for effect as he has done wi th Expedi tionen, Sundman 

shows grea t interest in 'det fornimbara, det mycket u ppdr i vna 

registreringen av ytornas och detalj ernas lyskraft och rorelser -- pA 

bekostnad av inre strukturer och forklaringar' ,1',,1 Sundman's writings 

have been described as 'controlled experiments bas;ed on precisely the 

observable' .6:;;:: In 'Observatoren' the ti tIe figure remarks' Jag viII inte 

ha omdomen. Jag ska ha observationer Inga slutsatser, inga 

varderingar. Bara enkla och klara observationer!' (Jagarna, p. 116), This 

has become Sundman's own yardstick as a writer: 'Min forsta regel: 

begransa dina kunskaper om dina litterara konstruktioner till de 

kunskaper du kunde ha haft am dem, am de vari t reali teter' ",:;.3 In this 

sense much of his work has the character of a meta-novel, Inge:1joT 

Andn?es luftf<.'ird is no exception: 'Det vore meningslost att bed<:iJ:1El " .. 
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Det som ar av betydelse ar inte vAra bedomningar utan v~ra iakttagelser' 

( I AL I p. 166) . 

Ingenj o'r Andrees 1 uftfiird, taking up where Undersokningen and 

Expeditionen left off, proves however that this behaviouristic method of 

approach is a far from perfect science. Isolated on an island of our own 

uncertainty we still have the greatest difficulty in fathoming the 

depths of 'den svArAtkomliga medmanniskan' around US. 64 
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III. KARE HOLT -- KAPPL0PET 

THE HISTORICAL ACCOUNT 

Robert Falcon Scott was born in 1868 to well-to-do parents in 

Devonport. Despite mediocre results at school, he made his mark by good 

behaviour and obedience, qualities which stood him in good stead on 

admission to the Royal Navy's floating school, Britannia, in 1881. 

Scott was made of stern stuff and rose quickly through the ranks. As a 

20-year-old lieutenant he earned renown for his valour when a passenger 

steamer on which he was travelling was caught in a severe storm off 

Vancouver, and by 1900 he had been promoted to COIIllIlander to lead the 

first British National Antarctic expedition, an enterprise which owed 

much to Clements Markham, President of the Royal Geographical Society. 

Karkham first saw Scott in the winning crew in a cadets' cutter race 

off st Kitts in 1887. They met agai n by chance at a dinner two days 

later, and over the years there were further encounters as brief and 

fortuitous as the first. Scott applied to lead the National Antarctic 

Expedi tion two days after first hearing about it when he chanced to 

meet Markham in a London street in 1899. Between November 1902 and 

February 1903 Scott, Dr Edward Wilson and Ernest Shackelton travelled 

almost 1600 kilometres over the Antarctic snows to within 800 

kilometres of the Pole, reaching a record 82°17' south. On the way back 

Shackelton contracted scurvy and had to be sent home before the 

completion of the expedition. Shackleton was convinced that this forced 

return was Scott's way of punishing him for his fiery temperament which 

had at times been an embarrassment to Scott. Shackleton returned to 
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Antarctica with a privately financed expedition in 1909, but adverse 

conditions forced a retreat some 150 kilometres short of the Pole. 

Scott announced a second National Antarctic Expedition on 13 

September 1909, a year after his marriage to sculptress Kathleen Bruce 

and just one day before the birth of his son. Fund-raising for the 

expedition occupied Scott almost full-time until he joined the 

expedi tion' s ship, Terra Kova, in Capetown for the final leg of the 

journey south in September 1910. It was a harrowing voyage. Terra Nova 

almost foundered in a storm: the ship was leaking and the pumps were 

clogged, cargo shifted and threatened to capsize the ship, animals and 

much of the ship's superstructure were swept overboard. After a team 

working chest-deep in icy water had cleared the pumps, Terra Nova could 

make her way to Antarctica, but when the British arrived, they were not 

alone: Scott had received an unexpected telegram in Australia reading 

'Beg leave to inform you proceeding Antarctic - Amundsen'. 

Roald Amundsen was no stranger to Arctic conditions. Born on the 

outskirts of Oslo (then Christiania) in 1872, he had spent most of his 

adult life as a polar explorer after abandoning medical studies on the 

death of his mother. His fascination for challenging the elements had 

brought him close to death a number of times. Once, after bivouacking 

during a daredevil midwinter adventure with his brother, Leon, across 

Norway's bleak Hardanger Plateau, Roald awoke to find himself buried in 

snow and spent anxious hours awaiting rescue by Leon. In 1897 he sailed 

with Adrien de Gerlache on a Belgian Antarctic Expedition, during which 

the entire crew was stricken wi th scurvy, one man died and two went 

insane. When de Gerlache, who had stubbornly opposed Amundsen's claim 

that fresh meat was an excellent anti-scorbutic, was himself confined 

to bed, Amundsen and his ally, the ~.hip's doctor, Frederick Cook, 
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supplemented daily dry rations with fresh meat. This action saved many 

lives and helped forge a friendship between Amundsen and Cook, which 

endured despite later scandals around Cook's claim to have reached the 

North Pole in 1908, and his imprisonment for embezzlement in Kansas in 

1925. 

In 1903, in the tiny sloop Gj0a, Amundsen achieved the historic first 

navigation of the North-West Passage, sought since the KiddIe Ages as a 

short-cut to the Orient. His success demonstrated, however, that the 

passage was too dangerous and unpredictable to be commercially viable. 

Next, Amundsen directed his interest to testing Fridtjof Hansen's 

theories about the spiral drift of the northern ice-cap. Persuading 

Nansen to lend him the specially built Fram, he aimed to sail into the 

pack-ice to drift to within'striking distance of the unconquered North 

Pole. However, after Robert Peary had reached the North Pole by dog-

sled in April 1909, Amundsen claims to have turned his attention 

immediately to the South Pole, a decision he dared not make public 

since open competition with Scott and British interests could embarrass 

Amundsen I S sponsors or lead to the government's vetoing his plans. 

Strict secrecy must be maintained. Fram left Oslo in June 1910, 

ostensibly to sail round the Americas and north into the Bering 

Straits. Only Amundsen and his brother, Leon" now his business 

manager, knew the true destination of Fram when she docked in Madeira 

in September. After Roald Amundsen had informed his crew, and Fram was 

at sea again, Leon cabled the news round the world. Amundsen's aim was 

eminently clear to be first at the South Pole. To help him he had a 

close-knit team of 19 men, with skis, fast sledges and 97 dogs to haul 

him to the Pole, and provide food for one another and his men en route. , 
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Aboard Terra Nova were 65 men, 33 dogs, 19 ponies and three untried 

motor sledges. Scott's aims were muddled. His three main patrons, the 

Royal Navy, the Royal Geographical Society and the British public, 

anticipated different results from the expedition. To please them all 

Scott compromised, planning the conquest of the Pole, geological 

expeditions and an ambitious programme of scientific research. IlI

prepared, mentally and practically, for a race to the Pole, he refused 

to let Amundsen's unexpected presence in the south disturb his plans. 

There were other problems too. Scott's motor sledges and ponies proved 

inadequate for the harsh conditions. A sentimental Scott spared the 

exhausted ponies suffering on a depot-laying run by dropping supplies 

short of the planned One Ton Depot at 80· south, a decision strongly 

opposed by Captain Oates. On the polar march proper the dogs and ponies 

were sent back to base in December 1911, and Scott's second-in-command, 

Captain Teddy Evans, led a second return party back in January. It 

appears that on 22 December Scott had made up his mind to take four men 

with him to the Pole, not three as originally planned, since he notes 

in his diary: 'Ages: self 43, Wilson 39, Evans (P.O.) 37, Oates 32, 

Bowers 28. Average 36'.1 Wilson, a close friend of Scott, was chosen as 

doctor and cook. Evans and Oates were chosen for their strength 

(Scott's party was now man-hauling the sledges), and Bowers because he 

was unaffected by the cold. These five toiled on. By mid-January they 

had overshot the Pole, changed direction on discovering this error in 

navigation and reached the Pole on 17 January 1912. The Norwegian flag 

had been flying there for over a month, and inside a small tent were 

letters from Amundsen. Scott must have been bitterly disappointed, for 

although encouraged to regard the expedition as a primarily scientific 

one, his rallying cry had been that 'the Pole must be discovered by an 

Englishman' .:2 
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Amundsen had set out for the Pole in September 1911. Despite Hjalmar 

Johansen's warnings that the wi nter was not yet over, an eight-man 

party left base at the first sign of good weather; 80 kilometres out 

the weather deteriorated, forcing Amundsen into an ignominious retreat 

with three of his party badly frostbitten. The two back-markers, 

Johansen and Prestrud, soon found themselves alone far behind the 

others, and when they returned to base, Johansen had some harsh words 

to say to Amundsen. Amundsen regarded this as insubordination, relieved 

Johansen of his place in the polar party and later reported officially 

that Johansen had 'muti nied'. (Johansen committed suicide after some 

unhappy months back in Norway in January 1913.) Amundsen set out again 

in October, with a four-man team: Olav Bjaaland, 37, a ski champion and 

long-distance runner, Oscar 'Hsting, 40, a personal friend, Helmer 

Hanssen, 41, a dog-sled expert and veteran of the GjOB expedition, and 

Sverre Hassel, 35, who had been on Nansen's Fram expedition to the 

north polar ice. Between them they had four sledges and 52 dogs. All 

the necessary depots had been laid, so they travelled light and fast, 

reaching the Pole well-fed and in fine form on 14 December 1911. Two 

dozen dogs had been butchered to provide fresh meat for the final push 

to the Pole and a cache for the return trip. Less than 40 days after 

reaching the South Pole, Amundsen and his men were safely back at base. 

By that time Scott's situation was critical. After raising the Union 

Jack at the Pole, he had hastened homewards. The weather was bad; food 

was short. Scott inj ured his shoulder, and Evans developed frostbite 

and died two weeks after a bad fall. Wilson diagnosed concussion (Scott 

wrote that, after his fall, Evans was 'rather dull and incapable' and 

'nearly broken down in brain'~), although it could also have been 

scurvy that ultimately brought about his death in the middle of 

February. For almost four months Scott's party had eaten no fresh food. 
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Fuel, too, was scarce. Inexplicably, the carefully calculated oil 

allowances, just enough at each depot to see the party to the next, 

were depleted. Perhaps the sun had caused evaporation inside the sealed 

tins, the leather washers under the caps may have shrunk in the intense 

cold, or paraffin freezing to the inside of the tin may have reduced 

the quantity that could be poured out. At all events, there was 

insufficient fuel to warm tents or heat food. To add to the misery 

Oates was frostbitten. When he asked Wilson for an honest appraisal of 

his chances, Wilson could not bring himself to lie. The following day, 

in the midst of a blizzard, Oates uttered the famous words, 'I am just 

going outSide, and may be some time.' The others, guessing what he 

intended to do, tried to remonstrate with him, but Oates left and was 

never seen again. On 20 March the three survivors were pinned down by 

blizzards, sixteen kilometres from food and fuel at the depot at 

79-29'. With provisions for only two days, their situation was 

hopeless. Scott, now wri ting for history, made a final entry in his 

diary on 29 March 1912, adding the postscript, 'For God's sake look 

after our people'. 

Seven months after the world had heard of Amundsen I s success, a 

search party sent out from Cape Evans located the bodies of Scott, 

Wilson and Bowers in November 1912. By the time London knew of the 

tragedy Mrs Scott was sailing to New Zealand to meet her husband. The 

ship's captain broke the news on 19 February. 

Amundsen did not deny that he had set out to beat Scott and achieve a 

sensational success, but, on hearing of Scott's fate he issued a press 

statement saying, 'r would forgo honour -- everything -- to Wing him 

back to life. My own triumph is marred by the haunting thought of the 

tragedy' . .4 Nevertheless, Amundsen did not lose his appeti te for polar 
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adventure. He revived plans to reach the North Pole with a new boat, 

Haud, but these were shelved for the duration of World War I and 

Amundsen returned to the Kaiser the German medals and honours he had 

earlier received. The Haud expedition got underway in 1918, but it was 

unsuccessful: Amundsen failed to reach the Pole, broke a shoulder, was 

attacked by a polar bear and almost asphyxiated by carbon monoxide 

discharges from a defective lamp. In 1924 he made new plans, this time 

to fly to the Pole. However, his financial manager, a Danish-American 

called Hammer, proved to be a trickster, leaving Amundsen a legacy of 

debts, and when Leon Amundsen, who had managed his brother's affairs 

for a number of years, withdrew 100,000 kroner due to him, personal 

bankruptcy loomed for Roald Amundsen. At the twelfth hour, however, a 

new backer appeared, Lincoln Ellsworth, an American adventurer, who in 

May 1925 piloted one of the flying boats (Amundsen was at the controls 

of the other) that set off from Spitsbergen for Alaska via the North 

Pole. Hei ther man completed the journey. Amundsen's plane came down 

about 200 kilometres short of the Pole, and Ellsworth crash-landed to 

rescue him. The world feared they were both long since dead, when they 

managed to get one of the planes back into the air and return to Norway 

in July 1925. Twelve months later Amundsen eventually reached the North 

Pole in the airship Norge piloted by the Italian Umberto Nobile. 

Ambitious to prove that this success was due to his own skills and not 

Amundsen's, Nobile returned in 1928 in the same airship -- now re

christened Italia -- without Amundsen. However, Italia, weighed down by 

frost, crash-landed. Amundsen was in the van of the rescue arrangements 

and accepted the loan of a sea-plane and its French Navy pilot to help 

locate Nobile's party. Nobile was rescued -- but not by Amundsen. After 

take-off from Troms~ in 1928 neither Amundsen nor his sea-plane was 

ever seen again. 
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The lives of Amundsen and Scott are well documented. Both men 

described their journeys in logbooks, as did many of their companions 

on these adventures, and the dramatic story of their race to the South 

Pole has attracted the most popular historical interest of any p:Jlar 

exploit. KAre Holt's bibliography in Kapp10pet lists 28 works (books, 

diaries and articles> available at the time of writing. Foremost among 

these sources are: 

Roa'ld Amundsen, South Pole diaries in manuscript form 
Roald Amundsen, Xitt liv som polarforsker (Oslo, 1927) 
Roald Amundsen, Opdagelsesreiser, 4 vols (Oslo, 1942) 
Odd Arnesen, Roald Amundsen som han var (Oslo, 1929) 
Tryggve Gran, En helt: Kaptein Scotts siste ferd (Christiania, 1924) 
Tryggve Gran, Kampen om Sydpolen (Oslo, 1961) 
Tryggve Gran, Silk var det (Oslo, 1945) 
Herlof Harstad, Erobringen av Antarktis (Oslo, 1968) 
Bredo Henriksen, Polarfareren Hjalmar Johansen og S1den (Skien, 1961) 
Hjalmar Johansen, South Pole diaries in manuscript form 
Hjalmar Johansen, Selv-anden paa 86~14' (Oslo, 1898) 
Harry Ludlam, Captain Scott -- The Full story (London, 1965) 
Reginald Pound, Scott of the Antarctic (London, 1966) 
Robert Falcon Scott, Scott's Last Expedition (London, 1913) 
Robert Falcon Scott, The Voyage of the Discovery, 2 vols (London, 
1905) 
Oscar Wisting, 16 &r med Roald Amundsen (Oslo, 1930) 
Einar 0stvedt, Hjalmar Johansen (Skien, 1968) 

Some of the other references in the bibliography are of only 

peripheral interest, while other notable contributions, such as Bellamy 

Partridge's biography Amundsen (London, 1953) and Frederick Cook's 

account of the Belgica Expedition, Through the First Antarctic Night 

(London and New York, 1900), both of which are in the catalogues of 

Universitetsbiblioteket in Oslo, are missing. While, from the point of 

view of literary criticism, it is inappropriate to base conclusions on 

works other than those in Holt's bibliography, for the sake of 

historical accuracy and completeness, reference is occasionally made in 

the following pages to two important contributions not available to 

Holt, Elspeth Huxley's Scott bf the Antarctic (1977) and Roland 

Huntford's definitive dual biography, Scott and Amundsen (979), 
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KAPPL0PET -- CONSTRUCTION AND FORNAL ORGANIZATION 

The construction of KapplDpet owes more to the novel than it does to 

history. In broad terms KapplDpet tells a story. It has a beginning, a 

middle and an end. It also has the unity of a work of literature. Free 

from the haphazard nature of real life, it forms an entity in itself. 

This is seen in, among other things, the implied link between Robert 

Scott's death and that of his father -- 'Illusjonen brast. Da d0de han' 

<p.34)S and in the similarity between the descriptions of Amundsen's 

temporary ice-grave on Hardangervidda and Scott's tomb in the 

Antarctic, a repetition that contributes to the structure and pattern 

of Kapplmpet by linking the start and the conclusion. 

En kveld graver de seg ned pA en fjellrygg Drar soveposen etter, 
kryper ned. Ligger lunt der inne, og sovner. VAkner utpA natta. Det er 
nA blitt kaldt. Den ene armen hans, sam han har lagt utenpA soveposen, 
er frosset fast i is (p.ll). 
Compare: 
Bowers og Wilson har kr0pet ned i soveposene. Det er stille hos demo 
Han dormer og vAkner ... SA strekker han en arm ut og legger den over 
Wilson sam nA saver <p.270). 

Hal t takes pains in the novel to divide attention fairly between 

Amundsen and Scott. They appear in alternate chapters, meet briefly in 

'Samtale' and share a single epilogue which adds a short postscript to 

their stories. Al though the real Amundsen achieved much more in his 

life than Scott, the following table shm'ls that Holt devotes an almost 

identical number of pages to each man in Kapp10pet, indicating a 

pattern in their lives which is aesthetic rather than natural, a 

balance which is the product of the author's organizi ng role in the 

story he is telling. 
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AMUNDSEN I 16 pages (i ntroducti on) 18 pages SCOTT I II 18 pages (j ourney to Antarctic) 17 pages II 
---------------------------------------------------------------------III 5 pages 5 pages III IV 17 pages 17 pages IV V 14 pages 13 pages V 

8 pages SAKTALE 8 pages 
VI 19 pages 19 pages VI 

VIr 19 pages 20 pages VII 
----------------------------------------------------------------------

1 page 
117 pages 

EPILOGUE 1 page 
118 pages 

Holt works hard to achieve aesthetic balance in Kapp10pet. For 

example 'Samtale', the fictional meeting between Amundsen and Scott, is 

placed almost exactly halfway through the 150-page section dealing with 

their race to the Pole. A prologue to the final lap of the race to the 

Pole, 'Samtale' is the fictional rendezvous of Amundsen and Scott, 

highlighting the differences between the two protagonists and 

clarifying the reasons for their differing fates. 

Contrast and comparison 

Contrast and comparison in the lives of Amundsen and Scott confirm 

the impression of stylistic and thematic uni ty in Kapp10pet. Before 

1912 both Amundsen and Scott are living in the shadow of a national 

hera. Amundsen is overshadowed by Hansen, I hel ten fra det store cde I 

(p.36), whose name is torture to Amundsen's ears <p.118). Scott risks 

being outshone by 'den store helt' Shackleton <p.43). Amundsen's and 

Scott's roads to the Pole are, however, very different. Amundsen, the , 

pri vate adventurer, plans his campaign in secret and shies from no 

amount of double-dealing.s Scott, with the might of the British Empire 
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behind him, is without duplici ty -- an officer and a gentleman to the 

point of naivety.? Amundsen progresses polewards with confidence, 

applying the harsh laws of Darwinism, certain that he has made the 

right decisions (p.193, p.234). Scott, full of anguish and doubt, 

interrupts his expedition to spare his animals and finds it difficult 

to make decisions <p.127, p.222). Scott's philanthropic scientists like 

the gentle Dr Wilson with his palette and paints <p. 38), and the 

zoology student Cherry-Garrard, who does not 1 ike the cold Cp. 169) , 

contrast with Amundsen's rugged outdoor types, 'praktiske menn, 

glimrende ski10pere, de tAler kulde og tAler alt' <p.179). While Scott 

writes in an elegant hand <p.270), Amundsen's men hold a pen 'som det 

var en skistav de klemte om' <p.57). Scott's meals are served by a 

steward in a white jacket (p.159), but Amundsen's cook is 'ingen 

kelnertype' <p.105): he has dirty fingers and a dirty kitchen (p.148). 

Despite differences in psyche and experience, both Amundsen and Scott 

experience challenges to their leadership. Matters come to a head in 

the novel when Johansen, who has been foisted upon Amundsen by Nansen 

(p.54) and who now threatens to outshine Amundsen in courage, strength 

and experience, and Teddy Evans, whose dominant role in rescuing Terra 

Nova Scott bitterly begrudges (p. 168), are excluded from the polar 

teams. Amundsen is a brutal, natural leader, as he proves in his 

confrontation with Johansen , Lederen viser nA sin evne til 

lederskap' (p.ll8), Scott, however, is not: '(det er] noe till~rt over 

Scott' (p. 38), ' han mangler noe' (p. 33). Scott defeats Teddy Evans by 

virtue of rank alone <p.167, p.223), 

There is contrast (and irony too!) in Holt's contention that the ease , 

of Amundsen's victory at the Pole brings only emptiness and loneliness, 

whereas the magnitude of Scott's defeat brings public acclaim. 
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Amundsen, who cheats death to become first at the South Pole , is a 

loser: 'Han betalte seirens pris, og han vant -- eller tapte. Taperen 

Roald er en bror av oss aIle' <p.10). Scott loses the race and his life 

but dies a hero's death as 'den store leder' (p. 270). Success pu ts 

Amundsen in a quandary. He wants to be the victor, the hero: 'HeIst viI 

jag leve som seierherre. Som taper, viI jeg d0' <p.18D. But in the 

years after 1912 he begins to realise that, as long as he lives, he 

will never be so great a hero as the dead Scott, the loser. 

Paradoxically, only a hero's death can give Amundsen the kudos without 

which he cannot live, and Holt's novel begs the question whether 

Amundsen deliberately set out to die when he flew to rescue Nobile 

(p. 24). 

For all their differences Amundsen and Scott share a remarkably 

similar sense of disappointment and unease when they reach the Pole. 

Amundsen asks 'Hva skulle jeg her?' and wants to be off as quickly as 

possible (p.247)j Scott wonders 'Hva ville jeg her?' (p.252) and 

refuses to camp there overnight (p.253). For Amundsen's part at least, 

this anti-climax is unhistorical.';:' 

There is a further similarity between Amundsen and Scott in the 

novelj both feel awkward with members of the opposite sex. Amundsen is 

a homosexual, while Scott's celibacy before his marriage ('andre fant 

seg kvinner, og han ikke', p.33) and his close relationships with 

Edward Wilson and Clements Markham invite speculation about his 

sexuality.~ 

, 
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The Narrator 

The narrator enj oys a trad! tionally importilnt role in Ktlppl"pet. The 

narrator, who is neither Holt himself nor any of the historical 

characters involved in the expeditions, is as much a novelistic figure 

as the protagonists. Holt chooses to invent a story-teller who can move 

freely in time and space, reporting simultaneously and directly from 

both Framheim and Scott's camp (' her pA Framheim' Cp. 148) j 'Det er 

tretti kuldegrader her inne [i Scotts tel tJ' (p. 270): see also, p.l08, 

p.127, p.143, p.1(6). 

The narrator is boldly omniscient when it suits his purpose. In his 

introduction of Amundsen (p.9-10), he broadcasts infornation with the 

assurance of a news-reader giving a factual report. Yet the narrator 

can read Amundsen's thoughts: he even knows that Amundsen's shoes are 

too tight <p.g). He knows what has never been revealed: such secrets as 

that Scott almost swooned and cursed in desperation when he received 

the news of the Norwegian presence in the Antarctic (pp.135-136), that 

Amundsen feared mutiny and a knife in his back from his own men 

<p. 245), and that Edgar Evans was plagued by fears of not being paid 

after the British had been beaten to the Pole (pp.209-210). 

To say that the narrator is close to the characters in Kappl.0pet is 

an understatement. At times he becomes almost part of them, reading the 

rantings of Edgar Evans's mad mind <p.264), or the thoughts of Scott as 

he sights Amundsen's tent at the Pole: 

NA velter det frem: -- Vi har tapt ... 7 Hva viI de nA si hjemme ... 7 Vi 
skal fA betale for at vi kom sist ... 7 Hvordan ska1 vi nA komrne ti1bake 
til vinterkvarteret ... 7 Kan det likeve1 varre noe annat ... lUen hva 
... 7 Det er et flagg ... 7 Det er Amundsen ... Om jeg hadde hatt ham her 
... Jeg ville bare str0ket skinnlua av og hi1st ... h0f1ig ... f0r jeg 
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stakk kniven i ham ... 7 Han jukset meg ... 7 Han er ikke her ... Eller 
er han her ennA ... 7 Herre min Gud og fader, nA kommer vi aldri hjem 

<p. 252) . 

Frequently the narrator eaveSdrops on an exchange between a character 

and that character's alter ego, a technique regularly signalled by the 

introduction of the pronoun 'du' wi thout any attendant speech-marks. 

Virtually the entire Amundsen III section (pp.87-91) comprises such a 

'dialogue'. Scott is the subj ect of similar examination: 'NA mA du ta 

din bestemmelse. Du er sjefen, ditt ord er lov ... Du rnA la sannheten 

om brevet bli kjent. Du rnA kalle mennene sammen. Men hva ska du si --? 

Du vet det ikke ennA' <p. 136: see also p. 222) . 

When it suits his purpose, however, Holt chooses to keep his narrator 

in ignorancej 'PA det andre fortauet fAr han 0ye pA Karkham. Scott 

skrAr over til ham. Vi fAr aldri vi te om han angret' Cp. 35). At times 

the narrator does not have all the answers, and can only surmise with 

varying degrees of confidence: 

Men skal (Scotts ekspedisjon] pr0ve A nA polen? Det er aldri blitt sagt 
med rene ord, men det IDA ha vrert det hemmelige mAl for ferden (p.39). 

Vi vet ikke om [Amundsen] hadde til hensikt A ta Johansen ned. Vi mA ha 
rett til A tro det (pp.47-48). 

Vi vet ikke hva Scott hAper, men vi aner det, -- han er bare for klok 
til A skrive ned sine hemmeligste 0nsker nAr det gjelder Shackleton og 
hans ferd <p.43). 

Ken vet vi egentlig hva som hendte med ham? ... Det er mest rimelig A 
tro det siste Cp.193). 

Scott har nok sin baktanke med A sende de tre ut Cp.169). 

Hva de to talte om, vet ingen. Kan hende om dette .,. Cp.14). 

The narrator has a conspectus over the whole incident and sees little 

reason to create excitement artificially by withholding information or 

adhering to a strictly chronological course of events. Unlike Ingenjor 
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Andrees 1 uftfard, Kapp10pet is no first person narrative, where event 

and record are by and large simultaneouB, and the reader is bound up in 

the characters' own concern for their fate over the page. 

The technique of describing the protagonists' gradual progress to the 

Pole in alternate chapters is not aimed at heightening tension. It is 

simply a practical solution to Holt's literary problem. The suspense 

generated by the closing words in Scott VI as the Englishmen near the 

Pole is the exception rather than the rule <p. 225). No other chapter 

ends with such drama. Kappl~pet does not rely on a carefully engineered 

denouement for its effectiveness: any readers not already familiar with 

the historical outcome will not be thrilled by the race, for suspense 

is frequently minimized by three main ploys. 

Firstly, by preview. The first part of Kappl~pet sketches the lives 

of Scott and Amundsen and exami nes the men's characters. The second 

part shows the consequences of these character-traits and is, in 

essence, little more than an apologia for the first. This means that 

potentially exciting incidents are previewed out of context, 

eliminating elements of surprise and suspense. Previews forewarn us 

that Amundsen will be the first man at the Pole <p. 9), that this will 

be Scott's last expedition (p.39), that Oates will walk out of Scott's 

tent to die in a snowstorm (p.127), and that Scott and Wilson will meet 

their deaths together (p.38). 

Secondly, by interrupting the action to take stock of the situation. 

The narrator sometimes adopts an almost pedagogic style: 'Glem ikke 

Husk alts! ... ' <pp.112-113). He reviews Amundsen's equipment with 
/ 

quasi-scientific precision ('Nesebeskyttere ... St~vlene ... Bukseseler 

... ', pp.111-112), and evaluates character and action with the benefit 
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of hindsight, intruding visibly to divorce the reader from involvement 

in the epic thread or emotional aspects of the story and instead put 

the characters under the microscope: 'Vi skal se pA noen av mennene am 

bard' <p.37), 'La ass se den ber0mte styrmann for ass' (p.48), 'La ass 

se litt pA en av mennene am bard' <p.59), 'La ass f0rst se sydpollandet 

for ass slik det ligger' (p. 103). Here, as when the narrator reviews 

the possi ble reasons for Amundsen' s abandoning Johansen on the ice

fields (pp. 193-194), the reader cannot doubt that the account he is 

reading has been put together after the event. 

Thirdly, by the use of a telegrammatic style to rob incidents of 

pathos or grandeur. Oates's legendary suicide is described so 

unemotionally and so tersely that for anyone unfamiliar with the 

incident, the circumstances risk being unclear <p.269). The arrival at 

the South Pole is described without drama, leaving the reader with the 

barest of facts: 'de vet 0yeblikket viI inntreffe omkring klokka tre. 

Sj efen roper. De er der De reiser teltet. De forer bikkjene. De 

tenner primusen. NA er de igjen menn pA reise' <pp. 246-247). Elsewhere 

sentences are pruned of all but facts and physical evidence; 'Fem navn. 

Leser dem langsomt. En liten pose ved foten av teltstanga. !pner den. 

To brev, det ene fra Amundsen til Scott. Leser det' (p.254). For all 

its apparent objectivity, this style remains literary; it is certainly 

not that of the historian. The effect is deliberately that of a 

snapshot. Pictures present facts but the emotions behind, the sighs, 

cries and anguish do not reach our ears. There is a gap in 

communication. 

However, Hal t does not expunge his account of all tension. For 

example, Scott sees one of his motor sledges disappear slowly through 

the ice in the novel: '[sleden] reiser seg pA ende, gAr ned med 
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akterspillet f~rst, stAr et ~yeblikk sam en ~rk neve opp av havet, f~r 

den synker og blir borte for alltid' Cp.123). In reality the incident 

was less dramatic: the sledge fell through the ice suddenly and without 

drama, and Scott was not even there to witness it. 1 () Elsewhere Holt's 

versions of events save words and unnecessary repetition at the same 

time as they dramatize reality without seriously distorting the facts. 

The injuries to Scott's shoulder and Evans's head were not, in fact, 

sustained in the same accident, but, in the novel, action is compressed 

in this way for drama and economy: 'Da faller bAde Scott og Evans ned i 

en sprekk. Den er ikke dyp. Men Scott fAr slAtt skulderen skjeiv, Evans 

blir truffet i hodet' (p.257: compare Scott's diary, 2 February 1912 

and 4 February 1912). 

Narratiye Style 

In language and style Kapplepet is a story not a history book. 

Wri tten in the language of the novel, it is spiced with maxims and 

aphorisms: 'Polar~det har ikke rom for nederlag' (p. 146), 'Ingen saver 

sammenhengende i et tel t sam er reist i sm~en' Cp. 110). It has the 

multivalence of serious literature, in which, as in the honourably 

waged war of words between Amundsen and Campbell, 'hvert ord betyr noe 

annet og mer enn det later sam' (p.l07). Even the apparently objective 

title is a comment on the action: regardless of what the protagonists 

claim this is, quite simply, a race for the Pole. 

, 
Unlike the historian, who refrains from conjecture until the evidence 

has been examined, Holt wields the storyteller's confident command of 
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his realm, claiming for example that Clements Markham 'har kinnskj egg 

og viI erobre et kontinent' (p.31) or that '( Amundsen] spyr i et 

portrom [og] mister noe av sin sjel' <p. 18). Cause and effect have a 

simple, direct relationship. Of Scott's fath tt t er e narra or says: 

'[Han] har levd noen Ar med den illusjon at han hadde penger A leve avo 

Illusjonen brast. Da d0de han' (p.34). The narrator has the saga 

skalds' disdain for irrelevances, declaring bluffly of Amundsen's 

Eskimo wards' departure from the story; 'Sagaen tier fra nA av OIll de 

to' <p. 22). There is a sense of purpose in the way the narrator 

doggedly tells his story, apparently heedless of the complications of 

real-life. Compression, simplification and simple syntax make the 

introductions to Amundsen and Scott read like fairy-tales: 

En ung mann i for trange lakksko og med sti v hatt sprang gj ennom 
Kristianias gater for A selge en d0dningesskalle. Han var blitt befalt 
av sin mor, som var en viljesterk kvinne, A studere medisin enten han 
ville eller ikke. Da hun d0de, avbr0t han studiet (p.g). 

Victoria var dronning. I hennes imperi um skulle en mann vcere uten 
kj 0nnsli v, eller ogsA erobre verden. John Edward Scott h0rte til den 
f0rste typen, :men han dn?Jmte om A fA tilh0re den siste. Han eide et 
gammelt bryggeri i Plymouth, hadde veik helse og var sitt liv til ende 
en misforn0yd mann. Xed tiden fikk han seg likevel en hustru. Det 
forbauset mange -- og forbauselsen vokste og ble pinlig da det ogsA korn 
barn til verden. Den eldte [sic] S0nnen, Robert Falcon Scott, ble en av 
de store oppdagere i Imperiets historie. Da han la ut pA sin f0rste 
ferd mot Sydpolen, hadde han ennA ikke sett sn0 Cp.27). 

Like all good storytellers the narrator involves his readers by 

apostrophe: 'Etter hvilke prinsipper valgte han ut mennene?' 

Cp.l7), 'En skrugard stAr.,. sorn et menneske pA lur Du vAger i kke 

A se pA ham. Du gAr utenom' <p.l09). He tells us what is happening and 

what to make of it: 'han sier siden -- og vi tror ham -- at det kjentes 

som A denge i si tt eget blod' (p. 115); 'Vi aner at nA, mot slutten av 

si tt 1 iv, er mannen brutt i stykker' (p. 12) . 
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As it develops, Kapplepet undergoes a linguistic and stylistic 

transformation. Initially, the account seems objective. The narrator is 

authoritative and confident. Sentences are logically formed, paragraphs 

thematically complete. But the narrative shifts progressively into the 

realm of fiction. Later chapters contain less historical information 

and more novelistic imagination. Scott's trudge back from the Pole is 

described in a way which mirrors the disorientation and fatigue of the 

Englishmen. There is not always a logical connection between sentences: 

the division into paragraphs seems arbi trary, and dots, dashes and 

exclamation marks suggest a confused, desperate cry for help from the 

speakers. The action is seen through a kaleidoscope of eyes -- Scott's 

and his men' 5, the narrator's, contemporary and later generations' 

<pp.264-270). The effect is highly literary. 

Holt tells the story in a simple, jargon-free language. He generally 

eschews overtly poetic descriptions of the Antarctic in Kapp10pet, 

although they do occur: 'Fjell i mAnelyset -- som dronninger nAr de 

blygt kler seg av' (p.236), and 'kjemper av isfjell kommer seilende 

blA i morgenlyset og gnistrende rl2lde nAr solski va stiger over Apen, 

svart sjl2l' <p.79). Imagery is used sparingly, but effectively. Amundsen 

is described in images of brutality: let dyr' (p.57, twice), 'sylkvass 

i blikken' (p. 58), 'Han har en profi 1 som kan skremme en flakk rl2lvere' 

<p.199). Incidents from his life are described in images taken from the 

world of ice and snow: 'Brorskapsvarmen mellom dem [er] vendt om til 

et isgufs fra polen' <p.22)j 'Dagene er som grA, frosne poteter' 

<p.21>j '£ren fra tidligere ferder er blAst bort' (p.23); 'Skriket 

hjaller som i en dyp kjeller av is' <p.ll). Scott, out of place in such 

a world, seeks to relate his experiences to his own formal bourgeois 
, 

background, seeing the penguins as 'en ~verdig komite av pensjonerte 
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borgermestere' (p. 80), or 'et ff21lge av proster p~ vei ti 1 en middag i 

bispegArden' <p.97). 

As I have already indicated, Halt manipulates language in Kc't.pplopet 

to tone down the magnitude of Amundsen's and Scott's achievement. The 

conquest of the South Pale is an anti -cl imax. Wi thout celebration or 

speeches, wards like 'triumfator', , seiers0yeblikk' and ' feire seieren' 

serve only to emphasize the hollowness of Amundsen's success (p. 247). 

Years of preparation culminate in a mere mathematical exercise: 'De tar 

observasjoner hver time for A komme polpunktet sA matematisk n~r sam 

mulig' <p. 247). For Scott, victory over the elements is eclipsed by 

defeat by the Norwegians. Scott knows he belongs to the last generation 

for which there will be empty spaces on the map <pp.28-29). Amundsen's 

tent at the Pale spells defeat and the end of that era: '[ Scott E;erJ 

skispor omkring, trAkk etter bikkjer, et sledespor som peker videre mot 

sf21r [sic]. Det har ikke faIt snf21 siden nordmennene var her. Det er gule 

skvetter etter bikkjene, det er ogsA en flekk der en mann har t0mt seg 

ff21r han dro bart' <p.252). With the signs of man's presence in the form 

of ski-tracks 'sam en Are i hud', the last continent is conquered 

(p.108), 

Rhythm. repetition and variation 

The use of leitmotif, repetition and variation in Kapp1.0pet helps the 

reader to recall, organize, and mare fully appreciate the story of the 

race to the South Pale. It also adds aesthetic appeal. On a basic level 

Halt describes Amundsen and Scott with stock epithets to give 
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frequently repeated summaries of Amundsen's cunning and Scott's blithe 

amateurism. Amundsen is 'mannen sam seiret i kappl0pet om polen ved A 

f0re en verden bak lyset' <p.20). The phrase 'f0re bak lyset' appears a 

dozen times in all (p.48, p.51, p.57 twice, p.6l, p.88, p.144, p.151, 

p.166, p.244, p.245). 'Planleggeren' and 'planlegge' used in their most 

r 
negative sense and smacking of intrigue and double-dealing, occur four 

times in as many pages (pp. 21-24); 'taktikk', three tines in rapid 

succession <p.18, p.19, p.22). Repeated claims that Scott had not seen 

snow before leaving for Antarctica emphasize his amateurism <p.33, 

p.36, p.39, p. 41>. His lack of confidence is confirmed by frequent 

feelings of unease and regret. Three times in three-hundred words Scott 

confides in Wilson, 'Det er noe sam plager meg. Jeg vet ikke hva det 

er' Cp.81 and p.82, twice). 

Antarctica is descri bed through repeated images of suffering. Wet 

clothes, slushy camps and, not least, the interminable howls of 

Amundsen's dogs express the privations and taut nerves of life at the 

Pole <p.58, p.62, three times, p.113, p.l50, p.229, p.196). Scott's 

camps are silent. The British wade knee-deep through snow in an 

anticipatory deathly hush. They are their own beasts of burden, like 

Scott's ponies or Amundsen's dogs doomed to march on until death 

overtakes them: ' [PonnieneJ er ford0mt til A d0 pA vei til polen' 

(p.70)j 'her er Scott, pA vei til polen for A d0' <p.75). 

One leitmotif linking Amundsen and Scott is their propensity to 

transform mental strain into nausea and stomach tension. Scott feels 

sick when he hears Amundsen is ensconced at the Bay of Whales -- 'Det 

ser ut sam han viI komme til A spy' <p.138) and again when faced 

with the decision of whom to take to the Pole 'Scott fAr nA bry med 

IDagen Han rnA gang pA gang finne et ensomt sted bak et iskoss' 
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(pp.218-219). He is sick when he sees his dogs eat penguins <p.98) and 

reacts to canine cannibalism in the same way as Amundsen: '[Scott] ble 

fysisk syk nAr en hund spiste en hund' <p.208); 'Den ene av tispene har 

fAtt fem valper ... Da mens [Amundsen] stAr der, eter tispa den ene 

Da er han ncer ved A spy' (p. 152). When Amundsen is first sick, the 

narrator informs us authori tati vely that 'Han mister noe av si n sj e1' 

(p. 18). This vivid metaphor may be recalled when Petty Officer Evans 

vomits at the Pole: 'Under andre forhold ville han ha stoppet sitt eget 

spy, sA A si snudd det i farten, svelget, tvunget seg under kontroll 

nAr sjefen ropte. NA vender han seg mot sjefen, gaper til ham, griner, 

10fter en neve, ler stygt, spyr igjen og grAter' Cp.252). Evans also 

spews out a part of his soul. From that moment onwards, he loses the 

will to live and degenerates into a burdensome, snivelling half-wit. 

As I have shown earlier, the repetition of certain scenes has a 

function for the structure of the novel. It also helps to indicate the 

similarities of the hardships faced by Amundsen and Scott. The 

confrontation between Amundsen and Johansen, for instance, is 

anticipated by the exchange between Scott and Oates. 

den andre har en meni ng ... Her stAr mann mot mann. Den ene er sj ef, 
Oates viker ikke. Han har en sterk stemrne 
ordre kan fA ham til A b0ye seg for sjefens ord 
Compare: 

Bare den kl are, harde 
(p. 127) . 

Da vender Johansen seg mot sjefen ... Han vet sjefen er mer 
""yne enn i hans (p.198) Deretter banner Johansen. 
stormvarsel Johansen er nA ikke i stand til A snu 
Johansen er militcer av yrke. A bli sint er hans rett, 
skriftlig ordre ... er noe annet Cp.202). 

sjef i egne 
Det er et 

(p.199) 
nekte en 
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Irony 

A rich vein of irony courses throush Ktippll..-,pet. 'T~peren Roald' 

<p.12) escapes from the shadow of death to become 'mannen som seiret' 

<p. 20) . His victory I however I is an empty one, overshadowed by the 

failure of Scott, who loses the race to the Pole, but becomes a hero, a 

bungler at the end of whose 1 ife 'd0r all kri tikk bart' (p. 270). And 

the object of both men's desires, the conquest of the South Pole is an 

empty victory <p.247, p.252). 

Edward Wilson has tuberculosis. The irony in his conviction that cold 

polar air will do him good is obvious <p.37): he freezes to death with 

Scott. Scott himself 'var umilit~r av vesen og hadde h0Y milit~r grad', 

a description typical of Holt's tendentious juxtaposition of the 

incongruous <p. 67). The young Scott 'har anlegg for ~ bl i kvalm. Han 

b0r derfor ikke gA til Sj0S. Faren f~r ham inn i marinen' <p. 29). 

Scott's fatal over-confidence in Edgar Evans's strength is implied by 

juxtaposi tion -- 'Scott beundrer ham. Scott fei I vurderer ham. En dag 

bryter Evans sammen' (p.38). And the bizarre contrast between Scott's 

natural and actual surroundings is summarized in similar fashion: 'NAr 

aIle sto oppstilt ved sine plasser, kom sjefen inn. Han satte seg. 

Deretter de andre. Maten ble servert av en hovmester i hvit jakke. Ute 

var det sn0storm' (p. 159) . At times Holt uses this technique to 

lampoon the Bri tish; men sleep to attention on the Terra Nova <p. 71>, 

and telegrams have to be placed in officers' pockets at a given angle 

(p. 68). 

Sometimes history is kind to the irony-loving Holt. Towards the end 

of their vain struggle back from the Pol(~ thl:! Englishmen begin to load 
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their sledges with stones and rocks. The men are exhausted and 

emaciated after the struggle to the Pole but no one complains about the 

extra weight. The rocks are valuable scientific specimens and may 

perhaps prove the salvation of the expedition's prestige. However, were 

this great irony not documented in Scott's diaries, who could believe 

that such an action was anything but a literary allusion to the 

Sisyphean nature of the task before the men Cp.260: see Scott's diary, 

8 February 1912)7 

On other occasions, Holt distorts the facts to introduce invented 

ironies which illustrate, for example, the gulf between optimism and 

reality in the British camp: 'Det var store avskjedscener da f"rste 

tropp la ut De kom femten hundre meter fram den f"nste dagen' 

<p. 207) j or the treacherous nature of the Antarctic landscape which 

Amundsen is traversing: 'Barrieren er nA slett og fin ... Ikke en 

sprekk. Da gAr tre hu nder gj ennom en sprekk i sn0en' (p. 116). These 

novelistic ironies are not recorded in fact. 

Making History more Readable 

Stylistic elements such as rhythm and irony give Kapplopet a tight 

construction, making the novel more satisfying to read and the detail 

easier to recall, and Holt further improves the readabi 1 i ty of the 

historical accounts by editing his sources and forsaking literal 

exactness to produce a more vivid story. By condensing the final few 
I 

days of Oates' life into a few sentences, for example, HoI t concisely 

sums up the despondency r.!'.\pidly f.::1lling upon Scott's pOorLy. 
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Da kveiden kommer og de igjen har f~tt 
teitet opp -- nA tar det dobbelt sA lang tid 
A slA leir -- b0yer Oates seg over Wilson og 
sp0r: -- Har jeg en sjanse? 

In his diary Scott 
records that Oates 
asked this question on 
10 Karch 1912. 

-- Jeg IDA v~re ~rIig og si: Jeg vet ikke. 

Det blir en vanskelig natt. Da morgenen 
kommer, ber Oates am at de viI la ham ligge 
i posen og gA fra ham. Scott svarer at det 
kan de ikke. Han ber Oates pr0ve am han kan 
f01ge dem i dag ogsA. 

According to Scott's 
diary Oates made this 
plea on 16-17 March. 

Nen f0r de bryter opp, gir Scott Wilson According to Scott's 
diary this order was 
given on 11 March. 

ordre om at han sam ekspedisjonens ansvarlige 
for legemidlene, skal dele ut tablettene 

Tidlig neste morgen sier Oates: 
-- Jeg skal bare ut litt. Det kan hende at 
jeg blir en stund (pp.268-269). 

Oates walked to his 
death on 16 or 17 
March 1912. 

That Holt actively takes 1 i berties wi th history to ma.ke his stOl-y 

more readable is revealed clearly in his composite picture of the sled 

dogs. Holt does not trouble the reader with the names of dozens of 

animals as Amundsen is obliged to do in his journals. The few dogs to 

which Holt refers represent the common fate of the animals. Mention of 

a dog's name is for colour not for clarity. 

Amundsen's records" 

Jeg gav ordre til A skyte hunden, 
da vi stoppet for lunsj den dag. 
Samtidig Skj0t vi ogsA de tre 
hvalper (p. 182). 

Under kj0rningen denne dag hadde 
vi v~rt n0dt til A slippe flere 
hunder sam ikke kunde f0Ige med. 
Vi antok at de vilde f0lge etter 
i sporet. 'Adam' og 'Lazarus' 
viste seg aldri mer. 'Sara' faIt' 
d0d am pA veien uten forutgAende 
varsier. 'Kamilla' var ogsA 
blant de l0ss10pne (pp.185-186). 

Holt's account 

Det er sA at tispa Cami lla hadde 
valper hj emme pA 'Framheim'. Tre 
stykker, de skulle bli igjen hos 
Lindstr0m. De rnA ha kommet seg 10s 
og springer etter i sporet 
(p. 188). 

Tre smA val per henger ennA etter 
i sporet. De slAr leir etter 
seksten kvartmil. Da gj0r han det. 
Ken den tredje valpen stikker av 
og hjemover i sporet (p.190). 

Tre hunder detter saromen i sele
reimene og lar seg ikke piske pA 
f0ttene. Den ene er d0d. De to 
andre er uten krefter. De rnA opp-
10se det ene spannet og la noen 
hunder sitte pA lasset. Andre fAr 
springe 10se etter sledene pA vei 
hj em (p. 191) . 



Den 26. vendte 'Kamilla' tilbake 
efter 10 dages frav~r. Hun blev 
sloppet 110 km fra 'Framheim' pA 
forrige tur (p.187). 

Den 30. Skj0t vi vAr f0rste hund. 
Det var Hanssens hund 'Bone' sam 
falt. Den var for gammel til 
A f01ge, hang bare igjen og 
hindret (p. 201) . 
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Om natta sliter Camilla seg og er 
borte am morgenen '" De finner 
tispa, den ligger i sn0en med 
valpen '" De skyter henne der -
og snur Cp.190). 

De rnA nA slA ihjel den f0rste av 
hundene. JAla kalte de henne, hun 
var drektig og kunne ikke f01ge 
dem (p.235). 

(3/11) Vi gikk straks igang med det 
arbeide, sam var A gj0re. F0rst 
sendtes 'Uranus' over i den annen 
verden ... [4/11] 'Jaala' mAtte f0lge 
'Uranus' (p. 204). 

Denne aften hendte det merkelige 
at 3 hunder deserterte, idet de 
tok vAre gamle spar til bake nord 
over. Det var 'Lussi's' favoriter 
sam sannsynligvis hadde fAtt det 
infall, at de skulde tilbake og 
se efter sin elskede Cp.205). 

Dagen etter sliter tre hunder seg 
og springer tilbake i sine egne 
spar. De var vel aIle tre .. , 
JAlas elskere, nA viI hannhundene 
finne henne igjen (p.235). 

However, Hal t tampers with history for more than just aesthetic 

effect. In the following pages I will illustrate how Holt consistently 

distorts the characters of Amundsen and Scott, and later I wi 11 show 

that it is not the first time he wages a tendentious campaign by means 

of his writings. 

CHARACTER IN KAPPL@PET -- FACT AND FICTION COMPARED 

On the first page of Kapp10pet the reader is introduced to the 

novel istic Amundsen. Amundsen is bri 11 iant, but his bri 11 iance is an 

unorthodox egotistical genius fuelled by 3n obE.ession wi th greatness 

which his intellect seems unable to satisfy: 'I enhver situ3.sjon, der 

han r1sikerer A bli nummer to, tar han i bruk hele sin mektige 
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kampvilje -- og sin ul£rlighet ... Noe skolely~ var har.. ikke Io:itt 

l0nnkammer, nAr han planla de store reisene i si tt Ii'.', ',Tar han et 

geni' <p.g). He is insincere, with 'et innslag av eyentjeneri' <p.9). 

He is scheming and deceitful, volunteering for church parade ~:~ply to 

exploit the goodwill this action may generate Cp.9). He is cold, 

heartless, and ruthless in his treatment of enemies, and the narrator 

warns us that '[Amundsens] evne til hat skulle vise seg A veere star' 

(p. 9). Amundsen is authoritarian, choosing subordi nates who wi 11 obey 

blindly, 'menn som ikke var ulik ham selv -- mindre dimensjonert, srntt 

herskertyper sam b0yde seg for ham, ber~3keren' Cp.9). He is sinister, 

friendless and, it is suggested, a homosexual: 'sarmnenbi tt og med fA 

venner, taus og lite selskapelig, aldri hadde han hatt en elskerinne' 

(p. 9). 

Amundsen's genius 

Amundsen I S Antarctic expedi tion runs 1 i ke clockwork. He arrives at 

the Pole on schedule (p. 246), and the return journey is mere routine: 

the narrator despatcbes it in eight words (p.247). Amundsen's success 

shows his talent as a master planner, indefatigable in his attention to 

detail. 

Dag etter dag har ban tenkt igjennom hva sam skal skje pA ferden mot 
S0r. Hver hund av de hundre og ti kjenner han av navn og lynne. Hver 
mann har ban studert i smug. L0ftet pA hver slede, sett over hver 
surring, studert hver kasse. Satt 0PP tabeller for hver dagsreise, 
alternative muligbeter, lrert alt sammen utenat Husker og vet alt 

(p.152). 
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But in Kappl~pet Amundsen is 'et smalsporet geni' (p.20), 'uten 

horisont utover det A. komme f"'rst' (p 16) A k bl h 1 a '" '. n unremar a e se 0 ar 

<p.g), he confides in Scott that he is no sC1_entist Cp.176), and 

rejects the philanthropic path of medicine to indulge in the self-

satisfaction of polar exploration (p.9). 

History confirms Amundsen's organizati anal talent. His South Pole 

Expedition was the best planned and best carried out polar journey ever 

:made.':;;: Nansen said of iti 'Alt, start sam smAtt, var fullt 

gjennemtenkt -- og planen ble ypperlig utf0rt'.' ~11 

Amundsen was not, however, a remarkable scholar: his diaries, for 

instance, are written in an idiosyncratic orthography. Arnesen concedes 

that Amundsen 'var ikke noe videre tess' at school (Arnesen, p.12) and 

confirms that he terminated his medical studies j nnnediately on the 

death of his mother (Arnesen, p.15), but in direct contrast to Holt's 

opinion of Amundsen as 'et smalsporet geni', claims that Amundsen IS 

interests 'spente over vide omrAder' (Arnesen, p. 182), substantiating 

this by pointing out that, during the Gjea voyage, Amundsen was 

responsible for the collection of 'videnskapelig materiale st0rre og 

fyldigere enn noen annen ti dl igere f enest';'ende etnograf iske saml i nger 

Dessuten all kartlegningen og op:m';'lingen av kystene (Arnesen, 

pp.78-79). Moreover, while Holt suggests that Amundsen's ambition was 

confined to breaking records, otherE. claim Amundsen had scientific 

ambitions too: 'heIst hadde [han] villet vandre forskerens mer enn den 

kjekke oppdagers vei' (Harstad, p. 89). The truth may well 11e somewhere 

between the biographers' enthusiasm and Holt's cynicism, but in the 

novel t.he reader is given no opportunity to make up his own mind. 
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Amundsen's ambition 

The novelistic Amundsen is ambitious, possessing 'en ffirgjerrighet som 

ikke kjente grenser' Cp. 12). 'Hlig mot en dyp trang i seg all tid .; 

vrere den f0rste' Cp.9), he tells Scott 'min sjel er bunden till 

rekorden' Cp.176) and contemplates suicide when Cook and Peary beat him 

to the North Pole (p.49). His goal is now to win the race to the South 

Pole, and he will baulk at nothing to succeed: 'Jeg m bokstavelig t.=tlt 

seire eller d0' Cp.176); 'Han kan nok d0, og la andre d0. Men han kan 

ikke tape' Cp.231). The fictional AmundE.en thrives on success --- 'ti 

lykkes er den eneste lykke' (p. 17) . 

Amundsen's egotism increases throughout his life until it is luten 

begrensning' (p. 193). When news of his discovery of the North-West 

Passage is cabled across the world, he is not sure whether be should 

thank God, or God should thank hi:m Cp. 20). He uses ambi tion for self

glorification, and employs his diaries to tell posterity 'hvilken star 

mann j eg var' Cp. 181), ' [den] ud0delige leder pA den st0rste 

skiferd verden til nA har sett' (p.234). He fantasizes that all Norway 

will mourn him if he dies: Hansen will attend the funeral, the King 

will speak and the newspapers will be edged in black Cpp.151-152). 

The historians also recognize Amundsen's ambition, calling him 

'grensel0st rergj errig' . 14 He was 'en erobrer, og ingen etteraper'.' '3 

However, when Amundsen wrote 'VArt mAl var A rekke [SydJ Polen. Al t 

annet var biting' (Opdagelsesreiser, II, p.120: compare 'De ... har en 

ting i hodet: De skal komme feJrst, til polen', Kapplope t, I-'. 89), he had 

his reasons beyond just record-breaking. After Cook and Feary reached 

the North Pole, GOlDe of Amundsen '6 sponc:;or 6 wi tilde e"" U:IO 1 r suppor t I 
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jeopardizing the costly plan to drift slowly to the North Pole with the 

pack ice. Amundsen needed a money-raising stunt: 

Det var derfor med god samvittighet jeg bestemte mig til ~ opsette min 
oprinnelige plan et Ar eller to for i mellomtiden ~ s0ke A opdrive de 
manglende midler ... Skulde det nu lykkes mig ~ vekke interesse for 
mitt foretagande [utforskningen av nordpolbassenget], stod det intet 
annet igjen for mig A gj0re enn A s0ke A 10se det siste store sp0rsm~1 
-- Sydpolen (Opdagelsesreiser, II, p.1). 

Amundsen calculated that he could sail south, reach the South Pole 

and return to Australia before his depleted North Pole Expedition funds 

ran out. But he would have to keep his intentions secret for two 

reasons. Firstly, he would need a sensational story, a scoop to recoup 

the costs and re-finance a new expedition to his original goal. (His 

North Pole attempt actually had to wait until the Maud expedition in 

1918.) Secondly, success was more likely if he could surprise Scott 

with his presence in the Antarctic. Unlike Amundsen himself or 

historians such as Ludlam, Holt ignores this background informat ion, 

essential to a balanced understanding of the reason for Amundsen's 

attitude and motives. 16 

Holt's suggestions that Amundsen will kill himself if he is 

unsuccessful lack support in the historical documents. The ambition 

that Amundsen's biographers detected was not an unhealthy egotism. 

Amundsen himsel f acknowledged his debt to pioneers like Franklin and 

his men, 'de f0rste opdagere av Nordvestpassasjen' (Opdagelsesreiser, 

I, p.22). Wisting illustrated Amundsen's humility: 'han bad oss alle om 

~ Vf£re med pA A plante flagget [ved Sydpolen] ... Han 0nsket ikke A 

beholde hederen og f£ren for sig selv' (Wisting, p.37). Arnesen 

described his modesty: 'Amundsens beskjedenhet var helt ekte. Han likte 

ikke A optre offentlig ... Kunde han p~ nogen mAte holde sig borte fra 

f£resmiddager og mottagelser, s~ gjorde han det. Stille og ubemerket korn 
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han hjem fra Sydpolstoktet uten at et levende vesen visste om det I 

(Arnesen, p.180). 

Nevertheless, the real Amundsen believod he W,~E· ;) mnn of dr<;tiny, Ho 

had led a charmed life; twice he had narrow escapes while ski-ing in 

the mountains; he had realized his dreams of becoming an explorer 

despite his mother's insistence on his medical career; he had cheated 

death and scurvy on Belgica; he had safely sai led the North West 

Passage, and now, on the eve of the South Pole journey, he was 

confident, writing in his inimitable orthography, 'V~r f~rd er begynt -

- krones me hell :mA den - drertill jelpe Ass den Allmrektie' (Amundsen's 

diary, 23 August 1911). 

Holt writes that 'mot slutten av [Amundsensl liv skulle hovmodet bli 

synlig for mange' <p.18), and indeed Amundsen's memoirs show conceit 

and bitterness, hurting old allies and tarnishing reputations, ,'7 The 

tone of these memoirs, however, is not typical of Amundsen's wri ti ngs 

and so different from the objectivity of his earlier works that it is 

as if his personality has changed. 

The real Amundsen was single-minded, but the history books give 

little support for Holt's portrayal of him as the ruthless fanatic with 

a 'viII suIt etter rere' Cp.16). Where Holt is negative, the historians 

are positive. Sverdrup writes: 'Amundsen utf0rte mannsdAd, sam 

gjennem generasjoner viI stA sam strAlende eksempler pA hvad der kan 

nAs ved utholdenhet og mAlbevisst arbeide, bedrifter, der viI lyse sam 

:rnanende forbil1eder' (Opdagelsesreiser, IV, p, 227). Holt invents and 

:rnanipu lates material to su it hi s purpose, accentuating certain 

characteristics of the historical Amundsen and suppressing others to 
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make the elderly, egotistical author of Xitt liv som pclarforsker his 

model for Amundsen. This is historically unjustifiable. 

Amundsen's insincerity 

In Kappl~pet Amundsen is scheming and insincere, a dissembler, who is 

not to be trusted. 'Et innslag av 0yentjeneri' Cp.9) is exemplified by 

his ambivalent attitude to Hansen, to whom he is unashamedly obsequious 

'en dott som bukker un0dig nAr han gAr' (p.16) -- but whom he 

deceives nevertheless, borrowing his boat on false pretences to usurp 

Hansen's position as Norway's greatest polar hero: 'Du IDA skjule hva du 

tenker ti stille. Ti for enhver pris' (p. 49). Amundsen is 

'mannen som f0rer verden bak lyset' , double-crossing Nansen, 

Stortinget, the public and the press, his sponsors, his skipper on 

Fra1Il, and even his dogs Cp.16, p.20, p.51, p.57, p.61, p.151, p.245). 

Before his superiors and· his sponsors Amundsen is 'en ydmyk, hal vt 

krypende person, finner ord som kryper, bukker seg inn bukker seg 

ut' Cp. 18). But this is not genuine humi 1 i ty. Little is genuine in the 

novelistic Amundsen's dealings with other people: 'A fortelle halve 

sannheter er en del av hans vesen' (p.201). He lies to the tailor about 

the cloth he wants made into cold weather gear Cp. 56). He lies to 

Scott, saying he is not at home when Scott tries to contact him at 

Uranienborg Cp.53, p.175). He weighs Gjoa's anchor in the dead of 

night, leaving behind unpaid bills and an order for his arrest (p.18). 

In K~ppl"pet Amundsen exploi ts a 'skuespillertal ent' to hide behi nd 

feigned feelings Cp.56). Like an actoI' he has a penchant fcI' grand 
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words and gestures: 'Seire eller d0 ... Det er pondus over ordene. Han 

liker dem' <p. 152). He can change his face as he changes his clothes: 

'(Hanl finner ut at han rnA bytte bukser. GAr bak et par pakk-kasser og 

gj0r det. Bytter ogsA ansikt' (p.18). He uses this ability to 'pine 

fram et inntrykk av A vrere i nl2ld I (p. 58) or 'spi lIe den gode engel' 

(p. 244). And defeat at the Pole, he tells Scott, will leave him only 

one course of action: '(jeg vi1J spille mitt siste spill f0re 

dagbok sam skal fortelle etterslekten hvilken star mann jeg var ogsA 

finne en sprekk i isen en natt da aIle sover' Cp. 181). But can we 

believe him? I Det er et unntak (nAr] han finner ekte ard for ekte 

f0lelser' <p. 18). 

Amundsen did, in fact, lie to his sponsors and the press, continuing 

to claim that Fram was bound for the North Pole even after his change 

of plan. This bitterly disappointed Nansen, who wrote, '(jeg] opgav med 

bl0dende hjerte den plan jeg sA lamge hadde forberedt og sam skulde 

fyldt mit liv og sA fik jeg Deres meddelelse am at De drog avsted 

for at utf0re den ekspedition [sic] jeg hadde opgitt for Deres skyld' 

(Harstad, p.86). Amundsen excused this duplicity as a tactical 

necessity (Opdagelsesreiser, II, pp.1-2). Afraid to disclose his true 

goal lest the the Norwegian parliament should veto his plans or the 

British increase aid to Scott, he shared his secret only with Leon: 'At 

jeg ikke tok feil, har jeg allerede hatt utallige bevis for' 

< Opdagelsesreiser, II, p.2). Even after Amundsen had announced his 

desti nati on to hi s crew in Madeira, Leon delayed releasi ng the news 

until Fram had sailed. 

Fired by ambition, Amundsen felt that the end justified the means; 

Holt appears to share the same belief: to confirm his literary picture 

of Amundsen'S dishonesty, he becomes dishonest himself. Firstly, there 
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is no historical evidence to suggest that Amundsen de11be"ately aV8ided 

Scott at Uranienborg. Tryggve Gran, the only author in HoI t' s 

bibliography who records Scott's attempts to contact Amundsen, makes no 

such inference. 1':~ Secondly, before Amundsen sailed in Gj0li his debts 

had been underwritten by friends and the order to cast off was given, 

not by Amundsen, but by Hansen: 'Si til Amundsen at alt er klart -- han 

kan dra avsted' (Arnesen, p.72). Amundsen himself regarded the anecdote 

of the tailor and the blankets as a jape -- 'noget lurt' -- rather than 

a serious attempt to deceive. He had encountered difficulty in 

persuading tailors to sew clothes of blankets, until he cheekily 

managed to convince them that these were special cloth samples 

< Gpdagelsesreiser, II, pp.12-13). 

Holt exaggerates Amundsen'S deceit and dramatizes it with emotive 

language. Amundsen is 'utspekulert' (p.58), his dealings are 

'falskspill' (twice on p.63), his speech is 'frodig 10gn' (p.56), his 

scheme to use Fram to sail south is 'et plagiat av en plan' Cp. 55). And 

the phrase 'f0re bak lyset' is used so frequently that the sheer weight 

of repetition drives home Holt's fictional message: Amundsen is not to 

be trusted. 

Amundsen -- cold. heartless and hateful 

The fictional Amundsen has a 'brutal dimensjon' (p. 193). He is a man 

without mercy. Twice in the opening section he is referred to as 

'nAdelIZJs' (p.13, p.22), and his ambition leaves little room for 

forbearance, pity or gratitude: 'Han er ikke den mann som lar seg sinke 
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av andres f"lelser' (p. 48). In Kapplepet Amundsen is a cold figure, 

whose actions are not ruled by sentiment but by an 'iskald forstand' 

<p. 193), which prevents loyal ty from extendi ng beyond expedience. The 

narrator detects 'en kald menneskeforakt' in later years (p. 18), and 

the fictional Johansen sUIIlIIIarizes the difference betwen Norway's two 

great polar explorers by saying 'Hansen hadde autoritet og varme. 

Amundsen hadde autoritet och kulde' (p.54). 

The narrator is cynical about hints of a warmer side to Amundsen, 

implying that Amundsen bundled his Eskimo wards off home when they 

became a burden (p. 22), and that, despi te an almost parental concern 

for his men (' han kunne veere den roi Ide mar for et barn, n~r en 

voksen, hard mann ligger i sn0en og biter i en vot.t', p.239), Amundsen 

can still drive them as hard as he drives the dogs which 'skal f"lge 

[dem] til polen, slites ned og slites ut '" slaktes pA veien tilbake' 

<p.241). Amundsen's ideas reflect the harsh dictum of Darwinism: 'La de 

svakeste falle fra. De sterkeste viI overleve. Kommer aIle til bake, er 

det godt. Kommer ikke aIle, fAr det sA vrere' (p. 193). Significantly, he 

takes no medicine chest with him to the Pole, reasoning 'vi kan ikke 

helbrede en syk pA vei til polen' (p.233)j 'Det skal vise seg om 

[mennene] er skapt til A nA polen eller ikke' (p.236). In KapplfJpet 

Amundsen is ruthless; 'I sin menneskelighet er han grunn' (p.12). 

Tinged wi th 'et streif av kulde' Cp. 143), he has 'ingen sterk evne til 

vennskap' and tells Scott, 'Egentlig har jeg bare en venn, IDeg selv' 

(p. 180) . 

A capacity for revenge rooted in an 'evne til hat' (p.g) is revealed 

when he abandons his own brother and Hjalmar Johansen, despite the fact 

that he has both men to thank for his life. Leon saves Roald's life in 

a snowstorm on Hardangervidda <pp. 11-12), and later, as. his business 
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manager and confidant, helps plan the South Pole expedition. However, 

when Roald finds himself in financial difficulty, he brings a court 

action against Leon, estranging the two brothers <p. 22). Hoi t evokes 

sympathy for Leon who swallows his bitterness: Roald, however, is 

merciless: 'I et tilbakeblikk pA sitt liv i "Mitt liv sam polarforsker" 

omtaler Roald Amundsen sin f0lgesvenn over vidda bare sam en ledsager. 

Ikke ved navn, ikke sam bror ... Men da han kommer fram til rettssaken, 

bruker han fullt navn pA broren og fyller side etter side med harde 

ord' <p.12). Amundsen and Johansen share an instinctive dislike for one 

another (p. 54). Amundsen regards Johansen as a know-all, whose years 

wi th Hansen have given him sel f-confidence and ini tiati ve for which 

there is no place in Amundsen's plans (p. 180). Relations deteriorate 

when Johansen's warnings against setting out for the Pole prematurely 

are justified. Surprised by extreme conditions and forced to return to 

base, Amundsen leaves Johansen to fend for himself in the cold without 

fuel, food or tent (pp.192-l93), even though Johansen has earlier saved 

his life in a snowstorm outside FraJIJ.hei111 <p. 155). Amundsen retaliates 

against Johansen's subsequent criticism by excluding him from the polar 

party <pp.20l-202) and, months later, formally accusing him of mutiny 

(p.271>. 

In Kappl~pet Holt overlooks documented examples of Amundsen's loyalty 

to those who served him faithfully. Whereas the novelistic Amundsen is 

loyal only to the fraud, Frederick Cook <p.14), Wisting claims that, in 

fact, Amundsen was 'villig til A ofre alt for dem sam stod ham bi' 

(Wisting, p.ll). Arnesen writes; 'Han glemte aldri dem sam gjorde ham 

godt, folk han syntes han skyldte noget' (Arnesen, p. 181>. 

Far from being cold, the real Amundsen held a charismatic appeal for 

those who knew him well: 'If the Chief comes near, it is as if an 
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electric shock goes through me, and I feel warm and good in my heart' 

(Bjaaland, quoted in Huntford, p.308). Amundsen's crews were generally 

eager to enlist with him again: 'Han beh0vde ikke tigge og be en mann 

f0lge med, det kom sAmen [sic] frivillig langt flere enn han 

trengte' (Arnesen, p.185). The facts speak for themselves: 'itlisting, 

Hanssen and Lindstr0m had all been on earlier expeditions with Amundsen 

before signing up on FraIn. 

Arnesen gives a number of examples of Amundsen's philanthropic 

nature: Amundsen brought two Eskimo girls to Norway to gi ve them a 

basic education, and sent them home, as agreed, when their schooling 

was over. In reality, there was no question of Amundsen 'getting rid' 

of then as Holt implies. '19 Arnesen also cites Amundsen's concern for 

the welfare of a former nanny who had saved him from drowning as a 

chi ld as an example of his sense of social responsi bi 1 i ty: Amundsen 

provided her with a home and a pensi on. 20 Less contentious than 

Amundsen's alleged coldness towards his Eskimo wards is Holt's 

assertion that Amundsen exploi ted his sled dogs wi th indifference. If 

his plan were t.o succeed, Amundsen was forced to choose this solution, 

despite his documented love of animals ('Jeg er av naturen glad i aIle 

dyr og undgAr heIst A skade dem', Opdagelsesreiser, II, p. 104: see 

also, Wisting, pp.25-26). To reduce weight on the sledges and 

facilitate the dash to the Pole, Amundsen did indeed leave the medical 

supplies at Framheim, but at the same time it should be borne in mind 

that Amundsen had studied medicine, and that he expended great effort 

in minimizing the risks of illness or injury, allowed generous safety 

margins for fuel, clothes and food, and took pains to prevent scurvy 

(Huntford, pp.355-356: Amundsen, Opdagelsesreiser, II, p.6), Wisting, 

who had a rudimentary knowledge of dentistry and surgery, confirmed 

that wood from packing cases could be used as splints for fractures, 
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while tools could double as surgical instruments. The implication ~hat 

sick or injured men would be left to die is therefore unfounded. The 

real Amundsen was not a man to desert his allies. 

Nevertheless, as I have indicated earlier, Amundsen's memoirs show 

that, towards the end of his life, he was a bitter man. This bitterness 

precludes his naming his rescuer on Hardangervidda or acknowledging 

Leon's role as his business manager until he broaches the 1924 

bankruptcy hearings and accuses Leon by name of embezzlement, using 

words like , f orneder i ' and 'griskhet' (Amundsen, Kitt liv S0111 

polarforsker pp. 14-24 and pp. 107-109) . In real i ty Leon took a more 

active part in this quarrel than Holt suggests, precipitating Roald's 

bankruptcy by withdrawing 100,000 kroner from the business account. The 

money, partly repayment on a loan, partly commission due to Leon, 

represented almost the entire funds at Amundsen's disposal. In the 

novel Holt juxtaposes the brothers' feud and Leon's rescue of Roald on 

Hardangervidda some thirty years earlier (p.12), a literary ploy which 

emphasizes Amundsen's malice by begging the question: how can Amundsen 

let money come between him and the man who saved his life? 

Historical records confirm that Amundsen and Johansen felt ill at 

ease with one another: 'Forholdet mellom de to ben:nnte menn ble 

ikke det beste, og det var ikke fritt for at Amundsen angret pA A ha 

f0yet Fridtj of Hansen og tatt Johansen med' (Gran, Kampen 0111 Sydpolen, 

p.133). Nor could Johansen's rescue of Amundsen, which Holt describes 

in Kappl~pet, bring the two men closer together. This incident is pure 

fiction! Johansen's scepticism about plans for an early start for the 

Pole rankled with 'Amundsen, who disregarded this advice. However, 

Johansen was proved right and Amundsen forced to retreat to base. 

Johansen and Prestrud were back-markers, but they lagged further and 
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further behind and eventually had to make their own way back to 

Framheim, without fuel or food. (Holt's claim that they were also 

without a tent is false. )21 The following day Johansen cri ticized 

Amundsen openly: 'Jeg sa blant annet min mening om denne besynderlige 

reisemAte det er ikke bra av en sjef' C0stvedt, p.51). The 

confrontation is excluded from Amundsen's published account but in his 

diary, he writes of Johansen's 'lite smigrenne [sic] uttalelser': 'De 

grAve A utiljivlie i disse uttalelser er att di ble jort i pAhor a 

aIle. Her mAtte tyren taes ve hornene A eksempel statueres oieblikkeli' 

(Amundsen's diary, 17 September 1911>.:;;::;:: Johansen and Prestrud were 

expelled from the polar team and, in one of Amundsen's first cables 

after the South Fole expedition, Johansen was accused of mutiny.2:3 In 

Kapplepet Johansen's criticism is justified by Holt's presentation of 

events. Holt describes Amundsen's retreat in terms which prejudice the 

reader's evaluation of the situation. Amundsen is 'skipperen [som 

forlater] et skip som er i ferd med A synke' Cp. 193): 'Redselen har 

tatt ham. Han flykter' <p.194). Conversely, Johansen is idealized; 

'kjempen i isen ... han berger denna natta bAde sitt liv og Prestruds' 

<p. 197) . 

In 'Epilog' Holt follows Amundsen's public announcement of Johansen's 

mutiny with a terse reference to Johansen's suicide, suggesting a 

cause-and-effect relationship which implicates Amundsen in Johansen's 

death (p. 271). In fact, however, it was fully fourteen months later 

(January 1913) when Johansen committed suicide, a tragedy which his 

biographer ascribes to causes beyond the humiliation of Amundsen's 

telegram. Alcoholism, world-weariness and debts all played their part: 

'Det ble likesom ugj0rlig [for Johansen] a. finne en plass i 

sivilisasjonens hverdag igjen' (Henriksen, p.l0l). 
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In order to sustain a homogeneous picture of Amundsen's character by 

portraying him more heartless, more vengeful and less loyal in 

Kappl/iJpet than he was in fact, Holt omits information, misrepresents 

facts, invents unhistorical episodes such as Johansen's rescue of 

Amundsen, and uses the novelist's prerogative to arrange his material 

suggesti vely and descri be events with emotive language to turn even 

potentially positive aspects of the fictional Amundsen's character to 

his disadvantage. 

Amundsen's leadership 

The novelistic Amundsen is a natural leader, who shoulders 

responsi bili ty will ingly; 'Ansvaret er mi tt! Det er i ngen befal ing t 

heller ingen betroelse, bare en vennlig opplysning, en avlastning av de 

andres tunge tanker som nA bI ir 10ftet over pA ham' Cp. 61). He enj oys 

the privileges of leadership -- 'A kunne peke pA et fjell og si: -- Det 

kaller vi Nansens fjell' Cp.237) but takes his turn wi th menial 

tasks too; 'Det er ikke den ting han, sj efen, er for god til A gj 0re' 

<p.57). He proves his right to his position in his confrontations with 

Johansen: 'lederen viser nA sin evne til lederskap' <p.l18) i 'sjefen 

viser seg i nettopp de nne situasjon A Vl£re sjef' Cp.202). But even here 

Holt is not prepared to let the fictional Amundsen present too positive 

a picture. 

Holt's Amundsen demands blind obedience. He has 'sterke krav til 

underkastelse has mennene' <p.17). 'Lydighetsprinsippet (er] f0rste 

bud' in his crews <p.17), whose contracts bind them to 'f01ge Amundsen, 
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lyde Amundsen, underkaste seg Amundsen' <p.57). His orders are final: 

he invites no discussion and tolerates no contradiction. Johansen and 

Prestrud are put firmly in their place when they suggest he is at fault 

<p.202, p.203), since admission of error would undermine his authority: 

'Han vet det er hans skyld at de har startet for tidlig ... Han har 

ikke rAd til A si: -- Du fikk rett, Hjalmar' Cp.191). 

In the novel Amundsen has a megalomanic confidence in his ability to 

control events, assuring Prestrud that his frostbitten heel will 

recover regardless of what the medical books say: 'NAr jeg har sagt at 

h~len din gror, sA gror den' Cpo 203), Syntax and vocabulary frequently 

betray Amundsen's authori tarian attitude in the narrati ve: 'Depotene 

Ii gger nA der de skal Ii gge . Vinteren kan komme' (p.122)j 'NA skal 

tjuefire av bikkjene del' (p.241). 

The real Amundsen was undoubtedly a strong psychological leader, as 

wi tnessed by his persuasion of Fr~IO' 5 crew, to a man, to accept his 

dramatic change of plan. Amundsen was 'den sel vskrevne, domi nerende 

leder' (Harstad, p.l06); 'den f0dte leder, som uten A bruke for mange 

ord kan fA sine folk til A utrette det, som ved felrste 0iekast ser ut 

som en umulighet A gjennemi0re' (Wisting, p. 11). 

Amundsen did, in fact, demand unswervi ng loyalty, requ iring his men 

to sign an undertaking to 'obey the leader of the expedi tion in 

everything at any time' equoted in Engl ish by Huntford, p. 261). Every 

decision rested upon him, 'den som suverent bestemte og som selv mAtte 

ha det slik' (Harstad, p.l06). He did not tolerate criticism willingly 

'Amundsen var av den type mennesker som ikke tAl te motsigelse' 

(0stvedt, p.43) and Hanssen was sharply reprimanded when he 

questioned the validi ty of Amundsen's cure for frostbi te. 24 However, 
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Wisting's records indicate that the real Amundsen was more willing to 

seek advice than Holt implies. 'En kveldstund begynte Roald Amundsen A 

snakke am turen mot syd. Han fremla pA ny sin plan for ass ,,' nu vilde 

han gjerne h0re hvad vi mente am den' (Wisting, p.32). In stark 

contrast to Holt's claim, Sverdrup wri tes that, when Amundsen made a 

mistake, he admitted it: 'Rettferdig Var han; hendte det at han hadde 

tatt feil, Var han selv den ferste til A inr12!Inme det og gj0re en 

undskyldning' (Opdagelsesreiser, IV, p.229). 

Although the undisputed leader, the real Amundsen was no martinet: 

'Jeg vet selv, hvor kjedelig denne strenge disiplin er ... la enhver fA 

f0lelsen av A vrere uavhengig innen si tt. Der opstAr derved en 

frivillig disiplin, som er av langt h0iere verd enn en tvungen' 

(Opdagelsesreiser, I, pp. 8-9). Nor did he ask more of others than he 

was prepared to give himselfj '[Han] sparte aldri seg selv PA 

sydpolsturen var han med pA lossingen avaIl proviant og alt utstyret, 

og kj 0rte hundespannet si t t, han som vi andre' (Arnesen, p. 189) . 

The novel's picture of Amundsen as a man of authori ty is, broadly 

speaking, accurate. However, whereas the real Amundsen led by weight of 

experience and strength of personality, the fictional Amundsen defends 

his position behind rank and threats of physical violence, presenting 

Johansen with incontestable written orders and silencing Prestrud's 

criticism by hurling an awl into the wall (p.202, p.203). Perhaps, too, 

the novelistic Amundsen uses even more sinister means to get his way. 

Does he possess hypnotic powers -- 'De kan ikke fA tingene opp uten ~ 

fire en mann ned. Sjefen :rnA derfor straks ta en bestemmelse. De ser 

aIle pA ham. Han merker det. Hans vilje nA er deres. AIle melder seg, 

alt ffllr han har sagt sitt ord' <p.231), 
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Amundsen's sinister streak 

Holt implies a sinister side to Amundsen's character. Amundsen is a 

caged animal (p.57, twice: p.88) with 'en profil sam kan skremme en 

flokk navere ' (p.199) and a gaze as sharp as a needle <p.58). At times 

he seems to hover on the verge of madness. The narrator remarks that 'i 

folks omdR1mme og i si tt eget [er Hansen] kanskj eden eneste sam har 

trosset polarIDI2Jrket uten A ta skade pA sin sjel' Cp. 47), and detects 

Amundsen's 'syke sinn' (p.18), 'et sinn [sam] ser ut til A vrere 

sprengt' <p.22). Amundsen tells Scott, 'Jeg holder under kontroll dype 

krefter i meg ' <p. 178). The evil of these forces is conjectured by 

allusions to the moon, with its connotations of madness and necromancy, 

on the night when the dogs are slaughtered. Blood, howls and the stench 

of death transform the scene into a sacrifice or a witches' sabbath 

<p. 242). The way Cook and Amundsen catch and eat the seals on the 

scurvy-ridden Belgica also suggests evil. Like vampires they have found 

'et middel mot d~den: de drikker blod ... sniker seg inn pA fugl og dyr 

i ~rket, nAdel~se, stikker, legger leppene til et Apent sAr og drikker 

mens skrottene ennA vrir seg i krampe' Cp.13). Amundsen becomes 

'mannen med blad i skjegget', conjuring up a picture of a horrible 

ogre, like Goya's cannibalistic Saturn (p.13). 

In Kapplli!lpet Amundsen, like Goethe's Faust, has lost a part of his 

soul <p. 18). A Faustian appeti te for experience and achievement, the 

inevitable decline and demise, and the final 'infernalske triumi' 

<p.247) can all be traced in the literary Amundsen. Amundsen has no 

fear of death <pp. 18-19). He sees death as a gambling partner to be 

outplayed and outwitted: I Den unge Roald Amundsen spi ller kort med 

D~den' <p.12)j or as an ally, confiding in Scott thdt 'hvis jeg 
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omkommer, viI d0den gi meg en glorie som viI skjule aIle mine negative 

egenskaper' <p.181). The fictional Amundsen feels that it is he who has 

power over death, not vice versa: 'Dette er ! 51! selveste Scott: f0rst 

nederlaget, sA A si d0den, i siste rninutt vendt am til liv og seier . 

... Det er tryllekunst ' (p.23); 'Det er god reklame i d0den' <p.24). 

There is no historical evidence to suggest that the real Amundsen was 

mentally ill or perversely bloodthirsty. Beyond the province of the 

fairy tale, an aquiline profile is no proof of sinister motives. 

Amundsen advocated fresh meat as an anti-scorbutic, but he did not eat 

it raw, even less drink blood: I BAde dr. Cook og jeg visste at 

[skj0rbukenJ kunde undgAs ved bruk av ferskt kj0tt Der blev i all 

hast skaaret stykker ut av kj0ttet og kokken fikk ordre til A tine dem 

op og tilberede dem' (Amundsen, }fltt ltv som polarforsker, pp. 30-31). 

Nor did the real Amundsen regard death as a potential ally. For 

Amundsen failure and death would be an even greater failure than 

failure alone, and when disaster threatened the Gj0a voyage, he wrote 

of how returning home wi th the job unfi nished wou ld grieve him: I Jeg 

viI ikke nekte for at jeg i disse slste dager hadde vrert meget nerV0S 

Og jeg kunde jo ikke verge mig for forestillingen om A komme hjem 

med uforrettet sak' (Opdagelsesreiser, I, p.241). 

Again Holt fictionalizes reality by manipulating facts and language. 

That Amundsen had lost his soul or enjoyed some supernatural 

relationship with a personified Death are fancies that belong to 

fiction. Descriptions of Amundsen's silent, sneaking, creeping gait are 

unjustified <p.13, p.115, p.143). The descriptions of him as a blood

sucking monster or bloody-jowled under a livid moon are exaggerated 

dramatizations of real events. In none of these instances does Holt let 

the facts speak for themselves. 
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Amundsen's effeminate traits 

This is also the case as regards Amundsen's alleged homosexuality in 

Kapplapet. To answer his own question, 'Var han herskeren over menn, en 

mann sam elsket mennene?' <pp.2l-22), the narrator endows Amundsen with 

'en fr0kenkarakter' <p.l99), describing him in a photograph as 'noe 

frlZlkenakt1g ... Det virker som han kan tenkes bruke leppestift' <p. 15). 

Among the earthy tales and ribald language of his subordinates Amundsen 

is 'sam en jomfru med ur0rt skj0rtekant' <p.147), He comes from a 

family with a 'frlZlkenaktig, fornem finhet' <p.lO) and lives his life in 

celibacy <p. 9), claiming that 'forholdet til kvinner [er] uten 

interesse for meg' <p.l78). Moreover, he continues, 'Jeg har spurt meg: 

har jeg dragning til andre menn?' <p.l78). An eagerness to conceal this 

leads him at times to be 'smakllZls pA dette omrAde, for A late som ogsA 

jeg er en mann' <p.l78). Hence, perhaps, his comments on Johansen's and 

Nansen's double sleeping-bag: 'To menn i en pose viI passe bare for de 

fA ... Ikke aIle viI finne be hag i A save sammen' (p.ll8). 

A further effeminate trai t is Amundsen's hysteria. In his 

conversation wi th Scott, Amundsen admi ts to 'et innslag av hysteri' 

which manifests itself on many occasions in the novel Cp. 178). He 

becomes hysterical when he is trapped in the snow on Hardangervidda 

<p.ll), and when he reads that Cook has reached the North Pole <p.49). 

He loses control when he spots Terra Nova alongside Fra.1IJ, spitting, 

curSing and retching <p.88), He breaks down and screams when he loses 

his way in the storm at Frttmheim Cpp. 154-155). He panics when extreme 

cold forces him to abandon his first attempt to reach the South Pole 

C 193) and Over-reacts to criticism from Johansen and Prestrud p. , 

<p.202, p.203). Such outbursts do not befit the traditiona~ manly hero. 
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The fictional Amundsen's homosexual traits are not sUbstantiated by 

documentary evidence. The photograph referred to in Kapp10pet (pp.15-

16), is found in Arnesen (facing p. 17). Instead of reproducing the 

photograph and leaving the reader to make up his own mind, Holt 

describes it subjectively, emphasizing, adding and omitting what he 

chooses. The blurred picture makes it impossible to discern the details 

the narrator describes. The real Amundsen was known as a mysogynist.2s 

However, al though Amundsen fel t that the best way to maintain good 

morale on an expedition was to pretend that women did not exist, he was 

not blind to their attractions (Opdage1sesreiser, I, p.141). His 

discretion regarding his sex-life is almost impenetrable, but this does 

not preclude any sexual adventures. It may even argue in favour of 

them! 26 

There is no firm historical evidence to support Holt's insinuations 

of Amundsen's hysteria. While Amundsen was 'nesten stiv av redsel' on 

Hardangervidda (N1tt 11 ... • som polarforslrer, p.19), his reactionE; on 

reading of Peary's success suggest the very opposite of hysteria: 

'Nordpolen er nAdd' I samme 0iebliklt forstod jeg greit og tydelig, 
at den tredje Framferds oprinnelige plan utforskningen av 
nordpol bassenget -- stod pA vippebrettet. Her mAtte handles hurtig 08 
uten n0len, skulde ekspedisj onen frelses. Like sA hurtig som nyheten 
hadde passert gjennem kabelen, like sA hurtig hadde jeg bestemt 
frontforandring <ppdage1sesreiser, II, p.1). 

There is no record of Amundsen's hysteria when he sights Terra Nova in 

the Bay of Whales. Amundsen was out ski -ing with others and was not 

even the first one to spot the ship. His only comment was 

'overraskelsen var ... star' (Opdagelsesreiser, II, p.86). Amundsen's 

hysteria before his rescue by Johansen is invented. This rescue never 

took place. The real Amundsen's nerve may have broken, however, when he 

was surprised by extreme temperatures on the Barrier. Realizing he had 
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made a grave mistake, Amundsen gave the order to return to FramheilD. 

Harstad <p.105) accuses Amundsen of hiding something in his official 

report of the incident which reads: 

Grunnen till at jei kj0rte pA igAr og 
sl~er, sAmm jei ellers har pleid, 
skammfrosset var sin venstre hel, A de 
muli A kAmme med disse i hus fArr A fA 
diary, 17 September 1911). 

ikke ventet pA de efterf0lgenne 
var den at HH A Jorg hadde 
jallt d~rfArr fArr Ass hurtikst 
den nodvendie pleie (Amundsen's 

0stvedt interprets the entry thus: 'Her prc21ver Amundsen A gi en 

'rimelig' forklaring pA at han, ja, simpelthen, flyktet hjemover' 

(0stevdt, footnote to p.90. 0stvedt's italics). There seems to be some 

justification for Holt's depiction of Amundsen's panic on this 

occasion. The return was clearly not thought out with Amundsen's 

customary care and precision. 

Wisting characterizes Amundsen as 'kold og rolig' in the face of 

adversity (Wisting, p.34). Gran, on the other hand, writes: 'De aller 

fleste mennesker sA pA Roald Amundsen sam en mann uten nerver og sam 

den personifiserte roo Dette bi Idet er nok ikke hel t korrekt ... ble 

hans planer truet, sA tok rett og slett angsten ham' (Kampen om 

Sydpolen, p. 131). But, regardless of this conflict of sources, Holt 

grossly misrepresents the real Amundsen's reactions to various crises. 

He ascribes to him homosexual inclinations and a hysterical feminine 

temperament, choosing even to describe him as a mother to his men 

rather than a father (p.239) in order to demythologize him as the 

archetypal male hero. The documentary evidence gives him no licence to 

defile the historical figure's reputation in this way, but for the sake 

of the novelistic theme this violation is essential. 
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Scott's positive qualities 

Scott's appearance is preceded by a summary of the circumstances into 

which he was born: the late Victorian era and the strictures of its 

petite bourgeoisie. While Amundsen is a loner, a man of ambition with 

little time for social or traditional considerations, Scott is 

presented as a man with roots which go deep into Victorian society. 

The Scott of Kappl~pet is not wi thout posi ti ve qual i ties. Scott has 

great physical courage, remaining calm on the storm-wracked journey to 

Vancouver, overcoming his own seasickness and encouraging others even 

though 'undergangen er nrer' <pp.33-34). In contrast to Holt's Amundsen, 

Scott is not generally given to panic. His stoical acceptance of his 

fate as hopes wane for a safe return from the Pole is described as his 

'siste, rolige storhet' <p. 270). Scott is personable: 'Han var ikke ... 

en ubehagelig person. Han hadde en egenskap som stakk dypt og aldri 

forlot ham: en ekte vennlighet, et godt smil' Cp. 30). His winning 

smile, good looks <p.43) and physical prowess <'Skuldrene strittet av 

styrke. Kroppen var tett og hard', p.67) make him the most popular 

British hero since Nelson <p.67). Scott is honest: 'Det er sjelden noen 

tvil om at Robert Scott er en rerlig mann' Cp. 70). He accepts the moral 

consequences of his actions <p. 42), and when death is unavoidable he 

writes the last entries in his diary 'med klar tanke, uten 

unnskyldninger med nakne fakta lagt fram' <p.270). Nor is Scott totally 

lacking qualities of leadership. Nansen sees in him 'et emne til en 

sterk, begavet leder, skapt til A 10se de helt store oppgaver' (p. 36). 

The youngest captain of his day in the British Navy, Scott was chosen 

to lead two prestigious British Antarctic Expeditions (p.41), and, in 

his last hours he shows that 'nettopp han var f0dt til leder-skap' 

(p. 270) . 
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The history books testify unanimously to Scott's physical courage. 

He consistently understated the dangers. Accidents in which men were 

hauled out of fearful crevasses were 'very unpleasant', blizzards were 

'most annoying' (Pound, p.117). When death from cold and starvation 

became inevitable Scott wrote 'must be near the end -- have decided it 

shall be natural' (Scott's diary, 22-23 March 1912). For Pound, Scott's 

avoidance of self-pity was 'as heroic as his patience under suffering' 

(p. 299). 

The real Scott overcame a sickly childhood to become a fine physical 

specimen, and although, at 43, the oldest in the polar party, he was 

the last to die (Pound, pp.12-13, p.304). But his toughness was not 

boorish; he had 'a pleasant voice, a pleasant smile and ... a charming 

manner' (Ludlam, p.40). Such qualities and the success of the Discovery 

expedi t ion made Scot t a popular hero at home and abroad (Pound, p. 114). 

Ludlam wri tes of Scott as a 'natural leader' who rose quickly through 

the ranks (p.13). Scott's sense of responsibility remained firm to the 

end. He kept a daily record until his fingers could no longer hold the 

pencil: 'It showed more than estimable self-command; above all, a 

splendid sanity that would not be subdued' (Pound, p.295). In his final 

letters Scott accepted full responsibility for what he called 'this 

mess' and summarized honestly the misfortunes which befell his party. 27 

Holt does not deny Scott's positive bourgeois qualities, but in 

Kapp10pet these are frequent ly turned to Scot t' s disadvantage. Honest y 

(p. 70), politeness (p.71> and hierarchical loyalty (p.179) are of 

little value for survival in the Antarctic, where a conventional leader 

is no match for nature's brutality and the unique challenges it 

presents. Here more primitive forces are at work, such as 'den 

brutalitet ... som berger liv nAr alt st~r pA spill' <p.32)' 
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Scptt's inexperience 

Holt detects a certain naivety in the fictional Scott <p.36), who 

cannot hope to match the experience of AIDundsen and Nansen. Whereas 

Amundsen feels at home in the Antarctic (p. 87), Scott does not: 'han 

har det ikke i kroppen' (p 036). He has not even seen snow before his 

arrival in the Antarctic (p.33, p.36, po39). While Nansen is 'den store 

ber0mthet', 'helten', and an 'erfaren forsker', Scott is 'nykomlingen', 

'en r0rende blanding av barn og mann' and 'uerfaren' <all references, 

p.36). Scott's inexperience is revealed in his imprudent choice of pack 

animals. His ponies suffer from snow and cold <p.125, po216) and are 

harrassed by the dogs <p.124, po 126). Disappointed by the dogs' 

performance on his first trip south <po 39), Scott disregards Keares's 

claim that dogs could mean the difference between failure and success 

(p.219) and imprudently decides to go to the Pole on foot (p. 39, 

po 165). However, the narrator interpolates to explain that the dogs 

performed poorly partly due to their diet of badly stored fish, and 

partly due to the dog-handlers' inexperience (p.38, po40)o 

When compared to authorities on polar travel such as Nansen, Scott 

was indeed inexperienced, but it is preposterous to claim that he had 

never seen snow beiore accepting command of the Antarctic Expeditiono29 

HoI t makes much of Scott's inexperience, but neglects to point out 

that, in at least one area, Scott had the edge over Amundsen: 'I 

motsetning til Scott hadde Amundsen ikke pA forhAnd kj 0rt med 

hundespann over Rossbarrieren' (Harstad, p.103). This fact is omitted 

from Holt's account in which Scott is conSistently portrayed as a polar 

dilettante, his unsuitability further emphasized by the observation 

that he was placed sixth on Markham's list of suitable leaders (po36)o 
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This is true, but Holt neglects to mention that the influential Arctic 

veteran Sir George Egerton Pl,.lt Scott's name at the top, and that the 

subsequent decision to appoint Scott was unanimous (Ludlam, p.31). 

Scott took both horses and dogs to Antarctica. It was an unfortunate 

combination. The horses were ill-suited to Antarctic conditions and 

bickered incessantly with the dogs (Scott's diary, 9 February 1911 and 

14 February 1911). Scott had Ii ttle faith in the dogs: 'Everyone seems 

to distrust the dogs when it comes to the glacier and the summit' 

(Scott, quoted in Ludlam, p.169), Experience from the Discovery 

expedition was not encouraging: 'the dogs seemed to lose all heart, and 

many looked round with the most pathetic expressions as much as to say 

we were really expecting too much of them' (Scott, The Voya.ge of the 

Discovery, 15 November 1902), Scott's team had little experience as 

dog-sled drivers, as the English traditionally preferred man-hauling: 

'No journey ever made wi th dogs can approach the height of that fine 

conception which is realized when a party of men go forth to meet 

hardships, dangers and difficulties wi th their own unaided efforts' 

(Scott in Pound, p. 74). However, the narrator's accusations that the 

English stored dog food carelessly are unjustified <p. 38). The dried 

fish was stored in holds below water-level, the coolest place on the 

ship before the days of refrigeration. Scott had wanted to take dog 

biscui ts to avoid this problem, but 'i et uheldig "yeblikk var han 

blitt overtalt av en som hadde stor erfaring i hundekjl2lring, til A 

bruke fisk' (Harstad, p. 53). This 'someone' may well have been Nansen, 

for, while deriding Scott's combination of ponies and dogs in the novel 

as proof of inexperience <p.124), Holt omits to mention that this idea 

was originally lansen's: '[Hansen] trodde at samvirke mellom hunder og 

hester ville egne seg bra nede pA Rossbarrieren' (Gran, Ka.mpen 0111 
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Sydpol en, p. 71). In K~pp10pet HoI t repeatedly wi tbhol ds sucb facts and 

misrepresents the truth to exaggerate Scott's inexperience. 

Scott's sensitivity 

In Kapplepet Scott is too sensi ti ve for the job he has to do. He 

confesses to Wilson that 'jeg skulle aldri vcert leder for 

ekspedisj onen. Jeg tAler ikke A se en syk best' (p. 83). A mawkishly 

sentimental attitude to the suffering of animals cripples his 

judgement: 'Foran et lidende dyr er han selv et lidende vesen' (p.70). 

Unlike Amundsen, who feels no remorse when he whips his dogs (p. 178), 

Scott cannot bear to see dumb animals suffer. Instead, be hides in his 

tent <pp.217-218) and makes his men pull their own sledges to the Pole 

<p.219), Oates's exhortation to press on to the 80th parallel as 

planned and dump provisions and fuel for the return from the Pole is 

overruled by Scott's concern for Weary Willy, the weakest of the pack-

horses used an the depot-laying run (p. 127). The narrator leaves no 

roam for doubt that Scott's sentimentality here has momentous 

consequences for the expedi tion: 'Der depotet etter planen skulle V!2rt 

lagt, OmkOIll Scott pA hjemveien fra polen -- av suit, overanstrengelse 

og kulde' <p. 127), 

Scott seeks always to be the English gentleman. He abhors vulgarity, 

and is embarrassed by curses, dirty finger nails and 'ufine lyder' from 

the men's quarters (p.70, p. 159). He does not wish to overstep the 

bounds of propriety in his dealings with the Norwegians, and refuses to 

be drawn into a race to the Pole <p.137). He feels he should pray for 
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the safe return of Terra Nova, but is disturbed by the thought of 

making a spectacle of himself before his men and before God (p. 99). 

These inner conflicts cripple his effectivity as a leader. 

In Kapp10pet Scott is not a dynamic, decisive leader. Scott is 

distressed by the thought of having to disappoint some of the men who 

had hoped to accompany him to the Pole. His stomach churns, and he 

spends sleepless nights worrying how best to break the news to them 

<pp.218-219). He finds it hard to make up his mind, and when he does, 

it is often for the wrong reason, leaving Teddy Evans out of the polar 

party because of Scott's fears that Evans may outshine him (p.222). 

There is no historical evidence to suggest that the real Scott was as 

foppish as Holt infers. He had his opinions on good manners and a 

vested interest in maintaining hygienic conditions at Cape Evans, but 

the documents show that in the Antarctic Scott was a man among men, not 

averse to ali tt Ie ri bald humour or to sweari ng if he thought it 

necessary (Huntford, p. 171). Scott took pains, however, to maintain 

propriety in his attitude to the Norwegian intervention. In a diary 

entry subsequently excluded from the printed journals, Scott confessed 

he was 'disgusted' at Amundsen's 'secret and deliberate' challenge 

(Pound, p. 234), but he continued to play the game by the rules: 'The 

proper, as well as the wiser, course is for us to proceed exactly as 

though this had not happened' (Scott's diary, 22 February 1911). 

A greater problem was Scott's sentimentality. He 'could have wept' 

for the dogs, and using the whip was 'as hard to witness as .,. to do': 

Scott even loaded weary dogs onto his sledge and pulled them (all 

quotes, Pound, pp. 72-73) . Concern for the animals was Scott's sole 

reason for re-si ti ng the strategi c One Ton Depot (Gran, En hel t, p. 54 j 
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Siik var det, p. 107) . In real i ty, however, this was not solely for 

Weary Wi lly' s sake, but for the sake of all the ponies. They were 

declining rapidly in strength, and Scott dared not risk losing them 

before the final southward push following the Antarctic winter (Pound, 

pp. 231-232). Scott's men did not 1 ater di e at exactly the spot where 

the depot should have been, but there is good reason to believe that 

they need not have starved if the supplies had been sited according to 

plan. The real Scott dreaded the 'heart-rending' necessity of choosing 

the final polar team (Scott's diary, 20 December 1911), but no record 

suggests that this problem resulted in sleepless nights or lost 

appetite. Indeed, a week before telling Evans to return, and three days 

after he had decided who would accompany him to the Pole, Scott ate a 

hearty Christmas dinner and slept 'splendidly' afterwards (Scott's 

diary, 25 December 1911). 

Holt has detected sensitivity and sentimentality in the real Scott, 

but exaggerates these characteristics in Kapplopet, exploiting them to 

depict Scott as a man out of place in the Antarctic, where survi val 

depends on primitive and selfish instincts. This exaggeration makes it 

easy for the reader to see a connection between the fictional Scott's 

sensitivity and his ultimate demise. 

Scott's leadership 

In KappillJpet Scott is friendly towards his men and officers: 'Aldri , 

mister han sin vennl ighet. Hans h"fl ighet er et eksempel for aIle' 

<p. 71>. At the same time he believes firmly in the rigid disciplinary 
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tradition of the Royal Navy where men 'skulle tie og sove pA kommando, 

vAkne pA kommando, be til Den allmektige, ogsA det pA kommando -- smile 

diskret, milit~rt, om det behaget oifiserene A si en sp0k' (p.30). This 

prevails even at Cape Evans, a far-flung part of Britain where 

'gudsfrykt og Imperiets ~re var de to store pilarer' Cp. 82). There are 

compulsory Sunday worships (p.160) and Scott is proud of the fact that 

his men, partitioned off from the officers in the tiny hut, follow the 

customs of the Navy: • Vet De at mine menn slAr hrelene samrnen nAr de 

komrner inn i det lille kammeret sam bAde er mitt soverom 08 mitt 

kontor' Cp.179). But Scott leads by virtue of rank rather than 

personality. In his clashes with Shackleton, Oates and Evans, it is his 

rank which saves him: 'Her stAr mann mot mann. Den ene er sjef, den 

andre har en mening' (p. 127), den ene er kaptein i den engelske 

marine, den andre er 10ytnant ... De kan ikke slAss. De er menn under 

en jernhard lov' Cp. 223). HoI t depicts the disciplined hierarchy that 

Scott represents as bizarre: officers sleep to attention (p. 71), and 

when someone plays 'God Save the King' for the penguins, the men are in 

a quandary -- should they stand to attention, or not Cp.80)? 

Although Scott never encouraged what Pound calls 'easy familiarity' 

<Pound, p. 247), Ludlam records testimonies to his affection for his 

men: 'I never met a more delightful man that [sicJ Scott to work with'; 

'Lucky, you thought immediately, to sail under such a man' j 'He is 

thoughtful for each individual and does little kindnesses which show it 

I have never known him to be unfai r' (Armi tage, Bernacchi and 

Wilson quoted in Ludlam, pp.36-37, p.40 and p.46 respectively). Scott 

had a sense of humour too, aE; Gran shows when he puts the anecdote 

about the penguins and the national anthem in its proper perspective. A , 

joker decided to play the national anthem to try to make the birds 
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stand still to be photographed. Everyone, Scott included, was amused by 

the incident (Gran, Kampen om Sydpolen, p.78). 

However, Scott had great faith in the value of discipline for 

'preserving surface harmony' <Pound, p. 64). On his first expedi tion he 

asked for a crew made up of only navy men: he felt sure that their 

sense of discipline would be 'an immense acquisition I and had 'grave 

doubts' as to his ability to deal with any other class of men (Ludlam, 

p.39). Cape Evans was run on strictly segregated lines. That officers 

were obliged to sleep to attention is an obvious irony on Holt's part, 

but Navy men were used to 'a squash [and] being packed tight as human 

skill can devise' (Scott's diary, 1 December 1910). The available space 

was partitioned to give roughly ~.:/,", to the officers and 1/:" to the crew 

(Scott's diary, 17 January 1911). Holt's claim that this latter group 

was the larger is, however, inaccurate. There were 19 officers and 

scientists and 14 crew and NCO's. 

To the modern Scandinavian reader Scott's hierarchical sense of 

discipline seems unnatural. The narrator exploits this by constructing 

bizarre half-truths to ridicule the system, and implying that Scott's 

attitude to his men is patronizing -- 'ikke ulik bondens godhet for en 

hest' (p. 160). Holt I s attempt to pu t this into a cu 1 tural perspective 

where 'aIle var ofre for et militrert system' is half-hearted <p. 31>. 

The word 'ofre' itself betrays a value judgement; the narrator's 

attitude is clear 

uniformi ty. 

individuality is sacrificed to robot-like 

There is much that Holt chooses not to tell his readers. The 

description of the division of Cape Evans into separate quarters is 

based on fact. Holt uses it to imply that the able seamen and NCO's 
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were given the smaller quarters, but, in contrast to the sketch which 

accompanies Scott's statement on page 125 of Scott's Last Expedi ti on, 

Holt does not ~ke clear that some twenty per cent of the space in the 

officers' mess was used for stores and laboratory space. Hal t also 

omits to mention that, even if there did exist artificial distinctions 

of this kind, there was no difference in more essential matters. 

Officers and men pulled equal loads, and helped one another when help 

was needed. What Holt does include, however, is examples of the 

disadvantages of this hierarchical system. Oates must acquiesce with 

Scott, but had supplies been laid at 80 0 south as Oates insists, 

Scott and his men would not have starved to death Cp. 127). Teddy 

Evans's plans to beat Amundsen to the Pole are rej ected Cp. 168), and 

Evans is sent back to base (p.223), even though he may well have been 

the man best sui ted to winning the race and returning safely: '[ han] 

viI spytte hver drApe saft ut av kroppen for A komme sam fl2lrstemann 

dit' Cp.222). 

Scott's hierarchical mentality 

In Kapplepet Scott is part of the hierarchical system he represents. 

He is no great individualist, but acquiesces with his military, social 

and intellectual superiors, and is a slave to public opinion: '[han] er 

lederen, men er han ikke for veik?' Cp. 40). He deri ves no special 

satisfaction from being a leader and, as I have shown, is troubled by 

his lack of resoluteness. 29 But Scott carries out his orders wi th , 

unfailing obedience -- 'Som militrer hadde han sitt skjema og fulgte det 

<p.6?). Scott goes to the Antarctic 'halvt mot sin vilje' (p.3?), but 
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then throughout his life he has been schooled to suppress his own 

desires to appease others, like his father <p.29), his navy superiors 

<p.31) and Clements Markham, before whom 'det ser ikke ut til at Scott 

har hatt noen egen mening' (p. 37). Consequently, even when experience 

tells him otherwise, Scott is 'for h0flig til A sette sitt skjcnn 0PP 

mot fagmannens ... det er ingen styrke A merke hos ham i et tilfelle 

som dette I (p. 71) . 

Scott is fettered by convention and tradi tion. In Kapp10pet his 

wedding photograph shows him 'mer bundet ... enn noen gang' (p.43). His 

Christian faith is a restricting element in his life: 'Han var ikke 

bare religi0s pA den offisielle mAten ... (han] var religi0s pA en 

forbausende mAte: han trodde pA Gud' (p.33). It is one thing for Scott 

to take a Bible with him on his expeditions (p.40, p.268), but quite 

another for him to use his religious faith to evade his own 

responsibilities. In Kapp10pet Scott ascribes setbacks not to his own 

failings but to the whims of an unsympathetic God (p.215, p.217). This 

state of mind exacerbates Scott's insecurity and fears. 

Pound presents evidence to show that Scott was a model officer, who 

followed orders to the letter: 'Noel, his captain [on the training ship 

Rover], who rarely praised anyone, spoke highly of Scott' (Pound, 

p. 11). In reality Scott had longed to lead an expedi tion to Antarctica 

since Markham first mooted the idea. Holt's reference to Scott's making 

preparations half-heartedly is based on fact but used out of context. 

Scott threatened to resign from the Discovery expedition when criticism 

was voiced about his having complete control even over the civilian 

scientists in the expedition. Ludlam, however, claims this was a 

strategic movei Scott was easily persuaded to continue once he had 

received the necessary vote of confidence (Ludlam, pp. 37-38). Scott's 
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acquiescence before the experts acquires an unhistorical aspect in 

Holt's novel. In Kapplli!Jpet the Engl ish dog-handler Keares claims that 

Scott estimates the dog rations too low, and refuses to feed the dogs 

fresh seal and penguin meat. Holt says Scott must have known better, 

but implies that Scott conceded (p. 71). In reality, however, he did 

not. Despite protests from Meares, Scott supplemented the five tons of 

dog-biscuits with fresh meat (Scott's Last Expedition, p.5 and Scott's 

diary, 22 February 1911). Scott also successfully defended his own 

point of view against Clements Markham, both with regard to the siting 

of the base camp and to the use of dogs in the Antarctic (Huntford, 

pp.152-153 and pp.163-164). 

Clearly Scott had a stronger will than Holt is prepared to concede. 

It is a matter of opinion whether Kathrine appears as the domineering 

wife on Scott's wedding photograph (see Ludlam, facing p.113), and 

Scott's religious faith was probably little more than traditional. 

Al though Pound wri tes that the only two formal orders of the week at 

Cape Evans were to attend church parade on Sunday and to dismiss after 

it <Pound, p.64), Scott's biographers have latterly portrayed him as an 

atheist. ::30 Nevertheless, God remained Scott I s last court of appeal when 

the weather turned bad, plans disintegrated and all seemed lost. In his 

final letter Scott encourages his wife to raise their son to believe in 

God, for religious fai th is I comforting' (Pound, p. 300) . 

Holt distorts the facts to give the fictional Scott an acquiescence 

not possessed by his real-life counterpart. The real Scott did not 

relish open conflict, but he was strong-minded enough to ensure that 

his will prevailed a documented fact that Holt deliberately 

suppresses. 
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Scptt's pessimism 

In Kappl"pet Scott I 'fylt a v bekY1l1r i ng for sin egen 

utilstrekkelighet', lacks all self-confidence Cp. 209). He admits to 

being a pessimist (p.l77), believes himself 'forfulgt av uhell' Cp.96) 

and concedes to Amundsen that not only will the Norwegians win the race 

to the Pole, but that the British attempt wi 11 most likely end in 

calamity Cp.176, p.l8D. The narrator points out the significance of 

the time Scott chooses to begin planning his journey to the Pole: 'sA A 

si pA dagen da S0nnen hans blir f0dt, starter han forberedelsene til en 

ny ferd mot S0r Fortsettelsen er nA sikret. Gud og S0nnen viI 

eksistere om han mA d0' Cp.46). 

In precarious situations Scott invariably subsides into mental 

surrender, becoming a passive spectator and leaving others to save the 

si tuation. Evans has to save Terra Nova when the pumps are blocked 

Cpp. 74-79), and Scott is paralysed by pessimism as the ship runs 

aground off Cape Evans Cpp.95-96). His unspoken question 'Kan de holde 

ut sA lenge?' <p.95) shows that even before he tries to save the ship, 

in his mind it has already foundered. Gripped by despair, he is unable 

to revamp his plans and race Amundsen to the Pole: 'A legge planene om 

det makter han ikke' Cp. 137) . Later, his pessimistic forecasts 

about his party's not being able to pull heavily-laden sledges on their 

return from the Pole lead him to make a fatal decision to leave food 

supplies behind <p. 267). Towards the end of his vain struggle back 

from the Pole pessimism and apathy again overtake Scott who placidly 

accepts his fate and expends ti~e and effort writing farewell letters 

to his family, friends and sponsors <p.270). 
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Pessimism appears to have descended upon the real Scott 'in black 

moods of depression' (Pound, p.166) and' s&rpregete depresjonsperioder' 

(Harstad, p. 93). Amundsen's unexpected presence in the Antarctic and 

the threat this posed to British plans caused Scott enormous worry. He 

was ill prepared for a race and worried that Amundsen might beat him to 

the Pole <Pound, p. 262). When defeat was a fact, he began to despair, 

and despite his party's relatively good health, plentiful supplies and 

two months of summer still ahead, he now saw death in the Antarctic as 

a real possibility: 'The worst has happened, or nearly the worst 

The Norwegians have forestalled us and are first at the Pole ... Now 

for the run home and a desperate struggle. I wonder if we can do it' 

(Scott's diary, 16 and 17 January 1912). 

Scott's confidence was undermined by adversi ty. When Terra Nova ran 

aground Scott wrote 'My heart sank when I looked at her ... Visions of 

the ship failing to return to New Zealand and of sixty people waiting 

here arose in my mind with sickening pertinacity a terribly 

depressing prospect' (Scott's diary, 21 January 1911). Scott complained 

about 'preposterous' luck in weather (Scott's diary, 3 December 1911). 

apparently believing that a malicious fate had engineered bad weather 

to hinder his progress and bi tterly begrudging Amundsen his better 

conditions: 'Are we merely the victims of exceptional local conditions? 

... There is food for thought in picturing our small party struggling 

against adversity in one place whilst others go smilingly forward in 

the sunshine' (Scott's diary. 5 December 1911). That the real Scott 

foresaw failure before leaving England is, however, improbable: the 

idea of Scott risking his life secure in the knowledge that his infant 

son would carryon the family name is pure fiction. Plans for a South , 

Pole Expedition were already two years old and were made public shortly 

before the birth of Scott's son (Ludlam, p.124, p.128). Moreover, when 
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asked to estimate his chances of success, Scott replied 'We shall jolly 

well stop there till the thing is done' (quoted in Ludlam, p.131). 

There 1s evidence to suggest that the real Scott did not find it easy 

to make decisions, and some were governed by whim. When news reached 

him of Amundsen's presence in the Antarctic, Scott chose the easy way 

out. Although he wanted 'to go to the Bay of Whales and fight Amundsen' 

(Pound, p.235), Scott wrote in his diary, 'I will make no alteration in 

my own plans because of this' (22 February 1911). He later threw all 

his previous plans out of joint by taking a fourth man with him to the 

Pole, when he had intended to take only three. Although there were only 

sufficient skis and rations for four men, Scott took the easy way out 

and took as many as possible with him to the Pole simply because 'he 

could not make up his mind to leave anyone of them' (Ludlam, p. 224). 

Nevertheless, despite this change in plan, the safety margins Scott 

had allowed when estimating food supplies meant that there was still 

sufficient food for the men when they arrived at the South Barrier 

Depot on their way north. In reali ty Scott was less short-sighted than 

Holt suggests: Scott did not commit 'en ubegripelig feil' and leave any 

meat behind when they left the depot -- four days later Scott's men 

were still eating 'pony hoosh' 

compare Kapplepet, p.267). 

<Scott's diary, 28 February 1912: 

Holt's portrayal of Scott as a pessimist may be justified by 

documentary evidence, but Holt deviates consciously from recorded fact 

to make Scott more pessimistic than he was. Scott's commencing 

preparations for his Antarctic e~pedition aruund the time his first son 

was born was in reality nothing more than coincidencej it becomes 

significant only because of the implications Holt gives it in the 
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novel. The real Scott was ponderous in his decision-making but he did 

not fatalistically leave meat behind to lighten the sledges. Here and 

elsewhere Holt uses fiction to make Scott a less able leader than he 

really was. 

Scott's colourless character 

HoI t shows Scott as an insipid character, lacking the aura of 

greatness. 'Farge10s' <p.33), 'kjedelig' Cp.33, p.67), 'uten den store 

originalitet' (p.67) and 'uten fantasi' (p. 178), he stands in stark 

contrast to firebrands like Teddy Evans, ready to do his utmost to 

ensure that the British beat Amundsen to the Pole (p.222). Teddy Evans 

is idealized in Kapp10pet in much the same way as Johansen is made more 

attractive than Amundsen, and is given an unhistorically generous 

measure of the dynamism that Scott is lacking. 

Evans was not, in fact, a more successful fund-raiser than Scott 

(Kapp10pet, pp.67-68: compare Pound, pp.172-182). Evans's role in the 

rescue of Terra Nova was less prominent in reality (where it was 

Engineer Williams who led the work) than it is in the novel (Kapplopet, 

pp.75-79: compare Scott's diary, 2 December 1910). And Evans's ambition 

to beat Amundsen to the Pole was tempered by his respect for Scott as a 

leader: '[Evans] 0nsket alt annet enn A komme i direkte opposisjon til 

Scott' (Gran, Kampen om Sydpolen, p. 116). A general consensus after 

Evans's high-speed dash south \'1as that Evans was 'nrermest utslitt. Og 
I 

skylden var hans egen' (Gran, Kampen om Sydpolen, p. 159). Moreover, 

when he was told by Scott that he was not to go to the Pole, Evans 
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'behaved like a man' despite the fact that he was 'terribly 

disappointed' (both quotes from Scott's diary, 4 January 1912). 

It is hard to imagine that the real Scott could have been as 

colourless as Holt suggests. Ludlam describes Scott as a quiet boy at 

school, 'who never shone particularly' but who in the Navy 'applied 

himself strenuously to his work and won a reputation as an efficient, 

zealous young officer', (Ludlam, p.14 and p. 18). Scott's rapid rise 

through the ranks and his appointment to lead two Antarctic expeditions 

suggest ability and ambition, and Scott once wrote to a friend, 'I have 

nei ther rest nor peace to pursue anything but promotion' (Pound, p. 16). 

In Kappl~pet Holt's unhistorical depiction of a drab Scott provides not 

only the fictional ballast needed to portray the Englishman as a man 

totally unsuited to command in an inspired way, but also a literary 

balance to the novel's other main character. Scott's uninspired 

ignorance is the counterweight to Amundsen's dynamic omniscience. 

There is a hint too that Holt sees Scott as a pathetic figure. As 

Scott waits for death in his tent HoI t wri tes 'I denne si tuasj on d0r 

all kritikk bort Scott skriver med sin elegante, flotte 

hAndskrift, godt leselig ogsA nA, med et rolig valg av ord. En desperat 

undertone, men intet hysteri' (p.270). Scott, 'en nnende blanding av 

barn og mann' Cp. 36), has been forced into this situation half against 

his will. He has not enjoyed the loneliness of command, although he has 

tried to keep up appearances. 'Han skriver Det er en fordel at vi 

korn hit, sA kan vi studere vulkanen ogsA. Men orn nettene gAr han ut 

alene, stirrer S0rover og ser at terrenget vil bli vanskelig A ta seg 

frarn i. Kan hende er det hAp10st?' <p. 97). When the fictional Scott 

dies there is a smile on his face Cp. 2(0). It is the only time in the 

novel that he is happy. 
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HOLT'S ATTITUDE TO HIS SOURCES 

KAre Holt is a novelist rather than a historian. He subordinates 

historical fact to literary expedience and lacks the historian's 

painstaking devotion to exactness, as certain errors in Kapp10pet show. 

Shackleton was, in fact an Irishman of Yorkshire descent, and not a 

Scot <Pound, p.32: compare Kapp10pet, p.38). Frostbite cost Edgar Evans 

two finger nails, not toe nails on the return from the Pole (Scott's 

diary, 30 January 1912: compare Kapp10pet, p. 256). In 'Epilog' Holt 

implies that Kathleen heard of Scott's death on 14 February 1913 en 

route to New Zealand (p. 271). This was, indeed, the date of the Scott 

memorial service in London, but Kathleen recei ved no news unti 1 19 

February (Pound, pp.310-311). Holt writes of one of Amundsen's depot

laying runs 'De er nA Atte menn, med sju sleder og 45 hunder' (p. 113). 

Amundsen's diaries would suggest a figure of 42 dogs, as each sledge 

was hauled by six dogs (Oppdagelsesreiser, II, p.ll3). Has Holt misread 

a '2' in his own notes as a '5'? In similar fashion he misspells 

Frederick Cook's name (p.13) and varies between the spellings 

Kristiania <p.g) and Christiania (p.271). 

Al though Kapp10pet deals with historically recognizable characters, 

it is not a history book. There are omissions that the historian would 

find intolerable and the reader in search of historical information 

would find exasperating. Dates are of little significance in the novel, 

which in many respects is set in a historical vacuum. Important con

temporary socia-pol i tical pheno~na such as Norwegian national ism are 

overlooked. We are told when Amundsen met Hansen (p.16, p. 47), when 

Shackleton sailed into the Bay of Whales (p.51), when Amundsen reached 
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the Antarctic pack-ice (p.63), and we are given the correct dates for 

Amundsen's first depot-laying run (p.108) and Scott's departure from 

Cape Evans (p.207), but, except in the 'Epilog', no other dates are 

mentioned, We are not told when Amundsen or Scott reaches the Pole, nor 

when Scott dies. 

Kapplepet contains poetic exaggerations: Amundsen spews aut his soul 

<p. 18), Johansen and Bowers are referred to as 'immortal' (p. 47, p.221) 

etc. and, although HoI t makes it clear that Amundsen and Scott never 

met in reality ('De m0ttes aldri, de to', p.53), he brings them 

together in f Samtale' (pp, 175-182). 

Holt does not adhere consistently to the information contained in the 

works of his bibliography. He subordinates his presentation of fact to 

literary criteria, imposing the pattern of fiction upon reality to make 

it easier to comprehend and mare memorable. I have already shown how 

Holt, in his own account, makes history more readable by 

'rationalizing' his use of the names of Amundsen'S dogs, and more 

dramatic by compressing the time scale. """' Not infrequently, Holt even 

bends the truth or invents fictions to improve the quali ty of his 

story. In the final tableau, for example, most of the information is 

taken from Pound's historical study (Pound, pp.299-304) , but the 

lasting memory of Scott's arm, stretched out like a child's over 

Wilson, is invented. Gran, who later found the bodies, records: 'Scott 

sA ut til A hatt en stri d0dskamp, mens Wilson og Bowers syntes A ha 

sovnet rolig og fredfullt in' (Gran, Kampen om Sydpolen, p.194). In the 

novel it is Prestrud who questions the wisdom of Amundsen's cure for 

frostbi te, Prestrud who is harshly reprimanded for this and Prestrud 

who is subsequently left out of the polar team <p" 203). In fact, even 

though Prestrud was excluded from the polar team, it was Hanssen who 
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read the medical book and criticized Amundsen. 32 Holt distorts the 

facts in this way to fabricate another example of the fictional 

Amundsen's ruthless, unforgiving nature: Prestrud's criticism cannot go 

unpunished. Reality clearly showed that Amundsen was less petty: 

Hanssen followed Amundsen to the Pole despite having cast doubt over 

his methods for treating frostbite. 

Holt leaves historical information unadulterated in two instances. 

Firstly, when the facts meet the criteria he has laid down for his 

novel. Working backwards, as it were, from a personal convict ion about 

the nature of Amundsen and Scott, Holt chooses to use those facts which 

corroborat e his point of view and adapt or ignore those whi ch do not. 

The very const ruct ion of Kappl (bpet mirrors this modus operandi. First 

Holt gi yes his opinions. Amundsen is 'herskeren'. He is 'et geni' with 

an 'evne til hat'. He is 'eerlig mot en dyp trang i seg til alltid A 

Vi£re f 0rst' Call p. 9). Scot t is 'en r0rende blandning av barn og mann', 

'et emne til en sterk, begavet leder' , polite, systematic and 

intelligent yet doomed to fail not only because he is inexperienced; 

'han har det ikke i kroppen' Call p. 36). The rest of Kappl (bpet 'proves' 

the validity of these opinions. 

Secondly, Holt uses authentic documentary detail to add local or 

historical colour to the novel. He attaches significance to the site of 

the second decisive meeting between Scott and Markham: 'En dag er Scott 

i London. Han kommer ned Buckingham Palace Road. PA det andre fortauet 

fAr han 0ye pA Markham. Scott skrAr over til ham' (p.35). Pound records 

that the meeting took place outside Victoria Station (Pound, p.23)' 

Since Buckingham Palace Road runs past Victoria Station, we are left to 

wonder whether Holt chooses the name of the road rather than the 

sta.tion, because the better known name of Buckingham Palace is more 
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likely to give the majority of his Norwegian readers the feel of the 

real London? 

Certain information is of apparent interest only to the historian: 

'Her bl ir det stuvet om bord tre tonn is... 162 saueskrotter, tre 

okser, og 340 tlzmner med flesk' (p.70)j 'De er fire menn, IlIed tre 

sleder og atten hunder, hver slede har en vekt pA 300 kilo' Cp. 108) j 

'Kasse nummer en inneholder 5300 kjeks og veier 50,38 kilo. Kasse 

nunnner to innehol der 112 rasj oner hundepeIllIDikan, 11 p0lser melkemel, 

sjokolade og kjeks, til saIDInen 80,4 kilo' (p.233). This detail is not 

occasioned by Holt's concern for factuality. Like the use of familiar 

historical names, actual geographic locations and technical 

descriptions of the equipment taken to the Pole, its purpose is simply 

to make Kapplepet more credible. Holt knows the value of easily 

credible detail; of one of the anecdotes about Amundsen's early life 

the narrator remarks, 'Den er passe Ii ten og passe falsk til A virke 

ekte' (p. 9). The same could be said of much of the fictional 

information in Kapplepet. 

The bibliography in Kapp10pet presents a dilemma. Whilst it gives the 

serious student of history the opportunity to compare Holt's fiction 

wi th historical fact, for the casual reader its presence alone lends 

<undeserved) authority to HoI t' s account. The vast maj ori ty of the 

information used by Holt in Kapp10pet is culled froIll the books listed 

in the bibliography, but only on rare occasions does he refer to his 

sources (p.12, p.193, p. 270). Instead Holt borrows, adapts and informs 

without reference Dr quot.ation marks. Compare, for example, 'Wisting 

syr og finner alltid den rette S0mmen' Cp.145) with '[Det erJ 

nl2Sten en gAte, hvordan [WistingJ greide A finne fatt pA de rette 

sl'Zlmmer, nAr han satt i hullet sitt' (Oppdagelsesrelser, II, p.166). 
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Compare the introduction to Amundsen in Kapp10pet with that in 

Arnesen's Roald Amundsen som han var: 

En ung mann 1 for trange lakk-
sko og med stlv hatt sprang gjennom 
Kristlanlas gater for A selge en 
d0dingeskalle. Han var blitt 
befalt av sin mar, som var en 
viljesterk kvinne, A studere 
enten han ville eller ikke. Da 
hun d0de, avbr0t,han studiet 

Han var en sterkbygd ungdom, 
sammenbitt og med fA venner, 
taus og lite selskapelig 
Noe skolelys var han ikke 
(Kappl~pet, p.g). 

Han var yngste gutten, 08 den 
eneste som var hjemme hos moren 
og hun vilde i hvert fall at en 
av dem sku Ide '" bli doktor ... 
Roald kom ikke stort lenger enn 
at han fikk kj0pt et kranium. 
SA hendte det at moren d0de i 
1893. Nu var han fri ... 
(Arnesen, pp.14-15). 
Roald var en st0 og stille elev 
var fArorelt og optatt av sitt 
eget (Arnesen, p.13). 
PA skole var Roald ikke noget 
videre tess (Arnesen, p.12). 

Even structural elements are borrowed. The trip around Framheim is 

remini scent of a passage in Amundsen's records in which he depicts a 

typical day at FranWeim (pp.145-148: compare Opdagelsesreiser, II, 

pp. 166-173) . 

Historical documents are not, however, the only source for the 

narrator, for he declares 'Det fins ingen dokumenter, men vi vet at 

(p.28). When the historical account, fuelled on fact, runs out of 

steam, the novelist contributes intuition and imagination to keep 

things moving. Without footnotes or references in the text, the reader 

must take the historical information in Kapp10pet on trust. KAre Holt 

betrays that trust. He includes no preface or epilogue in which he 

exhorts his readers to find out the truth for themselves, or explains 

his reasons for writing Kappl~pet -- far from it, he not only presents 

the reader with a specious blend of fact and fiction but frequently 

compel him through the medium of the narrator, to share his s , 

interpretation of history. The reader has no opportuni ty to decline: 

the pronoun I vi' (= narrator + / reader) is used regularly when the 

narrator is expressing a personal opinion. The reader and narrator have 
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access to the same information in Kapplepet, but it is false logic to 

assume, as the narrator appears to do, that they necessarily assess 

this information in identical fashion. As Helmut Krane has postulated 

in his examination of the use of the pronoun 'vi' in the novel, the 

narrator employs 'vi' whenever he llleans 'jeg' .:,,::-l To substitute this 

latter form of the pronoun would reveal a degree of involvement which 

may risk alienating the author from his readers. The narrator does not 

wish to appear to lecture his audience or interpret events on the 

audience's behalf. To use , jeg' would place the narrator 

demonstratively between the actual event and the picture of that event 

that the reader is given: 'Jeg aner at nA, mot slutten av sitt liv, er 

Inannen brutt i stykker' (compare p. 12); 'Jeg aner staheten idem: de 

skal fram' (compare p. 11). The use of 'vi' implies an enhanced insight 

into events equal to that of the narrator, and the narrator woos his 

readers into compliei ty wi th his own opi nions. Thus the maj ori ty of 

Holt's readers take with them from their reading of Kapplepet 

unconventional impressions of what Amundsen and Scott were like, for 

the reader is not presented with unadulterated documentary evidence. 

HoI t does not apply the historian's adroi tness for sifting the more 

reliable documents from the less reliable in Kappl.0pet. As I have 

shown, the criteria for his synthesis of documentary evidence are 

thematic expedience and aesthetic suitability. Footnotes in some 

subjective account are accorded equal status with generally accepted 

historical truths. Kapplepet systematically demythologizes Amundsen and 

Scott as heroes. Amundsen achieves success by trickery, brutality and 

an egotistical genius; Scott's fame rests on the illl1Densi ty of his 

failure. Typically, Holt seizes upon evidence of Amundsen's and Scott's , 

negative characteristics indiscriminately, but tempers evidence of 

their more laudable trai ts wi th doubt and mistrust. Whi Ie Amundsen's 
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and Scott's own records are suspect in Kapp10pet, diaries written to 

tell the story the way Amundsen and Scott will have it told <p.97, 

p.181), Johansen's and Bjaaland's reveal 'sannheten' <p.193). 

THEMES IN KAPPLflJPET 

The historical documents serve a twin role in Kapp10pet. On the one 

hand, they provide Holt wi th historical material. On the other hand, 

they provide a target for his criticism, making Kapp10pet an indictment 

of Amlmdsen's and Scott's biographers, who have perpetuated the myths 

around these men. Holt seeks to penetrate below the surface of 

traditional h~storical enquiry and describe Amundsen and Scott as he is 

convinced they really were, human beings with human weaknesses. Holt's 

re-creation of history through the novel is the only course left when 

the 'facts', documents based largely on the diaries of the protagonists 

themselves, are one-sided. 

Holt's cavalier attitude towards his sources, together with the 

predominance of such literary features as conflict, contrast and 

comparison in Kapp10pet, suggests that Holt is using documentary 

material here to demonstrate somethi ng more uni versal than historical 

fact per se. Kapp10pet is a novel about the terms of individuality. 

The turn of the century heralded a new age of capitalism. Theories of 

the benefits of competition, fuelled by increasing acceptance of 

Darwinism, gave rise to the urge to win at all costs. Technology, no , 

longer in the hands of the humanists, was now spawned by hopes of 

greater profits. It was the technocrats and explorers who achieved fame 
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as outstanding individuals by opening up new frontiers for capitalism. 

In Kapplepet Amundsen represents this type of individual. The youth who 

once rebelled against parental authority to become an explorer and 

whose early expeditions to find new routes east and west had a 

humanistic purpose is led by the lure of ambition not only to become 

assimilated into bourgeois society, but to stand out as one of its 

great heroes. Embracing competition in Darwinistic fervour (' La da de 

svakeste falle fra. De sterkeste viI over1eve', p.193), Amundsen's 

expedition has one sole purpose, '~ komme f0rst til polen' Cp.176). The 

South Pole, the arbitrary geographic point which Amundsen chooses as an 

object of competition, possesses no benefit to mankind, yet Amundsen 

must reach this point first to satisfy his ego and confirm his status 

of greatness among polar explorers. 

As the novel progresses, the figure of Amundsen develops -- but in 

one direction only. All that he does is subordinated to his final goal. 

He shuns the influence of other people, suppresses natural feelings, 

tames his sexuality and robs himself of the warmth of human 

interdependence. Emotions must not be allowed to disturb cold, 

calculating intelligence. Unlike the Andree Expedition, Amundsen's 

expedition is no collective effort. Here Amundsen leads alone, hand

picking specialists whose sole purpose is to serve and follow, and 

rejecting the experience and wisdom of Johansen, who refuses to accept 

this state of affairs. Amundsen sacrifices his human individuality on 

the altar of bourgeoiS values to become a bourgeois hero. Johansen 

cannot deny his basic human needs of contact and love, and of alcohol 

as a panacea, and, although Amundsen's equal in courage and experience, 

he cannot compete as a leader. H~s needs are his weaknesses. 
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Holt implies that Scott loses the race because he is more committed 

to humanistic values than Amundsen. Scott sees the South Pole as an 

enemy of the Empire to be fought and conquered like any other. Like 

Johansen, Scott reveals human weaknesses. He has an exaggerated faith 

in technology, pinning his hopes on the motor Sledges. He wants to 

justify the expedition by endowing it with scientific value, collecting 

eggs from Cape Crozier and rocks from the Pole. And he considers others 

besides himself; he cannot bear to see the animals suffer and 

compromises in his composition of the polar team, to include 

representatives from the Navy and the Army. Holt follows a well

established humanist tradition by having Scott lose the race, whilst 

triumphing as a human being by dying with his arm over Wilson. Scott 

has friends, Amundsen only subordinates. However, if Scott embodies an 

alternative to Amundsen's way of living, the humanist's way, why does a 

professed social-democrat like Holt choose to make Scott a 10ser?34 

The answer is not only that Holt clearly hopes to evoke sympathy and 

empathy for the fictional Scott, the humanist doomed in a capital ist 

society. Holt also wants to demythologize the figure of the bourgeois 

hero: 'Det er ingen god verden hel tene har overlatt oss. Derfor tror 

jeg det er sunt at vi avkler hel tene for at vi kan se dem som de 

virkel ig er.' 36 At the same time Kappl{()pet demonstrates that it is 

these bourgeois heroes, not the masses, who make history. The idea of 

the proleteriat as a suffering class without power to alter the course 

of history is a theme to which HoI t has returned frequently in his 

writing. 

/ 
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KAPPL0PET AND HOLT'S OTHER WORKS 

The fact that a number of the features of Kapplepet may be discerned 

in other works by Holt reinforces the impression that he has 

subordinated history to fiction in his account. HoI t often takes up 

central themes from Norwegian history, choosing to examine critically 

leaders and their relationships to the power they wield and to the 

people over which they wield it. His use of historical detail, however, 

serves little purpose but to justify his ahistoric approach, for, in 

works like the Sverre trilogy CHannen fra utskjeeret (1965), Fredlese 

menn (1967), Hersker og trell (1969», Kapplepet, and Sjohelten (1975), 

history is merely the backdrop; in the forefront are universal themes 

such as power, suffering and the problems of choice. And, despite the 

historical background, Holt's fiction suggests a firmly rooted belief 

that history is a process of eternal repetition, and that man remains 

essentially the same from age to age. 

the great men of history by showing 

Typically, Holt demythologizes 

in his fiction that they are 

governed by the same instincts, shaken by the same fears as we are, but 

equally typically he resists the temptation to celebrate the 

proletariat. In the allegorical world of Holt's fiction, the 

proletariat is uninspiring, suffering, almost forsaken. 

Holt is acutely aware of the dangers of strengthening the hero myth. 

His heroes are always unmistakably human. In Det stolte nederlag 

(1956), a novelistic account of the origins of Norwegian trades 

unionism, he avoids glamorizing the workers' leader Marcus Thrane, who 

figures strongly in the novel, 9Y choosing the fictitious Olav as the 

central character. Olav, noteworthy only because he is the chronicler, 

remains too ordinary to emerge as a hero. In K<."tpp10pet, Sj0hel ten and 
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Senn av jord og himmel (1978) Holt explodes the myths around Amundsen, 

Tordenskjold, the great warrior, and Egede, the apostle of truth, 

assuming a critical attitude to the nature of the hero that has earned 

and helped confirm his reputation as 'nivilleringskunstens dikterkonge 

nr. l' ,35 

Holt's iconoclasm is not, however, an end in itself. His narrators 

create pictures of a world where action and problems are not determined 

by time, but exist eternally. The 1 ink between past and present is 

striking. His works provide a historical theatre for the discussion of 

topical issues: 'Fortida blir et fristed for den eksistentielle 

sosialdemokrat, samtida er for problematisk ~ beskri ve' .37 Thus the 

Sverre trilogy, written during the hardest years of the Vietnam War, 

deals wi th the relationship between power and suffering; Sverre, who 

began his rise to power as the voice of the repressed, finally becomes 

a weapon in the hands of the oppressors. Kapplepet, written at a time 

when burgeoning industrial imperialism gave rise to concern about the 

future of the underdeveloped countries, seeks to answer the question of 

whether social progress is determined by capitalism or human will; do 

the motor sledges of Scott's technology or Amundsen'S men win the day? 

An increasingly egocentric Amundsen rejects first medicine, then 

scientific exploration to I engage in futile competition for 

competition's sake, but the reader's antipathy for him is nevertheless 

tempered by Amundsen's triumph over technology and the massive central 

authority of the British Empire through dogged determination and 

primitive human cunning. 

It is a complex conundrum, whiSh confounds or even evades the reader, 

but thematic and rhetorical techniques of contrast and comparison, 

repetition and variation are commonly encountered in Holt's writing, 
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suggesting in their reconciliation of opposites a dialectical 

persuasion in the author. Amundsen and Scott represent two aspects of 

human nature in much the same way as the king's power and the people's 

suffering represent two aspects of human experience in the Sverre 

trilogy. Harmony can only be achieved through a synthesis of both 

extremes, as when Amundsen reasons that only by means of a death like 

Scott's can he harvest the honour he needs to be able to live 

(Kapp10pet, p.23, p.24), or when Sverre the tyrant promises peace: 'Hva 

varden innerste tanke i ... den grusomrne 80m ga grid? ... Den sam vil 

10se kong Sverres gAte rnA l0se menneskehjertets gAte. Og den gAten er 

ul0selig' CHersker og trell, p.18). 

The theme of contrast is strong, too, in the Second World War story, 

Xennesker ved en grense (1954). Elling, ostensibly a coward and 

deserter, overcomes his fears and knocks out his German captor. Lasarus 

later kills the German -- a cold-blooded murder requiring no courage -

and revels in his new position as the local hero. Elling keeps quiet: 

'Jeg tier med det jag vet,' he says. 'Jeg kunne vrere en hel t nA, men 

det er dat samme' CXennesker ved en grense, p.23). 

Much of Holt's work represents fiction's attempt to approach truth. 

The 'Samtale' in Kapp10pet, in which Scott and Amundsen strive 'sA vidt 

mulig -- A finne fram til sannheten am hverandre nA fram til en 

dypere forstAelse av [sin] situasj on' CKapplopet, p.175), is a prime 

example. 'Fortellerens r0st' as a counterweight to 'Egedes relst' in 

S~nn av jord og hi~l is another. And the technique of using Audun to 

tell Sverre's story, or Olav to tell the trades union leader Marcus 

Thrane's story in Det stolte nederl~g (1958) gives a necessary distance 

to events to permit objectivity. However, despite this striving, and 

the often extensi ve historical research work Hal t carries out, ::,,19 Hal t 
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systematically selects and adapts authentic events to fit the aesthetic 

and ideological requirements of his literature. Reviewers of Det stolte 

nederlag observed that Holt misrepresented the truth when it suited his 

purpose. The reviewer in Ntl tt onen wonders from where Hal t got the 

erroneous idea of pol icemen beating up prisoners, whi Ie Hal vdan Hydle 

writes that 'uten tvil har forfatteren med flid satt overdrivelsen inn, 

sam det velkjente kunstneriske virkemiddel den er' .39 

Hal t, however, has no qualms about his literary reconstructions of 

the truth: 'Jeg har tidligere pr0vd ~ skrive am Marcus Thrane, en 

forfulgt person sam jeg gjerne ville sette op pA sokkelen, jeg synes 

han fortj ente det. SA var det kong Sverre, etter min mening en hard 

realpolitiker, og Amundsen, sam jeg synes var blitt en ... nasjonalhelt 

som mAtte gis menneskel ige trekk ... Det er da nest en skremmende at 

folk ikke viI h0re at helten har menneskelige egenskaper. Det er 

n0dvendig med opprydding i vAre begreper, og jeg er glad hvis 

[KapplepetJ kan bidra til det.' 4() 
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IV. THORKILD HANSEN -- .lENS XlfNK 

THE HISTORICAL ACCOUNT 

Jens Xunk was born to Danish parents on 3 June 1579 on the estate of 

Barbo (today's Arendal) in southern Norway. In 1580 Jens Kunk's 

father, Erik, was raised to the nobi 1 i ty by K1 ng Frederi k I I after 

service rendered to the Crown during the wars with Sweden (1563-1570) 

and Poland (1577), but lost his title and his fief fi ve years later 

when a consensus of noblemen urged Frederik to heed the Barbo tenant 

farmers' repeated complaints of Erik Kunk's brutal and dishonest 

methods. Kunk was imprisoned in Dragsholl1l Castle, where he hanged 

himself in his cell in 1594. 

On his father's imprisonment Jens Munk moved to Fredrikstad with his 

mother and brother, Niels. When 9 years old he was sent to an aunt in 

Aalborg but returned home again 3 years later. Almost immediately he 

enlisted as a cabin-boy aboard a merchant ship bound for Portugal. He 

worked for an Oporto business man, Duarte Duez, for a little over a 

year, before setting out to seek his fortune in the New World where, 

it was agreed, he should work for Duez's brother, Miguel, in Brazil. 

Munk worked his passage to Bahia de Todos as Santos (now called 

Salvador) on board the Dutch ship Schoubynacht, only to discover that , 

Miguel Duez was on a business trip to Europe. Munk decided to return 

across the Atlantic, but his shi p was sunk off Brazil by a fleet 
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captained by French privateers and Munk and seven others who survived 

the attack were marooned by the French on the coast. Of the other 

survi vors nothing is known, but Jens Munk made his way, apparently 

alone I back to Bahia, where he worked first as an apprentice to a 

cobbler, then to a painter, until Miguel Duez returned and, on his 

brother's recommendation, took Hunk into service. Although the 

partnership between Munk and Duez seems to have been an amicable one, 

Munk left Bahia in 1598. A Spanish fleet in Bahia had decided to sink 

several Dutch merchantmen riding at anchor in the roads in 

contravention of Spanish trade monopolies. Duez, who enjoyed lucrative 

trade links with the Low Countries, asked Kunk to swim out to the 

Dutchmen, warn them of the impending danger and persuade them to weigh 

anchor. The dangerous undertaking was successful and the Dutch escaped 

with Hunk on board. In a few weeks he was back once more in Europe. 

He subsequently sailed four times to Spain as ship's clerk and then 

for Henrik Ramel on voyages to the Baltic, Holland and the Iberian 

peninsula. In 1609 }funk formed his own whal i n8 company wi th Jens Hvid 

of Copenhagen, but in its first season in the Arctic, Munk's boat was 

trapped in the ice off Kolguyev Island, north of Russia, and sank. 

Hunk saved his own and his crew's lives by organizing an arduous row 

across treacherous seas, but the loss of his whaler was an expensive 

setback. 

News of Munk's Arctic adventure reached the ears of the Danish king, 

Christian IV, who commissioned Munk to make a number of whaling trips 

in 1610 to the northernmost reaches of the Crown's territorial waters. 

It is probable that Hunk was charged simul taneously with finding a , 

navigable route north-east to the Orient, the North-East Passage. 

These acti vi ties were interrupted, however, by the Kalmar War wi th 
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Sweden, in the course of which Hunk was promoted to captain in the 

Danish Navy and fought wi th some distincti on during the siege of 

Al vsborg. When Munk fell ill in 1612 <probably with a mild form of 

plague) the king provided him with medicaments and food for the full 

18 weeks of his illness. 

After the war Xunk was first sent on royal diplomatic missions to 

Spain and Russia, and then, in 1615, he sailed with Admiral J0rgen Daa 

to patrol Danish whaling grounds, in addition, helping Daa to hunt and 

capture a much-feared pirate, Jan Mendoza. This was a popular success 

which :made Daa and Munk rich men from their customary share of the 

booty. Hunk put his money into the whaling industry, and travelled to 

the Basque region especially to recruit his crews, as the Basques were 

renowned for skill and bravery. However, despite this far-sighted 

initiative, Hunk's whaling ventures were dogged by ill fortune; within 

two seasons he had lost most of his capital. 

Around the same time Christian IV was planning a trading expedition 

to Ceylon. Al though Christian had originally intended Hunk to lead 

this undertaking, captaincy of the expedi tion fell ul timately to Ove 

Giedde, a nobleman who, it was felt, could more representatively lead 

the royal fleet to meet the Sinhalese princes. Perhaps on his own 

initiative Kunk sailed instead with two of the kins's ships in search 

of a North-West Passage to the Orient in the summer of 1619. Misled by 

the common fallacy that a short-cut to China lay via Hudson Bay, 

Kunk's expedition became trapped in the ice there in September 1619. 

After a 9-month-long winter during which all but two of Munk's crew 

succumbed to the cold and to scurvy, Hunk and the two unnamed 

survivors refloated Lamprenen, the smaller of the expedition's two 
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vessels, and in July 1620 began a dramatic voyage back across the 

Atlantic to Scandinavia. They reached Norway in September 1620. 

Shortly afterwards, one of Kunk's cOlnpanions stabbed a man in a 

brawl and fled. Kunk, legally responSible as captain for the actions 

of his crew, was imprisoned in Bergen Gaol and released only after the 

king's personal intervention. Back in Copenhagen at last, Munk 

informed Christian IV of the fate that had befallen the expedition in 

Hudson Bay. Whether merely to salvage the larger ship, Enhi0rningen, 

which Kunk had been forced to abandon there, or whether to try once 

again to find a passage north-west, a second expedi tion was planned 

for 1621. It is uncertain whether the initiative for this venture came 

from Hunk or the king. 

Nothing ever became of the project, however, since Hunk long 

remained too weak after the exertions of his first expedition. By the 

time he had recovered, other events were taking place which precluded 

the voyage. Between 1621 and 1624 Hunk travelled on diplomatic errands 

for the king, and from 1625 (the year after Munk' s account of the 

Hudson Bay tragedy was published under the title Navigatio 

Septentrlonalis) Hunk was engaged in military duties; for three 

consecutive seasons <1625-1627) Kunk, now an admiral, led a blockade 

of the Weser as part of the Danes' strategy in the wars against the 

German Catholic princes. During one engagement Munk's old sloop from 

Hudson Bay, Lamprenen, was sunk, but Hunk himself survived. 

In 1628, most probably while involved in the naval battles off 

Stralsund and Kiel, Kunk was seriously wounded and sent back to 
I 

Copenhagen. One historical source claims that an angry Christian IV 

hi t Kunk in a fit of pique while entertaining him at the Danish Court, 
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and that the physical and mental shock of this attack brought about 

Kunk's untimely death after a brief period of confinement to his bed, 

but this senti mental version of events has never enj oyed widespread 

credence among historians. One puzzling aspect of Kunk's death is that 

he was apparently not buried until fully one month after his death on 

3 June 1628, hi 5 49th birthday. No gravestone exists to confirm or 

contradict this information; no obi tuary or funeral notice has been 

preserved. 

In later years an island off the north Canadian coast and a street 

in Copenhagen have been named after Hunk. He nevertheless remains 

largely unknown and unsung both at home and abroad, even though 

Thorkild Hansen's documentary novel, Jens Hunk (1965), has done much 

to bring an awareness of Kunk's achievements to a new generation. 

The records used 

In an appendix to Jens }funk Thorki Id Hansen gi ves a bi bl i ography of 

some seventy historical sources for the factual information contained 

in the work. Additional in-text references indicate other sources from 

which isolated pieces of information have been taken. The best-

documented section of Jens Munk's life is his voyage to Hudson Bay 

(1619-1620) published as Navigatio Septentrionalis in 1624.' A 

manuscri pt wi th a si mi 1 ar text is preserved in Copenhagen's Royal 

Library as Addltamenta 184, although historians are undecided to what , 

extent this manuscript is the basis for the 1624 biography.~' What is 

clear, however, is that this document is not Kunk's original log from 
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the Hudson Bay voyage. Additamenta 184 post-dates the voyage, as some 

entries show a prescience of events which had not yet taken place. 3 A 

new edition of Navigatio Septentr.iona!is c:mnplernented by a brief 

biography of Jens Munk 'til st0n;te Deele af hans egenhocndige 

Journaler uddragen' appeared in 1723. Jt This account is somewhat 

hagiographic, but has proved the starting point for most later studies 

of Munk's life. In 1883 a third edition of Na'vYigatio Septentrionalis 

appeared, this time with a 56-page introduction by the historian 

Lauridsen, which contained much new information. "; 

For many years the only account of Kunk's voyage to Hudson Bay in a 

major language was the Frenchman Peyrere's Relation du Groenland 

(Paris, 1647) which was used in good faith by a number of non-Danish 

historians and even some Danish ones."" More critical authors have, 

however t detected important errors in Peyr~re' s account." Other 

important works on Hunk are Knudsen's Den danske Ishavsfarer Jens Hunk 

(Copenhagen, 1902) t Birltet-Smi th' s .Tens Hunks Rejse og andre danske 

Ishavsfarter under Chr. IV (Copenhagen, 1929) and Gosch's Danish 

Arctic ExpeditiDns 1605-1620 in two volumeE, (London 1896 and 1897). 

Hansen takes much of his background information about life during the 

time of Christian IV from Troels-Lund' s fourteen-part Dagligt Liv i 

Norden i det selrstende Aarhundrede, (fifth edi tion Copenhagen, 1929-

31: originally published 1903-04), from Olafsson's Oplevelser sam 

Besseskytte under Christian IV (Copenhagen, 1905) and from Bering-

Liisberg's biography of the king, Christic=tn IV: Danmarks og Norges 

Konge (Copenhagen, 1890-1891), Additional historical works referred to 

in this study may all be found in Hansen's bibliogcaphy: 

Erik Arup, DanlI1arlrs Historie, I I (Copenhagen, 1932) 
Erik Arup, Danmarks Historie, rII (Cop::nhagen. 1955) 
J.Chr. Berg, Samlinger til det norslre Folks og Sprcgs HiE-torie, 1 
(Christiania, 1833) 
Sigfus Blondal, 'Alg1erisl{e SCH'lVereS Tog ti 1 [sl.:lnd A;u 1627' I ,Y~':-d 
08 SYd, 2 (Copenhagen, 1898-1899), pp,193-208 
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J0rgen Daa, Relation 
(Copenhagen, 1615) 
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edited by R. Nyerup (Copenhagen, 1825) 
0111 togtet til Nordhavet 1615, manuscript 

Sune DalgArd, Dansk-Norsk Hvalfangst 1615-1660 (Copenhagen, 1962) 
J.A. Fridericia, Dan~rks Riges Historie 1588-1699 (Copenhagen, 
1896-1902) 
H. G. Garde, Efterretni D8er 0111 den danske og norslre SfJeJ:IJagt, I 
(Copenhagen, 1832) 
Ove Giedde, 'Fortegnelse paa alt, hvad paa den Indianske Reise 
forfalden er', Samlung zur Danischen Geschichte, Xunzkenntniss, 
OekonDmie und Sprache, 1 (1772), pp.37-185 
Alfred Hess, Scurvy Past and Present (Philadelphia, 1920) 
Hans D. Lind, Kong Kristian den fjerde oB hans Humd paa Bremerholm 
(Copenhagen, 1889) 
Rasmus Nyerup, 'Udsigt over Capitain Jens Kunks Reiser i Ishavet', 
Riises Archiv for Historie 08 Geografi, 5 (Copenhagen, 1821) 
Niels Pedersen Slange, Christian den Fjerdes Histori e (Copenhagen, 
1749) 
R. Steen Steensen, Den nordlige sevej (Copenhagen, 1957) 

It is clear that Thorki ld Hansen has read extensi vely around hi s 

subject matter and has, by deduction, textual detective work and even 

archreological research, come to several new conclusions. His Jens 

}fLlnks Xinde-Ekspedltion, 1964 (Copenhagen, 1965, with Peter Seeberg) 

accounts for the discovery at Hudson Bay of several artefacts which 

shed light on the condi tions aboard Enhi.0rningen during the winter of 

1619-1620. It is no exaggeration to say that Hansen's Jens Hunk is the 

most extensively researched and best-documented account of Munk's life 

so far published. But, for all that, it is difficult to regard 

Hansen's work, in the form he gives it in Jens Hunk, as the definitive 

historical account of Jens Kunk's life, since, as the following 

examination of the predominantly literary qual i ties of the narrat i ve 

will reveal, Hansen's criteria are not primarily those of the 

historian, but those of the novelist. 

, 
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JENS HUNK -- CONSTRUCTION AND FORMAL ORGANIZATION 

That Jens }funlr is a work of fiction rather than an objective 

historical account is discerned in the way Hansen organizes his 

material. Jens Xunk begins 'in the middle'. It follows no strictly 

chronological progression. The opening comments refer to Kunk's 

wintering in Hudson Bay in 1619-1620 Cpp. 11-13 and p.22). Pages 23-326 

act as an extended 'flashback', bringing the reader back up to 

Whitsuntide 1620, but also revealing prematurely some glimpses of 

Kunk's future and the outcome of certain events by means of 

'flashforwards' Cp.22, p.88, p.134, p.200 et aU. The familiar- 'cliff

hanger' and 'cross-cutting' techniques -- the latter most specifically 

where two events or sequences of events are parallelled in the 

narrative -- also interrupt the forward chronological movement of the 

narrative. 

While techniques such as flashbacks, flashforwards, cliffhangers and 

cross-cutting are recognizable from the repertoire of effects used to 

heighten tension in the adventure film, there is nothing to say that 

such devices may not be used in serious historical exposition. A move 

back through time may sometimes be necessary 'for at forstaa 

baggrunden for de begivenheder, der nu tager fart' (p. 129): a leap 

forward can emphasize the consequences of present actions: 'han havde 

endnu ikke lcert, at ... ' Cp. 255) , 'hans lobe bane i kongens tj eneste 

skulde ikke blive langvarig' Cp.258). However, Jens Hunk betrays 

its literary function by refusing to recognize the overriding 

historical relevance of a strict consequential progression in the 

narrative and by imposing artistic or ideological patterns on reality, 

for example, by making fate a stronger link between events than time 
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is. The chronicler repeatedly reveals a foreknowledge of how things 

are going to turn out by giving the reader a glimpse of Hunk's future: 

'Historien om Jens )funk, siger kremikeren, er historien om en mand, 

der begynder paa bar bund. Tre gange forsl2lger han at slaa igenneID. 

FlZlrste gang svarer skrebnen nej Anden gang svarer skrebnen nej ,., 

Saa pr~ver han igen '" Et halvt aar efter forvandler skrebnen vandet 

omkring hans skibe til granit og svarer nej' (p.l8). 

Less than a dozen pages into Jens Hunk we read that 'Jens Hunk omkom 

ikke ved Hudson Bay. Han di21de f0rst flere aar senere' (p.22). We read 

separately that Xunk's nephew, Erik, and Munk's cabin-boy, Gluf, will 

die in the Arctic and that Christian IV will die penniless and 

defeated (p.88, pp.200-201, p.l34). We are forewarned of impending 

catastrophes <p.123, p.255), of the 'hlodige f0lger' of the Hunk 

family's feud with the Danish nobles (p. 23), and of 'bi tre forhold, 

der endnu hl2lrer fremtiden til' (p.200). However, facts are not 

revealed prematurely in order to reduce tension, for, as I will show, 

Jens }funk is larded wi th action, suspense and exc! tement. Indeed, by 

constructing his narrati ve so that resul ts are seen first and the 

actions that cause them are seen later, Hansen effectively increases 

tension. The reader, unable to communicate vi tal intell igence to the 

characters of the novel, observes their impotence before the fate that 

awaits them. An ominous refrain, a comment on the inevitability of 

fate, runs through the narrative: 'Det gik i opfyldelse' Cp. 25); 'Det 

er, somdet skal vrere' (p.84)j 'livet ." havde faaet hamderhen, hvor 

det vilde have ham' (p. 194) j 'nu er det sket' (p. 378). As kranikeren 

warns, 'mennesket skifter skibe, men ikke skrebne' (p.202). 
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Ten of the narrative's twenty chapters end in a situation of greater 

or lesser suspense. (See chapters 1, 3, 4, 7, 8, 10, 12, 13, 16, 19.) 

From mild curiosity in Chapter 13 '[ MunkJ har mere end fordoblet 

sin gevinst. Hvad i alverden er der sket? Folk tager hatten af for ham 

paa Amagertorv!' (p. 230) -- to the seat-edge exci tement of Chapter 12: 

I De er gaaet i en fl£lde. Jens Munk er Mendozas fange' (p. 215). On six 

separate occasions disaster stares Nunk in the face in the final words 

of the chapter. He is marooned on the inhospitable shores of Brazil 

(p.69), left stranded on the ice as his ship sinks off Kolguyev Island 

(p. 128), abandoned to enemy fire-power at Al vsborg Cp. 182), captured 

by pirates (p.215), forced to spend a winter frozen in at Hudson Bay 

and repeat the order which cost Henry Hudson his life (p. 298), and 

incarcerated in Bergen gaol (p.354). But, in the best traditions of 

the popular hero, Kunk lives to fight another day. In simi lar vei n 

tension is sometimes heightened and curiosity stimulated by the posing 

of questions to which a following 'episode' will provide the answers: 

'Dette efteraar har Jens Munk kunnet bevl£ge sig te:m:melig ubemrerket hen 

over Amagertorv Hvad er forklaringen? Hvorfor har kongen trukket 

sin udn~vnelse tilbage? Hvorfor har Nikkel Vibe indstillet 

samarbejdet?' Cp. 241). 

Some questi ons, however, cannot be answered. Hunk rej ects the offer 

of a promising career with a Dutch merchant: 

vigtige punkt er vi dessv~re henvist 

'Hvorfor? ... Paa dette 

til gisninger' (p.83). 

Historians can measure, examine, read and interpret Munk's diaries 

but, ' 0m manden selv, hans forudsl£tninger og historie, er dagbogen 

tavs' (p. 18). This is the gap left by history's necessary dependence 

on documented fact that Hansen seeks to fill wi th hi E· novel. The 

balancing of the known and the unknown is a maj or feature of the 

narrative's construction, an idea frequently reflected in 'vi ved 
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vi 'led ikke I, I vi ved ikke ... vi ved kun arrangeme~~s in the 

text Cp.17, p.75, pp.362-364, p.367 et aU. The historical documents 

have bequeathed a knowledge of what is verifiable and quantifiable; 

phenomena, names and dates -- ina word, history. The chronicler of 

Jens ](unk, with his I tilblZljelighed til at udgive det mulige som det 

virkel ige I <p. 19), uses intui ti on and imagination to speculate or: the 

unrecorded, the unseen, the intangible -- fiction. 

It is not unreasonable to see the entire narrative as an attempt at 

an answer to the question, I Hvem var Jens Hunk?' Cp. 23). The story

teller, however, knows the limitations of hiE, nearly 400-page-long 

enquiry; it is fiction and not history. When all is said and done, are 

we any the wiser? Who was the real Jens Munk? I En skulde en dag 

fortrelle denne lange historie, og saa blev krlZlnikeren opfundet. Han 

dukker op sammen med sin beretning, og han forsvinder igen sammen med 

den, vrer sikker p~ det, han er uden interesse, reldre er han blevet i 

mellemtiden, men ikke klogere, nej, nej, ikke klogere' Cpo 382). Unlike 

a history book, constructed with the intention of informing and 

answering questions, Jens Hunk is a work of fiction which takes the 

reader through the long process of considering the evidence, only to 

return inevitably to the original point of departure. 

Cyclical constructi~ 

Jens Hunk has a clear cyclical construction. The cycle of 1if2, the 

cycle of the seasons, the turn of the \.".heel of fortu ne wi th its 

pattern of rise and fall, are all important in the novel and leave 
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their traces in the way it is constructed. Hansen shows mathema-ti-::~l 

preci si on in constru cti Dg hi s nove I; 360 pages of text and 

illustration divided into 4 sections of approximately 90 pages each. 

Each section bears the name of one of the four seasons, and each 

section is divided into 5 chapters. The significance of the seasons as 

titles for the novel's four sections is easily deduced. 

Foraaret (pp.11-89) takes the reader from the act.ual spring of 1620 

at Hudson Bay, heralded by the northern migration of the greylags, to 

the symbolical springtime of Jens Hunk's life: 'Han er nitten aar. Nu 

begynder livet' (p.89). These are the formative years of Kunk's life. 

He learns of sailing and the sea, getting to know ships from top to 

bottom with Gerbrantzen (p.55, p.56), proves his manhood by swimming 

across Bahia Bay to warn the Dutch of the plot to sink their ships 

(pp. 80-82), and takes his first draught from the cup of wrath that 

will nourish him through the difficulties ahead, the desire for 

vengeance he feels on hearing that his father has been stripped of his 

ti tIe and his lands and left to die in Dragsholm's dungeons (pp.87-

89). Hunk is on his own, but with the strength of youth and the 

courage of optimism. Like the ground in springtime his I ife has not 

yet born fruit, but it is full of the seeds of promise: 'Livet er at 

begynde paa bar bund, livet er at t0rste 08 slukke sin t0rst, at suIte 

og :mrette si n suI t ... Den, der begynder paa bar bund, han arver den 

hele verden' Cp. 89) . 

Sommeren (pp.93-182) follows Munk's life through busy, fruitful 

years, sailing first for the Copenhagen merchants, then as his own 

master, and finally in the King's Navy. Now Hunk is full of 

'ungdommeligt overmod' Cp. 140). Success in business and popularity 

with Christian IV bode well: 'den unge skipper havde stor-e planer ... 
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Det er gode tider' (p.120). However, as the section ends with the last 

days of summer 1611, the omens seem less fortuitous. The war against 

Sweden has reached a stalemate. King Christian has become omi nousl y 

less tractable (p. 182). The narrator confirms that 'Jens .Hunks store 

skrebne er stadig uafgjort' and leads us then into autumn, 'med kulde, 

storme, I1l0rke' (p.182). 

Efteraaret Cpp. 185-271) offers some promi se sti 11. Hunk enj oys a 

brief Indian summer of success. Al vsborg falls to the Danes Cp. 192), 

Kendoza is captured (p. 220), and Hunk becomes a weal thy businessman 

(p. 230), but autumn heralds the beginning of the end: 'Ungdommens 

rergerrige feber [er] raset ud' (p. 199). The refusal to raise Kunk to 

the nobi 1 i ty is a defeat for Hunk, 'afsl utni ngen paa ungdom:mens store 

ambitioner' Cp.197). As long as the aristocracy's unjust system of 

privilege prevails, Munk's future looks bleak: 'Hvilken fremtid kunde 

han vente sig her t hvor dygtighed opfattedes som provokation, hvor 

enhver fortjeneste blev mistrenkeliggjort, enhver indsats efterfulgt af 

et spark?' (p.230). Omens of disaster lie thick in the section's final 

pagesj the sombre church service, the tears and prayers of the 

citizens, the setting sun and the clouding sky (p.269, p.270): 

'Efteraaret var ved at vrere forbi, vi nteren stod for d0ren oppe 

paa nordhimlen stod kometen og varslede om sk~bnesvangre 

begi venheder' (p. 245) . 

Vinteren <pp.275-383) includes the winter at Hudson Bay, the living 

death of scurvy and the final expiration of Jens Hunk's dreaIl'G: 'aIle 

dr~mme og forhaabninger havde forladt dem, de laa udslukte og 

u:lllrelende' Cp.336). When Munk returns from Hudson Bay it is to a life 

now desolate. He has failed in his mission for the king, and the king 

chastises him (pp.356-357) , He has failed in his duties as a husband, 



and his wife is unfaithful to him (p.356, p.360). The ventures te 

embarks upon are still-born in the inhospitable wintry climate of 
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now 

h' .L...i.S 

later life. After a childless second marriage and an undistinguished 

role in the war against Germany, Munk dies hounded by credi tors and 

law-sui ts, leaving a penniless young vlidow and an untouched plot of 

land on which he had once hoped to build (p. 383): 'Nu er det ude med 

ham' Cp. 378); 'Nu er det sket' (p. 378); 'Nu er han frerdig' (p. 379). 

The cyclical construction of the novel nevertheless suggests SOIre 

hope for Munk. As winter inexorably leads to spring, so the novel's 

final words take the reader back to the opening lines. Kunk's 

unimproved plot of land, 'slet, 0de, ubebygget' (p. 383), recalls the 

surroundings in which he first appears: 'Paa denne pinsedag, den 4. 

juni i aaret 1620 efter vor frelse, strakte den hvide snemark sig 

endnu ubrudt mod horisonten i nord ... Hudson Bay var et fladt og 0de 

balgul v, hvor vinden her og der b0d et genfrerd op til dans' Cp. 11). 

The cycle of life and death is unending. As Munk lies dying at home in 

Pilestrrede he regresses to the days of his childhood, when, then as 

now, he needed help with his pillows and heard not Danish, but 

Norwegian Cp.379). His bed becomes the little home-made dinghy in 

which he played as a child in Fredrikstad harbour, and once again he 

sails the seas (p.380). The cyclical pattern which Hansen imposes upon 

history's record betrays a literary treatment of the subject matter, a 

tendency revealed with equal clarity in an examination of the 

narrati ve style of Jens }funk. 
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Narratiye style 

On first consideration Jens Hunk gives the impression of a work of 

history: there is an abundance of fact and practically no dialogue. 

Several sections dense wi th facts and figures contri bute much to the 

history-book impression of Jens }funk. Authentic background detai I is 

most apparent by its volume in Chapters 6, 9, 10 and 14. Here Troels

Lund IS encyclopaedi c account of everyday life in sixteenth-century 

Denmark, Dagligt Liv i Norden i det selrstende Al..7rhundrede, is the 

source; few chapters are devoid of Troels-Lund's influence. Some 

interludes in Jens }funk are quasi-scientific accounts pruned of 

subjective reflections and narrated in a terse, factual prose. There 

are sections giving information about the Equatorial and Arctic 

weather Cp.57, p.275), the stars Cp.59), the origin and pronunciation 

of Bahia's full name Cp. 65), and a potted history of the search for 

the North-West Passage Cpp. 276-280). The comprehensi ve bi bl iography 

and the inclusion of over 50 maps and illustrations in the text are 

unusual features in modern fict i on and encourage superficial 

appraisals of Jens Hunlr as a well-written history book. It contains 

authentic quotations, works of historical research are referred to 

both in the text and in the bibliography, and some new and ostensibly 

well-reasoned conclusions are presented during the course of the 

narrative. 

However, Hansen's inconsistent use of quoted material in lens Hunk 

distinguishes his role from that of a professional historian. 

Sometimes works listed in the bibliography are referred to as the 

source for certain information: 'J. Chr. Berg genfortreller i sine 

"Samlinger til det norske Folks og Sprogs Historie" sagnet om den 
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faldne lensmands bortrejse 

Bremerholms regnskaber, skriver 

(p.36)j 'H.D. Lind, der har studeret 

Cp.376). The whole of Chapter 18 

is devoted to the diary entries of Munk, Giedde and Christian IV from 

New Year to Vhi tsuntide 1620, so that 'de tre mBmd [kan] ko:mme frem 

og med deres egne ord fortrelle, hvad der skete' (p.317), Elsewhere 

quotation :marks are used and the source acknowledged: ' .. Mendoza havde 

et godt musketteri og vidste vel at drej e og vende sit ski b", staar 

der i levnedsskildringen, og Olafsson har en anekdote, der fortreller, 

hvorledes S0r0veren lod de danske kanonkugler, der ralllte hans ski b, 

brere ned i sin kahyt, for at han kunde bed0mme deres st0rrelse: 

"S0r0verne havde nemlig en dansk kahytsdreng ... " , (p. 212 ) .;'OJ On 1 y 

once, however, is a full page reference given: 'Vi skal nu bede Dem 

slaa op paa side 268 i "Relation du Groenland" og leese, hvad De her 

skri ver om det gaadefulde sp0rgsmaal' Cp. 371>. It is more COIDIl1on for 

Hansen to use quotation marks wi thout indicating his source, thereby 

maintaining the aura of history-book factuality, whilst, deliberately 

or otherwise, making it almost impossible for the average reader to 

check the veraci ty of such statements: 'som det hedder i en samtidig 

beretning: .. Skarnagtige mennesker kan kaste urenlighed [i br0ndene], 

ofte finder :man nyf0dte b0rn nede idem ..... , (p.99), and 'Den 30. 

juli kom Mogens Ulfeldt ind fra 0sters0en med 21 orlogsski be, hvor 

.. folket mestendels var slet afd0d, saa at der neppelig var saa mange 

levendes og karske, at de kunde regjere ski bene" , Cp. 195). 

Most frequently, however, Hansen disposes with quotation marks 

completely, making no distinction between documentary material and his 

own narrative. Sometimes antiquated language suggests the use of 

quoted material. Quota tions from NS 1624 and NS 1723 are usually 

recognizable by archaisms and orthography: ' Det eeneste de fornu:mme 

til, var Sporet af 3 eller 4 Bi0rne og een Ref, og desuden laae der 
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mange Rygbeen af Rosmer Diur' (p.124).9 In the majority of instances, 

quoted material is absorbed into Jens Xunk wi thout a.cknowledgement or 

indication of its source. Compare, for example, 'Barentshavet ligger 5 

breddegrader nord for polarkredsen, foraaret er den bed +e t· d s" aa~s 1 , 

skydcekket er ringe, der er ingen vind, og solen varmer allerede sa.a. 

meget, at man sel v ved -20· kan arbejde i det fri uden 

hovedbekll£dning' Cp. 123), and 'Foraaret er ubetinget den behageligste 

aarstid i de arktiske omraader. Skydl£kket er ringe, og solen varmer 

saa meget, at man selv ved temperaturer paa -20· kan arbejde i det fri 

uden hovedbekll£dning' (Steensen, p. 165) . 1 <:> This is not the place to 

discuss the ethics of this technique. Suffice it to say that Hansen's 

procedure in such instances distinguishes him from the true historian, 

who, unlike the author of fiction, is undisturbed by a frequent use of 

quotation marks, footnotes, brackets and often necessarily lengthy 

references in his essays. 

The narrative style of Jens }funk is predominantly that of fiction. 

Hansen's choice of content and language is governed by ideological and 

aesthetic criteria. The mood of the times is often set by the use of a 

brief review of historical events before incidents in the novel follow 

in similar vein. 

Den 17. februar aar 1600 er Giordano Bruno blevet levende brrendt paa 
Campo dei Fiori i Rom. Jens Munk sejler. Den 24. oktober 1602 d0r Tyge 
Brahe landflygtig og bitter i Prag. Jens Hunk sejler. I Frankrig 
hersker Henrik IV. I Spanien sl ipper en forhutlet kl udekrl£rnmer ud af 
greldsfl£nglset i Sevi lla og drager til Madrid for at faa trykt sit 
manuskript om den tapre ridder Don Quijote de la Mancha. I Frederik 
Christensens stenhus i Aal borg d0r Anna Munksdatter. Jens :M:unk sej ler. 
1603 indgaar borgmester Frederik Christensen I£gteskab med den unge 
Nargrethe J0rgensdatter. Dronning Elisabeth d0r, England og Skotland 
forenes, og det er en verdensbegivenhed, f0rst senere stillet i skygge 
af den kendsgerning, at William Shakespeare samme aar skriver 
"Hamlet". Jens Munk sejler. 1604 gaar Galilei mod Aristoteles' lrere am 
himlens uforanderlighed, og inkvisitorerne begynder saa smaat at g0~e 
torturkammeret rede. 1605 skal :roollerkonen i byen Leyden i Holland 
igen have et barn, der bliver denne gang en S0n, 08 den lille dreng 
faar navnet Harmensz van Rijn Rembrandt. Jens Munk sejler Cp.115). 
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Passages like this may be considered in two ways. Firstly ~s a 

historical backdrop to Munk' s own history, setting the scene 'tli th 

economy and effect. Alternatively, the reader can glean from the data 

presented a more than merely picturesque impression of the age. It was 

a time when genius was often unjustly rewarded (Bruno, Brahe, 

Galilei)j perhaps there is an analogy between Hunk's refusal to accept 

his decreed status as a commoner and these men's refusal to accept 

Aristotle's law of an unchanging universe. It was a time of religious 

strife and foment (Henry IV, Queen Elizabeth's successors); a portent, 

perhaps, of what is to befall Denmark in the Thirty Years' War? Don 

Quixote, the thwarted idealist tilting at windmills presages the 

tenacious struggling Munk, doomed to failure. Hamlet's story of 

revenge also has some bearing on Munk's life. Even Rembrandt, like 

Munk, was to fall into acute financial difficulties before his death. 

History here is used primarily to illustrate aspects of the novelistic 

character, not because it is of interest in its own right. History has 

been demoted to serve fiction. 

Hansen's treatment of fact and hiE; primary sources is not always 

that of the serious historian. History's exotic milieu provides Hansen 

wi th the opportuni ty to stimulate the reader's interest on a purely 

superficial, voyeuristic level. The details concerning the work 

schedules and rules on Bremerholm are not of interest in themselves in 

lens Hunk, but serve to show the Navy's central position in Danish 

life in the early 1600s Cpp.151-167). Bremerholm, like Copenhagen, 

becomes a microcosm of the medieval world (pp.93-100). Munk's 

proviSioning lists present a bewildering array of antiquated tools and 

instruments including 'kofilnagler' , 'dyvelsk10er' , 'jomfruer' , 

'dansemestre' and 'hjertebamdsler' Cp.267). To the average reader it 

means nothing, but Hansen. uses such data, not as a historian. to 
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inform, but, as a novel ist, to impress -- to create a picture of a 

society and a technology now alien, and thus imbue his story with the 

atmosphere of seventeenth-century Denmark. 

The storyteller's declared affinity for the anecdotal is very much 

in evidence in Jens Hunk, where the veracity of an anecdote is 

subordinate to its potential for giving a vivid, but concise 

impression of the times, the 'feel' of history rather than the facts. 

Saa blev det paa ny daarligt vejr, taage vekslede :med storm, og til 
sidst maatte kaptajn Frederiksen beordre en sort kat udsat i havet i 
en balje og provianteret med brod og fisk til syv dage. Dette mildnede 
naturligvis guderne, og den 20. juni kunde de endelig lobe ind i 
Bergen Cp. 132) ; 

Doktor Jon vidste raad for alverdens lidelser. En aften, da han var 
paa vej over H0jbro op til slottet, blev han standset af en kone, som 
havde en slem tand, af hvilken hun led stor kval og smerte. Doktor Jon 
svarede hende venligt, lukkede sin salvekasse op og smurte hendes kind 
der, hvor smerten var indenfor. Saa tog han et gult r0r, satte det 
mellem hendes lfEber og bad hende blfESe i det al t det, hun kunde. Da 
hun gj orde det I f10j den daarl ige tand ud gennom r0ret, uden at det 
gjorde hende den mindste smerte eller 0mhed Cp.100). 

While the anecdotes above can be traced to sources in Hansen's 

bibliography, 11 others are invented by Hansen himself. There is no 

historical evidence to support the anecdote about Erik Hunk dressing 

in wolverine furs, but the fact that this is not beyond the bounds of 

probability is sufficient for kr0nikeren, who displays throughout Jens 

}[tlnlr I [den] beklagelige tilb0jelighed til at udgi\'e det mulige som det 

virkelige' (p. 19). He then uses Glaus Magnus's pseudo-science to 

express in a few words the rampant superstition of the times and the 

rapacious nature of Erik Hunk: 

Kr0nikeren fortreller, at [Erik MunkJ gerne gik klredt i jrerveskind, og 
minder om den samtidige fErkebiskop Glaus Magnus 08 hans tankevrekkende 
omtale af jrerven: ·Dens k0d er ubrugeligt, men pelsen er pragtfuld og 
kostbar. Kun fyrster og stormrend brerer den. Dog b0r jeg ikke fortie, 
at enhver, sam gaar klredt i dette dyrs ski nd, aldrig kan h0re op med 
at spise og drikke' Cp. 25) . 12 
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Other suitable anecdotal material is knowingly borrowed from sources 

outside the scope of Munk's history, a clear indication 0: the 

superiority of the picturesque over the factual in Hansen's narrative. 

The blood-c.urdling description of the pirate Jan Mendoza, is, in fact, 

taken from an account of Algerian pirates (mistakenly described 3S 

'Turks' in the following quotation) who plundered Iceland in 1627: 

'TrovlErdige 0j envidner erklrerede, at [Mendoza) havde kl0er i stedet 

for negle, han udspyede flammende ild og svov1, og skarpe knive og 

jernpigge voksede ud paa hans albuer og knre' (p.207): compare, 

'Tyrkerne havde K10er i Stedet for Negle, de udspyede flammende 

Ild og Svovl, skarpe Kni ve og JlErnpigge voksede ud af deres Bryst, 

Al buer og Knre' CBlondal, p. 202) . 

Facts alone are not always sufficient to give the narrative the 

right atmosphere. Kronikeren seeks to 'viderebringe lidt af [de 

forbigangne begivenhedersJ stemning', adding from his imagination 

minor, mostly unobtrusive details to enliven history's 't0rre, 

dokumentariske betragtning' Cp.20). As an example of this, witness how 

Dalg~rd's factual description of whaling is turned into literature by 

the intuition of krenikeren: 

De store afskArne splEkflager skulde f0rst hakkes ud i sillAstykker, 
hvilket krrevede mange mamds arbejde ved hakkebrretterne. Det findelte 
splEk blev s~ udlmgt til tran i store kobberkedler anbragte i murede 
ovne, som anvendtes fra Ar til Ar. Efter kogningen skulde trannen 
afk0les 08 afklares. Hertil havde man vist oprindelig brugt 
overfl0dige slupper, som trannen blev hreldt i sammen med vand, men 
senere havde man dog utvivlsomt slErligt konstruerede k0lebakker. 
Derefter hreldtes trannen p~ t0nderne eller kvardelerne, som de 
udsendte b0dkere i mellemtiden havde gAet efter eller rejst CDalgArd, 
p. 243). 

Store afskaarne sprekflager var slrebt fra hvalerne hen til 
hakkebnetterne, hvor skaren af arbejdere endnu stod med de lange knive 
i hrenderne. Derfra var det findelte sprek ad en slidske f0rt videre til 
kobberkedlen over den murede ovn, hvor r0gs0jlen ... stod lige op i 
den arktiske himmels k0lige ro. I srresset paa den anden side af kedlen 
laa nogle gamle slupper, hvori trannen blev afk01et, og rundt omkring 
dem stod b0dkerne En ram tranl ugt hvi lede over stedet, hvor erl 
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h~rskare af s0fugle under larmen og skrigen jagtede eiter spreklunser 
og affald. (p. 221) 

The eye that kr0nikeren has for detail is seen too in his description 

of the sacking of Xlvsborg: 'den lyse sormnernat s~nker sig 8ver 

landskabet, en kvie br01er i det fjerne. Saa s0nderrives stillheden 

pI udsel 19 af en trompetfanfare, luften genlyder af vilde hyl. 

Storm10bet paa Elfsborg er begyndt' Cp. 190). Such depictions evoke 

clear mental pictures by stimulating several of the reader's senses. 

The adaptation kr0nilreren makes of Olafsson's account of the 

recruiting-room in which Munk musters his crew for Hudson Bay clearly 

illustrates the technique (pp.259-262: compare Olafsson, pp.151-152). 

In Jens }funk the reader sees the flickering shadows and the dust 

rising in the spring sunlight, hears the scratch of the quill pen and 

the ringing laughter of the sai 1 ors, smells the carpenters' pungent 

tobacco and feels the uneasy sti llness which falls when Olafsson 

describes his vision of disaster. Kr.0niJreren's imagined detail ensures 

that reading Jens }funk is not merely an intellectual, but also an 

aesthetic experience. 

Hansen also invents detail to increase tension. Jens Hunk is not 

lacking in action and drama. The real Hunk's account of his anchoring 

in the mouth of Churchill River is terse. The language of NS 1624 is 

unemotional. Kunk urges no special caution: 

Til Jens Munckes Vindterhaffn udi Nova Dania. er Cursen Sudvest [sid 
til Syden oc Sydvest, 3 etmaal seylads, DC naar hand begynder at faa 
grund 30. Fauffne DC mindere, da kand mand holde si n gang noget 
syderlig Den 7. Septembris, der ieg met st0rste Besuerlighed 
for~edelst Storm oc Wueier, Sneefug, Hagel oc Taage var kommen udi 
forne: Haffn, da lod ieg sammensrette min Sluppe, sam vaar adskildt udi 
sex St0cker, DC om Natten der effter hulde wi Vact paa Landet, DC 

haffde en lId optendt, paa det at Lamprenen kunde finde til oss igen 
(NS 1624, 20 August 1619 and 7 September 1619). 
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The account in the novel is full of action, noise d d bs ~ an anger a en~ 

from Hunk's own description. Kr0nikeren maintains that a full gale was 

blowing, and, coming from the worst possible direction, was 

threatening to drive Enhi0rningen onto the treacherous reefs. 1 ~3 There 

is frantic acti on as Enhi0rningen breasts the wave:=, at the river 

estuary sails to be taken in, depths to be fathomed, rocks to be 

avoided, and anchors to be cast -- although in fact it is more likely 

that the location of the shallows and discovery of the submerged rocks 

were made at a later date, along with the fathoming of the water-

course and the building of the beacons. Then, in keeping with the 

over-dimensioned exci tement of knlJni keren' s narrative, Hunk's 'I ld' 

becomes 'et vreldigt baal'. 

Den 7. september 1619 blreste der paa dette sted vindstyrke 10 fra 
nordvest med snefog, hag 1 og taage. Brusende fremad mod kysten med 
vinden agtenfortvrers og en fraade af skum for boven dukkede Jens Hunks 
fuldriggede fregat op i det graa, usigtbare vejr. I de faa minutter, 
der nu stod til hans raadighed, lykkedes det ham alene ved at 
man0vrere med sej lene at srette ski bet ind gennem den tvrergaaende 
brrending, at tage bestik af tidevandstr0mrnen og afdriften, at 
lokalisere det farlige unders0iske klippeskrer, som strrekker sig ud fra 
den 0stlige odde, og undgaa grundst0dning ... nreppe var de n0dvendige 
ankerpejlinger fra haanden, f0r :M:unk fik sin sluppe, som han paa 
hvalfangerrna.ner medf0rte i seks adskil te dele, sat sammen 08 halet 
udenbords. En flok matroser roede i land forsynet med brrende, klude og 
en t0nde tjrere, og da ID0rket faldt paa, blussede et vreldigt baal oppe 
paa den h0jeste af de lave, afrundede klipper (p.296). 

Fictional detail is again interwoven with fact to heighten the drama 

in the narrative when Jens Hunk decides to spend the winter in Hudson 

Bay. Al though history has not preserved the exact wording of Hunk's 

order, kr0nikeren, who has already told his readers of Hudson's fate 

(p. 278), has Hunk repeat the fateful command which cost Hudson his 

life (p. 278). The tension is heightened. I [Hunk] samlede sine 

officerer til raadslagning. AIle var enige, det haarde vej r 

umul iggj orde en fortsrettelse af sej ladsen. Det var den 18. september 

1619. Da 1Il0det var forbi, maat te Jens Kunk sammenkalde de to ski bes 
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mandskab paa overdcekket af "Enhi0rningen" og gentage Henry Hudsons 

sk~bnesvangre ordre: Vi fors0ger en overvintring'. (pp.297-298) 

Those sections of krenikeren's narrative devoid of quotations, 

direct reference to historical data or obvious factual information 

have a strikingly different tone to the rest of the work. Here the 

reader encounters a highly subjective narrative style, that of the 

essay: I Hvad er som havet er sonunerdag? K~r ligheden er som havet og 

ensomheden er som havet, og kiIlrligheden og ensomheden, de er ikke 

mods~tninger' (p.40)j 'En s0mands liv, v~r sikker paa det, det er saa 

ensformig, det er saa blottet for begivenheder, og de mange, der tror 

det modsatte, tager fejl. At sejle, det er at ligge dag efter dag' 

Cp. 114). Such pensive interl udes are few perhaps deliberately so 

since they undeniably slow down the tempo of the narrati ve -- but 

sufficient nonetheless to show that history-writing is not 

knmikeren's only aim. He sacrifices historical sobriety to create 

effects and atmosphere by using language to convey more than mere 

facts. 

The use of language in Jens Hunk is literary rather than analytical. 

For the most part the account is narrated in standard mid-twentieth

century Danish prose, but there are several instances where archaic 

language or modernisms are introduced into the text for some kind of 

special effect. These are not only hidden quotations of the type 

discussed previously; some archaisms are manufactured by the narrator. 

There is no documentary source for the archaic turn of phrase used, 

for example, on page 261: 'Hvad var da grunden ti 1 at Jens Munks 

skippere bestandig fik afslag, naar de henvendte sig til vor gamle 

ven, den ~rlige isl~nder og b0sseskytte Jon Olafsson, thi ham var det 
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jo, der stod og gemte sig bag de andre hin mindevcerdige aprildag i 

Skriverstuen paa Bremerholm'. 

Archaisms undoubtedly enhance the narrative's history-book flavour, 

but they also underline the distance in ti~e between Jens Munk and his 

present-day biographer. Paradoxically, ~odernisms in the text have a 

similar effect. It seems out of place to read that Dragsholm's inmates 

'havde en skrue l0s' (p.50), or that Christian IV 'blev gal i hovedet' 

<p.177), but the author jars the reader's E:enses in this way partly 

because the use of modern jargon establishes krenikeren's own locus in 

time, partly because these slangy turns of phrase establish a degree 

of fami liari ty and trust between the narrator and the reader, and 

partly because they demythologize the characters of history. 

A similar process takes place in lrr.emikeren's shifts between the 

Danish capi tal's pretentious medieval ti tIe, 'Hafnia Metropolis et 

Portus Celeberrimus Daniae' and its twentieth-century commercial 

epithet, 'Wonderful Copenhagen' (both p.93 et passim). But here too is 

evidence of another literary technique, that of irony. The convoluted 

Latin title is now as empty a boast as the claim that it is 'et navn, 

der kan forstaas i hele verden' (p.93). Latin, like Copenhagen's 

former glory, is dead and gonej now Copenhagen has sold out to a new 

culture of commercialism, and is just a quaint tourist stop which 

'nogle k0benhavnere paa deres nye modersmaal kalder .. Wonderful 

Copenhagen'" Cp. 93) . 

Verbal irony is often employed in the novel to convey unstated 

atti tudes by using 1 anguage to imply a meaning directly opposite to 

what is actually said. Krenikeren thus fakes amazement at the fact 

that slaves could not endure the 'venlige irettes~ttelser' of 'et par 
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hundrede piskes1ag' (p. 72), and chooses the following anecdote as an 

example of Christian IV's 'charitable' disposition: 

Klaus Ahlfeldts tidligere tjener, S0ren ... var oprinde1ig d0mt til 
galge og gren, da kongen i sin mi1dhed bestemte at han skulde slippe 
med at faa haaret, 0rerne og nlESen skaaret af og . i denne Ii lstand 
sluttes i Jern paa Holmen til en anden, som var 1ige saa ilde faren'. 
Trods benaadningen var der jo grund til at udvise forsigtighed. S0ren 
stod ank1aget for at have stjaalet nogle solvskeer fra grevens 
spisekammer Cp.159). 

Far from illustrating charity, Hansen here uses the indirection of 

verbal irony to emphasize the king's harshness. Seen from kr0nikeren's 

twentieth-century perspecti ve the barbaric punishment is out of all 

proportion to the crime. This technique reveals the storyteller's 

point of view. When a raging Christian IV strikes Munk in the chest 

with his stick, and kr0nikeren comments, 'Saadan bliver i alderdommen 

det ridderslag, Jens Munk dr0mte om sam ung' Cp. 379), the metaphor 

generates in the reader an appropriate feeling of sympathy for Munk. 

Jens Munk has dreamed of and, it is impl ied, deserved the patent of 

nobility, but now is brutally struck down by the king who owes him so 

much. 

Dramatic irony is introduced into the narrative to heighten tension 

and empathy, as the storyteller shares with his audience important 

knowledge of a situation of which the novelistic characters are 

ignorant: 

Nu maatte det vrere slut med at strejfe rundt nede paa havnen, i 
borgermesterens hjem kunde Jens lrere gode manerer, her vilde han faa 
en standsmressig opdragelse, her laa hans eneste haab om at blive til 
noget stort, skriver, maaske endda prest. Andre muligheder var der 
ikke Cp. 45); 

Den 16. maj var heldigvis ogsaa en s{:mdag, ja det "'Clr end.d3 selve 
pinsedag. Et bedre varsel for rejsen (til Hudson Bay] kunde slet ikke 
titnkes Cp. 271) . 
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Sometimes irony in Jens Nunk is so thinly disguised that it becomes 

almost a lampoon of certain insti tutions or characters. Krenikeren 

accuses the lawgivers of having lost their sense of humour when an 

adulterer is no longer led through the streets 'ved det samme lem, der 

han giorde synden med' <p. 24), and comments wryly on what a 

'fortrreffelig ide' it is to put the king's 5-year-old son in charge of 

the Danish East India Company <p.242). 

The vocabulary used by kni7nikeren often betrays his literary bias. 

Sounds are manipulated for aesthetic effect, so we read that, 

':M:ennesket skifter ski be, men ikke skcebne' (p. 202), that a carpenter 

carries out 'verdens reldste og cedelste haandvcerk' (p. 261), and that 

'efter dr0mmerne korn krcemmerne, smilet gennem taarer blev til grinet 

mellem daarer' (p. 315). 

Repeated sounds, sentence rhythms and word patterns in Jens Xunk 

suggest the unnatural language of poetry. Most noticeable are 

instances such as Munk's fevered recollection of the dead men of 

Hudson Bay: 'De er vrek ... vrek, vcek, vcek, allevegne forsvundet 08 vrek' 

<pp. 378-379) . Words ring 1 ike a death knell to suggest with awful 

inevi tabi Ii ty the returning horrors of the plague: I Pest i 1592. Pest 

i 1599. Pest i 1601. Pest i 1612. Pest i 1618. Pest i 1624. Pest i 

1625. Kopper og dysenteri. Tyfus og bl odsot' (p. 99). A refrai n-li ke 

use of language is seen in the final sub-chapter of the narrati ve, 

where four of the six paragraphs open wi th the melancholy question, 

'Hvad bl i ver der til bage?', a device whi ch serves to under 1 ine how 

little evidence of his existence Munk left behind <pp.381-382). A more 

poetic use of the refrain occurs in kr0nikeren's description of Hunk's 

swimming across Bahia Bay to warn the Dutch ships of the Spanish 

ambush: 'Armene, benene. Havet drekker de tre fjerdedele af jordkloden. 
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Armene, benene. Havet bestaar af den sarnrne op10sning sam menneskets 

taarer. Armene, benene. Havet ligger uden lys Armene, benene. 

Havet er mat SOln silke Armene, benena. Cidade bt).ix~ gaar under. 

Armene, benene. Cidade al ta gaar under' <p. 81, p. 83). 

I have shown earlier how kr0nikeren has an artist's eye for detail; 

he also has an author's ear for language. Adjectives, adverbs and 

metaphor bring his descriptions to life: 

Stormen var redet af. Da kaptajnen ved daggry med stive lemmer 
kravlede op paa d~kket, strakte havet sig roligt i den skarpe 
morgenluft, ethvert spar af uvejret var slettet, skununet paa 
vandoverfladen forsvandt sam sne, der smelter i solen, ude over 
horisonten antog himlen de svage nuancer af lyser0dt og gul t, man 
finder paa indersiden af en muslingeskal, uni verset aabnede sig, og 
snart toppede b01gerne imod den opgaaende sol <p.348). 

Krli.mikeren allows himself the poet's prerogative of manipulating 

syntax. The hectic scenes preceding Christian's coronation are, in 

part, narrated without verbs. Description becomes stage instruction 

and the scene acquires a bustl ing immediacy: ' Pause paa Amagertorv. 

Larmende op10b i aIle k~ldre. Pryssing til 12 penning 08 barst til 3. 

Vaabenraslen fra fl2nniker og borgenv~bning. Uoph0rlige salutskud fra 

Bremerholm' (p.l08). Elsewhere in the narrative sentences peter out in 

a line of dots to indicate unfinished trains of thought <p.246, 

p. 315), abandoned descriptions (p.354) or a sudden shift in time or 

space (p. 373, p. 379) . Drama or surprise is highlighted typographic-

ally by the use of italics or capital letters: 'AIle tre ekspeditioner 

havde modtaget den samme korte instruks: Find Franklin.' I (p. 279); 

, Havde Wi 11 i am Gordon paa ny taget fej I? BEFANDT DE SIG SLET I KKE I 

HUDSON BAY?' <p.291); 'Den 16. Maj OM MORGENEN SAAE VI DET FORJETTEDE 

LAND CEYLON XED STaR GLtfDE' <p.'327).14 The fictional narrative also 

contains exclamations and interjections which are not normally the 
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stuff of the written language, least of all of the historical 

treatise: '[Skibsprest Jensen] fik: 100 daler am aaret Han var 

heller ikke mere vlerd, ak nej' Cp. 258-259); 'Aah, hvor varmen smager 

godt, naar man har savnet den i ti :maaneder' Cp 275) Iii d . . n an mag ne 

conversation with the long-dead Peyrere such exclamations are in 

French: 'helas', 'permettez-nous de Ie dire' etc. <pp.369-371). 

A paragraph of only two words stands out clearly to reveal the sale 

reason for Giedde's being preferred to Munk to lead the expedition to 

Ceylon. Giedde is short on experience, ability, endurance and 

charisma, fifteen years younger than the expert, reliable Munk, 'Men 

adelig' <p. 240). A typically Ii terary balance between long and short 

sentences gives rhythm and tempo to the narrative and weight to 

selected statements: 

Han er ikke friherre, han er kaptajn, ikke s~rlig veltalende, men 
venlig og ligefrem, mere og mere behersket af den ro, der med aarene 
kommer over en mand, sam har vist sig skikket til det liv, han selv 
har valgt, i smug beundret af rnandskabet, naar han slubrer hen over 
d~kket i sine s0st0vler, sender et bekymret blik til storraaen, mumler 
en ordre ti 1 rorgeengeren og duknakket gaar vi dere, 1 igesom 
undskyldende den overlegne erfaring og sagkundskab, der er aabenlys 
for enhver. En j eevn mand. Som de fleste hel te paafaldende uheroisk 
(pp. 198-199). 

The use of tense in .Tens }funk also suggests ali terary bias. Much of 

the narration is in the epic preterite, but on particularly dramatic 

occasi ons, the tense switches to the present, deseri bi ng events with 

the iIDlIlediacy and vividness of stage or fi 1m. Kr0nikeren does not 

merely describe what has happened, he takes his readers there and lets 

them see events unfold before their own eyes: 'Dag for dag bliver det 

varmere (paa vej mod Bahia] Her staar Orion ... Her gl0der den 

tr~tte Betelgeuze I <p. 59). There is, however, another tense which is 

much used in Jens Hunk. 'Future- i n-the-past' constructi ons underscore 
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the distance between the novel's characters and the reader and 

increase the tension in the work. The 'they-were-not-to-know-then' 

approach is the storyteller's way of warning the reader of the 

inevitability of fate. The characters remain ignorant. 

Det vidste kaptajnen ikke. Ikke endnu. Ken denne omstrendighed i 
forbindelse IDed foraarets pludselige komme skulde blive afg0rende for 
den sk~bne, der ventede ham (p.22)j 

[MunkJ havde ikke overv~ret kroningen af den n~sten jrevnaldrende kong 
Christian, der skulde komrne til at spille en saa afg0rende rolle i 
hans liv (pp.109-110)j 

Under de begivenheder, der kulminerede i storm10bet paa Elfsborg, 
skulde Jens Hunk komme til at spille en fremtr~ende rolle (p.188). 

Imagery 

Metaphor, imagery, allusion, symbol and poetic usage are not 

generally the province of the history-book, yet all have a part to 

play in Jens Hunk. The opening paragraph sets the style: weather and 

seasons are personi fied, the landscape is described by metaphor, and 

kreniireren smuggles subjective impressions into the reader's mind by 

his use of adverbs and adjectives. Not only is fact described, but 

mood is imagined, too. 

Vinteren varede ved. Den fik sin vilje, og den tog sin tid, siger 
kr0nikeren bittert. Den havde stadig kr~fter nok, selv om solen l~nge 
havde skinnet i de fleste af d0gnets timer. Paa denne pinsedag, den 4. 
juni i aaret 1620 efter vor freIse, strakte den hvide snemark sig 
endnu ubrudt mod horisonten i nord. Ingen steder blinkede der en 
sprrekke blaat vand i lyset. Hudson Bay var et fladt og kJde balgul'.'. 
hvor vinden her og der bod et genfrerd op til dans (p.11). 
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Later in the narrative snowdrifts become 'hvide delfiner ... stivnet 

midt i deres spring' Cp. 308); full sails 'staar udsprendt som 

trommeskind' in the wind Cp.128), flapping with a sound 'som 

riffelskud' (p.350)j waves strike the ship 'med et brag som et 

j ordskred I (p. 291) and the storm-tossed Lamprenen resembles 'et vrel tet 

h0lres' (p.350). Sunset is 'brrenden langs vesthorisonten' (p.312), 

stars 'fr0s fast paa himmelen' <p.312) and the wind is a Minotaur 

which 'br0ler under Nordlyset' (p. 276). Inanimate obj ects are gi ven 

feelings and physical attributes: 'Havet glemmer hurtigt, men 

"Lamprenen" huskede det hele' (p.348)j 'Virkeligheden rnarcherer 

hurtigt' (p. 315) j 'Da han giftede sig med hende, var han allerede 

forlovet med undergangen, oE) nu 1 igger han i sin seng og bedrager 

hende med d0den' (p. 379) . 

In his description of the Arctic weather krenikeren uses both 

personification and allusion to express more vividly the harsh, 

unremitting conditions, reincarnating the Cretan Minotaur in a new 

labyrinth of Arctic fjords (p. 275). This image is extended throughout 

the pages which follow upon its introduction, intruding into the 

history-book tone of the account of the discovery of the North-West 

Passage. The Minotaur is also present in Jens Munk's story. As Hunk's 

ships lie at anchor in Munkehavn, the Minotaur howls in the fjord, as 

winter gives way to spring it gives a dying sigh, and when Lamprenen 

slips out of the harbour it stretches out an icy hand to hold back the 

little boat Cp.308, p.335, p.345). In a further extension of the 

Minotaur allusion, Roald Amundsen, conqueror of the North-West 

Passage, becomes a latter-day Theseus, and the jet-streams of modern 

trans-polar aircraft become' hvide Ariadnetraad' Cpp. 280-281). 
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Hunk is a Ulysses fighting the Cyclops (p. 299). The metaphor is 

significant. Ulysses' voyage of discovery and adventure epitomizes 

heroic exploration, and Ulysses himself! tradi tionally shrewd, 

generous and noble, has much in common with Hansen's picture of Hunk. 

An extension of the allusion again suggests that Hansen is satisfied 

wi th its effect: ' [Hunk] var som den hj erIr.rendte Odysseus, der i en 

stodders skikkelse bankede paa bagd0ren til hjemmet paa Ithaka. Men 

her h0rer den dyre saromenligning ogsaa op. Pilestrrede var intet 

Ithaka, og Kathri ne Adriansdatter, viste det sig, var isrer ingen 

Penelope' (p.356). Ithaca crowned Ulysses king, but Copenhagen spurns 

the returned Munkj Penelope waited chastely for Ulysses, but Kathrine 

takes a lover. 'Var der ingen Penelope i denne historie, kom der dog i 

det mindste en lausikaa' (p.361). 

Elsewhere a direct allusion is made between Saint Sebastian, 

martyred wi th a hundred arrows, and Munk, physically stung by the 

memory of all the sai 1 ors he saw di e at Kunkehavn: 'Han kan ikke 

slippe de navne, de sidder ham i kroppen som pilene i den hellige 

Sebastians legeme' (p. 379). 

Jens Hunk contains many allusions which are less immediately 

obvious. Christian IV seems to yearn for the power of God with 'the 

whole world in his hands': 'Iu viI [Christian IV] favne den runde 

jord' <p.255). The words describing the magnitude of divine power in 

The Lord's Prayer are also used of the king '[Christian IV] har endnu 

ikke v~nnet sig til den kendsgerning, at hans ~re, magt og herlighed 

ikke kan hal de ' <p. 377) . loS 

The description of Munk's final hours includes several biblical 

allusions with a consistently pathetic theme, Hunk's last hope, the 
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divine redress of earthly injustice: 'Engang troede han, han skulde 

arve den he1e verden .. , de sidste skal bl i ve de forste de so:::: 

mister deres liv, ska1 vinde det' Cp.380).'6 Significantly the:-e is 

also an allusion to Job, a book expounding the same innocent suffering 

as in Jens Hunk. On his deathbed the fevered Hunk dreams that 'De skal 

gaa mod alderens aar og finde deres ungdom' (p 380) and seHe a1 ., • r 

remarks in Job chapter 33, in whieh Jehovah reveals through a dream 

his promise to quicken the faithful with a new body and the freshness 

of youth after the pain of death, coincide with krenikeren's 

description of Hunk's death; the half-slumber of the dying, the pain 

and the once strong body, now wasted and weak. '17 There iE; also the 

suggestion of a literary parallel between Munk and Christ. Like 

Christ, }funk is 'f0dt uden for nummer, uden hjemsted paa landjorden' 

(p. 380) . 'I '::1 Kunk crusades gloriously but hopelessly against the 

bigotry of his nation's rulers. He has right on his side, but is 

spited and eliminated by the ruling classes because he poses a threat 

to the ordered comfort of their existence. Like Christ, Hunk '[ er] 

uden skyld Og all igevel. Han er skyldig' Cp. 378), and as Hunk's 

life draws to a close, kr0nikeren's 'Nu er det sket' provides an echo 

of the crucified Christ's confirmation of the fulfilment of his life, 

'Nu er det fuldbragt' Cp.378: compare John 19.30; 'Det er fuldbragt'). 

Symbols in Jens Hunk fulfil a similar function to allusions; objects 

within the fictional design acquire a metaphorical value that points 

in the direction of a meaning. Thus, when kr0nilreren deseri bes 

Christian at his coronation as a young man 'med morgensolen i ryggen', 

he is not. only deseri bing the fine weather of the coronation day but 

also suggesting the rising power of Denmark (p.108). 'I") Christian's 

coronation marks the da\VIl of a new era of 110pe for the Danes. For a 

while all bodes well. Denmark follows the rising star of its new king 
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and under Christian IV reaches its height as a great power <p.135). 

But, as Christian ages and ai Is, Denmark too decl ines into atrophy. 

The king is a symbol of his country: ' 1631 efter vor frelse 

Christian den Fj erde f0ler sig gallllIlel. Danmark synker' <p. 382); 'den 

28 februar 1648 kl. fem om eftermiddagen d0r denne mand af mavekr~ft 

paa Rosenborg slot i K0benhavn , .. Danmark synker' <p.134), 

Munk too is a symbol within the narrative, The fate peculiar to the 

historical Munk becomes a fate typical of all the 'little grey men' of 

history cast hither and thither by 'livets absurde tilskikkelser' 

<p. 20) , the oppressed and the forgotten whose inner strengths and 

heroism are hidden behind exteriors of modest humility.2C> 'Hvad bliver 

der ti 1 bage?' asks krtzmikeren, when Munk's story is told <p. 381, 

p.382, twice). Munk, like most of his fellow humans, leaves little 

tangible trace of his existence, What remains is a symbol of the 

fictional Kunk himself, lonely and overlooked in life, unknown and 

unnoticed in death: 'Vi fik en Jens Munksgade ... en 0de klippe0 som 

paa kortet Italdes Jens Munks 0 ... Tilbage bliver der en fodnote i 

historieb0gerne, et af de navne, som kendes af aIle og af ingen. En 

st0vet gade i hverdagen, hvor al verden vader igennem, En ensom 0 i 

ishavet, hvor knap et menneske har vreret i land' Cpp.18-19). 

The sea which is the background to much of the epic narrative in 

Jens Hunk has a range of symbolic significances. Described in its many 

moods an idyllic summer sea in Fredrikstad (p.40), the heaving 

waves of the great oceans (p. 128), the sweltering Doldrums (p. 308), 

the frozen rollers of Hudson Bay Cp. 312), the storms of the North 

Atlantic (p.349) it represents many things within the narrative: 

'Klm"ligheden er som havet' (p. 40), 'ensomheden er som havet' (p. 40) I 

'havet bestaar av taarer' <p.43), '[havet erJ frihedens melodi' 
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(p.338). The sea, ever-changing and complex, becomes a symbol of life 

itself. Life at sea becomes a microcosm of all life. Bremerholm's 

naval dockyard is 'en verden for sig' Cp. 151), Munk's ship a veri table 

Noah's ark: 'var hele resten af verden blevet overSv0mmet, havde man 

am bord kunnet finde et eksemplar af saa at sige hver eneste ting 

... der fandtes paa jorden' (p. 267). Sailing the sea is like piloting 

a course through life: 'At j 1 se e '" Det er den lamgste vej en til 

verdenskundskab og livserfaring' Cp.114). But more specifically the 

sea in Jens Hunk, a perplexing blend of human tears, freedom, love and 

loneliness, is a symbol of Hunk's life: I det salte vand ... det er 

hans store endnu ukendte skcebne' (p. 84). Like the waters, Hunk is ever 

restless, 'splittet og urolig' Cp.17). Like the great oceans, his life 

is an empty waste of loneliness (p.84). Like the sea he needs freedom 

to traverse the open areas of the world, and is stifled among 

Copenhagen's throngs or the huts of Bahia Cp.76), 

Munk's father was a naval captai nand Munk feels drawn to the sea 

from an early age. Moreover, at an important stage in the narrative, 

Kunk abandons his past life, literally immerses himself in the sea and 

rises up a new man: the parallel with ritual baptism, the commencement 

of a new life, is too strong to be ignored. Miguel Duez asks Hunk to 

swim out to warn the Dutch ships off Bahia of the Spanish plot to sink 

them. Making the irrevocable decision to leave behind a comfortable 

existence for the challenge of the unknown, Munk strips off and leaves 

Bahia 'bogstavel igt tal t uden en trrevl paa kroppen' (p. 83). For the 

first time he enj oys the freedom that the sea bestows: 'For hvert 

SV0mIDetag, der f0rer ham bort fra kysten, bliver han mere og mere sin 

egen herre' (p.84). Later he is to experience at sea the satisfaction 

of responsibility, the well-earned freedom of action he is denied 

ashore: 'Han er ikke friherre, han er kaptajn' Cp.198). 
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The sentimental knimikeren also makes sai ling a symbol of one's 

journey from this world to the next. As the narrative opens 

Kunkehavn's dead lie on the decks of Enhierningen 'som om de endnu i 

dlZJden viI klamre sig til de hreldende ski b. De sej ler' <p. 12). The end 

of the novel impl ies with melodramatic pathos that death is not the 

end for Jens Hunk, but the beginning: Hunk drifts as effortlessly into 

the next world as Columbus sailed the trade winds across to his New 

World <p. 380) . 

The names of the two ships which play the greatest role in Munk's 

life, Enhi0rningen and Lamprenen, are authentic, but Hansen does not 

miss the opportunity of imbuing them with an imagined symbolic 

significance. Enhi.0Tningen, taking its name from the unicorn of fable, 

is a symbol of Munk's hopelessly unrealistic dreams <p. 116). 

Significantly, EnhieTningen is scuppered at Hunkehavn, where these 

dreams are finally abandoned Cp. 336). LalOprenen, named after 'den 

rovfisk, der lever af at suge sig fast paa andre, til kun deres skind 

og knogler er tilbage', symbolizes the physical strain on Hunk of all 

his adventures <p. 194). When La111prenen is sunk in the Skagerrak, a 

drained, exploited Munk senses shipwreck is waiting for him, too: 'For 

den overtroiske kaptajn har dette syn vreret et frygteligt varsel. Hvad 

venter der nu ham selv?' Cp.367). 

Here Hansen has tailored fiction to fit the pattern of history, but 

the majority of the novel's symbolic interpretations derive from the 

introduction of material outside the scope of historical record. The 

shadows on the recru i ti ng-room wall, 'en freske af folkenes skygger 

paa bagvaaggen', as Munk musters his ere'.". for the vDyage north-west, 

can serve as an example <p. 259). They are subsequently 1~e:f2.-red to 

three times in the following two pages, and, at the end of this 
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tableau, krenikeren again remarks on this detail: 'Fresken paa 

bagv&ggen begyndte at gaa i oplt2Jsning, aIle de tilstedevrerende var 

indtegnet' (p. 261). When the scene shifts to Hudson Bay, a different 

light casts the men's shadows on the wall, not the life-giving spring 

sunshine, but the (hellish?) glow of a red-hot iron-bar: 'dremonerne 

voksede paa skibssiden bag delIl' <p.315). The literary ilIlplications 

beCOlIle clear. The shadows, the nameless, faceless men of the :Kunk 

expedition, have little longer to live. Having signed their own death 

warrants, they began to fade from life in Copenhageni now death's 

demons await thelIl as soon as the last warmth of the life-giving force 

-- 'et dt2Jende skrer over ansigterne' (p.313) -- has ebbed away: 'For et 

aars tid siden havde Emrendenes] skygger dannet en levende freske paa 

bagvceggen af Skri verstuen hj e:mrne paa Bremerholm, siden var de blevet 

til sorte drelIloner paa ski bssiden j uleaften' Cp. 340) . 

Repetition and variation 

To hold together a large epic work 1 ike Jens .Hunlr, spanning 4 

continents and nearly 4 centuries and with a gallery of over 400 

historical characters, Hansen makes frequent use of leitmotifs, 

repeti ti on and variation. Together with the novel's cyclical 

construction, repetition and variation in Jens Kunk are also a 

literary expression of the novel's theme of the inexorable turn of the 

Wheel of Fortune, the universal medieval parable of human life: 

Livet var -- sam enhver kunne se det afmalet rundt om pA de mange 
kirkev&gge i Norden -- et hj ul, der drej ede am. SA lcenge det bar 
opefter, gik det mod lykke. :Ken drejede det atter nedefter, gik det 
mod d0d, og den, der sad pA hjulet, faldt i sin grav. For nogle kunne 
livet veere langt, for andre kun kort, men bevcegelse op og ned var den 
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samme. For nogle kunne lykken deroppe vtere skral nok, for andre var 
den i0jnefaldende og berueende, men op og ned gik det for enhver 
(Troele-Lund, XIV, p.19). 

This motion of rise and fall is clearly depicted in the life of the 

novelistic Jens Munk, for whom the wheel turns not once, but three 

timas <p.18). Like a wheel spinning around its axis, life is constant 

movement, but, time and again, one finds oneself back at the point of 

departure: 'Historien har ... gentaget sig' <p. 192) . 

Certain phrases in the narrative assume the status of a leitmotif by 

their frequent appearance. Most memorable perhaps are foreign language 

phrases, like the Spanish and Portuguese epigrams, various allusions 

in Danish to Pompey's famous 'navigare necesse est', allusions to 

Columbus's life in the phrases referring to Genoa, and the ever-

present background of the sea, 'havet er , .... , havet er ",,', These 

phrases and allusions return throughout the narrative, not primarily 

as a decorative element, but in order to focus attention on certain 

thoughts and moods current in the text. 

Kr0nikeren equates the Portuguese and Spanish quotations of which he 

makes so much use in the narrative. Both phrases, their exotic 

language evoking memories of Kunk's adventures in the New World, 

epitomize Kunk's restless striving. They recur in the narrative as 

does Munk's irresistible desire to undertake new challenges, to push 

himself to the limits of his ability, even to achieve the impossiblej 

to find where the sun rises by seeking it where it sets, an archetypal 

example of heroic exploration which recalls Tennyson's 'Ulysses' ::~:l 

.. , sam de sagde i Bahia, para buscar el levante por el ponente, for 
at 6121ge 6olopgangen gennem solnedgangen (p.247)j 

'Emtrar- sempre deue de comesar Vida Noua Vida.' Det var portugisisk. 
Det bet0d, at man lige fra begyndelsen af det gamle liv b0r strl£be 
efter at trmde i nd i det nye 1 i v ... Bet0d [ ordene J ikke omt.ren t det 
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samme som at sej Ie ud for at s0ge solopgangen gennem solnedgangen? 
<p. 268) . 

By a constant revision of Pompey's' navigare necesse est, vivere non 

est necesse', krenikeren equates living and sailing with other 

activities. Living is seeking out answers: 'Det er n0dvendigt at. 

sejle. Det er ikke n0dvendigt at sp0rge' Cp.12). Sailing is chasing 

dreams: ' At se,j Ie var at dr0mIne. Det er n0dvendigt at dn:7mme, det er 

ikke n0dvendigt at leve' (p. 382). Sailing is freedom: 'Det er ikke 

n0dvendigt at leve. Det er n0dvendigt at SV0mme ud til de hollandske 

skibe' Cp. 84). 

Through repeated references the ci ty of Genoa comes to represent 

life ashore in Jens Hunk: 'Faa havet er man ensom, men ikke saa ensom 

som i Genova. Faa havet raader elementerne i deres ondskab, men paa 

landj orden raader mennesket' Cp. 355: see also p. 47, p. 84, p.382 et 

aD. It also suggests to the reader the possibility of interpreting 

Munk's life as a parallel to that of Columbus, who was sent back in 

chains from the New World to be maligned in his native country and die 

a pauper. 

At sea, however, Munk is his own master. The sea is a more or less 

constant backcloth to the event.s that unfold in .Tens Hunk. Kronikeren 

tells us that it covers three quarters of all the earth <p.43, p.80. 

p.115, p. 380). It covers equally much of Hansen's novel. Its presence 

is heard repeatedly throughout the narrative for 'Havet kan ikke save' 

<p.43). The sea gives Munk a strange kind of peace. but it can give no 

tangible rewards. Choosing the sea as his domain. this king among 

captains <p.376) chooses not only that portion of the earth's surface 

which cannot be harvested Cp. 380), that portion where man's deeds are 
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most transitory and least remembered <p.382), but also that portion 

which consists entirely of tears: 'en neutralt reagerande opl0sning af 

natriumklorid i samme blandingsforhold som menneskets taarer' <p.43: 

see also p.65, p.80). 

The metaphors of hunger and thirst as ambi tion and the merchants' 

larder and cellar as weal th occur frequently in Jens Nunk: 'SuI ten 

driver historien, siger kr0nikeren' <p.336); 'At leve er at slukke sin 

t!2Jrst og :IIlrette sin suI t' Cp. 106). Like the wol veri nes whose furs he 

has inherited from his Iandhungry, bloodthirsty father, Jens Munk is 

destined to hunger and thirst after tangible achievements: 'den, der 

gaar kl~dt i j~rvens skind, skal aldrig oph0re med at v~re sulten og 

t0rstig' (p.89: see also p.25). Munk'e hunger is not sated by the 

merchant's ' lager af vaadt og t!2Jrt' (p. 70). Munk leaves Bahi a and Duez 

('Skrebnen havde delt sit store lager af secco e molhados imellem dem', 

p. 80), and finds new freedom at sea: ' Ned hele sit lager af secco e 

molhados er Miguel Duez ikke nrer saa velhavende sam den dr~ng, der 

klredt af til skindet begynder at soppe ud i Atlanterhavets b01ger' 

(p.84). Back in Denmark, Munk is himself driven by ambition to amass 

his own fortune, and 1 ater, his ambition thwarted by repeated iII 

fortune, he tries to take by force what fate has denied him: 'Aar 1605 

ses det, at Jens Munk har modtaget borgerbrev som selvstrendig 

handelsmand i K0benhavn. Nu var det penge nok. Nu skulde det v~re 

alvor. Nu vilde han have sit eget lager med vaadt og t0rt' (p.116)j 

'Jens Munk fik aldrig sit eget lager af vaadt og t0rt, men saa langt 

er han k0rt ned, at han nu pr0ver paa at forgri be sig paa andres' 

<p.366) . 

Munk rides both high and low' on the Wheel of Fortune, and, on more 

than one occasion, has to start his life from scratch: 'Historien am 
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Jens Munk, siger kr0nikeren, er historien am en mand, der begynder paa 

bar bund' Cp. 18). )funk renounces a promising career in Bahia and 

returns to Europe: 'Han maa begynde forfra paa bar bund' (p. 84). He 

becomes the master of his own whaler, loses all he owns in the ice off 

Kolguyev and finds himself 'atter paa bar bund' (p. 143). A partnership 

with Mikkel Vibe -- 'der ligesom [Kunk] selv havde arbejdet sig op fra 

bar bund' (p.234) -- fails, and Kunk loses command of the expedition 

to Ceylon: 'Det var efterhaanden blevet n~sten en egenskab ved ham at 

begynde forfra paa bar bund, men aldrig havde bundet dog ligget saa 

langt nede sam nu' Cp. 245). When Kunk sal vages his pride and his 

reputation, and leads his ill-fated expedition in search of the North-

West Passage, hi:3tory repeats itself agai n: 'At begynde forfra paa bar 

bund. Kravle rundt paa aIle fire sam et dyr. Rode jorden med 

negle10se fingre for at finde r0dder. Saadan gik dagene' (p.336). 

'Ristorien er en sum af begyndelser', says the storyteller (p.377. 

p. 381> . The often unfu I fi 11 ed plans of these new begi nni ngs do not 

dishearten Kunk. His journey through life, like his apprenticeship on 

Gerbrantzen's ship is made all the richer by the 'ups and downs', the 

breadth of his experiences, the tast.es of defeat and succes~.: 'Jacob 

Gerbrantzen var if01ge kr0nikeren, af den opfattelse, at man ikke 

kendte et ski b, f0r man kendt.e dets bund '" Jacob Gerbrantzen var 

if01ge kr0nikeren, af den opfattelse, at man ikke kendte et skib, f0r 

man kendte dets top.' (p. 55, p. 56) . 

The turn of the Wheel of Fortune in the narrative takes Kunk back to 

familiar places, makes him relive familiar experiences, and suffer 

similar defeats. a pattern of repetition which kronikeren docs. not let 

pass unnoticed: 'Efter ti aars fravcer 'Jar hail atter veildt tUbage til 

de farvande, hvor han havde sej let med Henrik Ramels Eal tski be c; i0r 
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den tid igen med den besindige Albert Jansen af Einkhusen ... og det 

var, siger kr0nikeren, som om det sp0gelsesskib, der i et glimt viste 

sig for hans 0jne, var det gamle, lamgst forliste .. Schoubynacht··, 

(p.202). Munk's skirmish with Mendoza recalls the attack on Alvsborg: 

'Opgaven er den sannne som i sin tid foran Kjerlingbjerget og 

Billingen' (p.218)j 'J0rgen Daa og Jens Munk havde gentaget deres 

sejre ved Elfsborg, og hjemkomsten formede sig som et triumftog' 

(p.223). Krenikeren observes that it is not the first time that Hunk 

risks his own life to carry out another man's plans: 'Han havde fulgt 

J0rgen Daas anmodning ... ligesom han engang for mange aar siden havde 

givet efter for Miguel Duez' Cp. 216). However, Hunk was overlooked 

after Alvsborg, and so, too, is he overlooked after the capture of 

Mendoza: 'Det gaar ham, som det gik ham ved Elfsborg. Sejren kommer 

ham dyrt at staa' Cp.224). When the next pirate-hunting expedition is 

fitted out, Munk is demoted in favour of the noblemen, a cycle of 

events which is repeated when Giedde is given cOIIlIlJand of the 

expedition to Ceylon: 'Det er sket n0jagtigt det samme, som det skete 

f0r togtet med de tolv adelsmrend i 1616, Munk er blevet degraderet til 

fordel for en adelig' (p. 243). It happens again in 1628: 'Nu er han 

igen blevet degraderet til fordel for en adelig' (p. 367) i 'Munk har 

f0r maattet vige pladsen for Henrik Vind, 08 nu sker det samme ioen' 

<p. 376) . 

Cruel fortune is not new to Hunk. Often he is th'Narted on the 

threshold of achievement: 'S1 tuationen ~a have mindet ham om tiden 

efter Bahia, efter Kolgujev, efter Elfsborg' (p. 245). But his battling 

spirit refuses to be crushed: 'Som ofte f0r virkede udfordringen dog 

kun som en yderligere ansporning' (p. 251). Even as death approaches, 

.kronikeren shows Munk in defiant spirit, reliving deathbed visions as 

a variation of his youthful dreams: 
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Han ligger i sin trtgSeng i Pi lestrf2d.e, den er ikke meget st"rre end 
den sleebejo1le, han 1egede med ved Fredrikstad, men den er stor nok 
til at b~e ham oppe ... Saa vokser sengen hastigt for "jnene af ham, 
et agterkastel h~ver sig over dens hovedg~rde, tre master skyder frem 
med klyver, fok og flyvende raasej 1. Han staar rol igt med korslagte 
anne og eer, hvorledes den nye verden begynder at krav1e op over 
horisonten mens vinden f0rer ham ind til land. Det eT ikke d~den. 
Det ar San Salvador <p.380). 
Compare: 
Han giver sig hen i dr0mmen, baa den vokser for ~jnene af ham, et 
agterkastel h~ver sig over dens vandsyge hrek, tre master skyder op af 
d"rken med klyver, fok og flyvende raasej I San Salvador. Han 
staar roligt med korslagte anne og ser, hvorledes den nye verden 
langsomt kravler op af havet (pp.40-41). 

Repetition and variation are also introduced by the narrator's 

frequent juxtaposition of individual fates for literary effect, 

linking the figures of the narrati ve by contrast and comparison. In 

the narrative Jens Xunk, Erik Xunk, and Christian IV all appear to be 

riding the same Wheel of Fortune. In many respects Jens Kunk's fate is 

a repetition of his father' 6 and a portent of wbl1t is to befall the 

king. Fate plays an acti ve part in Hansen's novel, where, unlike in 

reality, life is not a series of random choices, each contingent upon 

the one preceding it: 'Man dQlr ikke paa Kolgujev i Barentshavet, naar 

man er skrevet op til en grav paa Comorerne' (p. 309). In Hansen's 

narrative the inter-relationships between events are more complex, the 

future more inevitable than most history writers would care to claim. 

The caprices of fate are bound neither by time nor by the laws of 

cause and effect. Fate can bring together past, present and future, as 

it does when Jens and his brother, Niels, sail to Russia: 'hr. Eriks 

to horeunger vender ti 1 bage ti 1 Nordhavet og plQlj er hans glemte 

k01vandsstriber op paa ny. Men ogsaa fremtiden er paa en IIl££rkelig 

maade til stede den foraarsdag, de gaar om bord ved siden af 

.. Angelibrand" og "Rytteren" ligger et tredje skib ..... Enhil2lrningen", 

<p. 146). 
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Erik Munk's incarceration in Dragsholm Castle and his hopeless 

attempt to enlist his lunatic cellmate's aid to effect an escape took 

place in 1586. In Hansen's version, however, these events are followed 

immediately by the French sinking of Schoubynacht on which Jens Xunk 

is cabin-boy. This attack took place in 1593 <pp.54-55). The events of 

the intervening years are scattered between pages 39 and 85. In 

history the sinking of Schoubynacht had no connection with Erik Munk's 

imprisonment, yet the narrative forges a connection in fate's 

treatment of the Kunks; the destinies of father and son are variations 

on a theme, the courses of their lives repeatedly diverted by 

unexpected, often violent incidents. Erik Hunk seeks, in vain, to flee 

from the fate awaiting him in Dragsholm's dungeons. Jens Kunk seeks, 

in vain, to take himself back to Europe when fate has determined he 

must remain in Brazil. The extravagant spectacle of Christian IV's 

coronation in 1596 <pp.107-110) is presented immediately after Hunk's 

return to Copenhagen in 1598. This disturbs the chronological 

progression but creates a striking comparison between poverty and 

wealth, prejudice and privilege in sixteenth-century Denmark. Kunk 

'begynder paa bar bund' Cp. 89). Christian IV, laden with jewels, has 

the world in his hand: 'de 970 diamanter paa kongekronen blinkede fra 

hans hoved, mens han sad med spi ret i den ene haand og hesteteJInmen i 

den anden' <p.108). 

In Jens Hunk patterns of repetition and variation are used to show 

the overriding power of fate in the eternal cycles of life. The Hunks, 

for example, are strivers, seekers of greatness, fuelled by their 

irrepressible dreams. 'Erik Hunk vilde blive til noget stort' <p.24). 

Jens Xunk 'nreret aIle slags dr0mme om storhed' (p.l7). Ambition, 

however, threatens to enslave the Munks to those with whom they seek 

favour: 'Opgaven var vanskelig, men man raadede over en mand [Erik 
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KunkJ der tidligere havde klaret endnu svrerere sager' (p. 30); 

opgaven var ikke 1 et (men :Miguel Duez] raadede over en saadan 

mand. Jens Munk sagde ja' (p.80). Like his father before him Jens Munk 

sails for the Danish Crown in the Arctic Cp.146: compare p.25, p.29). 

Erik Munk's battles at Stenviksholm and Akersh1.1s are refought by his 

son at Alvsborg: 'den samme opgave, de samme fjender, den samme kamp' 

<p.18l), When Alvsborg falls kr0nikeren observes (erroneously!), that 

'Det er paa dato n0jagtig 48 aar efter Erik Munks erobring af 

Stenvigsholm. Historien har ,., gentaget sig' Cp.192), 22 Towards the 

end of Jens Hunk's life his fate once again reflects that of his 

father. The stabbing at the inn in Bergen recalls the stabbing years 

earlier that kn:mi1reren ascri bes to Erik Hunk (p. 352, p. 25): 'Saa 

rammer faderens skrebne ham som et 1 yn Knap en uge efter sin 

hjemkomst er Jens Munk sat i frengsel paa Bergenhus' <p. 354). Erik 

Hunk's demise is brought about in part by his inflexible demand that 

the butter-tax be delivered in caskets of birch or oak (p.27, p.29). A 

generation later butter-caskets again cause a dovrnfall when it is 

alleged that Jens Munk has stolen butter from a Dutch merchantman 

<p.366). Krenikeren points out that even Jens Hunk's attempts to fight 

the charge 'minder uhyggeligt om Erik Munk. For att redde sig fra den 

ene retssag pr0ver han at anlregge en anden' (p. 364: compare p. 35) . 

Krenikeren also claims (fancifully, according to the evidence in the 

novel) to hear echoes of Erik Munk's wri tten plea from Dragsholm in 

Jens Munk's petition to the King before the second planned voyage to 

Hudson Bay, 'et b0nskrift, der i ordvalget minder uhyggeligt om det, 

faderen afsendte fra Dragsholm' <p.357: compare p. 63). Both Erik 

Hunk's imprisonment and Jens Hunk's proposed second expedi tion are 

sentences of death; the inmates of Dragsholm 'betragtedes sam 

borgerligt afd0de' <p.49), while Christian IV's hasty order for Hunk 
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to return to Hudson Bay 'bet0d nrermest en d0dsdom' <p.357). 

Kr0nikeren warns the reader early in the narrative to be watchful of 

the similarities between the deaths of Erik and Jens Hunk: 

Knzmikeren kan med sin svaghed for symboler '" ikke undlade paa dette 
sted at henlede oplIll£rksornheden paa et ej endommel igt sammentrref. Den 
adelsmand, der sprerrede Erik Ku nk i nde paa Dragsholm, hed som nrevnt 
Henrik Vind, men da Jens Munk mange aar senere nrermer sig den 
gaadefulde d0d, der ogsaa synes at have saa mange uhyggelige trrek 
tilfrelles med faderens, dukker det en adelsmand op, som pludselig 
kommer til at spille en afg0rende rolle. Denne person hedder ogsaa 
Henrik Vind <p.87). 

Since the circumstances of the deaths of Erik and Jens Kunk are very 

different in the novel -- Erik Kunk takes his own life in the dungeons 

of Dragsholm, J ens Munk dies peacefu lly at home in bed -- irranikeren 

is obliged to elucidate his claim: '[ Jens MunkJ begaar ikke selvmord 

som faderen paa Dragsholm, men han breres ud af historien ligesom han, 

det er det, man kalder at de i unaade' <p. 379). Both men die forsaken 

and forgotten, victims of their own irrepressible ambi tion and the 

malevolence of the nobility. 

In the novel Jens Munk is 'et billede paa den skrebne, der nu venter 

kongen' Cp. 376). Kn~nikeren propounds a number of similarities between 

Munk and Christian IV: 'De ligner hinanden, paa sarmne tid drermnere og 

handlingsmennesker omtrent jrevnaldrende. Modne mrend. Trrette rnrend' 

<p.376). Despite their dreams of greatness, however, neither will 

inherit the world. The victory at Alvsborg marks the zenith of their 

achievements: 'Freden i Knrer0d blev et vendepunkt baade i landets 

historie og i Jens Munks liv, Ligesom den danske sejr kun indvarslede 

den uafbrudte rrekke af nederlag, der siden har kendetegnet 

Danmarkshistorien, bet0d den for Jens Munk afslutningen paa ungdommens 

store ambi tioner' (p. 197). 
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The 'dalende kurve' of Munk's later life presages Christian IV's and 

Denmark's decline in the years to come (p.366). Munk gradually becomes 

'mindre sin egen herre end nogen sinde' (p.361): the king. no longer 

in full control of the affairs of the state, opposed by the nobility 

and outmanoeuvred by foreign diplomats, soon suffers the same 

indigni ty (p. 365). Personal tragedies which strike Munk also beset 

Christian IV: '( Munk er] saaret i krigen, sam kongen skal blive det, 

hanrej f sam kongen skal bli ve det, en nederlagets mand, sam kongen 

skal blive det' (p.376). The literary patterns of repetition and 

variation are also visi ble in the deaths of Munk and Chri stian IV. 

Both die penniless, Munk 'i sin tr12seng i Pilestrrede' (p. 380), 

Christian IV 'i sin himmelseng paa Rosenborg' (p.134). The description 

of Christian IV's cancer ('nu reder krreften ham ildelugtende, 

forpustet og mavesv12r' f p.134) recalls the living death of scurvy that 

Munk endured at Hudson Bay, with the stench of rotting flesh, the 

swellings and the awful sight of decomposition (p.339, p.308, p.336), 

In chapters 15 to 18 Munk's Hudson Bay expedition is described 

parallel with Giedde's expedition to Ceylon, and, in chapter 18, with 

Christian IV's carefree existence round the gaming tables at Rosenborg 

Palace. It is an effective way to compare the easy life of t.he king 

with the desperate struggles of his captains, and to contrast Hunk's 

skill and Giedde's incompetence. Giedde proceeds slowly, while Munk 

races under full sail (p.294). Giedde rules with the whip, Hunk leads 

with a kindly word <p.264, p.312). Giedde meets the Port-udali natives 

with bullets and leaves behind hostages, Hunk befriends the Eskimos 

and leaves behind gifts Cp.286). Giedde 'flatches coldly while his crew 

drop dead around him from scurvy, Munk acts swiftly and decisively to 

save them <p.297). 
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There are other examples of this type of 'cross-cuttin
6

' in lens 

}funk, not least the 350-year leap forward to compare a modern-day 

voyage past Cape Farewell with Hunk's: '[HistorienJ kn)~ter en 

forbindelse mellem de to skibe' (p.346). In a storm reminiscent of the 

hurricane which strikes Lamprenen in the novel the story-teller 

percei ves a link between Hunk's days and his own: 'Man pnwede at 

holde sig fast og forestille sig en sarnmenhamg' (p. 348). 

Examples such as those above, and many more in the narrative, serve 

to indicate how the author uses the pattern of repetition and 

variation as a literary device, an aesthetic aspect of the narrative 

which draws :most of its nourishment from the plot. The plot of Jens 

Hunk is taken, broadly speaking, from history. To achieve the patterns 

and rhythm in the novel which -he wishes his readers to discern, the 

author must select and arrange the historical data and impose a 

certain linguistic symmetry upon his narrative. Such actions on the 

part of a writer clearly reveal a primarily literary interest in his 

subject material. 

Dialogue 

The almost total absence of dialogue in Jens Hunk undoubtedly 

contri butes to the work's history-book feel. Apart from the cross

examination of Peyrere (pp. 369-371), direct speech i:=, encountered on 

only five or six occasions in almost four hundred pages, and then it 

is minor characters whose voices are heard; Movri tz Stygge' s ironic 

comments about the frozen sailors roasting in hell (p.lD, Ribolde's 
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lieutenant's mistaken prediction that Munk will die in the jungle 

(p. 69), two good-nat ured comment s from Erik Hansen Cp.260, p. 291), and 

a six-line dialogue between the captain of Vinland and his chief 

engineer Cp. 347). Only an echo of Munk's own voice is heard, in Daa's 

report of the capture of Mendoza Cpp.217-218). 

The most successful of the hal f dozen scraps of dialogue are Erik 

Hansen's two light-hearted comments, which give him a dimension the 

other crewmen do not possess. Genial, pipe-smoking, with his stories 

and his ringing laughter, he becomes an amiable representative for all 

the silent, nameless seamen in the novel. Stygge's comment, on the 

opening page of the novel, merely helps fix the scene in the reader's 

mind: Arctic conditions, and a dwindling group of men gripped by fear 

and uncertainty. The unintentional irony of Ribolde's lieutenant's 

comments alerts the reader to the privileges of his wider historical 

conspect us. The reader is already in possession of informat ion which 

gives the lie to the lieutenant's predictions: '- Om lidt er det 

m0rkt, sagde 10jtnanten tankefuld. "Schoubynacht" betyder at se om 

nat t en, men der er ingen, der kan se om nat ten, skffibnen er en 1 ukket 

bog' Cp.69). The conversation on the bridge of Vinland seems out of 

place in the narrative. Indeed so does the whole section in which it 

occurs Cpp.346-348). One critic has expressed his dissatisfaction with 

the twinning of Munk's experience in the Cape Farewell storm of 1620 

and Hansen's own experiences there in 1964: 'THs mening er vel herved 

at markere afstandens patos og naturkrffifternes evighed, altsA ikke 

noget i og for sig dokumentarisk. Alligevel er det en ffistetisk fejl af 

TH at klistre de to sider ind om sin egen hjemrejse fra Canada 

forleden Arj for hermed har han 0delagt det homogene fortffillerprlEg, 

som 'Kr0nikeren' [sic] meddeler bogen. '23 
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Jens Kunk's purportedly authentic comment, taken verbatim from Daa's 

actual report to the Danish Admiralty, is used as a telling piece of 

evidence for Hunk's calm but authori tati ve manner, and thus has an 

important function in the narrative as a whole: 'Lader I mig ikke 

passere ret nu, da bliver her et grestebud ud af det, og det bliver 

ikke med det bedste' Cpp.217-218).24 Although Daa was not actually 

present when these words were uttered, knmikeren does not question 

their authenticity, but sees them as an opportunity to endorse one of 

the many positive traits given to the fictional Hunk in the novel: 

'Bemcerkningen er med sit uimponerende lune karakteristisk for Hunk. 

Han har kunnet give de jrevne ord en autoritet, sam ikke var til at 

tage fejl af' Cp.218). 

The most interesting direct speech in the narrative is krenikeren's 

monologue to the long-deceased Peyrere I a feature which places lens 

Hunk firmly in the realm of literature Cpp.369-371). Krenikeren 

addresses Peyrere directly, as if he were living today, asking him to 

read his testimony from the account in Relation du Groenland Cp.371). 

The entire scene is fictional and fanciful and directed by 

krenikeren, who here steps onto the stage in his own narrative 

alongside the historical names. This is, however, not the only 

occasion on which krenikeren makes his presence felt in Jens Hunk. 

Point of view 

In a section of lens Hunk dealing with the role of krDnikeren in the 

narrative <pp.19-22) the reader is informed that 'historien hJr V.:Ere 
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et hj0rne af naturen set uden temperament' Cp. 20). This ideal is 

achieved in Jens Hunk. Hansen is conscious of the role of the authc~ 

in the selection and artistic presentation of historical source 

material and, since all recorded reality is to some degree an 

interpretation of the facts, Hansen tells his story through a 

narrator: 

Kr0nikerens lange beretninge udmrerker sig desvrerre ikke som flertallet 
af de nrevnte vrerker [i bi bl i ografienJ ved si n ubetinget n0gternhed. 
thi ganske uhildet er den ikke Kr0nikeren indskrrenl{er sig ikke 
al tid til at fremlregge kendsgerningerne og lade disse tale for sig 
selv, men tillader sig undertiden et fors0g paa at fortolke dem, at 
samle dem i et bi Ilede, en ide '" Har vi forstaaet hans hovedtanke 
ret, gaar den ud paa, at et menneske, der sam Jens Kunk hverken 
tilsmiles af livet i dets rigdom og herlighed eller vinkes til side af 
d0den med dens hvile 08 fred, alene viI vrere hjemfalden til skrebnen og 
dens omskiftelser. Derfor skulde man i hans historie vrere i stand til 
bedre end mange andre steder at studere, hvad knmikeren TIled et af 
sine gammeldags udtryk, kalder menneskets lod (p.19, p.20). 

However, having warned of the way that the personal it Y of kr.0I1ilr.eren 

may cloud an impartial understanding of the events taking place in the 

novel, Hansen then fails his readers by neglecting to make clear that, 

between the author and kronikeren, there is also another storyteller, 

an unnamed narrator wi th his own subj ecti ve point of view, operati ng 

in a wider sphere than kronikeren and himself able to pass comment and 

jUdgement on the role and the interpretations of kronikeren. 

Firstly, however, I will concentrate my attention on lrrenikeren. It 

is clear that he does not pretend to be impartial. He has affinities 

for certain of his historical sources: 'den gode Peyrere' (p. 379); 

'den brave b0sseskytte, Olafsson' (p.212, p.246 et al). He is critical 

of Kunk's fictional antagonists: 'den listige Henrik Ra:mel' (p. 31); 

Knud Gyl denstj erne wi th his 'uds0kte ondskab' Cp. 202); , den ukyndige 

Ove Giedde' (p.247); Christian IV with his 'brutale uf01somhed' 

(p. 377). And he is sentimental and unreservedly sympathetic towards 
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Jens Kunk: 'en krigshel t' (p. 200) i 'en fortrreffelig kaptajn' (p. 204). 

Kr0nikeren even displays a theatrical reluctance to describe the 

sadder episodes of Munk's life: 

Kr0nikeren, der ikke kan lade vrere med at dvrele ved disse fjerne dage, 
som vilde han endnu et 0jeblik udskyde det tidspunkt, da langt tungere 
begivenheder v&lter sig ind over hans beretning, forestiller sig Jens 
Munk, naar han om aftenen lister op og finder I idt k01 ighed paa 
ford&kket ... [etc. ] (p. 59) i 

Sam krenikeren siger: man sku Ide kunne standse historien her men 
det lader sig ikke g0re. Det blev ikke Jens Kunk, der kom til at lede 
de danske orlogskibes ber0mte togt (p.240)j 

[)funk] har rettet sig op, set den anden i nd i 0j nene 08 langsomt 
afleveret de ord, der iik kongens raseri ti I at f lyde over, saa han 
glemte sig selv, h~vede stokken og ... Kr0nikeren afbryder sin lange 
beretning (p.379). 

Krmnikeren has a knowledge which ranges over astronomy (p.59), 

linguistics Cp. (5) , social history (p.93ff), polar exploration 

(pp. 275-280) I sailing ships Cpp. 151-156, pp.265-267) and meteorology 

<p.57). His familiarity with data from the bibliography's 'ombyggelige 

kildehenvisninger' Cp.20) stands him in good stead when he proceeds 

beyond recorded history to hypothesis or conj ecture. Moreover, his 

intellectual advantage is sustained by his locus. We read that I en 

kr0niker har si n pI ads i det timel ige I Cp. 151>, and the language and 

historical conspectus of the chronicler in Jens Hunk, who views events 

I med en eftertids bagkloge 0jne ' Cp. 15) I clearly removes him from the 

seventeenth-century set ti ng. How else could he accurately descri be 

the Copenhagen of the 1960s <p.97), or know of the fate of the modern 

vessels that plough Kunk's old waters in Danske Stredet <p.346)? 

Nonetheless this chronological distance from the historical lives of 

his characters in no way inhibits kr0nikeren's proximity to his 

characters in fiction. He moves through time and space to describe 

scenes with the immediacy of an eye-wi tness reporter, now 'herude i 
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Krabbel0kke Vig' (p. 162), now ' her paa .. Hummeren'" Cp. 377). We read 

that ' kr0nikeren st0tter sin oplysning paa en af de smaa anekdoter, 

hvormed han ynder at krydre sin fremstilling' (p. 78). It is krenikeren 

who is responsible for the majority of descriptive passages and 

anecdotes in the text: 'der bestaar mellem de historiske arkiver og 

knmikerens beretning den samme forskel som mellem hukommelsen og 

erindringeni den f0rste noterer de forbigangne begi venheders data og 

aarstall, den anden kan ogsaa viderebringe lidt af deres stemning' 

<p.20). Sometimes his presence is made clear in the text: 'Han 

forestiller sig den lange pinsedag gaa til ende, trrekorsene inde paa 

stranden, de mange parallelle skygger' (p. 22) j 'Knmikeren skildrer 

aftenens komme' (p.159). It is kr.0nikeren who fills in the gaps in the 

historical documentation. Kr0nikeren 'fortreller' (p.38, p.55, p.70, et 

aU, 'ser for sig' (pp.77-78), 'mener' (p.41), 'siger' Cp.202, p.240, 

p.315, et al) and 'rekonstruerer' (p. 39) . 

Kr.emilreren's subjectivity is evident in the more or less personal 

philosophical or aphoristic state:rnents through which he comments on 

life in general: 'Historien ... er skrevet af de sejrende' Cp.65)j 'At 

eje er at miste' (p. 199); 'Intet er saa egnet at tage brodden af 

virkeligheden og bed0ve smerten som at tildigte den en mening' 

(p. 316); 'SuI ten dri ver historien og smerten er den pisk, som 

rammer enhver, der maa opgive, synke 08 lade staa til' (p. 336). One 

cri tic declares of these epigrammatic refl ecti ons 'Ingen anstrendi g 

videnskabsmand ville i sit fag hengive sig til s~danne uverificerede 

almindeligheder' .2S 

Subj ecti vi ty is also revealed by the way kremikeren shapes our 

attitude towards events presented in the narrative with a descriptive 

phrase or by passing judgement: 
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Aarene gaar, mennesker helbredes for tandpine og d0r af pest, og saa 
er der, sam kr0nikeren bittert tilf0jer , ikke saa farligt meget mere 
at sige am den sag (p.l00); 

De hl2Jj e herrer smi lede syrl igti det for10d at Erik Kunks S0n ikke 
holdt af at blive ydmyget. Der havde han sit 0lIllne punkt. Godt.Denne 
gang var ydmygelsen total (p.225); 

Vi har en mand, der aabenhjertigt og nai vt kan fortlBlle os, hvordan 
Jens Kunk dl2Jde (p. 369). (All my italics.) 

Krl1Jnikeren can also visit the subconscious of his characters. For 

the most part the point of view is that of krl1Jnikeren himself, but on 

occasions it is the novel's historical characters who are our guides 

through the narrative, describing how they see the world around them. 

Hansen's storyteller recognizes that his technique is alien to the 

objective reporter or the serious historian, 'ikke i overensstemmelse 

med den strengeste smag og da slet ikke acceptabelt ud fra de 

avancerede 0konomiske grundsyn, der kendetegner "lor tids historikere 

og g0r deres vrerker saa velskrevne' (pp.19-20). 

When the wounded Munk faces an irate Christian IV on the deck of 

HU1/11lJeren, krRlnikeren records events partly through Kunk's eyes, partly 

through the king's: 

Smertene er taget af, dulmet af saarfeberen, der har indfundet sig i 
deres sted. Er det ude med ham? Betyder det enden paa det hele, at han 
nu staar ansigt til ansigt med den mand, der paa afstand har behersket 
hele hans Ii v? Var det ikke kongen, der I naar al t kom ti I al t, var 
begyndelsen til hans ulykke? <p.378); 

Nu skal han her paa ' Humrneren ' l1l0de den elendige kaptaj n , der 
satte en af hans bedste fregatter over styr med kanoner, mandskab og 
det hele, fordi frehovedet ikke kunde finde Anian-stredet Cp.377). 

Not even the minor characters' points of view are neglected if they 

can be of value to krl1Jnikeren: 

Knud Gyldenstj erne husker fortneff11gt den 11 lIe faurer, der engang 
bildte sig ind, at han skulde vlllre adelig ligesom sin far. Knud 
Gyldenstjerne har ogsaa h0rt om hans latterlige fors0g paa at naa 
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0sten f0r Dve Giedde. A1tid sku1de denne horeunge mase sig irem, altid 
skulde han pn~ve at g0re sig gceldende mellem ordent1ige rnennesker 
<p. 354) ; 

Kontoristen banker utaalmodigt med knoen paa en seddel. Munk vender 
sig, det er kvi tteringen, den mangler en underskrift. Skri veren ser 
forarget til, mens den anden besvcerligt prenter sit navn unier 
be10bet. Han synes, disse s0folk er nogle klodsede fce Cp.196). 

However, krenikeren is not omniscient. On many occasions he has to 

plug gaps in the history with intuition or imagination. Where did Hunk 

put into port en route to Brazil? - 'Kr0nikeren gretter paa, at det har 

drejet sig om havnebyen Falmouth' (p. 55). What parting hymn did Hunk 

choose before sailing for Hudson Bay? - 'Kr0nikeren gretter paa, at 

Jens Munk har valgt reformationens gamle pinsesalme ... Aleneste Gud i 

Himmerig' Cp. 270). Sometimes krenilreren must remain clueless: 'hvem af 

de to mcend, der udkastede planen om den nye ekspedi ti on ... kan vel 

aldrig opklares' Cp. 144). 

The other voice in Jens }funk, apparently more concerned with 

maintaining an aspect of scienti fic obj ecti vi ty in the narrati ve, 

appears to have an even greater conspectus of events than lrr.0nikeren 

and occasionally interrupts the epic progression in the narrative to 

confirm or rej ect the hypotheses of lrr.emilreren: 'En begi venhed fra 

disse aar synes at bekreefte l'i::r0nikerens ord ... ' Cp. 199) j 'Atter kan 

vi pege paa en rrekke kendsgerni nger , der st0tter kr0nikerens 

f til1i M t t I f 'Cp.248),· 'Beslutningen i Bahia har-rerns ng. ege a er or ... 

to aspekter, der tilsyneladende modsiger hinanden. Den viser for det 

f0rste, at kr0nikeren sikkert har ret men samtidig ... ' Cp. 83). 

This second narrator is a more sober character than lrrenikeren 3.nd 

warns the reader of the tendency that krenilreren has tc peddle 

intuition and imagination as fact: 'veer sikker paa det, siger 

krlZlnikeren, sam a1 tid naar han er kommet for skade at ytre noget, 
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hvorpaa vi aldeles ikke kan v~re sikre' (p. 20). Gradually it becomes 

clear that kr0nikeren is merely another of the characters in Jens 

Hunk. 

[Kr0nikerenJ er kommet ud over sin f0rste ungdom, 08 han klager over 
alderen, de flygtende aar har graanet hans tindninger, der har ikke 
gjort ham klogere, h0jst har de givet ham lidt mere erfaring, men hvad 
er dette ord andet end et nydeligt skrin, hvori vi gemmer vores 
trrethed, nederlag, skuffelser og resignation? Cp.151)j 

Naar hans lange beretning alligevel omend ugerne maa forkastes paa et 
mere seri0st plan, skyldes det hans aabenlyse svaghed for det 
anekdotiske [og] den synlige, men sagen naturligtvis ganske 
uvedkormnende sindsbevregelse, hvorrned han i denne historie genkender 
tr~k fra sit eget mislykkede liv Cp.19); 

Skal vi paa dette sene tidspunkt rykke ud med sandheden og tilstaa, at 
han aldrig har eksisteret? ... En skulde en dag fort~lle denne lange 
historie, og saa blev knmikeren opfundet. Han dukker op sammen med 
sin beretning, og han forsvinder igen sammen med den, vrer sikker paa 
det, han er uden interesse, reldre har han blevet i mellemtiden, men 
ikke klogere, nej, nej, ikke klogere' Cp. 382) . 

Despite such disclaimers, however, krenikeren is not so easily 

disposed of. The use of two narrators is somethi ng of a coup for 

Hansen, who can now claim that, by his rejection of the testimony of 

irremikeren, he has maintained an historically objective account, at 

the same time as he has surrepti ti ously smuggled in more subj ecti ve, 

sentimental aspects, and even -- through lrr.(Jniireren's preoccupation 

with fate -- an existential philosophic viewpoint. However, the second 

narrator shuns the objectivity that he might otherwise have gained by 

reI~ining totally outside the narrative, and, whilst never introducing 

himself to his readers in the same way as he introduces kr0nikeren, he 

clearly believes that he has much in common with them. The third 

section of Chapter One opens thus: 'Om [Jens Munk] selv, hans 

foruds~tninger og historie er dagbogen tavs. Derfor leser man ogsaa 

:mange steder, at vi nresten i nt et ved om J ens Hunk .,. I Cp. 18) . 
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Who is this 'vi'? Frequently the narrator uses the pronoun ''1i' 

whenever he is passing comment. 'Jeg' would emphasize personal 

invol vement, distance the reader frolll what is being said and invi te 

comparison directly with Hansen. • Vi' on the other hand ties a bond 

between narrator and reader, at the same time as it appears to 

distance them both from Jens Munk. Hansen knows the advantages of 

going into partnership with his readers in this way. 'Vi' looks back 

on Jens Munk. Sharing a common locus in time, narrator and reader have 

access to the same information, the same sources. 'Vi ved '" vi ved 

ikke' formulations implicate the reader in the author's own reasoning, 

and, wooed by the narrator's enhanced conspectus and his rhetorical 

skill, the reader becomes involuntarily party to the narrator's 

conclusions. 

CHARACTER IN JENS HUNK -- FACT AND FICTION COMPARED 

It is safe to assume that, \..,rhen kn!Jnikeren asks, 'Hvem er Jens 

Munk?' <p. 23), Hansen already has the answer to this question. Kunk's 

life, such as we are to see it in the novel, has already been sketched 

out <pp. 18-19). Moreover, kronikeren is not as restricted in his 

investigation as a historian would be: 'materialet er sparsomt, men 

det kan suppleres fra mange sider, der hidtil ikke har haft forskernes 

bevaagenhed' <p. 19). The privileges that kr0nikeren permits himself 

enable him to do more than merely reproduce the cardboard figures of 

the history books: he gi ves them 1 i fe by presenti ng t hem more froIll a 

psychological than a purely historical viewpoint. This is one of the 
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major processes employed in turning the factual data of the real Jens 

Munk's life into the fiction of Hansen's novel 
I as the following 

examination of the characters of Jens Munk and Christian IV will show. 

Munk's physical appearance 

While kr.0nllreren admits that no authentic portrait of the historical 

Munk exists, a lack of information about Hunk's physical appearance 

does not inhibit kr0nikeren's storytelling Cp.18).2E. In Jens Hunk we 

read that Kunk's face is 'bredt, tungt og samlet' <p.12). He has 

'store skuldre' (p.13), 'store h~nder' <p.379), but is 'kart i livet' 

<p.13}, a description of a powerfully built, stocky figure which fits 

well with the fictional Hunk's 'utholdenhed ud over det almindelige', 

his physical prowess and bravery (p.l7). Munk's 'klare, hvasse' eyes 

reveal intellect and dynamism (p.12). His brown skin, burnt by sun and 

wind, is evidence of a life lived outdoors (p.l3). After the 

disappointment of Hudson Bay, however, the fictional Munk is a changed 

man, not least physically. Bereft of his former proud defiance Munk, 

now in his forties, is a spent force, 'en kn~kket mand', 'langsynet og 

tand10s', 'hvidhaaret, gigtkroget og sti v sam en firsaarig' Cp.366, 

p. 377, p. 355). 
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HUnk's courage. tenacity and sharp wits 

Even though the narrator claims that the f1 ctional Hunk is, 'som de 

fleste hel tene, paafaldende uheroi!=:k' (p 199) t i i . d - . ,cer a n nCl ents in 

the novel illustrate how Hansen adapts the facts and uses fiction to 

present Hunk as a traditional hero. 

The fictional Hunk's arrival at and departure from Bahia are both 

dramatic. Shipwrecked off the Brazilian coast after a French broadside 

which kills most of the crew of Schoubynacht (p. 55), the 14-year-old 

Hunk makes his way safely back to Bahia, surviving the dangers of the 

jungle: 'fjendtlige indf0dte med deres pustenn og curare

forgiftede pile' Cp.69)j 'jaguaren, krokodillerne og den store 

kvoolerslange varmen, anstrengelserne og suI ten insekter og 

igler og feberen' (P, 75) I Five years later Kunlo;: leaves Bahia in 

equally adventurous fashi on, when Miguel Duez asks him to warn the 

Dutch merchantmen in the bay of a planned Spanish ambush: 'en enkel t 

mand vilde, hvis han var en dygtig SV0mmer, og hvis han undgik 

hajerne, have en mulighed for at uset af de skarpt bevrepnede spanierne 

at naa ud til holloonderne I I I Jens Munk sagde ja' Cp,80). 

In fact, little is known of Munk's arrival in Bahia. History records 

nothing about his trek through the jungle after being marooned by the 

French. The real Munk's hardShips, however, may well have been less 

dramatic than in the novel; he would undoubtedly have followed the 

coast southwards back to Bahia, thus avoiding the fevers of the 

swamps, the fresh-water anacondas and the leeches, insects and jaguars 

of the jungle. Of Munk's departure from Bahia DS 1723 records: 'Meguel 

(sic] Duez oorlige Omsorg for Hollrenderne var saa stor at hand dem om 
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deres forestaaende Ulycke, ved Jens Kunk lod advare, som til den Ende 

maatte SVel1lllIle dem om Borde' Cp. 5). Munk's departure from Niguel Duez 

in the novel is imbued with greater tension. In the novel Nunk is more 

active in the decision to leave. The episode is described in greater 

psychological depth. The fictional Munk's willingness to forsake a 

promising career in Bahia, first for the dangers of the shark-filled 

waters of Bahia Bay, then for the uncertainty of a new life in Europe, 

is the urge of a courageous young man yearning to test himself, to 

free himself from the protective embrace of others and regain the 

freedom he had previously experienced on the high seas: 'Det er 

neldvendigt at SVelmme ud til de hollandske skibe. For hvert sV0mmetag, 

der felrer ham bort fra kysten, bliver han mere 08 mere sin egen herre' 

<p. 84). 

The fictional Munk's bravery and mastery of military tactics are put 

to good use in the siege of Xlvsborg, where his efforts pave the way 

for a Danish victory. Under heavy fire Munk personally leads bold 

attacks first against the Swedish flagship, then on the heights of 

Karingberget and Stora Billingen. 

Den felrste af baadene kommanderedes af Jens Munk, den nreste af Johan 
Petersen ... Munk havde ordre ti 1 at 0delcegge fj endens admiralski b, 
fregatten . Hector' med dens 28 kanoner. De svenske matroser hceldte 
brrendende tj rere i hovedet paa angri berne, men det lykkedes dem at 
svinge sig op paa fregattens drek, og efter en kart nrerkamp maatte den 
svenske besretning springe i land og redde sig ind i frestningen. Munk 
beIDEegtigede sig skibets faner, . Hector' var taget (p. 186) i 

Det stod Munk klart at angriberne fra S0en maatte srette sig i 
besiddelse af disse helje, der beherskede indsejlingen og den 
f0lgende nat gik Munk i land i spidsen for 200 mand ... under kraftig 
beskydning (p.189). 

History records that, duri ng the Kalmar War, Munk 'del tog ", med 

UdIDEerkelse som Admiral Jelrgen Daaes L0jtnant i dennes Operationer mod 

G0teborg og Elfsborg' (Knudsen, p.17), However, the historical 
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facts do not fully justify the role Hunk enjoys in the novel, where he 

leads the attack on Hector, wrests the Swedish colours from the mast 

and heads the two hundred men landed on Karingberget. Slange's 1500-

page Christian den Fjerdes Historte, for example, mentions Xunk's 

contribution in a mere two lines <p. 309). Hansen combines diverse 

unremarkable pieces of authentic historical information concerning 

Kunk's part in the victory with invented detail that the reader will 

readily accept as typical of seventeenth-century warfare (the burning 

pi tch and deadly crossfire) and welds then into a suitably dramatic 

composi te account which directs the attention of the reader to the 

particular bravery of Jens Munk, whilst more or less overlooking the 

complexities of the battle as a whole.~n The result is inevitable: the 

victory appears to be Jens Hunk's. 

The king' s gratitude to Hunk is also exaggerated in the novel, 

where the two men ride side by side into the conquered fortress 

<p. 191). Nei ther DB 1723 nor Christian IV's biographers mention this 

triumphal entry, which kn;milreren uses as evidence of an 'utvetydig 

anerkendelse af den ledende still ing [:M:unk] efterhaanden var kommet 

til at indtage i den mari time del af slaget om Elfsborg' <p.192). In 

the next chapter krfJnilreren can confidently refer to the fictional 

Munk as 'den hjemvendte krigshelt' <p.200). 

Munk's next outstanding achievement in the novel is the capture of 

Mendoza. Sent by Daa to parley wi th Hendoza, Kunk is taken hostage 

<p. 215) . He remai ns calm, impassi vely warning the pirate of the 

consequences when Daa signals his intention to attack. KrfJntkeren 

emphasizes that '[Munk] har kunnet give de jrevne ord en autoritet, som 

ikke var til at tage fejl af, for det lykkedes ham at vende 

situationen og skneJDIDe Mendoza' <p.218). Kunk returns with Mendoza'S 
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conditions for a truce, and, when Daa rejects them outright, once 

again enters the pirates' camp, now at the head of a successful attack 

on their posi tions. Kr0nikeren is unequi vocal about Kunk's role in 

events: 'Alle ki lder udtrykker direlde og i ndirekte det samme: sej r-en 

var Jens Kunks' (p. 220) . 

The claim is totally untenable. Most accounts ignore Nunk's part in 

the capture of Nendoza! Kunk's name does not even appear in Olafsson's 

2000-word account of the incident, Knudsen mentions Mendoza onl yin 

passing, and Lauridsen dismisses the episode in a single sentence. 2F1 

Only in Daa' s handwritten report can one read that Munk was taken 

hostage by Mendoza, after being tricked into accepting a parley. But 

here Daa's account and Hansen's part company. Daa makes clear the fact 

that he is prepared to sacrifice Hunk's life in order to capture 

Nendoza, and Munk escapes in the ensuing battle, whilst others corner 

and capture ]lfendoza. 2 '=" 

Much of the detai 1 round this account Kunk's icy calm when 

threatened with torture Cp.216), his brilliant tactics Cp.219) and the 

authority of his voice which strikes terror into the heart of Mendoza 

(p.218) is pure fiction, invented by Hansen to paint an idealized 

picture of Munk as the impassive, invincible hero. 

Ifunk's sensitiyi t.v. wa£1.Ilth an<i-sentle nature 

The fictional Munk is 'venl ig og ligefrem' <p. 198). He is 'rni ld a!

vl2Sen' and blessed with' varme og indf0lingsevne' <p.17). He is alsc 
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sensitive: 'Han er ikke bange for kanonkugler, men han har v~ret let 

at saare med en replik' (p. 198). 

In the novel he marries Kathrine Adriansdatter for the good, old

fashioned motive of love, but little is seen of Munk's private life 

(p.200). His time at home is rarely referred to, although krenikeren, 

not surprisingly, hints that Hunk was a good father and husband. On 

his return from Hudson Bay Munk forgi ves Kathrine her adultery and 

only when this is repeated does he petition for divorce, at the same 

time thoughtfully providing for his children by sending them to school 

at Sor0 Monastery (p.360). Even less is shown of Munk's second 

marriage to Kargrethe Tagesdatter ir. the novel, although again Hunk 

seems to have married for the 'right' reasons, his need for love and 

companionship. Margrethe's single appearance in the novel shows her as 

a dedicated and loving wife (p.379). 

The history books are equally reticent about .Hunk's family life. His 

two marriages are recorded, as are the births of three sons and his 

divorce from Kathrine on the grounds of her adultery. Whether Hunk was 

so forgiving in history as he is in the novel cannot be determined 

from the historical records, but the suspicion that, by 1626. things 

were very seriously awry in his marriage can be confirmed by reading 

Troels-Lund's description of the difficulties of formal divorce among 

the non-aristocratic classes: 'Selv om begge Parter 0nsker Skilsmisse, 

selv om den ene Part bevisligt har brudt [~gteskabet], ja om s~ D0den 

h~ver det ved at bortkalde den ene ~gtefrelle, ~gteskabet varer ved og 

udelukker, strengt taget I nyt Giftermaal' (Troels-Lund, XI I, p. 55) . 

The clearest examples of Munk's natural Idndness, his sensi ti vi ty 

and depth of understanding are revealed in the novel in his attitude 
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to the men serving under him. Even as an ambitious young skipper Munk 

shows no hesitation about what to do when his ship -- 'alt, hvad han 

ejer og har' <p.128) -- is caught in the ice off Kolguyev: '[ Munk] 

ofrer sit skib, men han redder sit mandskab' Cp.198). He feels a deep, 

almost paternal affection for the men who comprise his crews: 'Hvem 

kunde lade vrere med at holde af dem?' Cp. 259). His words reveal a 

genuine concern, 'den hengivenhed, han nrerede for sit mandskab' 

(p. 312). He does his best to make them happy, grasping opportunities 

like the approach of Christmas 'sam en krerkommen anledning til at lede 

deres tanker i en anden retning' Cp. 311). The fictional Munk is no 

disciplinarian and has never been faced wi th a mutiny (p. 198). He 

enjoys an effective and cordial relationship with his crews, is 

authoritative but forbearing, showing only traces of 'let 

utaalmodighed' and admonishing 'paa en skaansom, men bestemt maade' 

even when his English navigators waste valuable time by steering the 

wrong course Cp.295), 

In reality Munk did enjoy good relations with his crews. There are 

no recorded mutinies or desertions from his ships. ::;0 Disciplinary 

action on Munk's ships was rare, and it is perhaps acceptable to 

interpret the lack of recorded dissatisfaction among Munk's crews as a 

sign of appreciation of his humane attitude to the responsibilities he 

had as captain, an example of how kr0nikeren 'udgiver det mulige som 

det virkelige' in his assessment of Munk's life. 

Hunk's captaincy is often compared in the novel to that of Giedde's 

strict regime. This technique invariably favours Hunk, whose 

forgiving, sympathetic nature is enhanced by comparison with Giedde's 

'kadaverdisciplin' Cp.310). Such comparison is, however, not always 

based on fact. While interpreting Giedde's laconicism over the deaths 
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of 200 seamen as insensitivity (p.292), kr0nilreren consistently reads 

into the real Munk's log feelings which are not there. As the 

following extracts suggest, Runk's log was no less terse than 

Giedde's, revealing little or nothing about his feelings even for 

those who were near to him: 'Den 1 Aprilis. D0de min Salig Broders0n 

Erich Munck, oc komme Johan Pettersens oc hans d0de Legomer begge 

tilsammen udi en Graff Den 17 Aprilis. D0de min Dreng Olluff 

Andersen, som udi siuff Aars Tid haffde tient mig troligen oc vel' (NS 

1624). At the same time krenikeren neglects to mention examples of the 

real Hunk's documented anger. Gosch provides evidence that }funk did 

lose his temper with his seamen on occasions and interprets NS 1624 to 

show Kunk's 'disgust of the [English navigators'] blunder' in no 

uncertain terms (Gosch, II, p.94). By being selective in this way the 

novelist presents an unhistorically flattering picture of Hunk in the 

novel. 

Hunk's qualities as a captain 

In the novel Munk's skill and suitability as a sea-captain are 

unquestioned: 'Han var en fortrreffelig kaptajn' Cp. 204). He is astute 

in his choice of crew, calm and collected in difficult situations and 

outstanding in his practical seamanship. The fictional Hunk skilfully 

Composes crews from men of proven ability and experience: 'Et blik paa 

hans mandskabsliste viser den betydning, han tillagde erfaringer og 

sagkundskab' (p.257). Although, in fact there is no doubt that Hunk 

chose 'uds0gt Mandskab' COlafsson, p. 152) I Hunk's authentic acumen is 

enhanced by fanciful literary comparisons \'Iith Giedde, who, guided by 
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personal foibles, selects a crew totally incapable of carrying OGt its 

intended task, and which kr2nikeren criticizes because 'ingen 

havde kendskab til de farvande, de skulde besejle' (p 257) Si b th . . nce 0 

the oceans around Africa and the waters north-west were virgin 

territory for the Danish Navy, the same could be said of Kunk's crew, 

but is not; while critical of Giedde, kr0nikeren takes care always to 

present Kunk in a favourable light. 

Later, for example, despite a lack of firm historical evidence. 

kr0nikeren has Munk think and act quickly and decisively at the first 

signs of scurvy among his crew: 'hos flere af (mamdende] fandt Hunk 

symptomer paa begyndende sk0rbug. Han kendte naturligvis den frygtede 

sygdom, men i rnodsretning til Ove Giedde vidste han tilsyneladende 

ogsaa, hvor let den kunde bekrempes med friske frugter' Cp.297). 

Kr0nikeren ascribes Kunk's prescription of fresh berries for the 

scurvy sufferers to a stroke of genius. In fact Hunk's ordering 

berries to be put on the menu was most probably a shot in the dark (NS 

1624, 7 September 1619: compare Jens }funk, p. 297): no connection was 

made between scurvy and diet until the latter half of the seventeenth 

century. ~'31 While Munk's swift diagnosis and treatment of scurvy is 

typical of his perspicacity in the novel, the historical records leave 

the reader with a different impression. An entry in Hunk's log which 

is excluded from the novel suggests that the real Hunk remained 

mystified fully four months after the outbreak of the disease: '(DetJ 

var en sieldsom Siugdom oc finge de Siuge gemeenlig allesammen 

Blodgang, ved tre Ugers Tid forend de d0de' CNS 1624, 10 January 1620: 

compare Jens }funk, p. 318). Once again the novelist meddles with the 

facts, interpreting and presenting to the advantage of his literary 

intentions. 
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The novelistic Munk possesses an uncanny sense of direction, even :n 

uncharted waters. Despite the doubts of his shipwrecked crew, Hunk 

knows that they are rowing the right course for Kanin Nos Cpp.139-

140). On the voyage to Hudson Bay, Hunk's scepticism about the expert 

English navigators' sense of direction is duly justified, and only his 

instinct saves the ships from the ice (p. 283). A further dramatic 

example of Kunk's practical skill as a seaman is his safely anchoring 

Enhi0rningen in the surf of the Churchill River estuary: 'Faa 

tildragelser i hans lange historie vidner i h0jere grad om hans 

s0kundskab ... Erfarne skippere fatter ikke hvordan han bar sig ad 

... dette farvand betragtes sam et af de vanskeligste an10bssteder 

i verden' (p. 296). 

Krt;mikeren does not shy from descri bi ng Hunk's ski lIs as almost 

superhuman: Hunk's rescue of his crew at Kanin Nos and his return over 

the Atlantic from Hudson Bay are both 'miraculous' feats of navigation 

(p.143, p. 356). 

intelligent man, 

trustworthiness' 

The historians too admire Munk's skill: 'he was an 

of rare perseverance, resource, vi tal i ty and 

(G h II P xxviii)' 'Han savnede ganske vist osc, , . ~ . 

Uddannelse i S0mandskunstens videnskabelige Side ,.. men denne Mangel 

opvejedes dog til Dels ved hans indgaaende Kendskab til det praktiske 

S0vresen' (Knudsen, p. 39). 

However, the real Munk was not infallible. Gosch points out some 

careless errors that krenikeren chooses not to mention. In Hudson Bay 

}\{unk's steering his ships down the landward side of the pack-ice 

almost caused a disaster: 'He overdid it... was imprisoned [between 

the ice and the shore] and much delayed' (Gosch, I I, p. 80). Even 

before reaching Hudson Bay Hunk had made other errors: 'Having rounded 

the northern extremity of Shetland [Hunk] steered west so as to pass 
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clear of the Faero group ... but missed ... and, in the morning of the 

4th of June, came up with Sydero to the east of the island, instead of 

to the south of it [On approaching Greenland] the same thiI;lg 

happened viz, that he steered tao northerly' (Gosch, II, pp. 66-67). 

Kr0nikeren chooses to disregard Gosch's well-argued thesis that 

LBmprenen was not accidentally lost, but, in another of Hunk's errors 

of judgement, imprudently dispatched on a separate voyage of discovery 

(Gosch, II, pp.l04-106: compare Jens Hunk, p.295). At all events, even 

without LBmprenen to guide him in, the real Kunk did manage to find a 

safe anchorage in the mouth of the Churchill River. Kronikeren sees no 

reason to underestimate the magni tude of this achievement, vaguely 

ci ting 'erfarne skippere' who claim that this is one of the most 

difficult places in the world in which to anchor Cp.296). But who are 

these skippers and how expert is their judgement? 

The real Munk's return across the Atlantic, wi th only two men to 

help him sail Lamprenen, was an outstanding feat of seamcmship, but 

krenikeren again exaggerates Munk's achievement by amplifying the 

dangers. The 'orkan' of the novel was, in reality 'en god Nordvest 

vind', which only briefly blew up into a storm (NS 1624, 29 August 

1620: compare Jens Hunk p.345). Kr0nikeren's invented descriptions of 

the havoc wrought by the storm are dramatized and larded with literary 

omens of death: '[Mrendene] surrede sig fast for at ikke blive skyllet 

overbord. Alt dreksgods blev slaaet 10s, de fastsprendte kunde se deres 

kister og trepper komme flydende i 80en omkring dem, en kavaj b01gede 

vrek over havet med udbredte arrne sam en druknet s0mand' <p. 348). 
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Munk's ambition 

The fictional Munk possesses 'vision~r kraft og en aggressiv 

dynamik' <p. 17): 'han er :rnaalbevidst, hans planer er ~rgerrige, 

langsigtede og pr~ise' (p.118). The novel's Kunk, however, is 

Ii terally a born loser: 'Vist saa, denne Munk var en ud:rnrerket mand, 

dygtig, paalidelig og handlekraftig', men ... Jens Munk var og blev et 

slegfredbarn, og kunde man gaa hen og kalde et saadant menneske 

velbyrdigt uden at rejse en storm af forargelse?' (p. 197). In the 

novel society condemns the child born out of wedlock; 'enhver 

krrenkelse af det hel1ige ~gteskab betragtedes som dj~velens v~rk' 

(p.24). The ruling classes despise the bastard's atte:rnpts to climb the 

ladder of success, but Munk himself steadfastly refuses to accept the 

limitations imposed by his illegitimacy. The brand of 'horeunge' spurs 

him to prove himself and spite the bigoted nobility. Kunk believes 

that bastardy and the poverty that follows in its wake is 'ingen 

skrebne, men i det h0jeste en midlertidlig ubehagelighed, intet 

bane saar , men blot en ubetydelig rift, han havde paadraget sig, og som 

snart vilde lrege igen' (p.IIU. 

Nothing in the historical record suggests that the real Jens Hunk 

did not tacitly accept the 1 imi tations upon social advancement that 

illegi timacy forced upon him: 'Jens Kunk sel v g0r [ikke] nogensinde 

Fordring paa at betragtes sam adelig, sk0nt Fordelene derved i hine 

Tider var aabenbare' (Bi k t Smith P 48) Kr~nikeren reveals a r e - , . . "" 

twentieth-century perspective when he takes up the subj ect of Munk's 

illegitimacy in the novel. The bias which exists against Munk in the 

novel because of his bastard birth is only unjust from a modern 

standpoint. Although illegitimacy was by no means uncommon in medieval 
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Denmark, non-aristocratic victims were invariably stigmatized both 

socially and legally: 'ethvert uregte Barn var et Horebarn ... al t fra 

Daaben af burde det stemples med Vanrere' (Troels-Lund, XII, p.114). 

Moreover, as Christian IV's government had '[den] faste Hensigt at 

begr~nse og bek12mpe Usmligheden', there is little wonder that, in 

reali ty, Hunk was debarred from the ranks of the noblemen <Troels

Lund, XII, p.131). The history books have a picture of Munk bereft of 

any ambi tion to eradicate this social disadvantage. 

handicap and set his sights on the greatest 

He accepted the 

goal he could 

realistically hope to achieve, working conscientiously towards 

acceptance into the economically powerful ranks of the well-to-do 

burghers: 'ingensteds, saavidt bekjendt, nrevnes (Jens Munk] sam 

Adelsmand eller eelv gj0r sin adelige Byrd gjreldende' (Lauridsen, 

p.xi, note 1). Thus one of the major themes of the novel, Kunk's vain 

fight against the stigma of his birth, appears to be the stuff of 

fiction, not fact. 

Hunk's ambition also reveals itself in the novel through a 

'vision12r kraft' (p.17). Even as a child his plans are ambitious and 

precise <p. 118). As a youth he travels to Oporto to learn Portuguese 

and seek his fortune in the New World (p.56). Munk's individualilty 

is too strong to suffer willingly the constraints imposed by being 

slave to another man: 'Han vi I V12re s1 n egen herre' Cp. 85). He leaves 

Miguel Duez and the security of Bahia for the freedom offered by the 

sea, 'den klukkende lyd langs vandlinjen .,. fr1hedens melodi: Verden 

er din, hvis du t0r!' Cp. 338). Sufficiently self-confident to put 

early defeats and disappoi ntments behind him, he can earnestly set 

about new projects, optimistic of future success. By 1617, he has 

achieved, albeit only briefly, his aim: 'i 1617 er [Jens Kunk] sin 

egen herre' <p. 237). 
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Kr0nikeren enthuses over Hunk's pioneering spirit and ~enacit v y, 

describing Hunk's recruitment of the Basque whalers as pioneering work 

which lays the foundation for enormous Danish profits for many years 

to come Cpp.236-237). Kunk's vision is also revealed in his decision 

to repair his defeat by Giedde by racing him to the Orient ~nd, 

simul taneously, discovering the North-West Passage (pp. 246-247) . 

Horeover, Munk then has the true visi onary' s audaci ty to proceed 

confidently with his scheme despite another blow when the plague 

returns to Copenhagen, Christian IV's navy is decimated and the task 

of gathering a good crew becomes even more difficult: 

[Munk] stod ringere rustet end nogen sinde, hans eneste forbundsf~lle 
i den gamle fejde, broderen Niels, vad d0d et ~ar forinden, han var 
alene, ruineret og latterliggjort, og nu gik han her i tusID0rket med 
klangen af Ove Gieddes trompetfanfarer i 0ret, Hvorledes sku Ide han 
kunne dr"mme om at tage udfordringen op? '" Under saadanne forhold 
kunde kun en fantast dr0mme om at faa mandskab stillet til raadighed 
for en opdagerfrerd (pp.245-246 and p.249), 

In Hansen's account, Jens Munk is just such a fanatic, single-mindedly 

devoted to his plans and with the ardent self-confidence necessary to 

see them through. 

The novelistic Hunk, however, does not always resemble his 

historical counterpart. It is true that the real Jens Hunk left home 

at 12 years of age to sai I to Oporto; , havi ng heard of the golden 

chances offered by the New World .,' he wished to qualify himself to 

try his fortune there' (Gosch, I I, p. ix), Nonetheless, his rise to 

financial independence undoubtedly had a greater element of chance in 

it than kr0nikeren suggests. Munk could not foresee the financial 

rewards after the successful capture of Mendoza. and hiE. employment of 

Basque whalers was no pi oneering verlture: 'baade Englrenderne 08 

Hollrenderne indkaldte Biscajere til at l~re dem FremgangsTIl3.3.de n, j::. de 

i 16, Aarhundrede kastede sig over de nne Forretr;i :"SsSI'E::n' (Knudsen, 
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p. 21). Furthermore, the historians are divided on the i~,sue :;f who 

originated the plans to instigate a Danish search for the North-West 

Passage. Knudsen and Slange maintain that the ini tiati ve came from 

J(unk, Gosch and Birket-Smi th are undecided, while Lauridsen credi ts 

Christian IV with the idea. 32 

This latter issue, like many others during the course of the 

narrative, shows that kronikeren is highly selective in his 

assessments. Despite the historians' differences of opinion, he 

declares: I Meget taler for, at Jens Hunk bevidst indlod sig i en 

kappestrid med Ove Giedde ... AIle kilder peger her i samme retning' 

<p. 248). Krllmikeren blends fact and fiction, insight and imagination 

in his own strengths to present a picture of Jens Munk, which differs 

from the Jens Kunk of history in ways eminently convenient for the 

novel. Unlike the real Kunk, the fictional Kunk is a gifted visionary, 

a representative of the lower-classes leading a doomed one-man crusade 

against the injustices of a social system based not on ability and 

proven success, but 011 privilege and position. Even in the novel, 

however, not all Kunk's dreams are fired by dynamic vision; dreams can 

also be the fantasies necessary to make ali fe of disappoi ntIllent 

bearable. 

Kunk's conflicts with the nobility 

Class conflict, in the form of antagonism between the fictional Munk 

is one of the theme s in the novel. Howe'ler, and the Danish noblemen, 

the historical facts do not always vindicate kronilreren's presentation 
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of the often tense relations between Munk and the Danish nobil i ty. 

Despi te a lack of historical evidence confirmi ng a concerted effort 

from the noblemen to thwart Hunk's ambition, the aristocrats' 

resentment of Kunk is clearly expressed in the novel: 'disse folk 

havde aIle deres standsfreller bag sig, naar de med nreb og k10er, vilde 

modsrette sig en udnrevnelse, SOIIl omst0dte den garnle afg0relse '" Der 

kunde ikke blive noget ridderskab til Jens Hunk, ingen godser, intet 

len' Cpp.197-198). 

On hearing that his father has died in prison, the fictional Munk, 

recently arrived in Copenhagen, seeks help from the nobleman, Henrik 

Ramel. Ramel is unimpressed by this '19-aarige horeunge, hvis hele 

formue bel0b sig til en s01vkande og for 80 daler gammelt t0j' 

<p.llU. He snubs the experienced, bilingual Munk, offering him only 

the lowly post of ship's clerk on one of his ships: 'les causes 

perdues var ikke Henrik Ramels anliggende det var ganske udelukket 

at Jens Munk kunde faa en fremtrredende post paa hans handelsflaade' 

<p.112). In fact, the bulk of historical writing indicates that Munk 

worked as ship's clerk before he was taken on by Ramel, a sympathetic 

man who wished to help this bright young lad. 3':0' What lrTf~nikeren 

describes as 'den k01ige modtagel:-=,e hos Henrik Ramel [som] grundigt 

kuldkastet [Hunks] planer' was, in real i ty, a generous example of 

assistance Cp.113). 

In the novel kronikeren points out that Munk is overlooked in the 

round of promotions following the Danish victory at Alvsborg, in spite 

of the facts that 'Christian den Fj erde kendte og vrerdsatte hans 

indsats og at Jens Hunk med rimelighed kunde vente at se den 

bel(zmnet efter fredsslutningen' Cp. 194). What must be remembered here 

is, as I have explained above, that Kunk's part in the victory has 
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been ey~ggerated in the novel, and that, as a bastard, Hunk could not, 

'med rimelighed', ever expect to be rewarded vlith the patent of 

nobility in Christian IV's Denmark. This was not a snub, it was simply 

the way of the world in Christian IV's day. Kr~nikeren, however, uses 

this, uncritically and unhistorically, as evidence of the vendetta in 

the novel between the noblemen and Munk. 

Despite having played a key role in the capture of Mendoza in the 

novel, Hunk is again snubbed the following year, when the prestigious 

posts on a similar buccaneer-hunt are shared amongst the noblemen: 

Da der havde meldt sig saa mange adelsmrend, kunde Jens Hunk vanskeligt 
bruges paa sin gamle post [han] blev anbragt som leljtnant hos 
Frans Brockenhuus, der havde vreret hans underordnede ved Elfsborg ... 
nogenlunde den laveste offiserspost i hele eskadren, en klar 
degradation. De h0je herrer smilede syrligt; det forl0d, at Erik Hunks 
S0n ikke holdt af at blive ydmyget. Der havde han sit elmIne punkt. 
Godt. Denne gang var ydmygelsen total Cp.224, p.225). 

Lind confirms Hunk's posting on this voyage. 84 Munk maintained his 

rank from the previous year; his pay and duties were unaltered. In 

1615 he had been lieutenant to the noble J0rgen Daa, and had the 

captaincy of his own ship; in 1616 he was lieutenant to Brockenhuus on 

Brockenhuus's Ship. However, while the fictional noblemen revel in 

their humiliation of Hunk, the facts alone give no hint of any 

malevolence. The impression kr0nikeren fosters has no basis in fact. 

Hunk's diplomatic missions for the Danish Crown are invariably 

ti I i th l ' et klart tilbager.::kridt' for the portrayed nega ve y n e nove : ~ 

hero of Alvsborg (p.201)j 'den grove, ringagtede bestilling som 

hverver' (p.360) and a succession of 'mindre opgaver' Cp.361> for the 

survivor of the Hudson Bay nightmare. The mission to Spain is 

'komedien paa Escorial' <p.203); the long voyage to Russia bearing 

official felicitations to the new czar is a waste of time (p.204). 
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see these postings positively, as 'vigtige 

p.28) and 'hrederfulde og vigtige Hverv' 

(Birket-Smith, p.59), kr0nikeren sees them as further evidence of the 

Danish aristocracy's hostility towards Munk: 'Kunk nyder ingen 

velvilje, han lader sig underdanigt bruge, med liv og blod ... fordi 

han ikke har anden udvej' Cp. 361) . 

Kr0nikeren describes Hunk's appointment as commander-in-chief of the 

expedition to Ceylon as the highest accolade yet Cp.240). Ultimately, 

however, Kunk does not lead the expedi tion, but is usurped by the 

untried, inexperienced Giedde. According to kronilreren the reason for 

this again lies in Munk's bastard birth and the nobility's resentment: 

'Her ligger Ove Gieddes afg0rende fordel. Han er reprresentativ. Det er 

Jens Munk ikke. Han er tidligere skibsdreng, f0dt uden for CEgteskab, 

en ufri' Cp.243). Lind records that Kunk was originally chosen to fit 

out and lead the expedition to Ceylon, 'hvilket Hverv han dog fritoges 

for' (p.194). The reasons given in the history books for Munk's being 

relieved of this command vary. Some sources point to Hunk's financial 

embarrassment after his unsuccessful business ventures, and cite 

Hunk's request to remain in Denmark to sort out matters there, others 

to some other kind of friction between Munk and the suppl iers of 

ship's material. ''''''-' It would appear that irronikeren deliberately 

enthuses over Munk's appointment as commander-in-chief of the Ceylon 

expedition, in order to evince greater sympathy for Munk when the king 

subsequently breaks his word and appoints the incompetent novice 

Giedde in Hunk's stead. In the novel Munk plummets from elation to 

despair: 'en uerhl'ZJrt triumf gamle drmnmer i opfyldelse' Cp.240) 

turn to desperati on: 'To store ambi ti oner er knust' (p. 241); I a ldr ig 

havde bunden ligget saa langt nede sor:J nu' <p.245). Shre\.,.dly 
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exonerating the fictional Munk from any share of possi ble historical 

censure, kr~nikeren makes the malevolence and bigotry of the noblemen 

the sole cause of Munk's reverse: 

Levnedsskildringens forklaring er, at han ikke kunde blive enig med de 
rette vedkOInmende, og at man i kke vi 1 de hoI de, hvad man havde lovet 

. De vedkomrnende' kan ikke vrere andre end hans gamle f j ender, de 
adelige personer, der sad i kompagniets ledelse, og som med stigende 
mishag hav~e fulgt hans succes . Det er dem, der faar omst0dt 
kongens udnrevnelse, saa de i stedet kan presse en af deres egne ind, 
og de nne mand er Ove Giedde Cp.243). 

In the novel Munk is imprisoned in Bergen gaol on his return from 

Hudson Bay after one of his companions wounds a IIlan in a brawl and 

flees the town Cp. 352). KT.0nikeren leaves no room for doubt that 

Kunk's imprisonment is an act of deliberate vindictiveness by Sheriff 

Knud Gyldenstjerne. Krenikeren presents the noble Gyldenstjerne as an 

old adversary of Munk, citing an unspecified angry exchange between 

them on the diplomatic mission to Archangel in 1614. When the two meet 

again in Bergen six years later, Gyldenstjerne sees a chance to avenge 

himself and prepares for Munk 'en rnodtagelse, der i uds0gt ondskab 

ikke staar tilbage for den, man vilde give sin vrerste d0dsfjende. 

Sagen lader sig ikke bortforklare, lensmanden sparker saa velrettet 

til en IIland, der allerede ligger ned, at hans handlemaade ikke kan 

fortolkes sorn et udtryk for blot og bar ligegyldighed. Det er en 

hrevnakt' Cp. 206). However, the history books suggest no desire in 

Gyldenstjerne to settle old scores. Whilst kronikeren leaves the 

reader with the impression that the man in the brawl had only been 

wounded and calls Gyldenstjerne's arrest of Kunk an 'overgreb' 

(p. 355), Lauridsen not only confirms its legali ty but suggests that 

Kunk was arrested as proxy not for woundi ng, as suggested in the 

novel, but for murder: 'en af Munks Folk maa have gj ort sig skyldig i 

Drab kort efter sin Hjemkomst med "Lamprenen" og derefter vlEre 
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undvegen. Gyllenstjerne [siel anholdt da Jens Munk' (Lauridsen, p. xli, 

note 1: compare Jens Hunk, p.352). 

There are no historical grounds for the claim that there was long-

standing enmity between Munk and Gyldenstjerne. Any difference of 

opinion between these two novelistic figures on the voyage to 

Archangel appears to be the invention of kn~nikeren. In the novel, 

however, kr0nikeren consciously misrepresents the facts to generate 

the pity or disdain he feels his characters deserve. He invents 

fictions such as Munk's dazed state after the exertions of the return 

from Hudson Bay, in order to evoke a sentimental sympathy for him: 

'Jens Munk opgiver udmattet at f0lge ned i al denne jura ... staar ... 

hal vbl ind og begri ber ikke et muk' (p. 354). The historical documents 

indicate that the crime was committed at least a week after Munk 

stepped ashore, so it seems unlikely that Munk, otherwise depicted as 

an unusually tough, resilient character, should still be confused and 

half blind (!) after his exertions. ::='6 Krenilreren's partiality for the 

fictional Munk and his prejudice against the Danish noblemen are 

disclosed again. 

Antagonism from Christian IV -- HUnk's death 

t k '1 Ct. i ti n IV's di latori ness 1 n secur i ng According 0 ren~ reren lr s a 

Kunk's release is proof that the king was not kindly disposed to Munk 

at this stage: 

I 10bet af oktober modtog kongen al tsaa to nyheder: for det feJrste 
budskabet om katastrofen i Hudson Bay, for det andet meddelelsen om, 
at kaptaj n Munk umiddel bart efter sin hj emkomst var kastet i frengsel 
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paa Bergenhus. Noget kunde t yde paa at Christian den Fj erde i si n 
harme over det f0rste glemte at reagere paa det sidste. I hvert fald 
forhastede han sig ikke; der gik over en maaned f0r han skred ind mod 
lensmandens overgreb Cp.355). 

After Munk's release and his meeting wi th Christian IV in Copenhagen 

relations between the two men are strained. In the novel Christian is 

incensed at Kunk's incompetence: 

Hvor er min fregat? Rvor er mine s0folk7 At dette nogenlunde har v~ret 
ID0dets vcesentl igste repl ikker, ses af dets resul tat. Det e1- uden 
pardon. Kongen beordrer Jens Munk til omgaaende at udruste en ny 
ekspedition og sejle tilbage til Munkehavn for at redde . Enhi0rningen' 
og indlede en kolonisering af Nova Dania. Den beslutning maa VCEre 
truffet i vrede (pp.356-357). 

He is openly antagonistic towards }funk, fOisting a series of minor 

duties upon him (p. 361), demoting him in favour of noblemen Cp.367) 

and finally choosing the wounded Hunk as 'et offer for si t raseri' 

over the dismal state of the war againE:t Germany <p. 377), stinging him 

with cruel words and dealing him a fatal blow in the chest with his 

stick: 'Peyrere siger, at Christian den Fjerde bebrejdede Hunk, at han 

ved sin forkerte ledelse af togtet ti 1 Hudson Bay havde sat s0folks 

Ii v over styr' Cp. 378); 'Da kaptajnen gav ham et barskt svar, blev 

kongen vred og ti 110d sig at st0de ham for brystet med sin stok' 

Cp. 371). 

KnzlDikeren himself is aware of Peyrere's susceptibility to error 

<pp.371-372), yet he uses the following dubious statement from 

Peyrere, fraught with error, as his sole source for indications of 

friction between Hunk and Christian IV: 

Le Roy de Danemarc ... demanda [a Hunk] Ie iour de son depart; et de 
discours a un autre luy reprocha que l'equipage qu'il Iuy avoit donn~, 
avoit pery par sa mauuaise conduite, a quay Ie Capitaine respondit un 
peu brusquement; se qui fascha Ie Roy, & l' obi igea de Ie pousser du 
bout de son baston dans I' estomac. Le Capi taine outre de cet affront 
se retira chez Iuy, & se mit dedans son lict, au il mourut dix iou:r~. 
apres, de deplaisir et de faim CPeyrere, pp.269-270). 
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Christian IV was, indeed, slow to demand Hunk's release from prison. 

His letter was written on 30 November, over a month after Kunk's 

imprisonment, but there is no direct evidence that this delay was 

motivated by anger. 37 The historians, Peyr~re included, see a reunion 

of friends, not a confrontation of enemies: 'Le Capitaine Hunck rendit 

compte de son voyage au Roy son maistre, qui Ie receut, comme l'on 

re~oi tune personne que l' on a creu perdue' <Peyrere, p. 268). ~3:::< The 

second planned expedition to Nova Dania was not, as krenikeren 

intimates, a punishment. There is even evidence to suggest that the 

ini tiati ve came from Munk himself. :39 That the king should have been 

intent on disposing of Hunk by sending him on a suicidal mission is 

pure fiction. However, the true circumstances of Hunk's death are 

shrouded in uncertainty and surrounded by controversy. Surprisingly, 

NS 1723 gi ves no explanation of the cause of Kunk's death, merely a 

date: 'Dend 3 Junii 1628 er hand saligen i HERREN hensovet' <NS 1723, 

p. 24). Lauridsen, disclaiming Peyrere' s account as 'rent Opspind', 

argues that Kunk died on one of the Danish warships during an 

engagement off Stralsund <p.xlvi). Lind points out that Hunk, 'vistnok 

som syg', returned from the battle to die at home in Copenhagen 

<p.196). 

Again kr0I1ikeren chooses not the most credible or probable version 

of events from' the historical sources, but the one most sui table for 

hi s pu rpose , interpreting the documents idiosyncratically and 

inconsistently, presenting certain events unhistorica1ly for the sake 

of the homogeneity of his story, and resorting to hypothesis or crass 

simplifications. Munk is portrayed sympathetically, and his 

antagonist, Christian IV, as a cruel and heartless tyrant in order to 

predispose the reader to ally himself with the underdog Kunk, who 

struggl es honest 1 y and undaunted for what he rightfu 11y deserves. In 
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the war of antagonism between Kunk and the nobles 1{unk becomes the 

unfortunate victim, defending himself valiantly but hopelessly against 

the bullying ar~stocracy with posi tion and privilege on their side: 

'Hans aarelange konflikt med de mregtige adelsfolk er ikke som faderens 

ledsaget af voldshandlinger; han fors0ger at h~de sig selv, ikke at 

tilintetg0re de andre' Cp. 198). 

Hunk same less positive qualities 

In the final years of his life Jens Munk falls foul of the law on a 

number of occasions. 

Kathrine klagede over, at Munk ikke betalte hende de 100 rigsdaler 
aarligt, han var forpligtet til <p.360); 

Der er en kedelig sag med en hollrender ved navn Pei ter Isakson, som 
klager over, at Kunk ... uretmressigt har beslaglagt noget af hans gods 
<p. 362) j 

Det er berettet kongen, at Jens Hunk uret~sigt har beslaglagt ... 
900 oste til Jost van Willem ... Nu faar Hunk besked paa med det 
allernrermeste at erklrere sig til kongen vedr0rende beslaglreggelsen af 
fern trander s1Il0r til Harlingen. Saa er det galt med noget rug til 
Danzig (p. 366). 

Why does Hansen include these authentic but essentially unflattering 

details of Kunk's later life in a novel which otherwise seeks 

consistently to give a posi ti ve picture of Jens Munk? In part their 

inclusion confirms the sinceri ty of Hansen I s aspiration to present a 

basically authentic and historically complete picture. 40 The inclusion 

of these less posi tive aspects of Kunk ' s character helps forestall 

criticism that the novel presents a one-sided picture. However, it is 

interesting to note how, consciously or not, Hansen interprets the 
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historical reality to present these irregularities as a symptom of tbe 

way in which Hunk's integri ty and moral strength have been 

systematically destroyed by the antagonism of the noblemen and a 

series of personal setbacks. In the same way as the fictional Kunk is 

physically only a shadow of his earlier self in the later stages of 

the narrati ve, so is he now less than morally perfect too. In the 

novel Hunk's transgressions are not treated primarily as examples of 

his dishonesty. They direct criticism against the society of the time 

rather than against Munk himself. Having revealed Munk's 

mi sdemeanours, lrr.emilreren then sets about excusing them. The 

adulterous Kathrine's law-suit is shown as a mere act of spite: 'Netop 

i 1626 kan Kathrine have haft grund til scerlig bitterhed. Jens Munk 

havde gift sig igen' (p. 361). The three instances of extortion are 

trivialized by the narrator, who, like a shrewd counsel for the 

defence, emphasizes the extenuating circumstances behind these 

irregularities. Hunk was 'lidt for ivrig' in carrying out royal orders 

to levy customs dues Cp.364)j he had more to think about in the war 

against Germany than 'at trelle ost og sID0rdritler' Cp.366)j and, 

moreover, he was only trying to take what was his due: 'Nej, Jens Munk 

fik aldrig sit lager af vaadt og t0rt, men saa langt er han k0rt ned, 

at han nu pr0ver paa at forgribe sig paa andres' Cp.366). 

Kr0nikeren manipulates the evidence skilfully, using .+ 
1 " not to 

condemn Munk, but to evince sympathy for him by presenting him as 

deserted, wronged and driven to desperation: 'Nu er han alene. I 

unaade hos kongen. Uden venner. Forgreldet og kompromitteret' (p.367). 
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Christian IV a playboy king 

As I have already shown, ifrenikeren makes clear that, especially 

towards the end of their lives, the fictional Hunk and the fictional 

Christian IV resemble each other in many ways. Nevertheless, Christian 

IV differs radically from Hunk. The novel's lasting impressions of 

Christian IV are nowhere near as posi ti ve as those :M:unk leaves ' .. :i th 

the reader. The king does not win the reader's admiration and sympathy 

as Hunk does, because Hansen's novelistic presentation of him is 

prej udiced. In Jens Hunk Christian is boorish, egoti stical, heartless 

and, not infrequently, incompetent. 

Some confirmation of the baser aspects of Christian's character may 

be found in the historical records: he was fond of wild parties, for 

instance, and devoted to gambling, (Bering-Liisberg, pp.71-75, p. 180). 

In a 500-page biography of Christian IV a brief section on 'Christian 

IVs Mangler' presents a picture of the king not dissimilar to that in 

the novel: '[ en Mand med en] fuld Fl2Jlelse af sin Overlegenhed paa saa 

godt som aIle Omraader ... og en naiv Fortr0stning til ... at ligesom 

han kun I2Jnskede at g0re det Rette, saaledes gjorde han ogsaa det Rette 

en hreftig lidenskabelig Mand, der havde lige saa n~r til Stokken 

som til Ukvemsord naar han kom i Vrede' CBering-Liisberg, p.417). 

However, the reader of Jens Hunk is given 1 i ttle opportuni ty to 

acquaint himself with the more positive qualities in this man, traits 

which made the real Christian IV less of a brutal, self-centred boor 

than his fictional namesake. The following sections shm; hO'r1 

lrrenilreren emphasizes the king's less admirable characteristics by 

almost consistently ignoring evidence of a nobler nature and 

overlooking documented proof of Christian's well-informed interest in 
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architecture, his grasp of contemporary religious questions, his 

determination to learn how best to defend his country and increase its 

military strength, and his affection for his children and subjects.41 

The novel's anecdotal style leaves memorable impressions of 

Christian IV's self-indulgent revelry. The king is a philistine who 

has not opened a book since his schooldays and orders priceless 

manuscripts from Sor0 Monastery to be made into firework cases 

<p. 120) . He is an insensi ti ve pleasure-seeker whose splendid 

coronation stands out in exorbitant relief against the squalor and 

poverty of Sixteenth-century Copenhagen (pp. 108-109). During a visit 

to Bergen the king and his court enjoy an eight-day carousal of wine, 

women and parties, smashing every window in their host's home in 

drunken revelry (pp. 131-132). Christian's diary bears witness to a 

fondness for the gaming-table, and when he dies his personal finances 

are so depleted that the crown is in pawn, and the family without 

money to pay for his funeral robes (pp.329-332, p.134). 

Krenikeren does the real Christian IVan injustice by presenting his 

novelistic counterpart as a man totally given over to sensual 

pleasure. Kr0nilreren mentions the recorded destructi on of the SOrl2J 

manuscripts, but ignores more numerous examples of Christian IV's 

well-documented interest in art and culture: 'Hans 0je fandt Gl~de 'led 

sk0nne Former alt dekorativt tiltrak ham En ikke ringe 

Sprogfrerdighed stod til hans Raadighed etc (Fridericia, p. 76).4:=· 

K d i t · f Ch i ti n IV's self-indulgence are renikeren's escr p lons 0 r s a 

confirmed in the history books.4,j Information from the same sources 

which might mitigate the court's behaviour is, however, consistently 

withheld from the novel. For example, when the windows in de Freunt's 

house in Bergen were smashed, the host \~'3.S not left to foot the bi 11 
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himself.44 Moreover, although th k' e Ing was an avid gambler 'n'!:;.O died 

penniless, the impression given by his diaries in .Tens }funk is 

deliberately misleading, the diaries having been systematically edited 

in Jens Hunk to exclude information about other t . i I tt rlV a rna ers that 

the king attended to during this period -- sales and purchases of 

land, diplomatic audiences, business journeys, family details -- and 

give the impression that he spent all his time gambling and living the 

high life. 45 On the evidence of .Tens Hunk, irr0nikeren seeks 

deli berately to portray the fictional Christian IV as a person for 

whom one can have little sympathy. 

Christian IV - stern and heartless 

With the single exception of his provision of medicine for the sick 

Kunk after distinguished service at Alvsborg Cp.194), Christian IV is 

harsh and uncharitable in the nove I and shows 'en brutal uf0lE.mnhed' 

(p. 377). He has a sadistic streak. He treats the whippings in Bergen 

as entertainment, 'underholdning [medJ musik og frembaaret lutendrank 

og Hamburger-01 og allehande confect og marsepan' (p. 132). He makes 

the distinguished 70-year-old Admiral Peder Galt the scapegoat for his 

anger over an unavoidable defeat, and watches with satisfaction from a 

window as Galt is executed (p.377). Munk, too, becomes a scapegoat for 

the king's inability to accept defeat. After Munk's return from Hudson 

Bay, his mission unaccomplished, the king decides to send him back the 

following season: 'Den beslutning maa vrere truffet i vrede ... [Hans 

ordre bet0dJ ncermest en d0dsdom' (p. 357). Other events intervene. but 

in 1628, when Christian IV meets a now wounded Munk on the i"3.nish 
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flagship off Kiel f his anger wells up once more and, i fit f ::; a 0 

pique, he strikes Munk a fatal blow in the chest with his stick 

(p.371, p.379)' 

Examination of the documentary records shows that the novelistic 

Christian IV is more brutal than his historical namesake. Krenikeren 

withholds the information that the floggings in Bergen were indeed 

entertainment f a j ape that formed part of the ini tiation ri tes into 

the Company of Bergen Merchants: 'et af de saakaldte .. Spil", som de 

tyske Kj0pmamd paa Bryggen efter gammel Skik lod anstille paa St. 

Hansdag ... det Hele gik ud paa, at Kandidaterne efter mange Omst0b og 

Narrestreger blev lagte paa en Brenk og der eftertrykkelig 

gjennempryglede af " B0nderne .. , CBering-Liisberg, p. 146). The 

description of Galt's execution, taken almost verbatim from Arup, is 

authentic, but kni'1nikeren again prejudices the reader's interpretation 

of a true historical event by calling Gal t 'et offer for [kongens] 

raseri', adding 6 years to Gal t' s actual age of 64 and fancifully 

maintaining that the king watched the execution ' wi th satisfaction', 

an emotion not recorded by the documents. 46 The historical evidence 

for Christian IV's striking Munk a fatal blow is slender, as has 

already been proved: kronikeren culls this version of Munk's death 

from Peyrere's otherwise discredited history, since it best 

complements the brutal picture of the king in Jens Hunk and 

conveniently complies with Hansen's thesis in the novel. 
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Christian IV's inco~petence 

In Jens }funk Christian IV's rule is characterized as a period of 

decline for Denmark, 'et vandskel, hinsides hvilket aIle bestr~belser 

blot rinder ud i nederlaget' Cp. 15). This evaluation is emphasized by 

a deliberately anachronistic presentation of the defeats of Christian 

IV's later years before the successes of his youth (compare p.134 and 

p.195), a narrative technique which irrevocably exposes Christian IV's 

dreams of making Denmark great as pie-in-the-sky and makes his efforts 

seem not only futile but ridiculous. The novel is full of examples of 

Christian IV's failure to recognize 'virkelighedens h0jhedsret' 

Cp. 315). He is megalomanic and refuses to accept his own limitations: 

'Han kunde ikke holde fast paa den lille danske skilling. Nu viI han 

favne den runde j ord' (p. 255) . Kremikeren is scandal i zed by the 

dilettantism of Christian IV's economic policy: 'Der sad en 

vekselrytter paa Danmar ks trone, siden Christ ian den F j erdes 

rnagtovertagelse var det danske betalingsrniddel forringet med over en 

fjerdedel af sin v.;erdi; inflationen, sam bestjreler den r.erlige, der 

betaler enhver sit, og favoriserer fidusmageren, sam lever paa greld 

... havde nu i tyve aar pr.;eget det danske samfund' (p.249). 

The fictional Christian IV's boundless self-confidence is sadly 

misplaced. Krenlkeren points out the disastrous results of the king's 

'frygtelige sans for bagateller' <p.366). Christian is 'ingen 

menneskekender'. He is fooled by diplomats and tricksters, routed by 

mili tary tacticians, and putty in the hands of the Danish nobili ty 

<p.334, p.374, p.197). 
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It is almost impossible to equate kr~nl'ker' i t 
~ en s p cure of 3~ 

incompetent Christian IV with the historian's claims that 'af Kongerne 

af den oldenborgske tft staar ingen det danske og norske Folks Hjcerte 

ncermere end Christian IV' or that Christian IV showed tireless energy 

for 'sociale og 0konomiske Reformer, der ... umiddelbart og omfattende 

sigtede paa Samfundets Vel' .47 These apparent inconsistencies are the 

resul t of an ideological process of selection which has concentrated 

the reader's interest on Christian IV's less successful ventures, and 

his less praiseworthy qualities. 

Kr0nikeren overlooks the fact that Christian IV's reign was an era 

of Danish history which saw an upsurge of interest in architecture and 

the arts led by the king himself, and that the king embarked upon 

programmes of social welfare (hospitals, orphanages, alms-houses etc.) 

that acted as models for much of contemporary Europe. ~.$ His reign was 

not an unalloyed decline into defeat even if his plans for making 

Denmark a world-power were never realized. Krenikeren seems to place 

much of the blame for this latter failure at the feet of Christian IV 

himself. The historians are more circumspect, citing the nobility's 

conservatism, avarice and hunger for power as contri butory causes of 

the Danish decline. 

I sin Kongegrerni ng var Chri stian IV ledet, man kan maaske ogsaa i 
nogen Grad sige hi ldet, af sin Opfattelse af Danmarks Storhed, og 
dette skal ikke lregges ham til Last. Tre Hundrede Aar senere er det 
let at vrere bagklog. Han modtog det danske-norske Rige som den f0rende 
Kagt i Norden, og under de Omstrendigheder er det ikke enhver givet at 
erkende, at Bladet nu er ved at vende sig. Heller ikke stilles enhver 
over for Modstandere sam dem, der i disse Tider bar Sveriges Krone: 
f0rst en Statsmand sam Karl IX og derefter et Geni sam Gustaf II Adolf 
(Birket-Smith, p.36)i 

Medens Adelen vrergede sine Privilegier optog den gamle Konge med 
utrrettelig rver sin vanskelige Gjerning, at bringe Landet paa Fode paa 
ny (Bering-Liisberg, p.473). 
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The condemnation of Christian IV's monetary policies voiced by 

kr0nikeren is not shared by the historians, who claim that Christia~ 

IV tackled the Treasury's problems 'med virkelig 0konomisk Sans' 

(Birket-Smith, p.36) and eulogize the very same inflationary measures 

that kr0nikeren criticizes: 'Christian 4. skabte ved sin inflation, 

fordi den var langsom 08 priserne derfor stadig kunne tilpasse sig 

dertil, en f0lelse af stigende rigedom i folket, og inflati onen kan 

vel ogsaa forsvares 'led at foretagsomheden i Danmark selv derved 

holdtes igang' (Arup, II, p.676). Again krenikeren is guilty of 

passing subjective opinions with the apparent authority of an expert. 

Krenikeren is antagonistic towards Christian IV, and seeks to 

influence the reader's appraisal of the king by presenting a one-sided 

picture of his reign in Jens Hunk. He chooses to be wise after the 

event, and gives a potted history of Christian IV's unsuccessful later 

years early in the narrative to prejudice the reader (134). 

Kr0nikeren hints at a few of Christian IV's more positive sides --

his abi Ii ty as a seaman and a general, al ways in the thick of the 

action (pp.188-190), his 'rerlige hengivenhed for sine s0kaptejner' 

(p.197), even a 'slumrende' sense of justice (p.197) bu t the 

Christian IV of the novel gives the reader precious few examples of 

these qual i ties. In Jens Hunk Christian IV is 'en nederlagets mand' 

( 376) f t which, combined with his character, bodes ill: 'I p. ,a a e 

sejren er han som alle rnagtmennesker herlig og vennesrel Naar 

rnodgangen sretter ind, bli ver han ond' (p. 377), 
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HANSEN'S ATTITUDE TO HIS SOURCES 

The investigation of the historical and literary qualities of 

Hansen's .Tens Klink has now come sufficiently far to provide an answer 

to the question, 'Why cannot Jens Klink be regarded as a history book?' 

There are several unnecessary and regrettable errors in Jens HlInk. 

The anonymous reviewer of the English abridgement of Jens Xunk 

expresses , some reserva t ions' about Hansen's reliability as a 

historian, especially in matters concerning the Spanish-American 

background, pointing out that there was, for example, no sleeping 

sickness or yellow-fever in Brazil in the sixteenth century, that 

Hansen confuses the Dunkirk corsairs with the Barbary pirates, and 

that Hansen's translation of the Portuguese 'lavrador' as 'slave' is 

incorrect. 49 There are other errors in Hansen's account, ranging from 

insignificant spelling errors C'Whight' for '[Isle of) Wight', p.249) 

and minor chronological inconsistencies CM:unk's diary entry for 21 

April 1620 appears as the entry for 20 April 

inexplicable misinformation that Christian 

1620, p.323) 

IV was born 

to the 

, udi 

Vandmandens tegn' (p. 23, p. 107). so Furthermore, al though the bosun on 

EnhiRJrningen, Anders Stavanger, dies on 8 August 1619 Cp. 290), his 

name reappears among those celebrating Christmas at Munkehavn 

(p. 313) . .51 Sometimes Hansen is misled by the sources he uses. In the 

section describing Kunk's commission into the Danish navy in 1611, 

knzmikeren quotes Garde I s formulation of paragraph 31 of the Naval 

Martial Laws, either ignorant or c~reless of the fact that this order 

was not issued until 1625. 52 
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However, such ingenuous slips are of little significance to the 

status of Jens Hunk. The prime reason why lens Xunk is not a history 

book is the author's attitude to historical fact in his ~ ti 
nar"a ve, his 

idiosyncratic use of the documentary Sources. I J n ens Xunk, the facts 

are allowed to reveal only what Hansen wants them to reveal. To ensure 

this Hansen systematically manipulates historical data by a number of 

methods: 

1. He withholds from the reader information which may otherwise 

confuse the homogeneous picture that he is trying to present. 

2. He is academically uncritical in the comparative use of his 

historical sources. 

3. He tampers with historical Chronology. 

4. He does not always make clear where history ends and where 

imagination takes over. 

5. He subordinates the information-val ue of fact to the impact of 

fiction. 

6. He presents a personal, tendentious interpretation of history in 

the guise of an objective, recognized theory. 

That the author wi thholds information from the reader has already 

been demonstrated on several occasions. The drunken revelries of 

Christian IV are not vindicated in Hansen's account as they are, to 

some degree, in the historical records. The real Munk IS baff lernent 

over the 'sieldsom Siugdom' decimating his crew at Munkehavn is 

excluded from the fictional account by an author eager not to detiact 

from his picture of the novelistic Munk's astuteness. The historical 

reasons behind Ove Giedde's ponderous progress -- adverse weather, 

ambushes and misleading charts -- are overlooked, and Hansen uses it , 

f th bilit ' b bling in:'ompetence.~:' The instead as an example 0 e no y s urn -

graphologist who analyses Jens Hunk's handWYitir.5 D8tices , '=';. fast 
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religi0s overbevisning', but there is little evidence of this i!l the 

novel <p.17L Hansen's narrative omits any reference to a religious 

dimension in Jens Munk's life: there is no reference to the lengthy 

prayer of thanks Kunk appends to NS 1624, and, in contrast to his 

real-life counterpart, the novelistic Jens Hunk on no occasion feels 

sufficiently little confidence in his own ability to invoke the aid of 

God.·s4 The majority of examples of the author's withholding 

information from the reader share a common quality: what is omitted 

from the fictional account is omitted lest it should undermine certain 

ideas and impressions that the author wishes the reader to have about 

events and characters in .Tens Hunk. 

Krfllnilreren demonstrates an academically uncri tical atti tude to the 

historical information contained in the works ci ted in the 

bibliography. In the course of his story he propounds interesting new 

concl usions on certain issues, not least the course and duration of 

Nunk's voyage across the Arctic Ocean after the shipwreck off 

Kolguyev, and the identification of Niels Skoster as one of the two 

hi therto anonymous seamen who returned from Hudson Bay wi th Hunk 

(pp.136-138, p. 342). Kr0nikeren also presents information to rekindle 

rumours that growing antagonism between .!'trunk and the king led to 

Munk's demotion in favour of Henrik Vind in March 1628, an action 

which ultimately resulted in the king's striking and fatally wounding 

Munk later that year Cpp. 375-379). The postulations that kr0nikeren 

makes about Kolguyev and Skoster are the result of intelligent 

investigative historical research, but the claim concerning the manner 

of Munk's death is untenable, amateurish and smacks of sensationalism. 

A lynch pin in Hansen's argumentation for the latter is that Munk's 

captaincy was transferred to Vind, a hypothesiS built upon the claim 
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that '[det fremgaarJ af sikre kilder, at 

flyvende Fisk" er et og samme fart0j!' (p 375) T i '1 i . . yp ca~ y n 5'''';:b. 3:1 

instance, kronikeren does not record his 'sikre kilder'. At 311 

events, they are misinformed. Passages from Lind's factual and well-

researched history of Christian IV's navy leave no doubt about the 

separate identities of Lindormen and Den flY'vende Fisken. 

9. Apr. 1626 blev L[ukas] H[enriksenJ endog Kaptejn (200 Dlr.), 
hvorpaa han 20. Maj - 28. Jul. var i Vesters0en paa Den flyvende Fisk 
under Admiral N. Hammer <p.236)j 

9. Apr. 1626 blev H[ans] L[ydersenJ Skibs10jtnant og tjente da 15. Maj 
- 25. Jul, som H[ enrik] Vinds U~jtnant paa Rytteren i Vesters0en, 
hvorefter han sendtes ti 1 Itzeho for at hente Li ndormen, som var 
bygget der (p.239)j 

[Henrik Vind] udsendtes 7. Maj [1632], som Admiral paa Lindormen og 
over Nrelde bladet, Rafael, De tre L0ver, De to L0ver, Lammet, Den 
kronede Fisk, Fides, Svanen, Den flyvende Fisk ... [etc] Cp.212). 

In claiming that Christian IV fatally struck Jens Munk kr.{'mikeren is 

discounting the evidence collected by professional historians 

<'grundige forskere som Lauridsen og Gosch', p.357), and, by declaring 

that Peyrere 'kan fortrelle hvordan Jens Hunk d0de' <p.369), is 

throwing in his lot with an ill-informed arna.teur historian, a French 

diplomatic secretary unable to speak or read Danish, who based his 

work on hearsay when he arri ved in Copenhagen fully fifteen years 

after the event. Despite the eloquence with which kronikeren argues 

Pe ~ , (372) the fact rerna.ins that modern historical yr~re s case p. , 

researchers have Ii ttle posi ti ve to say about the acumen of a man 

'celebrated for his strange opinions' ~!.'<:;: 'There can be no doubt that 

[Peyrere] had been misled somehow, and that his account of Hunk's 

death is simply one of his many mistakes' (Gosch, II, p.D; 'Til Jens 

Hunks D0d knytter sig for 0vrigt en romantisk Fortrelling, som ganske 

vist har vist sig at vrere fuldstendig grundl0s La Peyrere 

fortreller nemlig f01gende [etcJ' (Knudsen. p. 87) .. 56 Even 
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En"nikeren concedes that Peyrere's account , ikke ( er] noget 

videnskabeligt v~rk, bogen rummer fejl' (p.369). 

Another example of kr0nikeren's uncritical use of his sources is 

provided by his attitude to Olafsson, from whose Oplevelser som 

B0sseskytte under Christian IV several anecdotes and a considerable 

amount of general information are taken. Kn~nikeren seems to have a 

special affinity for 'den brave b0sseskytte' (p 225 2~0) , . ,p. ~ , vor 

gamle ven' Cp.225, p.246), I den cerlige Jon Olafsson' (p.19). 

Olafsson's memoirs assume a position of some importance in Jens }flink, 

providing the sole source for the important recruiting-room scene, and 

-- despite the fact that they are based not on personal experience but 

rumour, hearsay and street gossip -- constituting one of the trio of 

accounts from which krenikeren claiIlB to be able to reconstruct 'et 

tennnel ig n0j agtigt bi llede' of the hunt for :Mendoza (p. 208) .'';'7 In view 

of what Olafsson's editor has to say about the credibility of 

Olafsson I S memoirs, lrr0nikeren's confidence in him seems misplaced: 

, [Olafsson] lader sig n0je med mundtlige Overleveringer, der nu 

ikke kan dokumenteres, og mangler ofte Kendskab til eller misforstaar 

Tingenes og Begi venhedernes Reali tet og virkelige Forhold hans 

Hukommelse [har] undertiden slaaet ham fej l' (Olafsson, p. i1>. The 

admissions from krfmilreren that Olafsson 'overdriver nogle 

enkeltheder' (p.229), and that the Icelander has an 'udviklet sans for 

dramatiske begivenheder' Cp.212) are the likely key to his 

predi lection for Olafsson' s account; even if Olafsson is not always 

reliable as a witness Cp.212, p.218), his memoirs are always good for 

a colourful anecdote. 

A final example of kronikeren's uncritical use of sources for his 

biography of Munk is his misplaced confidence in pseudo-science as an 
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aid in his investigation. Krenikeren claims to have shown t-"h 1 
~~.e rea 

Kunk's handwriting to an expert graphologist, unnamed in the text and 

Uncredited in the bibliography, who has prod c d h i 
u e a compre ens ve 

analysis corresponding with uncanny accuracy to the picture of Jens 

Kunk which the narrator paints (p.l7). 

As I have already shown, strict historical chronology is 

subordinated to literary effect in Jens Hunk. Kronikeren does not 

recognize chronological progression as an overriding historical 

influence. If we scratch away the veneer of well-researched fact from 

Hansen's account, we will see that events are linked by a tenuous 

network of cosmological relationships which, from a historian's point 

of view, seem absurd: 'Et menneske, del' een gang har maattet finde sig 

i at hI i ve dukket I har sam regel endnu st0rre ydmygelser i vente' 

<p. 201) ; 'Kennesket skifter ski be , men ikke skrebne, vrer sikker paa 

det' (p. 202) j 'Man dl2Jr ikke paa Kolgujev i Barentshavet, naar man er 

skrevet op til en grav paa Comorerne' Cp. 309) . 

Kr{!lnikerBn frequently meddles wi th the time-scale. Three busy years 

in Kunk'slife seem even busier when compressed into a single 

paragrap 0 .. h f 200 words (p 361) Conversely, the few lines from Kunk's 

logbook for 4 June 1620, his premature farewell to the world, are 

expanded into several pages of narrative (pp.11-13. p.22, p. 335ff). 

This technique does not preclude the work's status as a piece of 

historical research, but less acceptable is the inclusion in the story 

of Jens Munk of events and anecdotes from other men's histories, 

presented as part of the history and times of Munk himself: 

Bremerholm havde sine egne kompasmagere ... Kongen forventede .' .. at 
kompasmageren beregnede den n0jagtige misvisning, og en dag lnfandt 
han sig i den anledning personlig i sej lhuset paa Breme:-t::::lm. Hans 
Kajestret var ikke tilfreds rned tingenes tilstand: Naar Hermar; 
L t di k han her formeTer 08 stiller, fCJ:-holder yg emager u de ompasser I 
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s1g ligesom hollrenderne og regner misvisningen til trekvart part af e~ 
streg ti 1 CZlsten, skal Vi herved naadigst gCZlre ham opmc:erksom pa.3.. at 
den for KCZlbenhanvns meridian paa dette tidspunkt er hal vanden g~ad fra 
den rette norden til CZlster hen. De fors,:l.mlede:'>0folk Ivttede i 
andregtig tavshed. Det var et kongeord (pp.156-157). ' 

The anecdote is taken almost verbatim from Lind, but it has little to 

do with Munk or Christian IV. The words were uttered by Bagge Vandel 

in 1649: Lygtemager did not start work at Bremerholm until 1626 (Lind, 

p.389). 

It is rarely clear in Jens }funk where history ends and where 

imagination takes over. Repeatedly kr0nikeren takes the narrative 

beyond the boundaries of what is known, or even what can be known. A 

lack of documentary evidence does not i nhi bi t irr0nikeren. The 

historian deals wi th I~ctions and wi th the characters of historical 

personages only inasmuch as he can deduce them from these actions. 

Hansen, however, reveals much :more about the historical characters 

than they revealed themselves. In his description of events too, 

intui tion and imaginati on play a maj or part. Sometimes kr0nikeren 

acknowledges the lack of recorded fact when he moves into hypothesis; 

'Det foreligger ingen dokumentation mest sandsynlig er det at ... ' 

(p.190). Sometimes he does not. 

In his introduction to the recruiting-room scene kr0nikeren invokes 

the authority of Olafsson's eye-witness account <p.259), but in Jens 

Kunlr, kn:imilreren expands Olafsson's two-hundred-wor-d description 

nearly tenfold. ~1,13 Kr0nikeren combines his knowledge of a specific 

event with the insight into general customs and conditions provided by 

works such as Troels-Lund's. It is not in Olafsson's specific ,elation 

of the event, but in 'den betydrii ngsfuldeste og mindst paaagtede Del 

t d i T oels Lund th3+ I113nv of the vivid af Folkenes Historie' por raye n r - , v • 
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impressions of the signi ng-on room h.3. ve the ir roots; the :=.c:ra tchi::;;:; 
w 

quill, the sailors' Spanish hats, their ear-rings, their love of games 

and the sweet smell of Rostocker beer. ",.';.' 

In another similar tableau Hunk's seamen are shown at Munkehavn on 

Christmas Eve. Scarcely two-hundred words in Munk's log provide the 

factual background in an account Hansen expands to three and a half 

pages. Without making clear where history gives way to ima8in~"ttion 

krenikeren renders the scene more vividly than Munk by making various 

general pieces of information specific to this episode. Without 

historical evidence, he tells what hymns the men sang, what food they 

ate, where they sat and how they kept themsl yes warm: 'For bedre at 

fordele varmen i rummet havde Hunk faaet nogle fire fod lange 

ballastjern varmet r0dg10dende i ovnen og med jerntrenger slrebt ud paa 

et underlag af store sten, hvorfra det r0de jern nu udbredte en 

gloende hede, der kunde holde sig i lang tid' <p. 313). In this 

particular instance the author can also draw on personal experience: 

Kunk's logbook, the only survi ving record of the Munkehavn winter, 

mentions no iron bars, but, aG. krcmikeren e;'plains. tbe Jens Munk 

Commemorati ve Expedition found some of these bars in the Churchi 11 

River mud over three-hundred years later: 'hvor .. Enhi0rningen" 345 aar 

forinden havde ligget i vi nterdokk fand tes ... hal vt begra -let i 

mudderet en barre af st0bejern, efter al sandsynlighed en af dem, 

der havde ligget r0dg10dende paa stenene, mens hr. Rasmus lreste jule-

evangeliet' (p. 316).60 

b sho '~ clearly how fact is su~~rdin~ted Examples such as those a ove , 

k The narrator 's 'Jredi lection for anecdote to fiction in Jens Xun . " 

t a forf:,~11erL.::ltEde born more of th'2 love rather than cold fact sugges s -~, 

th t fo r factualitJ'" The histcri.~31 ~s of a good story an a respec 
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frequently upstaged by the litera J ry In ens Hunk and .i ts role 

downgraded to that of the merely picturesque. Other example~. of the 

way in which history serves fiction are seen in Hansen's imposing 

pattern upon history. Metaphor and i:magery attain a significance in 

the novel which they do not possess in fact. Language rather than fact 

is used to evoke a response in the reader. 

On occasions, fact is disregarded completely. I have already shown 

how krenikeren perverts historical fact or- invent~. episodes when the 

authentic documents do not possess the tone or encapsulate the ideas 

he wishes to give to his account. Hansen's Jens Hunk reveals 

tendentiousness in the interpretation of history. Kronikeren's 

description and interpretation of history frequently betray a 

particular point of view. References to the Danish diplomats' efforts 

in Spain as 'komedi en paa Escorial' (p. 203) and to the hunt for 

Mendoza's brothers as a 'parodi af en s0r0verjagt', 'en fiasko' 

<p.229) are personal interpretations, not historical observations. 

Reference to Munk's death as.' et n~ten uigennemtramge11gt mysteri urn' 

is unjustified (p.368)j even if the exact cause of death is a matter 

of debate among historians, any sense of mystery (as opposed to 

uncertainty) surrounding this event is invented by kronikeren. When 

kremikeren declares th~t 'historien er skrevet af de sejrende' <p. 65), 

we discern his frustration and a desire to redress the balance. But 

this is not the only crusade that kronikeren embarks upon in telling 

Munk's story. In retrospect the novel becomes memorable not only for 

its epic content, but also for its justification of kronikeren's 

interpretation of history. Jens Hunk is full of Karxist analyses, 

which present the facts and pa,ss comment on them s1 mu 1 taneousl v. the 

same technique that is discernible in Hansen's documentary novels 

about the Danish slave trade. 51 
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THEMES IN JENS XUNK 

What is significant in any discussion of the status of Jens Hunk as 

history or fiction is the fact that neither the author nor his 

storytellers declare their standpoint openly, but choose to present a 

personal, tendentious interpretation of hl'story in th i . e gu se of 

factual objectivity, 

The power of an economic structure to control social and 

intellectual as well as political aspects of life is seen clearly in 

Jens KLInk: 

Det er en lov, sam ofte er set i anvendeise ved h0je udnrevnelser: en 
mand kan vrere ukyndig og uegnet, uden forudsretninger for at udf0re den 
opgave, der tildeles hamj det er ikke saa afg0rendei han kan vrere af 
beskeden oprindelse, tidligere skibsdreng, ja f0dt uden for regteskabi 
det kommer heller ikke an paa det. Kun eet krav skal kunne 
tilfredsstilles, kun een forudsretning er n0dvendig for, at vi skal faa 
0je paa dig, elske dine latterligheder, beundre det talent, du ikke 
har, udstyre dig med magt og myndighed, finde dig srnuk, intelligent, 
betydningsfuld, uundv~rlig. Kun een ting. Sagt i fortrolighed og 
ganake lavlll&l t. Du rnaa have penge. Jo fiere du har I j 0 flere vil vi 
give dig. Jo mere, du viI tage imod, jo mere viI vi takke dig (p.245). 

Notice the authority with which kr0nikeren speaks, invoking the 

support of what he spuriously peddles 3E. a natural law. It is here 

that the great projects such as Munk's searches for the North-East and 

North-West Passages have their importance. Christian IV saw these 

undertakings as prime opportuni ties to fi 11 the Danish coffers and 

enjoy complete economic independence, if not dominance in Europe: 

'kunde det lykkes ham at g0re Nordhavet til et .. Mare Nostrum", vilde 

Danmark beherske begge disse udfaldsveje og her kunne krreve 

afgifter Det vilde v~re sam at aabne en ny Ii vsvigtig pulsaare 

for menneskeheden 08 bagefter lukke haanden om dens banken' <p.136). 
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Jens Xunk realizes the importance of financial independence when he 

is apprenticed in Bahia: 

Miguel Duez [fandt], at ... der vilde al tid Vi£re mennesker, der for 
penge maatte arbej de for andre i stedet for at arbej de for sig sel v, 
og om disse mennesker solgte sig selv eller blev solgt af andre var i 
hans 0jne en underordnet fornalitet. I begge tilfoolde havde de mistet 
deres frihed, og et menneske, der ikke havde nogen frlhed, vilde 
Miguel Duez tillade sig at betragte som en slave (p.79). 

In the Denmark we see in Jens Hunk, it is the nobility who hold the 

purse strings, controlling not only the movement of labour, but also, 

to a large extent, the king himself: 'Chrl stian den Fj erde [havde] 

ikke raad til at udfordre rigets stoorke adel mere end h~jst 

n0dvendigt' (pp.197-198). Represented chiefly by minor characters like 

Gyldenstjerne and Giedde, with only small parts to play in Munk's 

story, the Danish nobility are stereotyped. They are 'fede ~nd' 

<p.376) , an epithet which establishes their affinity with bandits like 

Ri bolde de la Rochelle (' Ri bolde de la Rochelle var en fed :mand', 

p.68), who literally sinks Kunk's hopes in 1593: 'Ribolde [var] jo 

ligesom et symbol paa de moogtige fjender hjemme i K0benhavn' (p.235). 

In keeping with the one-sided view of the novel's well-to-do, Jens 

Munk's own flirtations with capitalism are dealt with sketchily in the 

narrati ve. Kr.onikeren seems to lose interest in Kunk when he 

fleetingly attains his goal. Jens Hunk is of prime interest to 

kranikeren as a representative of the dispossessed, the class without 

economic might or political muscle. Marx's thesis of the inevitability 

of class struggle finds a lucid parable in the story of Jens Kunk. 

Superior in many ways to his noble overlords, Munk is constantly 

His thwarted in his ambitions by the barriers of class prejudice. 

illegitimacy denies him the deserved patent of nobility, the key to 

success. Without social rank he is repeatedly forced to make way for 
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men of lesser ability but higher status. He has to live as a slave to 

others, first Duez, then Christian IV, 'den ma d n , der har 

behersket hele hans liv' <p.318). 

Marx's view of history as thesis and antithesis, the resolution of 

successive contradictions, is discerned in the contrasts and 

comparisons, the paradoxes of .Tens )funk. Duez and Christian IV, the 

nobility, Daa and even the pirate captain Mendoza, rule over Hunk's 

life at thei r separate times, but despite Hunk's lack of tangible 

success, the ascendancy of the untitled, unprivileged class he 

represents is forecast by the debt owed to hin by his social 

superiors: 

Da [Kunk] beslutter at s~tte alting over styr og forlader Kiguel Duez 
uden at forlange nogen be10nning, j a uden at kunne t.age blot sin 
rerligt oparbejdede iortjeneste med sig, er han ned et slag blevet den 
st0rste aristokrat af de to. Med he1e sit lager af secco e molhados er 
Kiguel Duez ikke nrer saa ve1havende som den dreng, der klredt af til 
skindet begynder at soppe ud i Atlanterhavets b01ger. I sidste akt er 
det alligevel rigmanden, der maa takke og stole paa l~rlingen <p.84). 

In Jens }funk t.he 01 d system is wani ngi 'Danmark synker' (134). The 

noblemen are beginning to lose their grip, ensnared in the restrictive 

web of rules they have spun to protect their own privileges. Dynamic 

original thinkers like Jens Munk, unfettered by social or religious 

convention are poised to take over: 'i modsretning til hans far og hans 

farfar ... [ der] var adelige [er hanl kun en ufri mand. Han kan 

g0re, hvad han viI' <p.200). Danish society in Jens Hunk is full of 

paradox and ripe for change. The inhuman brutality and the age's 

:marauding armies cannot co-exist with self-righteous religious piety. 

The Pomp and fi 1 th can no longer tolerate one another's company. 

idleness of the rich and the enormi ty of their undertakings spells 

future disaster. 
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In the short epilogue in which the narrator tr~:-:;;:'Cl:rts the reader 

swiftly from Munk's death to modern tilne~" th - e omens are, however, 

unfulfilled <pp. 381-383). What is left of the spark of hope fer the 

COImllon man that Munk kindled? 'Hvad bli'Jer tUbage?' (38 1 3 p ? p. ~, p. 0,-,. 

twice), In six short paragraphs the questi on is answered: nothi :-lg is 

left at all. 

In an examination of Existentialism in Hansen's documentary novels 

the undeserved anonymi ty of certain historical characters has been 

identified as a major theme: 'Historien bliver [ved Hansen] bestemt 

ikke gjort til en funktion af store menneskers handlinger, store 

mennesker skaber overhodet ikke historie I de glemmes'. ,:::~: Munk's 

striving is essentially absurd, since personal experience and 

incontravertible fact show that it aspires to achieve the impossible: 

Jens Munk's efforts will clearly not be rewarded with the patent of 

nobility and the route north-west to China does not go through Hudson 

Bay! )funk is painfully conscious of the fact that he is fighting for a 

lost cause in Hansen's version of history. His lot is the sea '[der] 

husker vores spor endnu kortere end sandet, der husker dem endnu 

kortere end leret, der ikke husker dem sEEr 1 ig lrenge' (p. 382), and the 

empty places of the world 'slet, 0de, ubebygget' Cp.383). His modest 

appearance and manner (' som de fleste hel te paafaldende \.Iheroisk', 

p.199) conceal his qualities and, from birth, he has had to struggle 

against the overwhelming odds of antasonism froTn the nobility, in 

whose hands lies all weal th, all powel- and all the keys to success. 

Nevertheless, to the amazement and admiration of krenikeren. Munk 

steadfastly refuses to surrender to the supremacy of external 

determinative factors even though repeated reverses have made him. 
I 

hi b ·ti In consciously taking u,;:, aware of the hopelessness of s am 1 on. . 

once more the absurd fight, he lends his efforts an Existential aspect 
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which imbues their essent ially meaningless nat ure with meaning and 

value: 'Situatianen [efter Gieddes udnalvnelse] maa have mindet ham om 

tiden efter Bahia, eft er Kolguj ev, efter El fSbarg. Det var 

efterhaanden blevet nalsten en egenskab ved ham at begynde forfra paa 

bar bund ... Hvorledes skulde han kunne dr0mme am at tage udfordringen 

op?' (p.245-246)' 

JENS MUNK AND HANSEN'S OTHER WORKS 

Munk has much in common with other historical characters of 

Hansen's, like Niebuhr in Det lykkelige Arabien (1962) or von Scholten 

in Slavernes 0er (1970). Neglected heroes fighting refractory fates in 

the wild parts of the world, where the waves, the shifting sands or 

the constant advance of the jungle eradicate all signs of human 

endeavour, aspiring to projects of heroic proportions and failing 

through no fault of their own, they are ennobled by their misfortunes 

and achieve a tragic status in Hansen's interpretations. They are the 

great losers of history, whose conscious self-elected suffering 

transforms them into Existential heroes in the mould of Albert Camus's 

Sisyphus: 

Smerten er livets moder, vi dralber den ikke uden at dralbe livetj 
opgaven er, i det korte tidsrum, der er stillet til rAdighed, at give 
den en mening (Jens Munk, p.382). 
Compare: 
Je ne fais tant de cas de l' individu que parce qu'il m' apparait 
derisoire et humilie. Sachant qu'il n' est pas de causes victorieuses, 
j' ai gout pour les causes perdues: elles demandent une am.e ent iere, 
egales a sa def ai t e comme a ses vict oires passageres ... Sl ce myt he 
est tragique, c'est que son heros est conscient ... L'immense detresse 
est trop lourde a porter, mais les verites ecrasantes perissent d'~tre 
reconnues. A partir du moment ou il sait, sa tragedie commence (Albert 
Camus, Le My the de Sisyphe). 6::=' 
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Hansen's version of history is in all essentials authentic, 

factually informative and "'/ell-researched. It remains nonetheless an 

al ternati ve version of hi story because the phi losophical concl usions 

that Hansen draws after the eveTlt are introduced into the historical 

account as part of the reason for why things turn out as they do. It 

is tendentious because Hansen refuses to recognize history as a 

continuum, and establishes cosmological rather than chronological 

relationships between events. Instead of presenting the reader with a 

panorama by panning his lens over events as a whole, he chooses a 

snapshot style, zooming in on particular characters and disparate 

incidents where links are outside the field of vision and become 

apparent only after Hansen has explained them: 'Han (pn~verJ at holde 

sig fast og forestille sig en sammenhreng' Cp. 348), 

Thus, in Hansen's version of history, Hunk's failure and anonymity 

are, by virtue of the tragic status they bestow on Hunk, proof of his 

greatness. Consequent upon thi s phi losophy that greatness is fou nd 

only in defeat, kremikeren turns even Munk' s relative successes at 

ilvsborg and against Mendoza into defeats by pointing out that neither 

results in the patent of nobility that Kunk had sought. 'Historien 

er skrevet af de sej rende', says kn~nikeren Cp. 65) , al though the 

evidence of his narrative proves that history's winners are not the 

real stars of the show, but merely extras whose mediocri ty is the 

benchmark by which to measure the performance of truly great Illen like 

Munk. Christian IV is powerless in the hands of the nobility, Ove 

Giedde is incompetent to lead an expedi tion, and the Danish 

aristocracy leads the country from strength and prosperity into apathy 

and decline. 
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Like Jens J'!Iunk himself, Hunk's relatives and descendants' fClrC:'.'ii'.:ier 

ud i m0rket', but not out of greatness Cp.381). In the same way 

as Duez's slaves they take the easy way out and rely on others rather 

than themselves Cp. 79) . In an attitude of flaccid resignation they 

satisfy themselves with the bland values of comfort, securi ty and a 

quiet life, becoming petite bourgeoisie who gladly remain 'Herrens 

ydmyge tjener' (p.381). Thorkild Hansen uses Jens Hunk not only to 

tell the true ~;tory of a remarkable man, but also to make a clear 

exhortation, an echo perhaps of the rallying call Johannes V. Jensen 

sounded with his Kongens Fald (1901) and Christofer Columbus (1921), 

enjoining his countrymen to rebel against their 0'r1Tl decadence, their 

satisfaction with medi ocri ty and their characteristic attitude of 

turning their backs on reality.54 

Nu marcherer virkeligheden hurtigt. Freden i Br0msebro. Freden i 
Roskilde. Freden i Kie1. Freden i Wien. Resultater af en forkert 
politik, ja, men hvor ofte blev den ikke f0rt af mennesker, der vendte 
ryggen til de faktiske forhold? Det er, som om den hang til 
virkelighedsflugt, der maaske oprindelig kun var et udslag af haarde 
levevilkaar, gang paa gang f0rer til begivenheder, som forsteerker den 
tilb0jelighed i folkekarakteren, der var deres aarsag. Det er cirklen 
uden ende. for hvert nederlag bliver virkeligheden mindre acceptabel 
og dr0m:men mere tillokkende med nye indr0mmelser til f01ge; der 
udvikler sig et nederlagskompleks, sam finder udtryk snart i en 
selvglad beskedenheds inkompetente fablen om langt h0jere bjerge, 
snart i en tossegod il110dekomrnenheds I allen med paa Vlonderfu I 
Copenhagen. Danrnark synker hurtigt, men danskerne synker hurtigere 
<p. 315) . 
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V. CONCLUSION 

In the introduction I summarized the major feature::. that C:::.(>I?ID to he 

associated with the documentary novel: 

1. The documentary novel tells a story, often of an epic nature, of 

something that really happened. 

2, The documentary novel attempts to give a true a picture of events 

and is built partly upon recorded fact presented in such a way 

that the interested reader may test the veracity of the account, 

and partly on subjective evaluation of facts. 

3. In order to reflect the wholeness and conspectus typical of 

fiction yet absent from reality, the documentary novel adapts its 

material to impose an overall interpretation on events which 

controls the structure of the "'lOrl{ and exbi bi ts t he aesthetic 

(structural and linguistic) features of a novel. 

4. The truth of the documentary novel is always a subjecti'/e truth, 

since the documentary novel acts a,j a vehicl e for i ntell ectual 

discussion of predominantly sociological, ethical or political 

questions, typically by presenting an alternative view of 

familiar stereotypes. 

Do the three works analysed match this definition? Certainl)' ~ll 

three take up authentic historical stories and deal with the~ in epic 

fashion. 
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All three of the works examined are based on documentary evidence. 

Both Holt's and Hansen's novels include bibliographies, and Sundman 

has published background material and selections from his sources in a 

separate volume. The content and sometimes even the form of the three 

accounts confirm that the authors have made detailed critical studies 

of the available literature. Sundman's scholarly cont.ributions to 

research on Andree accorded him the st.atus of an Arctic expert, later 

to be appointed official chronicler of the Ymer Expedition in 1980: 

Holt's bibliography suggests that Holt read some 5,500 pages on 

Amundsen and Scott as 'background' to his novel; and Hansen even 

participated in an archaeological expedition to Hudson Bay in an 

endeavour to discover more about Jens Hunk. 1 However, it is clear that 

there must be some doubt as to how authentic a pi cture they give of 

the events described. In their extraordinary attention to detail, 

Sundman, Holt and Hansen display an ambition to be factual. As I have 

shown, some ingenuous errors in minor matters may creep into their 

accounts CSundman's chronology is awry when he has Registrar Swalin 

and Andree as colleagues at the Patents Office; Holt misinterprets his 

sources to give Port Lyttleton as Scott's last port of call before 

Antarctica; Hansen is unaware that yellow fever did not exist in 

Brazil before the sixteenth century, etc.) but time, date and place 

are typically specified with pedantic precision, and the accurate 

rendition of facts and measurable data is accorded unusual concern. 2 

Nevertheless, the evidence suggests that, in the documentary novel, 

facts and figures are included not to record and preserve real life's 

statistics, but to lend fiction an aura of authentici ty. The 

hi d reQ'ar-i his story documentary novelist is concerned that s rea ers 0 

not merely as an engagingly realistic illusion. but 3[: the :-e-telling 

of the actual circumstances of an authentic event. Thus no fact is too 
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trivial to be given space in the documentary novel, since the 

implication is that everything is of interest when. you are trying to 

reach the truth. Moreover, the documentary novelists are aware that 

factual detail or the semblance of factual detal'l h +h en. ances ... e 

credibility of a story. 

As I have shown earlier, all three of the works examined exhibit 

numerous examples of consci ous authorial interference wi t.h the known 

facts in ways which are not immediately obvious to a reader with only 

a passing knowledge of the subj Gct matter. \(hile isolated examples of 

this kind of misi nformati on, 'passe 1 i ten og passe falsk til A virke 

ekte' according to Holt CKapp10pet, p.g), may be of such limited 

importance as to seem harmless, they exert a cumulative effect out of 

all proportion to their individual significance. The inauthentic but 

often trivial details suggesting Andree's shiftiness, Amtmdsen's 

hysteria or Christian IV's cruelty constitute en m..'=lsse a telling 

indictment of historic characters with fictitious evidence. 

The documentary novelist recognizes that each authentic historical 

occurrence he describes represents the source for a potentially 

infini te number of undocumented but not improbable incidents. He may 

feel that the reader's insight will be improved by allowing events to 

take place that might have happened, but ''''hich, unfortunately for the 

message of the novel, did not -- or at least were not recorded. In 

essence, this technique is close kin to the intuitive propositions of 

historians for whom 'empty spaces .,. exist (i n history] where the 

problem is not contradictory information but no information. To bridge 

the gap, one must make use of what seems the 1 iltel y and nat'Jral 

explanation, which accounts for the proliferation of "probably" and 
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"presumably" in [the historian's] text -- annoying, but in the absence 

of documented certainty, unavoidable. 1:8 

Paradoxically, the admission of conjecture is a hallmark of a truly 

documentary approach, an indication that the author is still keeping 

fact and fiction apart. Such comment is absent from IngenJ5r Andrees 

luftfard, where maintaining an illusion of reality is given high 

priori ty. Here the truly documentary approach is discarded: YoiceE 

from outside the narrative are not allowed to disturb fiction's 

illusion of reality. Holt's narrator, on the other hand, speculates 

freely, and his speculations are frequently audacious and assertive: 

I det fins ingen dokumenter, men vi vet at farens hemmel ige glede nA 

springer ut' (Kapplepet, p.28). Hansen is more cautious, frequently 

prefacing invention and conjecture in .Tens Hunk with phrases like 

'knmikeren f0restiller sig', 'kr0nikeren mener', 'kremikeren ser for 

sig' etc. 

Major deviations from the facts are generally taboo in the 

documentary novel, since unintentional inaccuracy in major matters 

precludes a serious documentary treatment of the subject and 

deliberate misrepresentations of information ... ,idely accepted as 

authentic cannot be touted without proof. Nevertheless, all three 

authors studied include fancy in their accounts. Sundman's narrator 

looks back on his own death (' Jag var annu ung', JAL. p. 344); HoI t 

brings together Scott and Amundsen for an imagined rendezvous even 

though he has earlier made clear to the reader that the two men never 

actually met; Hansen steps '.'isi bly outside history, all owi ng his 

twentieth-century narrator to interview the long-dead Isaac de la 

Peyrere in a mock coroner's court scene, 

cause of Jens Hunk's death. 

in order to establish the 
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More commonly, however, invention and hypothesis in the documentary 

novel masquerade fact. Hansen's narrator's 'beklagelige 

tilb0jelighed til at udgive det mulige sam det virkelige' is a trait 

as 

borrowed from the realistic novel (]ens Hunk, p. 19). Falsification in 

the documentary novels I have examined is usually a question of adding 

untruths of this kind. But falsification also includes the conscious 

suppression of facts, and textual arrangements leading to connotations 

and interpretations absent in the raw material. Holt's narrator calls 

Amundsen's secrecy before Nansen 'en bevisst fortielse -- og derfor en 

lfZJgn' (Kappl.0pet, p.16), yet Holt himself suggests unhistorical enmity 

between Scott and Teddy Evans by deliberately withholding from his 

readers the documented reason for Evans's not accompanying Scott to 

the Pole: as second-in-command Evans was needed at base camp. Hansen 

suppresses details of Hunk's bafflement at the 'sreldsom Siugdom' that 

was decimating his crew at Munkehavn, and Sundrnan pays little 

attention to Andree's documented observation that 'av [Framkels] 

O Ii k k ~fter cyre c ej mycket vara kvar'.4 Holt also uses m ra s a ret ~ 1 = . 

juxtaposi tion to invite decisions not justified by the documentary 

records. Thus we see the Scott family's inability to exist without 

their dreams: 'Illusjonen brast. Da d0de han' (Kapp10pet, p. 34). And 

we witness the E;elf-confident Amundsen's corne-uppance: 'Barrieren er 

no! slett og fin Ikke en sprekk. Da gAr tre hunder gjennom en 

sprekk i sn0en' < Kapplope t, p.116). 

The picture of events that the documentary novelist gives his 

readers is consciously inauthentic, and in some cases intentionally 

misleading. The documentary novelist fuses together documents, 

speculation and the fruits of personal research, and presents the 

result as if it were unadulterated fact. The relative strength of the 

mixture varies from novel to novel, but the constituent parts do not. 
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The imaginative writer may wish that the events of real life had 

happened differently in the interests of a good story. The evidence of 

this study suggests that, 1 ike the narrator of Oscar Wi Ide's The 

Picture of Dorian Gray, the documentary novelists feel that 'the real 

tragedies of life occur in such an inartistic manner that they hurt us 

by their crude violence, their absolute incoherence, their absurd want 

of meaning, their entire lack of style'. '5 Sundman, Holt and Hansen 

lend complex and incompletely understood issues from real 1 ife the 

simplicity and coherence of events in fiction. The novel's 

predilection for order prevails over the haphazard nature of reality. 

Despite possible claims to the contrary, the documentary novelist's 

interpretations of the events he is describing do not develop during 

the course of the novel. All the evidence indicates that his :mind is 

made up before he sets pen to paper and that he uses hi s novel to 

demonstrate the validi ty of opinions he already holds. There is an 

overall interpretation which controls the structure, and on occasions 

even the content, of the work. The novel typically displays a 

homogeneity and consistency in its argumentation that makes the 

author's thesis easy and appealing to accept. 

Often the subtle act of persuasion has commenced even before the 

book has been opened. It is axiomatic that the ch:Jice of a ti tIe 

illustrates an author's approach to his subj ect. Jens Xunk is a 

neutral and unambiguous title, yet, in focussing interest 

th . h t it pronides the monument to this unequivocally on e maIn c arac er, v 

man that history denied. Kapp10pet proffers the germ of an 

interpretation. The definite form of the noun lends a universal 

b ' t +t It l'S not J'ust 'one race of many' or relevance to the su Jec ma~ er. 

'the 1912 race to the South Pole', but a literary archetype of ~"1.11 
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competition. Ingenjor Andrees luftfard is an altogether more 

suggestive title, conjuring up pictures of flights of fancy and bogus 

undertakings, of castles in the air, and of empty pride. The titles of 

these and other documentary novels (for example, RDd hast, In Cold 

Blood, Eva Brauns forlorade liv -- the list could easily be extended) 

imply that the form of expression chosen in the documentary novel is 

not without significance for an appreciation of the sllbject matter.E. 

Even if the subject matter is taken from real life, the form remains 

predominantly literary. 

Since the incentive to find out what happened next is fundamental to 

all literature meant to be read voluntarily, tension or drama of some 

kind is invariably present in the documentary novel. Repeated 

references to the onset of winter in Ingenjor Andrees luftftird warn 

the reader that time is running aut for the three men struggling over 

the ice. HoI t cross-cuts between alternate chapters deal i ng with 

Amundsen and Scott to capture the suspense of the race to the South 

Pole: Hansen uses a similar technique to describe Munk's and Giedde's 

progress towards their goals. Suspense may also be induced by 

interrupting the narrative at a moment of tension. It is a simple and 

haCkneyed, but effective way of keeping the pot boiling, which Hansen 

skilfully exploi ts with his 'c1 iff-hanger' chapter endings in Jens 

Kunk. Tension may also be built up gradually, as in the increasingly 

strained relations between Fri2nkel and Andree, Amundsen and Johansen 

and Munk and the Danish noblemen. Gradually mounting tension is also 

what fills the gap between the novelistic characters' limited 

knowledge of their future and the reader's wider conspectus. 

identification with the doomed Frrenkel, our sympathy for Scott. and , 

Our 

the forewarnings generated by Hansen's future-in-the-past construct-

ions and previews of impending fates create suspense. Metaphor. symbol 
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and allusion, and even the construction of the novel 't 1f - ~ se L ::::a;l 

suggest to the reader the i nevi ta bi 1 it Y of the outcome, I [; t be 

circu lar construction of Ingenj or Andrees 1 uftfard and Jens }funk the 

repetition of motifs recognizable from the opening pages suggests that 

the story is coming to a close. 

The qual i ty of the facts chosen will affect th d I e rea er s 

interpretation of events, and the documentary novelist typically 

selects and organizes his facts to present a uniform picture of, for 

example, Strindberg's frailty, Amundsen's egotism or the malevolence 

of the Danish nobles. True life's ambiguities and uncertainties are 

replaced by appealingly consistent novelistic representations of a 

more easily comprehensible world, where the limits of right and wrong, 

good and evil are more clearly delineated than in reality. Novelists 

know as well as their readers that fiction and reality are subject to 

different laws, yet even in the documentary they continue to do what 

is expected of them as novelists, engaging their audience by re-

creating reality in improved, more fathomable, more aesthetically 

attractive forms. 

The ordering hand of the artist is apparent in the overriding 

symmetry of his work. Ingenj or Andrees 1 uftfard pivots around the 

balloon's crash-landing halfway through the novel, the end of the 

dreams and the realization that optimism has clouded common sense. 

Holt introduces into Kapplopet a symmetry lacking in real life; eqc;a1 

numbers of pages and chapters compare and contrast the 1 i ves of 

Amundsen and Scott in formal harmony. Hansen presents Munk's life in 

Jens Hunk according to a scheme expedient only to the literary form; 
/ 

four sections of almost identical length, each named after a season. 

So far, the facts themselves have not had to suffer 1"8[, the sake of 
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art, but further refinements without any basis in fact exist only to 

add beauty to the novel and grist to the novelist's mill. Sometimes 

the documentary novelist forces reality into the literary costume he 

has tailored. Sundman confirms the literary significance of the 

central placing that the crash-landing has in th~ novel through 

Fr~kel's significant <fictitious) statement, that, 'Luftfarden ar 

avslutad Vi befinner oss vid en vandpunkt' Clngenjor Andrees 

luftfard, p.188). Moreover, history re-told by Sundman adopts a 

circular form unapparent in recorded events: invented detail from the 

opening pages of lng-enjor Andrees luftfard recurs in the cocktail of 

history and hypothesis towards the end. Holt steps outside historical 

fact to parallel the lives of Amundsen and Scott in the figures of 

Hjalmar Johansen and Teddy Evans. In Kapplopet Johansen's and Evans's 

lives are variations on a theme. Both men are shrewd, tough, dedicated 

professionals -- potentially excellent candidates for their respective 

polar party -- but snubbed by their superiors. Where the course of 

real life did not run parallel for the two men, Holt tampers wi th 

history lest· he spoi 1 the pattern he is weaving in his novel. Thus 

Johansen saves Amundsen's life in an invented episode, as Evans saved 

Scott's on Terra Nova in reality, and the novelistic Evans, in 

contrast to his real-life counterpart, becomes as bitter at his 

exclusion from the polar party as was Johansen. Hansen's use of the 

seasons in Jens Hunk reflects the archetypal pattern of life. from 

spring to winter, birth to death, of flowering and withering, rise and 

fall. The wheel of fortune, and the underlying impression of the 

eternal cycle of life, is a majOI~ device used by Hansen to help hold 

together the many threads in Jens }funk. 

Compression and synthesis in the document~ry novel concentrate 

attention, heighten tension and reduce extraneous matter to a minimum. 
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The time scale for real events may be manipulated to suggest 

unhistorical cause-and-effect relationships. Individually authentic 

events may be juxtaposed in an artificial fashion to meet aesthetic or 

ideological criteria. The severity of the Andree party's situation is 

underlined when all three men are debilitated by 'frrenkelska sjukan' 

simul taneously in Ingenjor Andrees 1 uftfard, not in turn as was the 

case in real life. History is dramatized by compressing the final week 

of Oates's suffering into a single day. Tension is increased in 

Kapplapet when the British discover the Norwegian flag at the Pole and 

Evans's frostbite almost Simultaneously, even though there were four 

days between these events in real ity. Olafsson tells of his dream 

during the Signing-on scene in Jens J(unk, whereas, in reality, the 

dream did not take place until some days afterwards. To avoid loose 

ends in his novel, Holt selects just two of Amundsen's dogs, Camilla 

and JAla, to represent the entire pack. Everything that happens to 

these two dogs in the novel did happen in fact, but not necessarily to 

Camilla or JAla. Holt chooses to make a synthesis of facts to avoid 

cluttering his novel with a welter of unimportant names. 7 

Rhythm is introduced into the narrati ve in a number of ways which 

further distance the documentary novels from historical and 

contemporary reality and underline their kinship to imaginative 

literature. Rhythm is present in the use of leitmotifs. Fr~nkel is the 

pipe smoker, Strindberg the author of interminable letters to Anna, 

and Andree the man with the peering, piercing look in his eyes. 

Amundsen is 'mannen som fl2Jrt verden bak lyset'; Hunk is 'mannen som 

begynder pA bar bund'i and all become representat.ives of something 

more than just themsel ves. Other leitmotifs include the physical , 

the torments of thirst and fatigue in Ingenj O"r Andr~es 1 uftf,jrd, 

melancholy howls of the dogs in Amundsen's camp and the si lence in 
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Scott's, and the oft-repeated proverbs and sayings 1:-: lens }fLlnk. 

Scenes are repeated or varied. The building of Andree's igloo on White 

Island is described in language which cannot fail to remind the reader 

of the cabbies' ice shel ter in Stockholm. The confront3tion between 

Amundsen and Johansen is almost a repeat performance of that between 

Scott and Oates. The skirmish wi th Kendoza reminds Kurlk of his triumph 

at Alvsborg, which, in turn, reminds him of his father's success at 

Stenviksholm. 

While the documentary novel may initially appear sober and factual 

in tone, in language and style it belongs more to story than to 

history. Documentary novelists generally e:3chew romantic descriptions 

and seek to give an impression of objectivity, but not infrequently 

their language remains poetic rather than analytical. Words are made 

memorable in the documentary novel. The echo of Strindberg's final cry 

in ]ngenjor Andrees luftfard, 'Varfor i helvete blev du tvingad att ge 

dig in pA den har resan' (p.339) and the vision of Kapp10pet's blood-

sucking Amundsen linger long after these novels have been read. The 

characters are eloquent, concise and eminently quotable. Sound and 

syntax is also manipulated for 11 terary effect. The description of 

Kunk's swim across Bahia Bay, with its rhythmic refrain -- 'armene, 

benene' and gently undulating sentence pattern, is undeniably 

poetic. 

Language, imagery and metaphor are used with tendentious 

impl ication: Andree's grounded balloon 'ser ut som ett kadaver' 

(]ngenjo'r Andrees lLlftflird, p.199, p.222); tracks in the Antarctic 

snow stretch out 'sam en Are i hud' (Kapplepet, p. 108); Jens )funk's 

'ridderslag' is a fatal blow in the chest from the king's stick <lens 

}funk, p. 379) . Fnenkel's prose is pregnant wi th symbols and Hansen 
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introduces classical analogies; the Cretan labyrinth, the :man-eating 

Ninotaur, and Munk himself as Ulysses. Holt shuns historicity with a 

storyteller's nonchalance for the contingencies of cause and effect; 

'Victoria var dronni ng. I hennes imperi um sku lIe en :mann vc.ere uten 

kjlzmnsliv eller ogsA erobre verden' (Kapp10pet, p.27). Like all good 

storytellers, he involves the reader by addressing him directly, 

wooing his confidence, or appealing to his emotions. 

The common denominator here is subjectivity. Despite appearances to 

the contrary, the documentary novelists do not restrict themselves to 

writing an objective report. Using perception and a highly personal 

assessment of the si tuation, they express themselves in the 

deliberately equivocal manner we are used to recognizing in the novel. 

Irony is often used, where what is written is not what is meant. And 

the documentary novel is always open to interpretation on more than 

one level. IngenfBr Andnff>es luftfard, Kapp1.fJpet and .Tens }funk are not 

only adventure stories but intellectual comments as well. 

On the evidence of the three works singled out for special study it 

is clear that the documentary novel seeks to generate intellectual 

discussion of some kind. Ingenjor Andrees luftDird raises questions 

about the demands society places on its heroes, and eX3mines the idea 

of collective responsibility. Kapplapet stimulates discussion by its 

iconoclastic presentation of national heroes. As a memorial to one of 

history's great losers Jens Hunk is an indictment of bourgeois 

history-writing. All three works show a consistently critical attitude 

to traditional historical scholarship, and with their eloquently 

presented and often thought-provoking new in terpreta t 1 ons t g1 ve the 

reader the impression of participilting in a process of historical 

revision. 
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Almost by definition the documentary novel requires a historical 

subject, since only what has in fact already taken place can be 

convincingly documented. This is a truism of some significance to the 

documentary novelist, for much of the attraction in the otherwise 

unwieldy, relati vel y inflexi ble documentary novel form 1 ies in the 

opportunities it affords the author to demonstrate the validity of his 

argument. It is invariably an argument which he has expressed already 

through fiction, but which he nm" seeks to bestow with the credibility 

and unimpeachable authority of historical justification by s.aying, 

'Look, this really did happen!' 

The documentary novel 1st knows the answer before he starts 1 ooki ng 

for it -- all he seeks is validation. He works backwar"ds from certain 

convictions he has, methodically organizing the historical facts so 

that they seem to concur with his convictions. How else can we explain 

satisfactorily that the conclusions drawn by the documentary novelists 

when dealing wi th fact so exactly match the conclusions the same 

authors draw about life when describing it through fiction? 

Sundman's Ingenj 6r Andn2es 1 uftfard takes up two of the themes that 

run through Sundman's work as a whole. Like Expeditionen (1962) and 

Sundman's early short stories, Ingenjor Andrees luftfard uses a small 

group of people as a microcosm of society as a whole, and as in 

Expedi ti onen and Berattelsen am S&1I7 (1977), it provides an insight 

into Sundman's fascination for the 'strong man', the psychological 

leader. Berggren's comnent that Expeditionen is a dream of an 

. t' 11 true of Ingenjo"r Andrees effective corporate SOCle y 18 equa y 

luftfard.·:;' Both societies, however, are bound for catastrophe. 

E.ypeditionen ends abruptly with an ominous attack from the jungle's 

nati ves. IngenJo"r Andrees 1 uftftird ends wi th the total disi ntegration 
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of the society it has been describing. Andree and Sir John are of the 

same mould, even the same era, and as men wielding power they share a 

common destiny with each other and a link with Sundman's story of SAm. 

in which a good but weak man's revolt against an evil but strong man 

fails, when SAm makes a single fatal decision which catapul ts him 

inexorably towards disaster in much the same way as Andree. These are 

Sundman's 'stark and drastic fables built around two central 

characters representing opposing ideologies'.9 

Holt's scrutiny of the figure of the hero in Kapplopet has parallels 

in his tendentious picture of trades union activist Marcus Thrane (Det 

stolte nederlag, 1956), in the portrai t of King Sverre (](annen fra 

utskj~ret, 1965; Fred10se menn, 1967; Hersker og tre11, 1969), and in 

the examinations of Tordenskjold in Sfohelten (1975) and Hans Egede in 

8Bnn av jord og hill1I11el (1978), where heroes are both strong and weak, 

good and bad, heroes and villains. Even in Holt's purely fictional 

accounts, the hero is an ambivalent figure. In Henneslwr ved en grense 

(1954) Elling and Lasarus represent the two polarities of heroism. In 

Det store veiskillet (1949) heroism, collaboration and the 'golden 

mean' are represented by Kristian. Christian and Chris, whose actions 

illuminate the three options open to the Norwegians after the 

declaration of war in 1940. Kappl.opet is also part of Holt's broader 

literary attack on bourgeois ideology. From socialism in the 

sympathetic portraits of the working class in Holt's early novels (Det 

stolte nederlag (1956), Storm under l!Jorgenstjerne (1958), OpprfJrere 

ved havet (1960» via an ideological novel about the Norwegian debate 

over entry into the Common Market (Oppstandelsen, 1971> Hal t has 

displayed a consistent political interest in his werks. 10 In Kapplopet 

Holt advances beyond the Sverre trilogy's ideas of class struggle to 3. 

more general consideration of the insoluble human confli.:::t between the 
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instinct to rule and the the violent reactions of those who are 

subjected to this rule. Amundsen, like Sverre before him, suffers 

almost as much in his position of power as his subjects do in their 

state of submission. 

Thorki ld Hansen adopts a critical attitude to popular myth in his 

writing, and part of his inherent proposal for an alternative way of 

looking at things is revealed in his preference for seeking out and 

illuminating the lives of the forgotten, the great losers of history. 

There are clear similarities between Jens Munk and Carsten Niebuhr of 

Det lykkelige Arabien (1962), and between both and Peter von Scholten 

in the slave trilogy (Slavernes kyst (1967), Slar-'ernes skibe (1968), 

Slavernes 0er (1970». While history regards these men as losers --

since they failed to achieve what they set out to do -- and ignores 

them, Hansen believes that it is not what a man achieves but what he 

endures and how he endures it that gives meaning to his 1 ife, an 

Existentialist philosophy which Hansen brought back from his studies 

in Paris. '/ '/ The Camusean idea of suffering is central to Thorkild 

Hansen's work, but if suffering ennobles, what do our comfortable 

modern lives do to us? In his diary from the war years, De s0de piger 

(1974), Hansen self-critically contrasts his own Ufe with that of 

some of his fellow countrymen during that time: 'Jeg tillhl2!rte den 

Argang, der sad og flettede fingre med pigerne, mens andre fik deres 

knust i en skruestik' Cp.62). Today ships with Decca navigation, 

libraries and cinemas ply Munk's old routes, and the islands of the 

slaves are modern tourist paradises. I Tamk pA profeterne, I says 

Hansen in Syv seglsten (1960), ' der i sin tid drag ud i erkenen. De 

t0rstede og suI tede og opdagede, at de 1kke kunne faa 0j e pA andet 

derude end s1 g sel v. ":;0: For this reason Hansen chooses the barren, 

unexplored regions as the setting for his novels, the tundra, the 
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desert, the forests of West Africa or the uncolon1' ~e" . I d -F +h 
.:.., .~ 15 an s 8... "e 

Caribbean. Here the economic forces of history and the forces of 

civilization mean little. Here a man is face to face with the tr'Jth 

about himself. 

While giving the appearance of being objective studies of historical 

events, the three documentary novels I have examined are all fiction 

both by form and intention, deviating from fact for both aesthetic and 

ideological reasons. In doing this they share a number of common 

techniques. They tell a story using techniques which encourage the 

suspension of disbelief. They pay ostentatious attention to authentic 

detail, yet show a predilection for relying on intuition ""hen the 

facts are insufficient. The apparent sobriety of their language belies 

the fact that they use words not only to communicate information but 

to suggest interpretations: history, the documentary novelists seem to 

believe, is far too important a business to be left to the historians! 

The documentary novelists employ the same kind of rhetorical 

techniques as imaginative literature traditionally does, using devices 

such as juxtaposition and metaphor to imply cosmological correlations 

and comparisons which properly exist only in their subjective 

interpretations of events. And the works examined show clearly how 

fact is adapted to su it both the form and structure of the novel and 

the underlying philosophy of the novelist. However, despite the 

similarities of their techniques, the novels examined use them in 

dl fferent ways to achieve different resu 1 ts. Ingenjo·~ Andn?es 1 uftf."'ird 

remains essentially a novel; Kapplepet is almost a work of propaganda; 

Jens Hunk comes close to being a work of history. 
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Ingen10r Andrees luftfard -- Per Olaf Sundman·. Ih v 
& ---- ------- e goyelist as 

Noyelist 

Ingenjor Andrees luftfard represents an ambivalent blend of 

documents and fiction. Per Olaf Sundman has chosen a historical 

tragedy for which the documentary evidence is incomplete. He has also 

chosen a first-person narrator, a clear literary indication that 

events are going to be presented subj ecti vely. Wi thin the compass of 

the known facts, the reader is generally given as correct a picture of 

events as the existing documents permi t, but where the documentary 

evidence is lacking, imagination takes over, and the novelist supplies 

conjecture in a measure and manner unacceptable to the professional 

historian. The resul t is that a major part of the novel is based on 

fact, but the dramatic climax, and not least the historically 

unrecorded mood of the characters through the events leading up to 

this climax, are products of a literary imagination. 

While it would be naive not to admit that Ingenjor Andrees luftfard 

encourages a re-appraisal of Andree as a folk-hero, it is an 

indication of Sundman's artistic integrity as well as of the 

undeniable status of Ingenjcir Andrees lLlftf ... <ird as a novel rather than 

a document, that the author uses neither preface, epilogue, sub-title 

nor bibliography to suggest that Ingenjor Andrees luftDird is anything 

more than a novelistic study of human relations. Sundman presents the 

facts, and his comments on them, in a separate work, Ingen frulrtan, 

. I . Ad' 1 uftford Sundman uses real events to lntet hopp. 1:3 In ngenJor n rees ..... 

illustrate his thesis of our mutual human need for one another, our 

social inter-dependence. However, by the subtly reported su icide of 

t l~e provides an unequivocally fictional his first-person narra or, .• 
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solution to a still unsolved historical mystery th f' mi , us con lr ng the 

essentially novelistic qualities of the work. 

Kapp10pet -- KAre Holt: The Noyelist as Propagandist 

Kapp10pet represents a type of novel where certain central events 

and assertions are distinctly unhistorical, and generally accepted 

versions of reality are disregarded for reasons which have nothing to 

do with documentary fact. For the serious student of history, 

Kapp10pet is unreliable as a gUide to recorded reality. For the casual 

reader, Holt's version of events, although little more than propaganda 

using the literary conventions of the novel to demythologize the hero 

in general by discrediting certain heroes in particular, nevertheless 

gives the appearance of a genuine work of history with its references 

to familiar historical figures, its quotations, and not least its 

bibliography, all features which do not traditionally belong to the 

novel. Holt blends authentic documents and exact facts not with 

serious intuition or personal research as do Sundman and Hansen, but 

with wild speculation and fantasy. Whilst it contains much that is 

both true and thought-provoking, Kappl.0pet thus belongs to a category 

of the documentary novel which is particularly dubious because it 

presents speculation as if it were fact, and seeks to convince the 

reader that it is so. 
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lens Munk -- Thorkild Hansen: the Novelist as Historian 

Only the example of lens Munk suggests that it is possible to write 

a literary account which, while occasionally inaccurate or conjectural 

in matters of detail, accords in all essentials with what really 

happened. Written and constructed as a novel, Jens Munk remains 

nonetheless so scrupulous to the known facts that it deserves to be 

called a document. It gives as good a picture of an actual event as 

any historian could hope to present, and some reviews did treat lens 

Munk primarily as a history book. 14 It is significant that the history 

book element is reinforced in the abridged English translation by the 

introduction of an alphabet ical index. 15 Thorkild Hansen employs 

documented history to prove the validity of a personal Weltanschauun~ 

but does so without grossly distorting any proven historical truths. 

The result is a narrative which represents a significant contribution 

to history and is, at the same time, an eminent literary achievement. 

Concluding remarks 

Like other forms of art, the documentary novel has ambit ions beyond 

the purely mimetic, and for this reason it remains, in the ultimate 

analysis, only a li t erary convent ion, neither more nor less true than 

the conventions of Romanticism Ot~ Modet~nism, for example. It de~l=. 

with reality, but is and remains an artistic re-creation. As a 

1 1 b 1 h 'doL~umentary novel' serves a worthwhile it erary a e, owever, 
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function in isolating from the mainstream of imagl'native literature a 

particular type of novel in which documented fact is accorded 

extraordinary attention. But the documentary intenti t b on mus e stated, 

a fact Franzen appears to overlook in his defini t ion. 16 The reader 

must be al ert ed tot he exist ence of t he sources used in such a way 

that he can consult them himself. For a true documentary author like 

Hansen this independent process of verification does not merely 

vindicate the documentary approach, which is simply a means to an end, 

but confirms the validity of his subjective philosophy. Without some 

form of reference to the sources, the documentary novel risks becoming 

a historical novel or, at best, a mirror-image of the roman a clef: 

'N0g1eromanen: historisk sandhed pakket ind i .. noget 10gn". Den 

dokumentariske roman: .. noget 10gn" eller altsA en digterisk .. myte" 

- pakket ind i historisk sandhed. ' 17 

The true documentary novel is a novel ostentatiously constructed 

around historical documents made available to the reader, which are 

artificially organized to create an aesthetic entity that employs 

authentic events to point in the direction of a meaning. 

The perfect fusion of fact and fiction is to be found when 

traditional literary criticism of the documentary novel confirms that 

the characters act as they do, not solely because of the course of 

history, but because of the aesthetic and ideological requirements of 

the novel. For the critic this can be a problem, as he can no longer 

restrict himsel f to an assessment of the novel alone, but must also 

engage in comparat i ve historical research. For the reader such 

comparisons often seem unnecessary; the appeal of the documentary 

novel lies in its stimulatingly fresh and immediately comprehensible 

approach to complex or hackneyed problems, and its disrespectful 
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atti tude to traditional assumptions and social prejudices. For the 

author, much of the attraction of the form lies in the fact that no 

one will be able to say, 'It's just a story'. It is reality writ 

plain. Unlike even the greatest of traditional novels, the documentary 

novel does not stimulate its readers' intellect with fictitious 

examples, but it motivates its readers to react to examples taken from 

fact. At its best, it is a truth that cannot be denied. On the 

crassest level the documentary novel offers the artist a convenient 

way of evading responsibility. If the works in question were 

historical treatises, the evidence would have to be proved. If they 

were reportage, the critique would be that the author has selected his 

material for a particular Csubversi ve) purpose, or that it is not. 

truly representative. The documentary novelist, when and if 

confronted, need merely say that it is 'poetic 1 icence'. For the 

author, the appeal of the documentary novel, for better or 'flOrSe, is 

its credibility and its authority -- the twin sources of its power to 

enlighten and deceive. 
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164 See my Kappl.0pet chapter, p.163 and p.176: also Enquist, 

Legionarerna, p.339. 

165 

166 

167 

168 

See my Jens Hunk chapter, pp.280-281. 

) . in Fr'"'nkel's remark, 'Luftfarden ar Consider (Sundman' s lrony ..... 
avslutad', Ingenjor Andrees luftfard, (Stockholm, 1967), p.188. 

Einar IZIkland, 'John James Audubon, tfggesaI1Jlerne ved La.bra.dor', 
Vinduet, 23 (1969), p.96. 

Printz'-PAhlson, Sllltna vlirldlu', i:ippen rymd, 
?A? p ..... ·tl.J. 

169 Dahl, pp.195-196. 
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170 Janet Kawby, Vriters and Politics in }[odern Scandinavia (London, 
1978), p.23. 

171 See, for example, Elias Bredsdorff's expository essay, 'Hans 
Scherf1gs Frydenholm', in Den moderne roman og romanforskIliIlg i 
Norden (Bergen, 1971), pp.44-67. 

172 Hans Granlid, D& som nu: historiska romaner i oversikt oeh analys 
(Stockholm, 1964), p.312. 

173 Granlid, p.69. 

174 See Eva Adolfsson, 'Den frAnvarande historien', Dagens ~yheter, 3 
December 1972, p.4. 

175 Crispin Ahlstrom, 'Historisk roman -- vad ar det?', Gciteborgs
Posten, 17 February 1985, p.4. 

176 Gran11d, p.190. 

177 Jan Gu1l1ou, Coq Rouge (1986), Den demokratislre terroristen 
(1987), I nationens intresse (1988). 

178 See, for example, Goran R.Eriksson, 'The Swedish Book Review of 
Swedish Books, Autumn 1985', Swedish Book Review, no. 1 (1986), 
p.50. 
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,. 
I I. INGENJ6R ANDREES LUFTFXRD 

1 Ernst Tryde, De doda p~ Viton (Stockholm, 1952), p.113ff. 

2 Page references to Ned Ornen mot Polen are preceded in this study by 
the abbreviation HoM? 

3 References to Ingenjor Andrees luftfard are indicated by page number 
only, unless, for the sake of clarity, the abbreviation IAL is used. 

4 Page references to Ingen fruktan, intet hopp are preceded in this 
study by the abbreviation IFI~ 

5 Page references to Ett jr: Anteckningar oeh kommentarer i dagbok osv 
kring arbetet med romanen Ingenjor Andrees luftfard are preceded in 
this study by the abbreviated title Ett jr. 

6 Lars-Olaf Franzen, 'Saklighet, experiment, verklighetsro:man', p.8l. 

7 Tidestrom, p.190. 

8 For Frrenkel's pedantry, see my section on Frrenkel, pp.82-83. 

9 Sundman, 'SAnt blir Iivet', in Tryclrpunlrter: 23 svenska forfatt3.re j 

egen sak (Stockholm, 1967), p.163. 

10 Sundman, in Yrlid, 'En frAga am moral', p.82. 

11 Tidestrom, p.201. 

12 See Tidestrom, p.191. 

13 The sentence, 'Omstandigheterna skulle bli annorlunda litet Uingre 
fram i tiden' (p.210) has been corrected in sL:bsequent edi tions to 
read 'Olllstandigheterna skulle IIJojligen bli annorlunda litet langre 
fram i tiden' (PAN paperback edition (Stockholm, 1968) p.199, my 

italics) . 

14 Sundman, in Yrlid, 'En frAga om moral', p.82. 

15 Compare IFI~ p.336. 

16 t t mig am att de tre mannen led av trikinos, svAr 'Tryde har over yga 
trikinos' (Sundman, Ett jr, p. 8). 

17 Sundman, 'Att inhamta nodvandiga sanningar', Laste Ni? 9 (1963), 

p.2. 

18 Sundman, in Yrlid, 'En frAga am moral', p.80. 

19 See my section on Fr~nkel, pp:82-84. 
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20 Andree himself used the word 'uttrottade' in some correspon~iing 
instances in his diaries. See IFIH, p.224. 

21 See Vilhelm Swedenborg, Over oeh under molnen (Stockhol::l. 1939), 
p.66. 

22 Compare the final line of Froding's 'Skalden Wennerbom' (1894): 'Det 
ar skont for skalder att fA sova'. CThe misprint 'arktie:-' in the 
first edition of Ingenjo'r Andrees luftfard has been corrected in 
subsequent paperback editions. See PAN edition, p.289.) 

23 Other explicit allusions to the Bible include the following: 'VArt 
dagliga brod giv oss idag', p.219: compare Matthew 6.11; 'Att Sf? i 
en spegel ... [etc.J', p.252: compare I Corinthians, 13. 11-12; 'Ty 
pA sex dagar gj orde Herren himrnelen och j orden ... [etc. ] " p. 281: 
compare Exodus 20.11. (Andree, Fr~nkel and St:-indberg WOUld, of 
course, be familiar only with the Karl XII (1703) translation.) 

24 See Sundman, 'Anteckningar och kommentarer', BLK, 36 Cl967) , p.422. 
See also Figaro 21 March 1896; 13 June 1896; 22 August 1896. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

Tidestrom, p.187. 

'Trots att Andree kunde betraktas som ett tekniskt geni, forsvor han 
sig dock helt At ballongen' <Tryde, p.55): '[Andrees mAl] fAr 
karaktaren av en fix ide" (Sven Haglund, Andree, lIlL."lnnen l11ed vilja 
oeh mod (Stockholm, 1930), p.85). 

See also Haglund, pp.60-84 and p.282, and Kullenbergh, p.15. 

See Tryde, p.29i Ett jr, pp.16-18. 

In his comments on 'En julbetraktelse' in the posthumous Albert 
Engstrom anthology Sikta.t Deb sa.Inl11alet (Stockholm, 1952), Helmer 
LAng dates this satirical essay to 'nAgon tid efter Aterfinnandet av 
Andrees forolyckade Nordpolsexpedi tion hosten 1930' <p. 222). 

The real Andree's scientific observations were often banal or 
bizarre: "IsmAsen har tre laten 1) piyrrrrr med r mjukt Deh 
drillande 2) pyot-pyot 3) liknande kr~kans krax' (diary: 14 August 
1897, in HoHP, p. 417); 'I en ranna antraffades en Ii ten fisk sorn var 
ganska oradd och tycktes forv~nad vid vAr Asyn' <diary: 13 Au~:ust 

1897, in HaNF, p. 416). 

See Kullenbergh, p.73: KoMP, p.30 and p.35. 

See Jacobowsky, Andree: en man oeh en bragd (Lund, 1930), pp.45-46. 

See my section on 'Literary use of language', pp.60-61. 

'Hur hogt, frAgade (SwedenborgJ, hur hogt over gatans s~cnlaggning? 
Ingen visste s~kert. Kanske Attio rooter, trodde nAgon. 
Hogst femtio, sade han. A andra sidan spelar d~t ~ngen~roll om det 
ar trettio eller trehundra. Eller tretuse;~.' (.:.AL, p.5,) 
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35 'Pedantisk och exakt har .jag alltid 
Horrlandsberattelser (Stockholm, 1984), p.476). 

varit' (Sundman, 

36 Al though Finnish by birth, Adolf Nordenskiold <1832-1901) 
generally regarded as a fellow countryman by the Swedes. He 
elected to Svenska Akademlen in 1893. 

37 See also Per Olaf Sundman, 'Anteckningar och kommentarer', p.426. 

was 
was 

38 Compare: 'Man var regelmassigt ordknapp [i Frostviken] men man kunde 
andA uttrycka sig med storsta precision ... Det var i Frostviken jag 
fann mitt sprAk' (Sundman, Norrlandsberattelser, p.474). 

39 Tidestrom" p.185. 

40 A.G.Nathorst, Tv& somrar 1 Horra Ish a vet (Stockholm, 1900), I, 
p.320: compare IAL, p.130. Henri Lachambre and Alexis Kachuron, Ned 
Andree p& Spetsbergen 1896 oeh 1897 (Stockholm, 1897), p.189: 
compare IAL, p.57. 

41 'Spetsbergen ar fortfarande ett herrelost land, en terra nullius 
[sade Obermeyer]' (IAL, p. 133): compare 'S[ petsbergenJ var annu ett 
herrelost land, en terra nullius' CSvensk Uppslagsbok (Malmo, 1947-
1955), XXVI, column 1263). 

42 See Ett ~rt p.40. 

43 Sundman, in Yrlid, 'En frAga om moral', p.80. 

44 See IFIH, p.315: Ett jr, p. 8. 

45 Tryde, pp.133-135. 

46 See my section on 'Allusions', page 64. 

47 See KaMP, pp.82-85, and IFI~ pp.197-199. 

48 The subsequent paperback eeli ti ons of Ingenjb'r Andn2es 1 uftfard (PAN 
edi tion (1968) and Magnum (1981) read 'drygt femhundra kubikmeter 
gas' (p.124, my italics). 

49 Alarik Svensson, Vltodramat (Jonkoping, 1970), p.22: Erik-Axel 
Karlfeldt, quoted in IFIH, p.336. 

50 This mythology is the subject of Ake Erlandsson's, 'Kyten am Nansens 
rival och Ikaros', Edda, 75 (1975), pp.161-168. 

51 

52 

Stern, 'Per Olaf Sundmans roman Expeditionen', in Svensklarar
fo'renlngens tt.rsskrift, 1974 CLund, 1974), p. 49. Se~, also S~n~man, 
'0m att overtolka': 'Det ar min forhoppning att sa.val Expedl tlonen 
sam Andreeromanen kan lasas sam allegorier' (p.416). 

Karl-Erik Lagerloi, Stromkantringens jr (Stockholm, 1975), p.24. 
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53 Bri ta Stendahl, ' Per Olof Sundman on the E}~pedi ti 811 8: 

Truthtelling', World Literature Today, 55 (981), p.252. 

54 Sundman, in Yrlid, 'En fr~ga om moral', p.81. 

55 Sundman, 'Den svArAtkomliga rnedmanniskan', 
(963), p. 465. 

Sociala meddelanden 

56 Sundman, quoted in Stern, p.41. 

57 1eif Sj oberg, 'Per Olof Sundman and the Uses of Reality' , American-
Scandinavian RevieJ-,', 59 (1971) , p.150. This is actually a very free 
translation of Sundman's own comments in ' KOIIllIlentarer kring en 
teknik' , BLK, 32 (1963) : ' De mAnga detaljuppgifterna [ i mina 
berattelserJ forlanar ocksA det diktade handelseforloppet en 
kvali tet av odiskutabel sanning' (p. 233). 

58 Sundman, 'Lantliga funderingar kring en iSlU', KenL=l.Ur. 1 (1959) I 

p.18. 

59 See Berggren, p.178. 

60 See Stolpe, p.279. 

61 Berggren, p.175. 

62 Sjoberg, p.148. 

63 Sundman, 'Att beratta't Studiekontakt, 7 (1957), p.15. 

64 The quotation is from the title of Sundman's article in Sociala 
meddelanden, no.4/5 (1963) on his behaviouristic writing technique. 
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I I I . KAPPL@PET 

1 Scott's diaries are quoted from Robert Falcon Scott, Scott's Last 
Expedition, 2 volumes (London, 1913), unless otherwise indicated. 

2 Quoted in Pound, Scott of the Antarctic (London, 1966), p.170: see 
also, Ludlam, Captain Scott -- the full story (London, 1965), 
p. 124, p. 134. 

3 See Scott's diaries for 4 February 1912, 16 February 1912. 

4 Ludlam, p.214. 

5 References to KAre Holt's Kappl.0pet (Oslo, 1974) are gi ven by page 
nUIllber only. 

6 See my section, 'Amundsen's insincerity', pp.149-151. 

7 See my section, 'Scott's inexperience', pp.167-169. 

8 In the posthumously published four-volume Opdagelsesreiser (Oslo, 
1942) Amundsen writes: 'MAlet var nAdd, reisen avsluttet ... Efter 
A ha gj ordt holdt samledes vi og lyk0nsket [si cJ hverandre. Vi 
hadde grunn til gjensidig aktelse for, hvad der var utrettet, og 
j eg tror, dette nettopp var, hvad vi f01 te og uttrykte med de 
kraftige og bestemte nevetak, sam blev vekslet. Efter de nne f0rste 
handling skred vi til den nreste, den st0rste og mest h0itidelige 
pA hele ferden -- plantningen av vArt flagg', II, pp.253-254}. 

9 See my section, 'Amundsen's effeminate trai ts', pp.162-164, and 
Kappl~pet pp.32-33, p.81. Huntford records that, in fact, Scott 
had a reputation as 'a ladies' man' (Huntford, p.237). 

10 Scott's diary, 8 January 1911. 

11 Page references are from Opdagel sesreiser, I I. 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

See Harstad, p.114. 

Hansen, in Arnesen, p.97. 

0stvedt, p.61. 

Gran, Kampen om SYdpolen, p.69. 

Compare Ludlam, p.164. 

In Mitt ltv som polarforsker (1927) Amundsen is critical of the 
British, saying that 'i det store og hele tAler ikke britterne A 
tape' <p.69). IZIstvedt detects in the mature Amundsen 'en lettst0tt 
forfengelighet, sam r0per seg til overmAl i Xitt liv som 
polarforslrer' (lZIstvedt, Hjal:IIl:~r Johansen (Skien, 1968), p. 61). 

See Gran, Kampen om sydpolen, p.73. 

Arnesen, pp.183-185. 

Arnesen, p.181. 
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21 Compare Kappl~pet, p.194, with Johansen's diary for 17 September 
1911: 'F0r han reiste, havde jeg sikret mig teltet fra hans sIme 
for det tilf~lde at vi skulde bli liggende igjen pA barrieren om 
natten' . 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

Roald Amundsen, 'Den tredje Framferd 7.juni 1910 - 6.mars 1912'. 
Diary entry from 17 September 1911. 

Henriksen, p.98. 

See Johansen's diary for 21 September 1911: 'Helmer hadde fAtt 
fatt i en l~gebog i efterm. og lreste om hvorlede forfrysninger 
skulle behandles. Da han gjorde chefen opmterksom pA at det ikke 
stemte med hans kur, svarte chefen at han ikke skulde befatte sig 
med den boken. Han fikk heller spille kort eller l~e romaner. ' 

The Belgica crew produced a ribald magazine called 'The Ladysless 
[sic] South', in which Amundsen's purported comment on the problem 
of sexual deprivation was, 'Yes sir, I love it.' (Huntford, p.65). 

Recent evidence indicates that Amundsen had affairs with an 
American procuress and Sigrid Castberg, the wife of an Oslo lawyer 
(Huntford, p.204: p.213, pp.565-566). 

scott's Last Expedition, p.597 and pp.605ff. 

Scott's native south-west was, in fact, struck by several winter 
blizzards and heavy snowfalls between 1875 and 1898: Se L. C. W. 
Bonacina, 'Snowfall in the British Isles during the Half-Century 
1876-1925', British Rainfall (1927), pp.260-287. 

See my section, 'Scott's sensitivity', pp.169-171. 

See Huntford, p.161; Huxley, pp.13-14. 

See my section, 'Making history more readable', pp.141-143. 

See Johansen's diary for 21 September 1911 (footnote 24, above). 

Helmut Krane, 'KAre Holt: KappI0pet', pp.183-189. 

See Jahn Than, 'KAre Hal t arbeiderdikteren i det evige 
borgerlige univers', in Linjer i nordisk prosa: Norge 1965-1975 

(Lund, 1977), p.77. 

Hal t, interviewed by Odd Arild S0nvisen, in 'Han vant verden men 
tapte sin sjel', Bergens Arbeiderblad, 17 September 1974, p.10. 

Sverre Riis0en, 
1974, p.4. 

Than, p.78 

'La ham bli alene am det', Aftenposten, 5 October 

Tom Kristensen and Eirik Meyer claim, for example, in Bokklubben's 
magazine Bindestrelren (April, 1970), that Holt has made himself 

f N 's foremost expertE. on Sverre. See also Petter 
one a orway 75) 50 
Larsen, Norslre forfattere i mulys: Holt (stavanger, 19. ,p. . 
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39 N.Chr.B., 'Ny KAre Holt', Nationen, 13 October 1956, p.9: Halvdan 
Hydle, 'Xeget roman og lite historie', Aftenposten, 26 October 
1956, p.3. 

40 Holt, interviewed by Svein Ola Hope, in 'Amundsen, mennesket 08 
glorien', Arbeiderbladets L0rdagsekstra, 19 October 1974, p.3. 
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IV. JENS HUNK 

1 Referred to in this study as NS 1624. 

2 Compare Knudsen, Den danske Ishavsfarer Jens ]/[unk (Copenhagen, 
1902), p.3, and Gosch, Danish Arctic Expeditions 1605-1620. 2 
vols (London, 1897), II, p.63. 

3 

4 

See entries 23 January 1620, 24 April 1620 and 12 May 1620. 

Referred to in this study as NS 1723. 

5 Referred to in this study as L~uridsen. 

6 For example, Slange in 
(Copenhagen, 1749), p.643. 

Christian den Fjerdes Historie 

7 See Gosch, I, p.xxii; Lauridsen, p.xlvi. 

8 See NS 1723, p.19; Olafsson, p.122. 

9 Compare NS 1723, p.7. 

10 Compare also Jens ](unk, 
pp.122-123 and Steensen, 
145 and DalgArd, p.31. 

pp.15-16 and Gosch, 
p.38, p.164, p.182: 

I I, p.60; Jens }(unk 
Jens Hunk, pp. 144-

11 The anecdotes are taken from Sivert Grubbe's account, quoted in 
Bering-Liisberg, Cp.144), and Olafsson, Cp.86) respectively. 

12 Olaus Magnus, quoted in Troels-Lund, I, p.54. 

13 See map, .Ten.s ](unk, p.301. 

14 Capital letters are not used here in Giedde's own account. See 
Giedde, 16 May 1620. 

15 Compare Matthew 6 (' Di t er Riget 08 magten 08 
Chronicles 29.11 ('Din, Herre, er storheden, 
glansen og herligheden'). 

~ren' ) 
masten, 

and I 
I£ren, 

16 Compare Matthew 5.5 ('Sali8e er de sagtmodige, thi de skal arve 
jorden'), 19.30 C'Kange af de f0rste skal blive de sidste, og 
mange af de sidste skal blive de f0rste'), 16.25 <Thi den, som 
viI frelse sit liv, skal miste det: rnen de. SoID mister sit liv 

skal bjrerge det'). 

17 See Job 33.14-25. 

18 See Luke 2 and John 16.28. 

19 For details of the coronation day ;'i'e3ther, see Beri,"s-Liisberg, 

p.99. 

20 'Eksistentiel historiesk:::-i'v'ning -- Om Tbo:-kild See S0ren Schou, 
Hansens forfatterskab', 
1976), p.74. 

in DaIlsir re3. 1 iST:x: 1960-75 (Copenr:3.3en, 



21 Compare stanza 59 of Tennyson's Ulysses (842): 
'My purpose holds 
To sail beyond the sunset 
And the western baths 
Of all the western stars, until I die.' 

22 Stensviksholm fell on 8 Kay 1564, Alvsborg on 24 April 1612. 

23 Romhild, 'Ristorisk eller episk prreteritum', p.62. 
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24 See Daa's 'Relation fra Togtet til Nordhavet' (p.6J. (In later 
editions of Jens Hunk the lines at the bottom of page 217 have 
unfortunately been transposed.) 

25 Romhild, 'Ristorisk eller episk prreteritum', p.59. 

26 The picture of Jens Hunk on page 370 of Jens Kunk is reproduced 
from page 10 of a Dutch version of Peyrere's history. Drie 
Voyagien Gedaen Na Groenlandt (Amsterdam, 1663 -- not 1647, as 
Hansen g-ives!). There is no reason to think the picture bears any 
likeness to the real Munk. 

27 The historical information is taken chiefly from NS 1723 (p.1l), 
Gosch (II, p.xx), and Knudsen Cpp.17-18). 

28 ' De to efterf0lgende Aar var [1/[unkJ paa Togt i Nordhavet mod 
Fribyttere, f0rst som J0rgen Daaes Lieutenant, og senere i 1616 
med en selvstrendig Flaadeafdeling' (Lauridsen, p.xvi). Other 
accounts are in Olafsson (pp.120-124) and Knudsen (p.19). 

29 See Daa's 'Relation om Togtet til Nordhavet 1615', [p.6J. 

30 A bosun commi tted suicide by throwing himself overboard from 
Munk's ship for reasons unknown eNS 1624, 18 May 1619). This 
incident is duly recorded in the novel <p.281). 

31 See Hess, p.143. 

32 See Knudsen, p. 22; Slange, p. 424; Gosch, I I, p. xxvi i i; Birket
Smith, p.53; Lauridsen, p.xvii. 

33 Compare Knudsen, p.14, p.15; NS 1723, p.6; Birket-Smi th, p.51. 

34 Lind, p.194. 

35 NS 1723, p.22j Knudsen, p.22, also; Lauridsen, p.xvii. 

36 

37 

38 

39 

A final entry which appears in DS 1884 for 27 September 1620 
makes it clear that Munk was still a free man at the end of 
September (Lauridsen, p.58). 

It is Lauridsen who dates the letter as 30 November 1620 (p.xli, 

note 1). 

For confirmation of Munk's warm reception see also Knudsen, p. 79 i 

Lauridsen, pp. xli-xlii. 

Birket-Smith, p.57. 
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41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

50 

51 

52 

53 

54 

55 

56 
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Hansen uses Lind (pp. 196-197) as his source for information about 
these incidents. 

'At [Kongen] var tilgamgelig for blidere F0lelser, derom vidne 
ikke blot utallige Optegnelser i hans Dagb0ger om Gaver til 
Fattige, Kr0blinger og Syge, menogsaa hans Interesse for 
Hospitaler, srerlig for B0rnehuset' (Bering-Liisberg, p.408). See 
also Bering-Liisberg, p.159ff, p.177, p.182ff,- p.382. 

The source for the Sor0 Monastery manuscripts anecdote is Arup, 
II, p. 667. 

For details of the extravagant coronation and the account of the 
feasting in Bergen, see Bering-Liisberg, p.94ff, pp.145-147. 

Bering-Liisberg, p.146. 

See Nyerup's 1825 unabridged edition of Christian IV's diaries 
for 1620 for details and e}camples such as, • [6 January 1620] Fik 
jeg ... lade g0re st0rre det Tingest, B0rn have at rive Tangeeren 
paa' etc. 

Compare Arup, III, p.167. 

Fridericia, p.93. 

Birket-Smith, p.36; Bering-Liisberg, p.408. 

'Death-defying Dane. North-West to Hudson Bay', Times Li terary 
Supplement, (1970) p.1427: compare .Tens Hunk, p.69, p.207 and 
p.276. 

Even allowing for the difference between the Julian and the 
Gregorian calendars, the real Christian IV was not an Aquarian. 
He was born 'den 12. April K1 4 om Eftermiddagen' (Bering
Liisberg, p. 12). 

The earlier date is correct, see NS 1624, 8 August 1619. 

Jens Hunk, p.172: compare Garde, p.95 and p.97. 

See Ove Giedde, 'Fortegnelse paa alt, havd paa den Indianske 
Reise forfalden er', Samll1ng zur Danischen Geschichte, 
Hiinzkenntniss, OekonoJl1ie und Sprache, edited by J. H. Schlegel, 1 
(Copenhagen, 1772), pp.44-45 and p.165. 

Compare NS 1624, 8 June 1620; 18 June 1620; 26 June 1620. 

The description of Peyrere is made by his English editor, A. 
White, in an introduction to a 'A Description of Greenland', a 
translation of Peyrere's 'Relation du Groenland', in A Collection 
of Documents on Spitsbergen and Greenland (London, 1855) (p.xv). 
Peyrere's work includes, for example, references t.o Atlan~ic 
monsters, a merman which causes storms. strange creatures WhlCh 

are half duck, half woman, and wave triplets which surround 
vessels on three sides and close in to sink them. (See p.209-210) 

See also Birket-Smith, p.56; Lauridsen, pp.xlii-xliii. 
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57 See Olafsson for the recruiting-room sce:;.e (pp.151-152) and the 
hunt for Mendoza (pp.120-125). 

58 Olafsson, pp.151-152: compare .Tens }funk, pp.259-262. 

59 Quotation 
of daily 
references 
and p.133; 

from Troels-Lund's own introduction 
life in Christian IV's Denmark 
from Troels-Lund, VIII, p.45; IV, 
VI, pp.84-85 and p.88j V, p.78). 

to his encyclopedia 
(I, p. 6) . <other 

pp.81-82; IV. p.96 

60 See Hansen, Jens Hunks Hinde-Ekspedltion, p.32 and p.38. 

61 See Franzen, 'Det dokumentaras estetik', p.163. Thorkild Hansen's 
trilogy about the slave trade was published as Slavernes kyst 
(Copenhagen, 1967), Slavernes ski be (Copenhagen, 1968) and 
Slavernes eer (Copenhagen, 1970). 

62 Schou, p.73. 

63 Quotations from Albert Camu~., Le Xythe de Sisyphe (Algiers, 
1942], seventh edition (Paris, 1949), pages 118, 165, and 166. 

64 Hansen has a declared affini ty for the works of Johannes V. 
Jensen (see, for example, 'Svar p~ tiltale', in Politiken, 2 
October 1966). There are clear parallels in both theme and style 
between Jensen's Kongens fald (1901) and Christofer Columbus 
<1921> and Hansen's Jens Hunk. Kong-ens fald is a rallying call 
against contemporary decadence; Chri stofer Col umbus shows how 
true greatness is poorly rewarded. 
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V. CONCLUSION 

1 See Sund:man, Ishav; Hansen, .Tens }funks Ninde-Ekspediti on; Holt, 
Kappl~pet, p.272. 

2 'Vi befann oss p~ ~ttiotvA grader tvA minuter nordlig bredd och 
femton grader fem minuter oster om Greenwichs nollmeridian.' 
(Ingenjor Andrees luftflird; p.l72.); 'Kasse nummer en inneholder 
5300 kjeks og veier 50,38 kilo. Kasse nummer to inneholder 112 
rasj oner hundepemmikan, 11 peJlser melkemel, sj okolade og kjeks, til 
sammen 80,4 ki 10.' (Kappl.0pet, p. 233. ) ; 'Den 7. september 1619 
blC2Ste der paa dette sted vindstyrke 10 fra nordvest med snefog, 
hagl og taage.' (Jens Hunk, p.296.). 

3 Tuchman, p.xviii. 

4 See my section 'Munk's qualities as a captain', p.259; Ingen 
fruktan, intet hopp, p.251. 

5 Oscar Wilde, The Picture of Dorian Gray (1891J, Penguin editiDn 
(Harmondsworth, 1985), p.130. 

6 Olav NordrA, Red hest (Oslo, 1970); Truman Capote In Gold Blood (New 
York, 1965); Lars Widding, Eva Brauns fO"rlorade liv (Stockholm, 
1983) . 

7 See the following sections in my study: 'Sundman' s attitude to his 
sDurces', p.l05i ':Making history more readable', p.14l; 'Making 
history more readable', p.134. Also .lens Hunk, pp.261-262: compare 
Olafsson, pp.151-152. 

8 'Expeditionens dram 
samhallet.' (Berggren, 

ar drommen 
p. 182) . 

om det fungerande korporativa 

9 Lars G. War me , Per Olaf Sundm...·=m: Writer of the North (Westport, 
Conn., 1984), p.165. 

10 See Thorbj0rnsen, 'Arbeidarmakt mot kapitalmakt'. 

11 At the end of De sfJde piger Hansen explains that he travelled to 
Paris in 1947 to study the French Existentialists. 

12 Hansen, 'Syv seglsten' (Copenhagen, 1960), p.l08. 

13 

14 

'Vintern 1967-68 blev jag tillf~~gad av Bonniers farlag om jag ville 
redigera en ny utgAva av II Med Ornen mot Polen". Jag fann snart a~t 
den till inneh~ll och varderingar var alltfor tidsbunden, alltfor 
heroiserande. Jag gj orde darfor en hel t ny bok': Sundman. Ingen 

fruktan, intet hopp, pp.5-6. 

See, for example, 'Death-defying Dane' I p. 1427. 
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15 North West to Hudson Bay, translated by James MacFarlane and John 
Lynch, <London and Glasgow, 1970), pp.345-348. 

16 Franzen's definition appears in my 'Introduction', p.l1. 

17 R0mhild, 'DokumentarislIle: roman', in Slags: Om litter.:ere arter, 
genrer, motiver (Copenhagen, 1986), p.120. 
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